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This thesis describes a technique for automatic transcription of speech that is both
probabilistic and phonetically transparent. The technique employs classical methods of
statistical pattern-recognition, but works within a phonetic framework that is simple to
conceptualise, with no "black box" components or hidden states or layers.
The technique being statistical, it involves a prior training-phase during which the
features of the classes to be recognised are learnt from examples, and statistical models
estimated for each class. These models subsequently become the basis of the recognition
procedure. In the present implementation, the classes are classes of "sub-phonic" entities
(where "sub-phonic" denotes parts of phones and phones are conceived as artificially
isolated sections of the acoustic record of speech, each phone serving an identifiable
linguistic function). The sub-phonic entities (or 'subphones') are defined in such a
way as to take account of the underlying articulatory reality, and the manner of their
definition imposes a significant amount of constraint on the search for the most probable
utterance-transcription, a search executed using dynamic programming.
The subphones are identified explicitly and modelled statistically in their own right.
Explicit identification and modelling result in greater simplicity than is typical of other
statistical modelling techniques. No use is made of durational features in their identifica¬
tion either in training or (in the basic implementation of the technique) in recognition.
It is argued that duration should be modelled primarily not as a feature of phonetic
classes, but rather of higher level structures, though it is also suggested that subphonic
analysis of phones may provide a basis for relativistic within-phone duration-modelling.
The technique described here is offered as a possible starting-point for further devel¬
opment. Evaluation of the technique suggests that it is realistic to claim that substantial
improvement is possible from the current best performance for a single speaker of a little
under 70 per cent correct for phone recognition (this without syllabic, lexical, syntactic
or other higher-level constraints, and without the use of mixture-modelhng). Because
the phonetic framework is transparent, it is considered probable that rapid progress
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would be possible from this starting-point using the tried and tested methods of empir¬
ical science.
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Abbreviation Meaning
APT automatic phonetic transcription
ASR automatic speech recognition
AST automatic subphonic transcription
CSBCM comprehensive separation between classes and models
DCT Discrete Cosine Transform
DP Dynamic Programming
GSW initials of the speaker who provided the speech data
HMM Hidden Markov Model/Modelling
HSMM Hidden Semi Markov Model/Modelling
OQ Open Quotient
pdf probability density function
PSSH the Phonetic Self-Sufficiency Hypothesis
POA place of articulation
RD relative duration
SBCM separation between classes and models
TR Classes classes used to model the border between two phones
FURIDA the automatic transcription system described in this work
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The work on which this thesis is based was directed to an essentially practical end
- the development of a phonetically transparent technique for automatic tran¬
scription of speech. By "phonetically transparent" is meant a technique whose
manner of operation is wholly intelligible in phonetic terms; a fuller understand¬
ing of the significance of this will emerge as the thesis unfolds. In order to keep the
task within reasonable bounds, the attempt was restricted to the single-speaker
case (with the idea, however, that if success could be achieved for a single speaker,
extension to the case of several speakers could be undertaken as a further step). A
more minor restriction was imposed by the decision to terminate with a phonetic
rather than a full orthographic transcription (a restriction described as minor in
view of the fact that a conventional orthographic transcription should be deriv¬
able in a fairly straightforward way from the phonetic transcription produced).
To a large extent, the success achieved to date in automatic speech recognition
has been proportional to the degree to which the tasks attempted have been con¬
strained to involve a limited number of choices at each decision-point. The task
of automatic speech recognition (ASR) is distinguished from that of automatic
speech understanding, and it is probably true to say that the artificial constraints
imposed on the tasks attempted in ASR serve to compensate for the loss of an
'overseeing intelligence'. Certainly in human language perception, understanding
1
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appears to play a significant and probably quite crucial role in enabling us to
recognise what is said. The separation of recognition and understanding reflects
only an attempt to tackle a difficult problem by dividing it into less complex
problems, each of which is difficult enough by itself. The presence of artificial
constraints in a typical ASR task — for example, using a finite lexicon and limited
grammar to define the range of things that can be said — may obscure the extent
to which the purely phonetic characterisation of speech is being well managed,
and it is possible to forgo such constraints in order to get a clearer picture of the
phonetic sensitivity or performance of a technique (Lamel & J.L.Gauvain 1993).
This is what was attempted in the work described here.
It cannot escape notice, however, that in the human context language works
within limitations imposed by a finite (if large) lexicon, a definite (if rich) gram¬
mar, and a generally accessible and familiar world of reference, so to speak. It is
therefore far from obvious that phonetic transcription should be possible without
assistance from the other possible sources of help. Most of the rest of this thesis
is concerned in one way or another with the practicalities of the attempt, but in
this opening chapter I take time to consider whether the idea is even sensible.
I begin with a brief examination of the concepts of recognition and perception,
first as they apply to human experience in general, and then as they apply to our
experience of language in particular.
1.2 Recognition, Perception and Classification
In ordinary usage, recognition is most often recognition of individuals (in the
philosophical sense of things existing as entities in their own right) as the unique
individuals they are — human individuals, places, people's handwriting or pets
or material belongings, or other inanimate objects. It is easy to catalogue the
kinds of things we talk of recognising in this way, but not so easy — as with
all terms involving processes that seem to take place within us — to say what
recognition consists in, unless we give a rather obvious definition as, say, coming
to realise that the individual before us (in flesh, film, or whatever) is one that
we know, that we have had previous experience of. The definition is not very
enlightening, but it does at least serve to draw attention to the central importance
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for all recognition, and probably for perception in general, of a stored memory
or mental construct of some kind which has been built from previous experience
of the individual in question (Kohonen 1989:p. 1).
It is less common to describe perception in the general sense — our everyday
perception of the things in our environment, for example — in terms of recogni¬
tion, but I think most people would allow that in some sense we have to recognise
the things in our environment — as cars, shop-doorways, ten-pound notes, po¬
licemen — in order to live our lives at all. In this sense recognition is a matter
of seeing what something is, often with the emphasis not on its unique individ¬
uality (has this ten-pound note passed through my hands before? What does it
matter?) but on its nature or value or role as a thing of that kind. And once
again, experience of other things of that kind is crucial in having enabled us to
develop a mental construct which allows us to see this thing too as a thing of that
kind, even though we may have had no previous experience of it whatsoever qua
individual, and so to know how to behave with regard to it (if it's a newspaper,
we know we can read it; if it's a moving car, we know we should not stand in its
way).
In so far as perception of everyday objects involves recognising them as belong¬
ing to particular kinds, it can reasonably be said to involve acts of classification
x, even if the word is rather too formal to make the locution completely natural.
If asked to explain the term classification to a non-native learner of English, we
would probably use as examples either formal, scientific classification involving
specialised knowledge, or conceivably (stretching things a bit) cases where some
unfamiliar object — a particular small metal item found in a disused factory,
say, or some barnacle-encrusted object found in a rock-pool — required to be
identified - as a battered rivet, say, or a child's seaside spade. Classification of
the formal or explicit kind does not appear to be very different in the most im¬
portant respects from recognition of things in the course of everyday perception,
the major differences arising only from the degree of ease with which the process
is carried out in the different cases, this probably being a function of familiarity
more than anything else. While a careful process of taking measurements, noting
bn the sense, clearly, of putting an item into a class, rather than of devising a taxonomy or
classification-scheme for performing such acts
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down distinctive features, and the like, may not be required in these less formal
acts of classification, it seems incontrovertible to say that we can only classify or
recognise things by means of their features or properties, though the latter terms
should surely be interpreted very widely to include networks of relationships with
other things.
It is surely wrong to think that we rely exclusively on properties of things
themselves in recognising them— our memory or mental picture of, for example,
the world of travelling to work in the morning, with all the expectations it creates
as we travel to work this morning, means that only the most cursory attention to
the features of a moving object in the road will be sufficient for us to recognise
it as a car. This is not, of course, to deny the importance of the car's having the
features that enable us to see it as a car, but only to draw attention to the very
great power of a known context to facilitate recognition of things that we would
expect to find in that context.
For a sane human being, the inventory of things in their mental construct
of the world will reflect the inventory of things in their experience of the world,
and will predispose them to expect their future experience of the world to be at
least in large part concerned with items from that same inventory. In trying to
recognise an obscure object, indeed, we may try out a number of ideas (mental
constructs, patterns), and often be able to arrive at what seems like a plausible
recognition on this basis. Recognition is thus shown to be an active process of
"reconstruction", at least in the cases where the relating of object-of-perception
and object-of-experience (mental construct) is not straightforward, and one is
perhaps entitled to suspect therefore that it is everywhere an active process, only
that it is usually so easy as to be for all practical purposes "automatic", and so
passes unnoticed.
We are not passive in perception, opening blank senses to have a pre-determined
world impinge upon them and give rise to a mental construct of the world (or
a mental construct of mental constructs (...) of the world) that could in some
sense be described as objective. As humans, we were initiated into the world
of human experience in our infancy, and the nature of our humanity, with the
relationships this involves us in vis-a-vis the rest of the world, human and non-
human, surely determines how the world is "divided up" for us, and what things
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become "objects of experience" for us. And needless to say, those things become
objects of experience for us which are significant to our lives. At any one moment,
however, our resolution of the world before us is determined by the manner of
our engagement with it at that time, with some things backgrounded and some
things brought into primary focus. We may, at one moment, pay very close atten¬
tion to the features of an individual (consider the lepidopterist examining a rare
butterfly), and at another merely notice the individual as in a sense no more than
a feature of a grander whole, as we might do with respect to a butterfly passing
across the garden on a Summer's day. The "objects of significance", therefore,
may be different in scale, so to speak, from one occasion to another.
1.3 Recognition of Language
Whether or not everything that has been said above about the world of our
experience can be said also of language as a particular case, it certainly seems
that our capacity to learn and to use language reflects many of the same features
of our general capacity for learning about and making sense of the world. We
recognise utterances of word X as belonging to the kind "utterance of X" on
the basis of their having properties (sound-patterns) that we have learnt to be
associated with utterances of X, and properties (patterns of use, involving both
connections with the world and connections with other words) that we have learnt
to be part of the identity of the word X. Every word, that is to say, has both a
spoken form and a meaning or use, and while its spoken form is vital as a key
to its identity, its use in the language creates for it a network of relationships
that are surely also significant in facilitating its recognition. (It does seem to be
correct to speak of "the word X", to give the type-word the status of a unique
individual, while treating utterances of the word as forming a class.)
There is little doubt that we internalise the landscape of our language just as
strongly as we internalise our learnt picture of the world, and we appear to use
our knowledge of both to make sense of what we hear. As we begin to recognise
the words of an utterance, patterns of implication and patterns of association
are invoked with respect both to the linguistic form of the utterance and to its
semantic interpretation, and may exercise a significant influence on our decision
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as to what we are hearing. And just as it is with aspects of the world that the more
familiar we are with them the less care and attention we have to expend when
dealing with them, so too does it seem to be the case in normal circumstances
with language, that the more experienced we are in its use the less detail we need
in order to be be able to make sense of it, a fact which we betray our implicit
knowledge of in the way we adapt our speaking style with a hearer who we know
to be familiar with our accent, our speech habits, or the subject-matter of our
talk. In the extreme case, the phonetic delineation of the linguistic content of an
utterance may be merely sketched, on the assumption that other factors of the
situation make it almost unnecessary to formulate the utterance at all.
The parallel between language-perception and perception of the world in gen¬
eral would appear to extend to the points made about "objects of significance"
also. The words of our language are at the very least one of the categories of "ob¬
ject of significance" for us as we participate in language (many would argue that
they are the primary category), while the phrases and other structures formed
from words may also be capable of being objects of significance in this sense (con¬
sider phrases such as "How are you?", "I love you", "We're ruined!", "What's
the meaning of this?"). Whether or in what sense the sounds used to form words
are themselves objects of significance for the naive language-user is a question
whose correct answer is somewhat uncertain. It seems true to say that we do
not learn our mother-tongue by learning to produce or recognise sounds in their
own right, but rather are taught to produce and recognise words, which involve
coordinated articulatory gestures for their production and involve recognition of
changing patterns of sound, but which seem to be produced and recognised as
wholes (Hawkins 1995). On the other hand, a variety of factors conspire to make
children gradually more aware of similarities between the sounds involved in dif¬
ferent words, and in societies with alphabetic writing-systems a person may be
led to assume from the fact that a single symbol is used for a group of very similar
sounds (take the vowel-sounds in the words bit, sit, hid and quick for example),
that they are in some sense all the same sound. This is not strictly true, of
course, of the physical sounds, but a significant point about assuming something
like it is that making such assumptions about the sound-patterns of languages
has been found by humankind over a long period of time to lead to useful results
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in a number of practical applications (user-friendly writing-systems; guides to
pronunciation in dictionaries for languages like English with its very awkward
relationship between spelling and sound, or for languages like Chinese with no
systematic connection between the written and spoken forms of the language; as
a starting-point for pronunciation teaching in foreign and second language teach¬
ing, ... ). It is still, I think, worth insisting that the fact that we can focus on
phonetic or phonemic classes of sounds does not entail that we actually engage
in such activity, or must engage in such activity, when listening to speech. It is
perhaps worth adding also that whether we do or not, it is unlikely in the extreme
that we make sense of language simply by means of such a process (that we work
entirely "bottom-up" from the perception of individual sounds).
1.4 "The Phonetic Self-Sufficiency Hypothesis"
It is a basic (and I think, uncontroversial) assumption of this thesis that it is
possible to represent the linguistic content (the "message") of at least a carefully
produced utterance using a finite set of phonetic symbols once the linguistic con¬
tent is known. The more questionable assumption is that the linguistic content
of an unknown utterance can be recovered from its bare acoustic record, given
a list of the phonetic categories to be employed in the recovery and a known
mapping from categories to physical sounds. I am calling this the phonetic self-
sufficiency hypothesis (PSSH) for the rest of this section. Stating the matter in
rather more detail, the assumptions involved are that, for a given speaker, (a)
speech can be seen as involving the recurrent use of a finite number of sounds,
(b) the mapping of classes of sound to distinctive categories is learnable, and
(c) once the mapping has been learnt, the acoustic record of that speaker's ut¬
terances should be sufficient for recovery of a phonetic representation, without
any need to rely on lexical or grammatical or other higher-level constraints to
constrain the transcription process. This may be described as the strong form of
the hypothesis. A weaker form states that a probabilistic phonetic representation
may be obtained as above, where "probabilistic" implies a number of different
possible transcriptions each comprising scored phonetic hypotheses, from which a
definitive phonemic transcription is achievable using a lexicon and grammar and
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possibly other higher-level constraints. (Note that under the weak form of the
hypothesis at least, the view is implied that the act of "recognising a phoneme"
is only completed when recognition of the word it helps to identify is complete.)
That the weak form (at least) of the hypothesis is at least not obviously
false may be argued as follows. Language in its spoken form is only possible if
words have some degree of stability in their spoken forms (variation must have its
limits), which implies a learnable relationship between any particular word and
pronunciations of that word in the speech of a given speaker, and implies also
the maintenance of a more or less fixed system of relationships of this kind across
the entire lexicon (so that, for example, if the speaker produces the diphthong of
'my' as something akin to [oi], as many Dubliners do, he may be expected to use
the same sound [oi] in the words 'sky', 'mine', 'high' and 'mind'). (If people con¬
tinually changed their phonetic keys to particular distinctive categories, it would
probably be quite difficult to follow them.) It therefore seems not unreasonable
to expect that once we learn the system of relationships, it will be possible to
recognise the phonetic content of further utterances by that speaker from their
acoustic record (the strong form of PSSH), or at least have evidence which we
can use in combination with help from other sources to arrive at the linguistic
content (the weak form of the hypothesis).
This optimistic view of the adequacy of the acoustic-phonetic record may be
thought to sit ill with the view argued for earlier that a variety of knowledge-
sources contribute to facilitating human recognition of language. Two points
are relevant in this connection. Firstly, in the real world (with multitudes of
speakers) there is a huge amount of variation in the phonetic realisation of any
system of phonological categories, so that more help is likely to be required from
non-phonetic knowledge-sources. Secondly, whereas people are not trained to
focus on the phonetic form of language (to attempt recognition in the way I have
just described in outlining the PSSH), computers can be so trained, and it is an
open question whether computers may not in fact prove to be far better "phonetic
recognisers" than humans, given appropriate training and programming.
I conclude that the idea of attempting phonetic transcription from the acoustic
record without making use of knowledge-sources above the phonetic level, is at
least not an obviously foolish one.
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1.5 The Speech Material Used in Training and
Testing the Recognition System
All the speech material used in this work was for a single speaker, referred to
throughout via his initials GSW. GSW is a native speaker of British English, of a
non-rhotic variety, with no clear markers for either specific regional or pronounced
class accent. Brought up in England with one Scottish parent, but having spent
some years working in Scotland at the time of the recordings, GSW has some very
slight traces of Scottish influence, which are mentioned at appropriate places in
the text.
All the material used was scripted, and consisted of separate sentences of du¬
rations ranging between 3 and 6 seconds. GSW produced the utterances in a fast
tempo, and in a quite informal style, so that the speech material represents many
of the features of spontaneous speech, though is very largely free of hesitation,
false starts, stutter, etc., and wholly free of ungrammaticality.
Two hundred of the sentences were from the SCRIBE dataset, which was
designed to elicit data for as many combinations of phonemes as possible, so as to
provide as much coverage as possible for context-dependent phonetic modelling.
This material was supplemented with a further sixty sentences from the TIMIT
dataset (Garofolo et al. 1990), in order to get some further coverage of phoneme
combinations poorly represented by the SCRIBE dataset.
1.6 Brief Preview of the Content of Subsequent
Chapters
In chapter 2 I list and define the phonetic categories used in the recognition
technique developed in this work, and seek to show how various forms of acoustic
variability can be accommodated within the phonetic framework employed. I also
give a brief sketch of the system that implements the recognition technique.
Chapter 3 is concerned with cepstral representation of the short-term spec¬
trum, and also introduces classes designed to model border-regions between
phones.
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Chapter 4 explains the methods used for deriving phonetic hypotheses from
sequences of cepstra. The statistical basis of the transcription technique is ex¬
plained in detail in this chapter.
Statistical pattern-classification techniques ideally require that healthy sam¬
ples be available for each of the classes into which patterns are to be classified, and
in chapter 5 I look at the problems arising from having to work with inadequate
samples and at a variety of methods for overcoming such problems.
Chapter 6 is concerned with evaluation of the transcription technique, with
the focus on trying to identify the contributions from individual component parts
of the system, and reports the results of a number of experiments carried out to
this end.




The main purpose of this chapter is to catalogue and define the phonetic classes
used as the basis of the recognition system described in this work. A brief outline
is given at the outset of statistical approaches to pattern-classification, to provide
some essential context for the main discussion. Statistical approaches to speech
recognition typically (though not inevitably) entail a belief in the possibility of
defining segments in the acoustic record of speech that can be related to more
abstract linguistic objects such as words or phonemes, and I go on to examine the
reasonableness of this belief in the light of what is known about speech produc¬
tion. A brief overview of the recognition system, which I have called FURIDA,
is then provided, as background to the account of phonetic classes that follows.1
In giving that account, particular attention is paid to the relation between choice
and definition of classes and acoustic variability arising from variations in inter-
articulator timing, and there are separate discussions of assimilation and glot-
talisation. Throughout, an attempt is made to show that phenomena typically
considered to call for a multi-tiered, feature-based approach can all in fact be
handled within what is, ostensibly at least, a linear segmental framework.
T have gone to the extent of christening the system simply in order to have a means of
referring to it concisely. The name FURIDA is an amalgam of two Swahili words, furaha and
shida, which together nicely characterise the experience of developing the system; furaha means
"joy", "happiness", and shida "hardship", "difficulty".
11
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2.2 Basics of the Statistical Approach to ASR
Statistical approaches to ASR, and to pattern recognition in general, are highly
compatible with the account of human object-recognition argued for earlier.
Speaking 'anthropomorphically', we enable the computer to recognise speech
from its bare acoustic record by first providing it with numerous examples of
such records together with appropriate symbolic representations of the speech
(e.g. a string of phonetic or orthographic symbols) and information regarding
the temporal relation between acoustic record and symbol string (which section
of the record is to be associated with which symbol). The computer is thus
enabled to build statistical models (cf. human mental constructs) of the kinds
of acoustic measurements associated with each symbol, and can then use these
models to decode further acoustic records for which no symbolic representation
is given. (This sketch will be greatly elaborated in the course of this work.)
Just as in human life generally a conception founded on limited experience
may prove inadequate in the face of further encounters with reality, so too in
statistics it is of course a mistake to attempt generalisations on the basis of
scanty evidence, and in ASR using statistical techniques it is necessary to have
representative samples of the objects one wishes the computer to discern in the
acoustic record, so that it can build models that will be reliable. There are, of
course, a great many more words in English (perhaps 50,000 in common use) than
there are sub-word units such as syllables or phonemes, and since the acoustic
forms of words may be affected by the words that happen to precede and follow
them in speech, it may be an onerous task to get together healthy samples of
all the words one might wish to recognise in all the contexts one might wish to
cover. Choice of a phonetic unit is therefore common. Such units are also affected
by their context of occurrence, but we do at least start out with a significantly
smaller number, and we also have the potential to cover all vocabulary-items in
the language if we can build models for all phonetic contexts.
Quite simple forms of statistical modelling are used in the work described
here. It is possible to model a phonetic class — one with several variants, say
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— by using a mixture of Normal distributions,2 but I have followed the general
policy of trying to arrive at objects for recognition that can each be reasonably
modelled using a single (multivariate) Normal distribution. In part this reflects
nothing that is not simply of autobiographical interest, but it may also serve some
purpose in testing the limitations of the idea that — at least for any given speaker
— the acoustic record of speech may be resolved into a number of elemental forms
showing merely superficial variation, forms which might prove to be relatable to
terms basic to accounts of the articulatory process. However, at several points
it becomes obvious that modelling with a single gaussian is inadequate, and I
acknowledge these cases as they arise.
2.3 ASR and Linear Segmental Models of Speech
The process just described of model-building from annotated or labelled acoustic
records (a process referred to as training) clearly implies a belief that the acoustic
record can be divided into sections, and into sections that can be linked directly
or indirectly (e.g. through one or more intermediate levels) with symbols which
either constitute, or can be used to arrive at, a conventional linguistic represen¬
tation of the utterance concerned. Just how reasonable or sensible a belief is
this?
This question needs to be clearly distinguished from two questions loosely
connected with it, but from which it is nevertheless quite distinct. One of these
questions concerns the nature of phonological representations themselves, and in
particular whether it makes sense to think in terms of phonological segments,
of discrete units of some kind at the phonological level (whether or not these
2If one imagines the shape of an arbitrarily complex (non-normal) univariate distribution,
one should also be able to imagine approximating that shape by choosing a number of normal
curves with appropriate means and variances, and overlaying or juxtaposing them, until there
is little or no difference between between the original shape and the overall envelope of the
combined normal curves; in the event of a multimodal distribution, it should then be clear
also that the weight given to gaussians used to model minor modes will be proportionately
less than that given to gaussians modelling major modes. The probability of any particular
measurement interval with respect to the original distribution may then be approximated by
means of a weighted sum of its probabilities with respect to the set ('mixture') of individual
gaussians.
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are conceived as integral, or merely as skeletal units of some kind). The kind
of acoustic segments under consideration here might be defended as reasonable
constructs even if (as e.g. the Firthians maintain) our Phonology should actually
be as dynamic and non-segmental as our (articulatory) phonetics (Local 1995),
.as long as the acoustic segments serve the practical purpose of providing us with
a starting-point from which to recover the linguistic content of the utterance
recorded.
The second question not to be confused with the one under discussion is
whether it is possible to find discrete states or stages in the articulatory sequence
responsible for the acoustic record, a question which few if any phoneticians
would be happy to answer in the affirmative. The research literature univer¬
sally lays emphasis upon the fact that speech is produced in dynamic fashion,
with the articulators performing movements which are often overlapping and the
production-system frequently showing modifications for several linguistic distinc¬
tions at one and the same time. It will in fact be one of the major contentions
of this thesis that knowledge of the speech-production process — knowledge of
what can happen in the production of particular sequences of sounds — provides
the most fertile source for advances in ASR performance, but that the complex¬
ity and multi-dimensional nature of the articulatory process are capable of being
accommodated from within a linear and ostensibly segmental framework, as far
as decoding of the acoustic results of this process are concerned. Only one quali¬
fication needs to be made to this; while I am claiming that explicit account need
not be taken of the articulatory complexity that may underlie the production of
any sound or sequence of sounds, I am not claiming that higher-level structures
such as syllables or feet can be entirely dispensed with in the process of phonetic
classification. Indeed I shall argue explicitly further below that such structures
are probably essential for phonetic classification attempted as an end in its own
right, because of the need for some kind of duration-modelling at least at certain
points in the transcription process.
Returning, then, to the main issue, in the case of a considerable number of
sequences of two linguistic sounds, there is a more or less abrupt change in the
acoustic record as one passes from the first to the second, even if the point of most
abrupt change has regions to either side of it which reveal that some sort of change
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was about to occur or had just occurred. In a considerable number of other cases
there is no point of "catastrophe", no moment of abrupt or dramatic change, as
one passes from one sound to the next (this is typically so, for example, in going
from a vowel to a [w] or [r] or vice versa, or in going from a vowel to a dark lateral).
In these latter cases, however, we find typical and distinctive transitions between
the two sounds in question, and it is perfectly reasonable to settle upon some
criterion for the placement of borders, for example placing the boundary half-way
through the transition, so that the auditory colouring of "the sound on the left
side of the boundary" by "the sound on the right" is minimised, and vice-versa. It
is, of course, quite artificial to impose a precise and 'instantaneous' boundary in
such circumstances, but it is done for a practical purpose (to enable us to gather
statistics regarding the acoustic form of linguistic sounds in particular contexts)
and does not reflect a belief in the 'objective reality' of acoustic segments or of
isolate sounds with instantaneous beginnings and endings. In a third category of
cases, it is reasonable to consider an identifiable stretch of the acoustic record as
representing the result of the simultaneous production of two linguistic sounds,
and in these cases labels are employed which reflect this. An example of this is
the release of stops, in particular voiceless stops, when [r] is the following phone;
in such cases, retroflexion of the tongue for the [r] is often underway at the point
of release of the stricture for the stop, but a considerable delay may occur in the
onset of voicing, and when this occurs the stretch of the acoustic record between
the moment of release of the stop and the onset of voicing for the [r] is labelled
with a label that makes reference to the identities of both the stop and the [r];
thus 'trb' is used for [t], [r] pairs (as in "try"), 'krb' for [k], [r] pairs (as in "cry"),
and so on.
An utterance whose acoustic record has been segmented in this way thus pro¬
vides a linear sequence of segments, evidently. Given that it is normal in ASR to
make explicit the context of each such segment (for example by representing each
one as a triphone - a phone conditioned by the two phones on either side of it),
it is not possible to claim that such a linear, segmental framework completely ig¬
nores the dynamic nature of the underlying process responsible for the utterance.
However, immediate phonetic context is by no means the whole of the story. The
use of triphones clearly and explicitly takes account of the fact that the beginning
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of any (artificially isolated) sound will have characteristics which result from the
fact that the articulators responsible for producing it will be in process of moving
toward or through the configuration required for doing so, and of moving away
from the previous configuration; and similarly for the final phase of any sound.
Yet the nature of the speech production process means that triphones alone are
inadequate for accommodating all the kinds of variation one may find.
There is often a wide range of variation in the relative timing of movements
of the individual articulators involved in producing a particular configuration,
particularly in cases involving changes in voicing, nasality, glottal stricture or
lip-rounding. For example, in laterals following [s], the initial phase of the lateral
is normally voiceless, and there is considerable variation in the time it takes for
voice to be restored, marked at one extreme by cases where the lateral occlusion
has been released and the configuration for a following vowel is already being
formed by the time phonation gets underway, with the result that the entire
lateral is represented by voiceless lateral frication. Examples will be presented in
section 2.5.5 below.
A major point of focus in the remainder of this chapter will be to show how
phenomena such as these can be handled within a linear, segmental framework,
through a combination of flexible labelling (the import of 'flexible' here will be¬
come clear as we go along), the giving of context-sensitivity to the units cre¬
ated, automatic expansion of basic context-sensitive phones to form subphonic
elements with a largely transparent relationship to articulatory events underly¬
ing the acoustic record, and degrees of freedom in the sequencing of sub-phonic
elements associated with articulatory sequences, with residual variability accom¬
modated through statistical modelling of the spectral distributions for each sub-
phonic element. In the next section I give a brief overview of the recognition-
system as a whole, to provide the necessary context for the sections which follow,
in which I define the objects used as the basis of the recognition system described
in this thesis, with particular reference to the issues just discussed. This defi¬
nition will also serve as an account of the principles by which I segmented and
labelled training-data.
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2.4 Brief System Overview
Between any two non-identical sounds produced in sequence, we can expect to
see the acoustic results of articulatory changes of varying complexity, but given
the imposition of instantaneous boundaries, in the acoustic record we count the
onset of a phone to begin with the appearance of some dominant and distinctive
feature associated with phones of its type (such as frication, in the case of an
[s] following a vowel, or silence, in the case of a stop following a vowel), and
expect only some modification of that feature as a result of ongoing change in the
underlying articulatory process; and similar comments apply in the case of offsets
of phones. In this work, training-data is labelled at phone-level for the great part,
abstracting from sub-phonic distinctions of these sorts, but one of the first steps
in subsequent processing is (in training-mode) to assign spectra associated with
each labelled phone to just such subphonic elements, that is to onset-subphone, to
offset-subphone, and where appropriate to core- or steady-state subphone. How
this is effected will be described in Chapter 4. In the majority of cases, subphonic
elements (subphones, henceforth) are defined in context-sensitive terms in order
to indicate the source of the modification. It will perhaps be helpful to introduce
the notation used for subphones at this point.
The notation used for representing context-sensitive subphones in this work
is actually very simple, but demands some concentration in the first instance.
Taking the word "phonetics" as an example, the acoustic record of an utterance
of this word would typically be labelled as [f ax n e tc tb i kc kb s], with the
'tc' symbol denoting the closure phase of the [t], and the 'tb' symbol denoting
the burst phase of the [t], and analogously for the 'kc' and 'kb' labels. This
basic manual labelling would later be automatically converted to the following
(or something like it):
[ SIL SIL_fB f_axA f_axB Cax ax_nA ax_nB n_eA n_eB Ce e_tcA tc tbl_iA
tb2JA tb_iB Ci i_kcA kc kb_sA kb_sB s_silA sil ].
Two basic categories of label can be distinguished in this example. On the one
hand are the labels which contain an underscore and end in either an 'A' or a 'B';
and on the other are those labels which do not. Labels in the second category
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are not marked for context. In the example, the labels falling under this second
category are [SIL] (initial silence), [Cax] (representing the core or steady-state
subphone of a schwa), [Ce] (representing the core or steady-state subphone of [e],
the vowel in "Ted"), [tc] (the closure for the [t]), [Ci] (representing the core or
steady-state subphone of [i], the vowel in "sit"), [kc] (the closure phase of the
[k]), and [sil] (final silence). (The justification for treating such cases as context-
independent will be presented in due course). Turning to the symbols in the first
category, those with underscores and terminating 'A' or 'B', the first thing to
be said is that all these labels denote parts of phones, and parts of phones in
particular phonetic contexts. In symbols ending in 'B', the element preceding
the underscore indicates the preceding context, that is, the phone most recently
produced, while that following the underscore represents the onset of the current
phone; thus 'SILTB' denotes the onset subphone of an [f] articulated following an
initial silence, 'f_axB' denotes the onset subphone of an [ax] following an [f], and
so on. In strings ending in 'A', by contrast, the element following the underscore,
minus the terminal 'A', represents the phone produced next, that is, the following
context, while the element preceding the underscore represents the offset of the
current phone; thus 'ax_nA' denotes the offset subphone of an [ax] prior to the
articulation of an [n], 'n_eA' denotes the offset subphone of an [n] prior to the
articulation of an [e], and so on.
Figure 2.1 may prove helpful in fixing in the reader's mind the distinction
between 'A'-terminating and 'B'-terminating subphone labels. It may also be
useful to associate the 'B' with the phrase "Beyond the phone-boundary", and the
'A' with the phrase "in Advance of the phone-boundary". To further strengthen
the reader's grasp of the notation, two more examples follow. Given a vowel [ii]
(as in "bean"), occurring between an [b] and an [n], the automatic expansion of
the vowel symbol would produce three subphone symbols, namely
[ bbJiB Cii ii_nA ].
Given a [z] (as in "gazelle"), occurring between a schwa ([ax]) and a vowel [e], the
automatic expansion of the [z] would produce two subphone symbols as follows:
[ ax_zB z_eA ].








Figure 2.1. Transcription of Subphones at Phone Border Between [x] and [y]
Further assistance with the subphone symbols will be offered to the reader at
each point where such symbols are used in this chapter, either in the main text
or in footnotes. All the symbols used for specific phones are brought together in
Appendix A.
Once the training-data has been allocated to subphonic classes, statistical pa¬
rameters are estimated for each class and subsequently used in recognition-mode
to perform probabilistic subphonic classification of unlabelled acoustic records
of speech. Recognition begins with calculation of class-membership probabilities
for each sliver of the acoustic record of the utterance to be recognised, resulting
in a matrix of probability-scores, and the best subphonic transcription is found
as the most probable path from the first to the last column of the matrix, pos¬
sible paths being highly constrained owing to the context-sensitive definition of
the subphonic classes (an [ii_sA] assignment, for example, can be followed only
by another identical assignment or by an assignment to [ii_sB]).3 This initial
output will be referred to below as the AS-transcription (automatic subphonic
3The [ii-sA] subphone is the offset subphone of an [ii] vowel occurring before an [s], and the
[ii_sB] subphone is the onset subphone of an [s] following an [ii]; clearly then, a classification of
a sliver of the acoustic record as an [ii_sA] is consistent only with the classification of the next
such sliver as either another [ii_sA] or as an [ii_sB].
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transcription). It is subsequently converted automatically to a transcription that
uses just those classes (more or less) used in manual labelling of training-data,
so as to make possible a comparison of automatic and manual transcriptions
where both are available; this converted transcription is referred to below as the
AP-transcription (automatic phonetic transcription).
It should be noted that while the context-sensitivity conferred on subphonic
elements is initially quite specific (so that, for example, the onset of an [r] fol¬
lowing an [o] (as in "borrow") gets converted to an [o_rB]), there is usually not
sufficient data for statistical modelling of completely specific subphone-classes.
Procedures are therefore invoked (as will be described in Chapter 5) for merging
where necessary those subphones likely to have similar acoustic profiles (such as,
continuing with the example, [o_rB] (as in "borrow"), [uh_rB] (as in "furrow")
and [aa_rB] (as in "Cara"), which might combine to form a generalised subphonic
class denoting onset of [r] following any of these three vowels).
The decision not to use triphones was motivated chiefly by the relative lack
of training-data, though it also seemed — after lengthy consideration of spectro¬
graphs data — that for the majority of cases variation that could be accounted
for in terms of immediate phonetic context at all could be reasonably accommo¬
dated piecewise (with the first phase of a phone affected primarily by left- and
the final phase by right-context). In a small number of cases where this was
manifestly not the case — as for example with laterals — allophones were first
distinguished, and the allophones then subjected to subphonic analysis as with
other phones. Further details regarding such cases will be given shortly.
2.5 Segmental Units, Sequence-Constraints and
Timing-Variation
The basic inventory of phonetic categories used in FURIDA reflects the author's
understanding of the phonological system used by GSW - basically, a standard
form of Southern British English (with one or two peculiarities that will be dis¬
cussed further below). A number of allophonic categories are employed in ad¬
dition, to make the Normality assumption more reasonable for the categories
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concerned. Subphonic analyses - resolving phones into smaller sections - were
arrived at in the light of a number of considerations. Firstly, a subphonic resolu¬
tion was required to lead to a situation where the Normality assumption would
be more justified than would have been the case for a whole-phone representation
(whether or not allophonic distinctions had been introduced for the category in
question). Secondly, the fineness of a subphonic analysis was limited by the need
to have sufficient data to allow statistical modelling of the subphones decided
upon. It might, for example, have turned out that advantages could be got by
modelling specific ordinal positions within the temporal development of individ¬
ual phones (conceiving phones as ordered sequences of spectra), but such a course
of action would not have been practical with the amount of data available, quite
apart from any other difficulties it might have entailed. Thirdly, the subphones
had to correspond in a more or less obvious way with phonetically interpretable
parts of phones. The overriding aim of the work, after all, was to produce a
system for transcription that could be understood in phonetic terms. Finally,
the overall scheme must be as simple as was consistent with reality, where reality
included both the phonetic facts and the amounts of data actually available for
training. Not least, this was of some significance for the writing of programs,
where, for example, having to treat different categories in a very large number of
different ways would have made the programming task extremely tedious.
No short and simple formula is available for summarising the variety of sub¬
phonic analyses to be described in the rest of this section, but the following
picture of what the author sees as the most general features of the acoustic (spec¬
trographs) data may be of some use. Within the confines of phones (accepting
all the qualifications made earlier about the artificiality of instantaneous bound¬
aries and isolated sounds) we find in some places patterns that are sustained, that
exhibit no consistent change over some tens of milliseconds, while in others we
see periods of change reflecting underlying articulatory changes. In some cases,
the salience of change may be such as to dominate our perception, while in others
(in some fricatives for example), the change may be so slight as to be outweighed
by the perception of sameness. Generally speaking, some phones lent themselves
to a subphonic analysis that might be expressed in terms of "change toward a
pattern, maintenance of the pattern, change away from the pattern", others to










Table 2.1. Fricative Labels
an analysis rather as "change toward a pattern, change away from the pattern",
and others to an analysis as "maintenance of a single dominant pattern but with
evidence of ongoing underlying articulatory changes". In the third of these three
cases it seemed reasonable to suppose that the earlier portion of the phone would
be affected by the earlier phase of the process of underlying change, and the later
portion by the later phase (where most activity would be part of the process of
getting ready for the next sound to be produced); even in these cases, then, where
the acoustic changes were 'secondary', an analysis in terms of onset and offset
seemed reasonable. Hence just two basic patterns of subphonic analysis are used
repeatedly for a large number of the phonetic categories involved: that of onset,
steady-state, offset, and that of onset, offset. In some cases - for example where
glottalisations occur - other patterns may be overlaid on one or other of these
basic patterns, and in the case of some categories of phone, such as pre-vocalic
aspirated stops, rather different analyses were employed. The sections that follow
tell the story in its full detail.
2.5.1 Fricatives
The basic phone-level symbols used for fricatives are listed in table 2.1. With
[-VOICE] fricatives no allophones are distinguished except in the case of [th] (the
first sound of "think"), where the stricture-gesture is sometimes excessive for the
production of a fricative, leading to a complete blockage of the oral tract and
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so to a stop-like acoustic realisation; in these cases, instead of the usual single
[th] label, a pair of segments are used, [thS] and [thR], one for the closure-phase
and one for the release-phase. The 'thS' label is used for the region of silence
corresponding to the closure phase, ('S' is mnemonic for stricture), and the 'thR'
label is used for the region of frication that follows ('R' is mnemonic for release).
(Any cases involving silence that do not fit this simple closure-release account,
for example that begin with frication, have a period of silence in the middle,
and end with further frication, are labelled simply as [th], the main reason for
this being that examples were not sufficiently numerous to allow modelling of a
distinct class or classes). With the exception of this case of [thS] and [thR], the
division into two subphonic moments — the onset left-context-sensitive and the
offset right-context-sensitive — is effected automatically for all fricatives.
The two-subphone treatment of [-VOICE] fricatives is actually too crude, and
in the case of [s] in particular leaves the door open for segmentation errors, such
as the insertion of a [t] in the latter stages of the [s].4 I now briefly consider
some of the causes of this, and possible solutions. In the change from [s] to a
following vowel, the glottis must change from a wide open to a closed position,
the constriction made by the front of the tongue must be relaxed, and the tongue-
body must be put into the correct position for the vowel. Small variations in the
relative timing of these gestures, and in their force, may have a major impact
on the acoustic form of the final stages of the [s]. If the glottal closing gesture
is relatively late, with the alveolar constriction already approaching the point
where frication ceases to be viable before the airflow has ceased, air will tend to
rush out and give rise to aspirative formants revealing the extent to which the
tongue-body has already been put into position for the following vowel (figures
2.2 and 2.3).5 A weak transient frequently appears just before these formants do,
4By insertion is meant the 'recognition' by the system of a phone which is not actually
present, a system hallucination so to speak; in the example given in the text, the system thinks
that the final acoustic material for what is actually an [s] provides evidence for postulating the
existence of a [t], (while typically recognising the earlier part of the acoustic material for [s] as
an [s].
5In all the spectrograms shown in this work, 1 kHz intervals are shown by crosses in the
vertical dimension, covering the range from zero to 8000 Hz, while tics along the horizontal
axis mark intervals of 10 milliseconds. The frequency scale is shown explicitly for the first
spectrogram.
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Figure 2.2. [s ir] from utterance of "considered" (sc003)
or some time thereafter (figures 2.4 and 2.5). The degree to which the constriction
has been relaxed, in cases of relatively late glottal closure, reflects itself in the
acoustic record: a more relaxed oral stricture may see frication persist, but with a
qualitative change, while after a certain point no frication at all may be evident,
with only aspirative formants testifying to the fact that the glottis has still not
reached the degree of closure required for voice (figure 2.6). If the glottal closing
gesture is relatively early, on the other hand, we will typically find a short silence-
interval between the [s] and the vowel, with interruption of the airflow obviously
making it impossible to sustain frication (figures 2.7 and 2.8).
The acoustic variation caused by these variations in timing is poorly handled
by a simple onset-offset modelling of prevocalic [s] 's, at least when single gaussians
are used for the modelling, and something more sophisticated is required. One
could stay with the onset-offset analysis, and model the offset with a mixture of
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Figure 2.3. [s uuf] from utterance of "soon" (sc059)
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Figure 2.4. [s e] from utterance of "several" (sc018)
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Figure 2.6. [s ax] from utterance of "habits of" (sc008)
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Figure 2.7. [s ax] from utterance of "since" (sc017)
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Figure 2.8. [s ai] from utterance of "decidedly" (sc!05)
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gaussians rather than a single one; alternatively, one could use a larger number of
subphones, with perhaps obvious sequencing-optionalities for the additional ones,
retaining the simple modelling assumption; a third subphone might be used to
cater for tokens with late glottal closure and distinct pre-formants, and a fourth
to model silence-intervals preceding the vowel. The reader may perhaps be feeling
that this is all very slight, and perhaps even that it is a lot of fuss about nothing,
but the greatest possible accuracy and sensitivity is required if mistakes are to be
avoided or minimised, and I present two spectrograms that illustrate the point,
in figure 2.9. One of these is for the [s] in "say", and the other represents the
[s T] in "instead",6 both being taken from the utterance, "My mother gets cross
when I say "yeah" instead of "yes" ", and the figure demonstrates the attention
to detail that is required for any serious attempt at phonetic recognition. The
[T] of "instead" is merely hinted at, so to speak, in the speaker's production
of the utterance, but in the writer's judgement is certainly present. Accurate
discrimination of [s] from [s T] clearly requires very close and detailed modelling
if it is to be achieved at this level (that is, by reference to the acoustic record
alone).
It is rare to find voicing for a following sound starting during a [-VOICE]
fricative, but common to find a (usually quite slight) delay in the offset of voicing
from a preceding sound at the beginning of one of these fricatives. I have left this
as a form of residual variability to be accommodated via the statistical modelling,
partly through lack of data once context-sensitivity has partitioned the data,
partly because there is not always a great deal to choose between early context-
specific spectra from a single context whether there is any carryover voicing or
not, and partly because the use of border-straddling classes, to be explained in
Chapter 3, reduces the scope of the problem slightly. I shall return to this problem
shortly in the course of discussing voicing-assimilation in [+VOICE] fricatives.
[+VOICE] fricatives present rather more difficulty than their [-VOICE] coun¬
terparts, just because of the presence of voicing as a component of their acoustic
realisation. No allophones are distinguished for [z] (the first sound of "zebra")
or for [zh] (the first sound of "genre") or for [v] (the first sound of "very"), but
6I use 'T' to denote the unaspirated form of [t], and abstract for the purposes of the example
from the closure-release structure of the stop.










Figure 2.9. [s] (on left) and [s T] from utterance scl04 (see text) illustrating
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a number of allophones are distinguished for [dh] (the first sound of "then") in
order to try to reduce the very extensive range of variability in its realisations.
Most [dh]'s are distinguished in labelling solely in accordance with the VOICE
feature of the phones preceding them, giving us post-[+VOICE] [dh], labelled
'PVdh', and post-[-VOICE] [dh], labelled 'PNVdh'. Sentence-initial [dh]'s are
also distinguished, and labelled 'INITdh', because of their frequent stop-like real¬
isation. Post-nasal [dh]'s are labelled 'PNASdh' regardless of the specific identity
of the nasal; these phones typically have a very short duration of about 10-25 ms.
Both [INITdh]'s and [PNASdh]'s clearly have a degree of left-sensitivity built in to
their names, and so are treated subsequently as single-subphone phones sensitive
only to their right contexts, giving us, for example, [INITdh_eA] at the beginning
of sentence-initial "Then ...", and [... PNASdh_eA ...] as part of the subphonic
transcription of "and then ..." (with the [d] of "and" deleted). As with [th], the
approach for [dh] may be executed with a measure of force that results in a total
obstruction of the vocal tract, and so to a period of silence or merely residual
voice; if the stricture is then relaxed before progression to the next sound, the
acoustic result may be more reminiscent of a stop-release. The 'allophonic' labels
'dhS' and 'dhR', parallelling 'thS' and 'thR' detailed above, are used in these
circumstances. [dhS] subphones are treated as context-independent, and [dhR]
subphones as sensitive only to their right contexts.
[v]'s show a great deal of variability, and in a number of different dimen¬
sions, and an attempt could perhaps have been made to allocate them — before
conferring context-sensitivity — to one of a number of allophonic groups at the
stage of manual labelling. Thus tokens coming closest to approximant-like reali¬
sations (distinct pitch-pulses visible across the frequency-range, a clear formant-
pattern, and little or no frication) could be labelled as 'vApp', those coming
closest to fricative-type realisations, with a temporal development not indicative
of a closure-release articulation, could be labelled as 'vFr'; while tokens with a
clear closure-release structure, with the closure phase either silent or with only
residual voice, could be labelled as 'vSR', or as 'vS' in the event of there being no
release. This 'allophonic' division would not have been very satisfactory, since the
variability involved defies any simple categorisation. Without some such division,
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however, it is difficult to recognise certain tokens of [v] correctly even after the in¬
troduction of context-sensitivity and subphonic analysis, with [vSR]-type tokens,
for example, typically scoring more highly as [b]'s. [v] represents a sound for
which piecewise context-dependency (taking the left subphone as dependent only
on the preceding context, and the right subphone as dependent only on the fol¬
lowing context) is quite inadequate, and perhaps constitutes another case where
triphone-modelling, and perhaps (even for a single speaker) mixture-modelling
too, are necessary. Similar remarks may be justified in the case of all [+VOICE]
fricatives, the cue to the inadequacy of piecewise modelling being the importance
of the voicing environment in which the [+VOICE] fricative occurs, where this
includes the VOICE feature of the phones on both sides of the fricative.
The immediate voicing environment appears to be one of the most significant
influences on the acoustic realisation of [-fVOICE] fricatives in general. Two
factors are involved in this: firstly there is the relatively great inertia involved
in the system for producing voice (relative to the systems for producing changes
in things like tongue-tip position, for example), and the other is the relatively
great effort required for production of simultaneous voice and frication, with the
oral stricture leading to an increase in mouth-pressure and so to a drop in the
transglottal pressure-difference required for voice. Voicing can be prolonged by
providing a boost to subglottal pressure through an exertion of the expiratory
muscles, but the relatively massive inertia of the latter makes them unfavoured
as an instrument of short-term segmental differentiation (Ohala 1989). No doubt
this is at least part of the reason why the +VOICE/-VOICE distinction in respect
of word-final English fricatives is effected in large measure by lengthening of the
preceding vowel or sonorant.
In continuous speech we normally find a significant measure of voicelessness
in [+VOICE] fricatives preceding [-VOICE] sounds. It does not follow from the
fact that a [+VOICE] fricative is wholly voiceless, that all supraglottal changes
required for passing to the fricative from the preceding sound must have been
completed by the time the fricative begins, but it often appears to be the case
that they are. In the system being described, the extreme in this form of varia¬
tion — complete devoicing of the fricative — is handled by allowing [+VOICE]
fricatives between [+VOICE] and [-VOICE] sounds to be realised by an 'offset'
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subphone alone (conditioned as usual on the right context). In cases where this
freedom is invoked, we act as if all supraglottal changes required to arrive at the
fricative articulation are completed while the sonorant is maintained— or at least
that a point has been reached where the switch to the fricative can be effected
more or less instantaneously — so that as soon as frication comes to dominate
the spectrum, any subsequent modification will be the result of adjustments be¬
ginning for the production of the next phone (the one that follows the fricative).
This may not be a perfectly accurate representation of what happens in these
circumstances, but it seems to be a passable approximation to it. Not mixing
data from cases having initial voicing with cases devoiced throughout means that
the Normality assumption is not grossly violated, while, clearly, allowing the
immediate passage from vowel or nasal or lateral to an offset subphone of the
[+VOICE] fricative means that improbable matches of data to the model for the
onset subphone for the fricative are not forced on the system.
Devoicing of [+VOICE] fricatives is usually a good cue to the VOICE feature
of following sounds. Generally speaking a markedly devoiced [+VOICE] fricative
signals a [-VOICE] sound to follow, although devoicing may just arise because
of fading voice-effort as at a clause-boundary, even where the sound that fol¬
lows across the clause-boundary is also [+VOICE], (The annotation of phones for
higher-level features such as position with respect to phrase- or clause-boundaries
would be possible, (and indeed highly desirable, if modelling with single gaus-
sians), if working with huge amounts of training-data, but was not really practi¬
cable in the present context.)
Effects of the place of articulation of following phones on final subphones of
fricatives are very reliable (and also uniform over seven of eight speakers whose
speech I have examined in detail). The distinctiveness of the alveolar context
vis-a-vis both the labial and velar is noteworthy, and fails only when the sound
following the alveolar phone is [r], because of anticipatory lip-rounding during
the fricative. Examples and further discussion will be found in the next section.
Table 2.2 summarises the details of allophonic symbols used for fricatives
or fricative subphones. Table 2.3 summarises the context-dependencies of the
various fricative subphones.
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Class Explanation
[thS] stricture-phase of a [th] given stop-like realisation
[dhS] stricture-phase of a [dh] given stop-like realisation
[thR] release-phase of a [th] given stop-like realisation
[dhR] release-phase of a [dh] given stop-like realisation
[PVdh] [dh] following a [+VOICE] phone
[PNVdh] [dh] following a [-VOICE] phone
[PNASdh] [dh] following a nasal
[INITdh] sentence-initial [dh]
Table 2.2. Fricative Allophones
[s],[f],[th],[sh] piecewise left-/right-context-dependent
(i.e. left subphone left-context-dependent and
right subphone right-context-dependent)
N,H,[zh],[PVdh] piecewise left-/right-context-dependent when
the following phone is [+VOICE]; when the following
phone is [-VOICE] an alternative subphonic expansion







Table 2.3. Context-Dependency of Fricative Phones and Subphones











Table 2.4. Stop Labels
2.5.2 Stops
Abstracting for a moment from closure-release structures, I introduce the discus¬
sion of stops with the help of table 2.4. This is merely for the sake of exposition,
the labels in this table not actually being used in the labelling of data (the labels
used in labelling, and in subsequent automatic expansion, are however derived
from the labels in the table, and are themselves tabled and discussed further
below).
Closure- and release-phases are labelled separately (thus [tc] [tb], [gc] [gb],
etc.) where they occur. The closures of unaspirated stops [T], [P] and [K] are la¬
belled as [utc], [upc] and [ukc] respectively, where the 'u' is meant to be mnemonic
for 'unaspirated'. Where two stops follow in sequence and the first is unreleased,
if there is no obvious acoustic mark of a switch from one to the other a complex
closure-label is used (thus [tdc], [bgc], etc.). The symbol 'tdc', then, represents
the closure of an unreleased [t] combined with the closure of a following [d]. Clo¬
sures are one of a small group of segments that are given no context-sensitivity,
and although the identity of the stops they belong to is encoded in the man¬
ual labelling, the lack of acoustic distinctiveness in the closures themselves leads
to their being automatically converted to 'generalised' forms later on.7 Closure
7The initial labelling was designed to be as information-rich as possible, since at the outset
it was impossible to predict all the uses that one might have wished to put the data to; labelling
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Table 2.5. Conversion of Specific Stop Closure Labels to Generic Labels
labels are converted according to their VOICE features, with an additional 'di¬
acritic' ('nv' or 'v') in certain cases to indicate the VOICE feature of the phone
preceding them (this having some bearing on the likelihood of any 'voice-bar'),
as the examples in table 2.5 show. The generic labels all contain 'SA', which is
meant to be mnemonic for "stop or affricate", the closures for affricates being
generally treated along the same lines as those for stops. The generic labels also
begin either with 'V', 'NV', 'NVV' or 'VNV'. 'V' is used for the closure of a
[+VOICE] stop or pair of stops or a stop affricate pair, 'NV' for the closure of
a [-VOICE] stop or pair of stops or stop affricate pair, 'NVV' for the closure
of a pair of stops, or a stop afhcate pair, when the first member of the pair is
[-VOICE] and the second is [+VOICE], and 'VNV' for a similar situation but
with the VOICE features reversed.
Note that where both of a pair of consecutive stops have the same VOICE
feature, the generic label does not explicitly indicate that a pair of stops is in¬
volved; thus a 'NVSAc' label may designate either a single [-VOICE] stop closure
or a pair of such, and a 'VSAcv' or 'VSAcnv' label may designate either a single
[+VOICE] stop closure or a pair of such. Note also that the 'n' and 'nv' diacritics
are used only when the first stop (in the event of single stops, the only stop) is
[+VOICE],
Unaspirated stops are explicitly marked as such when they are prevocalic
with generalised labels from the bginning would have meant the throwing away of information
that might have proved useful in the long term.
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(there simply was not sufficient data to model them explicitly everywhere) (thus
[utc] [Tb], [upc] [Pb], [ukc] [Kb], in distinction to aspirated [tc] [tb] etc.). In
complex-closure labels, however, the aspirated-unaspirated distinction is collapsed
as far as the closure is concerned, so that there are no labels like 'putc' (the sym¬
bol 'putc', had it been used, would have denoted the closure of an unreleased [p]
combined with the closure of a [T], as might occur in a production of the word
"apt"). Flapped [t]'s are labelled 'tflap', and lenited [+VOICE] stops (with weak
closing gesture and consequently no significant pressure build-up to feed a definite
release) are labelled 'dnc', 'bnc' or 'gnc' as appropriate. The 'nc' here is meant
to be mnemonic for "no closure", so that [dnc] is a [d] that has no fast closure
(and so, obviously, no closure-release structure). The presence or absence of a
definite release was the deciding issue in all cases where closures were incomplete
(so that one or more higher formants remained visible within the closure); hence
the distribution for any stop-closure would generally include cases with formant-
bands though these would be a minority. Realisations of the -ed morpheme after
phones other than [d] or [t] are counted as [d]'s when following a [+VOICE] and
as [T]'s when following a [-VOICE] sound.
Aspirated pre-vocalic releases are modelled with two subphones, with the
first designed to capture the phase of the release where frication is dominant,
and the second the phase where aspiration is dominant. Both subphones are
subsequently annotated for right context (so that an utterance of "two", for
example, might be labelled as [tc tb uu] and subsequently expanded to [SIL tc
tbl_uuA tb2_uuA (tb_uuB) Cuu uu_silA sil], where round brackets indicate an
optional subphone). Pre-vocalic and aspirated [-VOICE] stops provide a well-
known and much-studied example of inter-timing variation. There is a range
of variation in the degree to which the articulatory repositioning for the vowel
is complete by the time that voicing gets underway, with generally an inverse
relationship between duration of the release of the stop and duration of the onset
subphone of the vowel, any repositioning that has been done in the aspirative
phase of the stop-release not having to be done once voicing is underway. Detailed
exploitation of this relationship has not been built into the system for lack of time,
but optionality of the vowel onset following these stop-releases accommodates the
basic variability to some extent.
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Pre-consonantal and unaspirated pre-vocalic releases are modelled with a sin¬
gle subphone subsequently annotated for right context. Releases of unaspirated
[-VOICE] stops are typically very brief, especially when occurring as part of [s T],
[s P], and [s K] clusters, but it has to be recognised that the aspirated/unaspirated
distinction is reflected in a continuum of variation. (Catford 1977) states that
unaspirated sounds are marked by a narrowed glottis, and that in unaspirated
stops, the increase in oral pressure during the closure is already flattening off or
even falling by the time the stop is released, with the vocal folds by that time
almost in position for voicing, this being the reason for the prompt resumption
of voice and the absence of an aspirative interval. In labelling it is always a
blessing to be able to use purely structural criteria if attempting allophonic dis¬
crimination (e.g. to let the allophonic label be determined by the broad class
of the preceding or following phone, so that no agonising is required over what
allophone is present), and a curse to have to categorise on the basis of spectral
detail, and certainly most of the stops labelled as unaspirates in this work were
part of [s stop] clusters (if 'cluster' be allowed a loose interpretation), or realisa¬
tions of the past tense marker for regular verbs with stems ending in [-VOICE]
sounds other than [t], or in second position in [k t] or [p t] clusters (thus "act"
as [a ktc Tb], "slept" as [s 1 e ptc Tb]), or in second position in [f t] clusters
(thus "after" as [ a f utc Tb ax ]). But there were a few cases where stops were
labelled as unaspirates even though they did not occur in the standard structural
positions, though in all cases these were stops occurring after [s], [k] or [f] across
a word-boundary, preceding an unstressed vowel. (The fact that such stops could
conform more closely to the unaspirated than to the aspirated archetypes may
suggest that there is a physiological basis to the distribution of unaspirated stops,
rather than a phonological one, but that is not strictly an issue here.)
The context-dependencies of the various stop phones and subphones are sum¬
marised in table 2.6.
2.5.3 Affricates
Closures are processed in the same way as stop-closures, while frication phases
are treated in the same way as fricatives. The [-VOICE] affricate (as in "chew")
















[ngsyl] "engrossed" (fast speech)
Table 2.7. Nasal Labels
may be represented by 'ch' when abstracting from internal structure, and the
[+VOICE] affricate (as in "Joe") similarly by 'jh'. The labels 'chc' and 'chb' are
used in manual labelling for the closure and frication phases respectively of [ch],
and similarly 'jhc' and 'jhb' are used for the closure and frication phases respec¬
tively of [jh]. The use of generalised labels for combined closures of unreleased
stop and following affricate has already been covered in the section preceding this
one.
2.5.4 Nasals
The basic phone-level labels for nasals are shown in table 2.7. In general (for
the speaker GSW), nasals are more often than not quite insensitive to the F2
frequencies of neighbouring vowels, and are strongly sensitive to the VOICE
environment in which they occur, with the whole murmur typically being weak
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early in a nasal that follows a [-VOICE] sound, and likewise late in a nasal that
precedes such a sound. But prosodic factors interfere with this latter tendency,
and one may find very robust nasal murmurs before [-VOICE] sounds in certain
conditions. I now discuss each of these points in more detail.
[n] and [ng], no less than any other consonants, are subject to contextual
influences in respect of the precise placing of the tongue for the oral closure
(consider, e.g. the well known tendency to dentalise [n] before a consonant such
as [t] or [d]), each having an acceptable area for the stricture rather than a precise
point, so that the speaker has some leeway in producing one of these sounds
between any two phones, the precise location of the closure probably being related
to whatever happens to be the easiest articulatory route to follow in passing from
the preceding sound through the nasal to the following sound. However, while we
find occasional cases where the formant pattern in one of these nasals is clearly
responsive to the frequency of F2 in neighbouring vowels (figures 2.12, 2.13 and
2.14), in many other cases the formant pattern in nasals seems quite insensitive
to the frequency of F2 in neighbouring vowels, as exemplified in figures 2.10 and
2.11. Triphone-modelling might be superior to piecemeal left-right modelling in
the former cases, but given the large numbers of cases of the latter kind it may
be an extravagant use of resources. Even left-right modelling with piecemeal
context-sensitivity often appears to be an extravagance in the case of intervocalic
nasals, where very little change may be evident in the formant pattern throughout
the nasal. There may well be a case for having a single model for all intervocalic
[n], and similarly for [m] and [ng], and modelling with a mixture gaussian to
accommodate variation in the frequency of F2 whether in nasals with level F2
or those with clear influence from F2 in neighbouring vowels. In FURIDA, left-
right context-sensitive modelling was used for nasals as for most consonants, but
I have to acknowledge that breaking up the data according to the species of the
left vowel, and according to the species of the right vowel, often does not make a
lot of sense.
The VOICE environment can have a quite major impact on the form of nasals.
The whole nasal spectrum is sensitive to such factors, and the second formant
particularly so. Thus a nasal will tend to gather strength, with change usually
most evident in F2, in a nasal that begins a word or an utterance, or that follows
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Figure 2.10. [i n ir s] from utterance of "minister" (sc008)
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Figure 2.11. [ax m a] from utterance of "a magazine" (sc020)
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Figure 2.12. [aa n] from utterance of "Blanche" (sc!07)
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Figure 2.13. [e n i] from utterance of "Jennings" (sc!07)
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Figure 2.14. [aDl n e2ii] from utterance of "our neighbours" (scllS) (where
[aDl] represents a realisation of the diphthong [au] as in "now"
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a voiceless sound that ends a preceding word or syllable, and to weaken in a
nasal that precedes a voiceless sound in the same syllable. Frequently the gain
in or loss of energy is more significant than any movement in nasal formants
associated with the place of articulation (POA) of the preceding and following
sounds, and left-right modelling and context-sensitivity is thus more relevant
through its highlighting of the former effects, in cases where a switch in VOICE
occurs.
It would be simplistic to put all the emphasis on the VOICE environment,
however, important though this this, since prosodic factors also come into play.
This is illustrated in utterance 114 in the phrase "his own photographs", where
we have an [n f] sequence in which the nasal is robust throughout, in spite of the
[-VOICE] feature of the [f], presumably because of the prominence the speaker
gives to the word "own" (figure 2.15); the pre-[f] [n] in utterance 127 in the
phrase "before we can finish the garment", on the other hand, is very weak in
its offset, presumably because the function-word "can" is very lightly articulated
(figure 2.16). Not that a simple distinction between function-words and content-
words is adequate to explaining the phenomena. In utterance 146, for example, in
the phrase "has been served", we find a robust and sustained [n] in an unstressed
function word (figure 2.17). (Looking at such cases, one is tempted to suggest that
nasal articulations, through presenting relatively great supraglottal resistance,
may be sustained by a speaker conscious of the need to produce a subsequent
sound which will require a relatively high degree of energy, such as an [s] beginning
a stressed syllable, or a stressed vowel; this speculation rests on an inference from
the claim defended by Ohala (op. cit.) of generally more or less constant pressure
from the lungs, the inference being that if a constriction is maintained, pressure
will build up behind it and be available to give greater force to a sound following
the constriction (the mechanism behind oral stop articulations, of course).)
In spite of the relative insensitivity of nasal murmurs to the F2 of neighbouring
vowels, in many consonantal contexts context-sensitivity is quite apparent. There
are numerous cases of pre-velar [n] with a switch to an [ng]-like quality in the
latter stage, usually with the switch itself registering in the acoustic record with
a distinctive "fish-hook" transient, the constriction-position being altered while
the velum remains lowered (figure 2.18, with the transient a little after two-thirds
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Figure 2.15. [n f] from utterance of "own photographs" (sc!14)
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Figure 2.16. [n f] from utterance of "can finish" (sc!27)
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Figure 2.17. [n s] from utterance of "has been served" (sc!46)
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Figure 2.18. [n kc] from utterance of "an' cranny" (scll5)
of the way through the nasal, and 2.19, where the "fish-hook" is perhaps clearer,
a little before half-way through the nasal). (If the reader attempts to produce
utterances of this kind without allowing total assimilation of [n] to [ng], it may
be possible to hear the tiny 'snap' which occurs when the front of the tongue
detaches from the alveolar ridge, presumably the source of this transient in the
spectrographic record.) Following [s], nasal murmurs typically begin only after an
interval of silence, the formation of the occlusion for the nasal being accomplished
before the resumption of voice, while before [-VOICE] stop-closures the latter
phase of the nasal may be greatly weakened by early glottal opening for the stop.
As far as discrimination of nasals one from another is concerned, in GSW's
speech the best cues are certainly the offsets of preceding and onsets of following
sounds. Research into the relative importance of such cues, compared with infor¬
mation conveyed by nasal murmurs themselves, apparently yields contradictory
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Figure 2.19. [aDl n kc] from utterance of "ground coffee" (sc004)
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results (Harrington 1987), transitions to and from the nasals being found more
informative in some studies, and the quality of nasals themselves in others. In
GSW's speech, though, it is almost everywhere the case that vowels to either side
of [n]'s show just the same F2 movements as the same vowels to either side of
other alveolars, and similarly for [m] and other labials, and [ng] and other ve¬
lars, though of course the vowel spectra will often differ in the respective cases in
respect of features such as nasality, breathiness and amplitude. Similarly, frica¬
tives adjacent to nasals usually display characteristics associated with PLACE
information similar to those displayed in the context of non-nasal consonants
with identical PLACE features. Thus in GSW's case, the transitions to and from
nasals offer significant cues to the identities of the nasals themselves.
Given a [-VOICE] stop and a following (usually but not necessarily homor-
ganic) nasal, as in "at night" or "at most", it is necessary to lower the velum
and close the glottis to effect the transition from stop to nasal (where the nasal
is homorganic with the stop, this is all that is necessary). If the glottal closing
gesture is relatively early vis-a-vis lowering of the velum, the stop-closure will
be followed more or less immediately by some degree of nasal murmur (possibly
rather weak initially), but if the glottal closing gesture is relatively late (vis-a-vis
opening of the velic port), air may be driven out through the nose giving rise to
weak high-frequency frication before any nasal murmur begins; in extreme cases,
no nasal murmur may appear for the nasal at all, the articulators having already
got into position for the sound that follows the nasal by the time voicing appears
(figure 2.20). I explicitly labelled segments with late glottal closure as 'NPn' or
'NPm' (for (voiceless) Nasal Plosion), counting them as associated rather with
the nasal than the preceding stop (thus treating the stop itself as 'unreleased');
the n/m subscript is made use of when the whole nasal is represented by such
plosion, in order to provide contextual information for the onset of the following
vowel, 'NPn' being used when the nasal is alveolar, and 'NPm' when it is labial.
Voiceless nasal plosion is not in fact restricted to homorganic [stop nasal] pairs,
and occurs in the data in [k n] (as illustrated in figure 2.20) and [t m] and [p m]
pairs, ([ng] is of course not involved since it cannot follow a stop directly.) Seg¬
ments or subphones marked 'NPn' or 'NPm' are not subject to any subsequent
modification, and are treated as stand-alone subphones without any annotation
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Figure 2.20. [t e GLkc NPn o] from utterance of "technology" (sc005), (where
[GLkc] is a closure for a [k] that is preceded by glottalisation)
for right or left context. The n/m subscript is, however, later stripped away,
nasal plosion tokens for all stops and all nasals being merged into a single class,
[NP], because of extreme paucity of data, and because the acoustic effects of air
rushing through the nose are not highly sensitive to the place of the oral con¬
striction! Not much, of course, hangs upon the difference between, for example
[ax tc NP n ai tc tb] and [ax tc n ai tc tb] and [ax tc NP ai tc tb] as different
possible productions of the words "at night", but it is reasonable to suppose that
introducing the explicit 'NP' label should help discrimination given the modelling
assumption,8 and we have here another example of a phenomenon connected with
inter-articulator timing variation being handled easily within a linear framework.
8In the event, there was inadequate data for modelling [NP] in the transcription process.
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Silent nasal segments or subsegments, other than those which are normally as¬
sociated with a particular phonetic context such as following [s], are also labelled
explicitly — as [no], [mo] and [ngo] — in order to preserve the sharpness and
Normality of nasal subphone classes. These chiefly occur in the final one or two
syllables of utterances, where overall signal amplitude is falling away, particularly
before [-VOICE] fricatives or stop-closures, and before post-utterance silence.
There are syllabic [m]'s and [n]'s in the data, but they are few in number,
particularly once the data is partitioned through the introduction of context-
sensitivity. The syllabics are in most cases distinctive, but their distinctiveness
is centred on their onsets, where we often find a more abrupt (if not necessar¬
ily earlier) appearance of robust nasal murmur than in the case of non-syllabics
following the same consonants. So it was decided to model just the onset sub-
phones of syllabics explicitly. Syllabics were labelled at whole-phone level with
explicit syllabic labels ('nsyl', 'msyl', 'ngsyl'), but subsequent automatic pro¬
cedures divided such phones into onsets retaining the syllabic label and offsets
which were not distinguished from non-syllabic nasals. (Clearly, a subsequent
automatic transcription involving the sequence [ nsyl (=onset) n (=offset] (where
each subphone would be specific to a preceding or following phonetic context)
would convert automatically to a syllabic [n] in the next stage of transcription.)
There may be varying degrees of nasalisation in sonorants preceding and fol¬
lowing nasals, depending in large part on the relative timing of the velic gesture
and the formation or release of the nasal stricture. More often than not, even
where nasalisation is pronounced, characteristic formant patterns survive in the
onsets or offsets of the affected sonorant. The data for nasalised laterals, [r], and
[y] is very patchy, and this alone was a reason for not marking such cases explic¬
itly in the labelling scheme. In the case of vowels, one reason for not explicitly
marking nasalised tokens was just that although there were clear cases of nasali¬
sation, nasalisation is a matter of degree and it was not clear how to implement
a consistent labelling criterion. Another reason was that it appeared that the ef¬
fect of nasalisation might be capable of being treatable as a variant on the basic
formant pattern of the vowel in the given context, so that one could reasonably
assume that the variability modelled in, e.g., the offsets of tokens of a given low
back vowel preceding [n] would indeed be just (or largely) the variability that
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[n],[m],[ng] piecewise left-/right-context-dependent
[nsyl] ditto (right subphone losing syllabic marker)
[msyl] ditto
[ngsyl] ditto
[no], [mo], [ngo] context-independent
[NP] ,[NPn], [NPm] context-independent
Table 2.8. Context-Dependency of Nasal Phones and Subphones
could be described in terms of degrees of nasalisation. There is one circumstance
in which not explicitly marking nasalisation creates problems, however, and that
is where the nasal is represented more or less solely by nasalisation, with no
complete oral closure, though probably some gesture in the direction of such a
closure. In the GSW-data there were only two or three cases of this kind in all,
and in these circumstances a fudge was adopted, creating a false nasal segment
in the most convincing bit of the acoustic record (clearly, the greater the gesture
towards a closure, the more convincing the bit and the less the fudge), to save the
chances of recovering the linguistic content and to provide an explanation at least
for the nasalisation in the neighbouring vowel or vowels. But with more data of
this kind, there would obviously be reason for working out a more sophisticated
approach.
The context-dependencies of the various nasal phones and subphones are sum¬
marised in table 2.8.
2.5.5 Laterals
For accents such as those of GSW with a variety of lateral articulations, a simple
left-right division and contextual annotation is insufficient to account for the
acoustic variation found. One factor in this is devoicing, already alluded to in
section 2.3 and to be discussed further below. Laterals of the various types found
can be so dramatically different from each other that a simple left-right treatment
that lumped all laterals for a given left or a given right context together would
result in distributions that were poorly modelled by single gaussians; the first
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part of a dark lateral following a high front vowel, for example, is quite different
from the first part of a non-dark lateral following the same vowel (for GSW,
perhaps the most salient difference is the gradualness of the change in formant
pattern from vowel to dark lateral, and the abruptness of the change in formant
pattern from vowel to non-dark lateral).
Non-dark laterals involve raising of the front part of the tongue toward the
hard palate (together, of course, with tongue-tip articulation to form the lateral
constriction), while in dark varieties the back of the tongue is raised in the di¬
rection of the soft palate. The parallel distinction between Russian palatalised
and non-palatalised laterals is instructive, with the non-palatalised form repre¬
senting an extreme form of the tendency evident in the English dark lateral. In
discussing Russian laterals, Fant (Fant 1960) states that in the non-palatalised
form the back of the tongue approaches the upper part of the pharynx, dividing
the cavity behind the primary articulation into two, with a secondary point of
articulation at or a little below the uvula, and that this results in a lowering
of F2, with the lowering of F2 being linearly related to the narrowness of the
pharyngeal pass. F1 is higher than in the palatalised laterals. In English dark
laterals, the degree of backward displacement of the tongue-body appears to be
less than in the Russian case, but in the English laterals too we find relatively
high F1 and low F2 in the dark forms, while in non-dark forms F1 is normally
lower, and F2 sometimes much higher than is ever seen in the dark forms, though
in GSW's speech, the frequency of F2 is very variable and a great many tokens
have F2 at quite a low level (around 1100 Hz). What is more distinctive in a
large number of non-dark laterals in GSW's speech is the relative weakness of F2,
regardless of its frequency. In the interests of trying to facilitate discrimination
— and again given the simple statistical assumptions — I distinguished such lat¬
erals from those non-dark laterals that did not have a perceptibly weak F2. With
the devoiced laterals (or devoiced parts thereof), this gives a four-fold division of
laterals to be implemented in the manual labelling of the training-data:
• dl (voiced dark [1])
• cl (voiced non-dark [1] with relatively weak F2)
• 1 (other voiced non-dark [1])
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• lo (devoiced [1], whether the lateral is dark or not, though only non-dark
laterals were ever devoiced throughout)
The precise criterion for use of the 'cl' rather than the T label was that F2 must
be perceptibly weaker than both F1 and F3 (or than both F1 and combined F3
and F4 where the latter coalesced).
Apart from formant-frequencies and amplitudes, the basic distinction between
dark and non-dark laterals is conveyed also by the manner in which the acoustic
record evolves in the passage from a previous sound to the lateral and from the
lateral to a following sound. In general, the transition is gradual for dark laterals
when the neighbour is a vowel or non-nasal sonorant, but discontinuous for non-
dark laterals in the same circumstances.
Turning now to the subphonic analysis, dark laterals are treated as consisting
potentially of three subphonic moments, an onset, a sustained central part, and
an offset, with the central part optional and not annotated for context (so that
the central portions of all dark laterals from whatever phonetic contexts might
contribute to its distribution). After [-VOICE] fricatives the onset of such a
lateral may be devoiced, and in such cases the voiceless part of the lateral is
manually labelled as such using the symbol 'dlo', the rest being labelled as 'dl'.
Voiced non-dark laterals — both [cl] and [1] — resist simple generalisation with
respect to their suitability for modelling with a simple onset-offset model: in
many cases (figure 2.21, e.g.) there appears to be little influence from the F2
of adjacent vowels, with F2 more or less level throughout at a frequency not
obviously connected in any way with those of F2 in the neighbouring vowels;
in other cases, however, (figure 2.22 and 2.23) we can trace some measure of
continuity between the F2 in the lateral and the F2 in the preceding and following
vowels. On the other hand, even where F2 is level throughout, its frequency is
highly variable across all tokens (ranging between about 1000 and 1700 Hz), the
frequency in most cases not relating in any obvious way to the formant pattern
of surrounding vowels. I am merely speculating in suggesting that this may be
because of variation in the part of the tongue used to form the closure in individual
cases, with consequent variation in the precise position and cross-sectional area
of the constriction, and so too in the size and shape of the lateral outlet. A
simple left-right division and contextual annotation was used for these laterals
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Figure 2.21. [k ax 1 a] from utterance of "collapsed" (scl50)
in the absence of any better ideas at the time, but the comments made above in
connection with nasals, with regard to the possible appropriateness of mixture-
modelling in abstraction from vocalic context, may apply equally well here.
Devoicing of laterals is more common than not after [-VOICE] fricatives (and
to a lesser extent after [-VOICE] stops also), and dark laterals as well as non-
dark laterals may be affected. After [-VOICE] fricatives, voiceless parts of laterals
are explicitly labelled as such, using the 'lo' or 'dlo' symbol, and any remaining
(voiced) part of the lateral is labelled with the appropriate one of the three
available labels. To cater for cases of extreme delay in voice-onset, FURIDA
allows non-dark laterals to be wholly represented by a single "onset" [lo] subphone
annotated for left context; in these circumstances, a following vowel has its onset
annotated as following on from a non-dark lateral (with no distinction of the
fine species (allophonic type) of the lateral, or of its voicelessness). With larger
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Figure 2.22. [ei cl oo] from utterance of "they launched" (scOll)
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Figure 2.23. [t uuf 1 ax th] from utterance of "too lethargic" (sc!68)
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amounts of data, there would be an argument for dividing such wholly devoiced
laterals into two subphones, since in the wholly devoiced case, there must be a
relaxation of the lateral occlusion during the devoiced period, before the vowel
articulation begins, while this need not be the case in partially devoiced laterals,
where it is natural to suppose that the relaxation of the lateral stricture will be
most evident during the final, voiced phase of the lateral. With limited data,
however, it was necessary to accept an approximation here, with the consequence
that the distribution for each devoiced lateral ([sJoB], [fJoB], etc.)9 may include
spectra closely or immediately preceding any of a variety of vowels; such spectra
are likely to reflect acoustic elfects of relaxing the lateral stricture and moving to
the position required for the given vowel; in the single distribution for the left-
context-sensitive lateral, however, these later spectra will constitute a minority
(most laterals being voiced in their final stages), and thus not get the probability-
score they deserve given the single gaussian used for modelling. With more
data, it would be desirable to employ a right-context-sensitive right subphone, in
addition to the left-context sensitive left subphone, for wholly devoiced laterals,
in order to redress this deficiency. In the meantime, one can at least take some
comfort from the fact that the features in common amongst spectra from different
points in any devoiced lateral are probably more fundamental than the features
in which they differ. Examples of devoicing are given in figures 2.24 to 2.26.
Attention is drawn to the common occurrence of a thin transient marking the
point where the lateral constriction begins.
After [-VOICE] stops, the place of articulation of the stop is obviously im¬
portant for the precise realisation of the lateral. Alveolars almost always have
a lateral release, while in labials formation of the lateral closure appears to be
always more or less antecedent to or simultaneous with release of the closure.
With velars, formation of the lateral occlusion is usually some tens of millisec¬
onds later than release of the stop, typically resulting in a measure of shock to
the system as the body of air released from the velar occlusion comes up against
the new obstruction forward in the mouth, the lateral escape channels not being
adequate for the free passage of the body of air released, so that transients may
9[sJoB] is the onset subphone of an [1] or [cl] following an [s], and may either be followed by
a voiced offset subphone of [1] or [cl], or constitute the whole of the (fully devoiced) lateral.
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Figure 2.24. [s lo 1 e] from utterance of "slept" (sc!68)
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Figure 2.25. [s lo ax s] from utterance of "tasteless" (sc!85)
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Figure 2.26. [s lo 1 ii] from utterance of "sleep" (sc!87)
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appear, probably marking the point where the released body of air meets the
partial obstruction further forward in the mouth, with voicing appearing only
some time after this point.
In the case of alveolars and labials, with very few exceptions it makes little
sense to try to identify a point at which a stop-release ceases to dominate and a
lateral occlusion takes over; in the alveolar case the stop-release typically is the
lateral. In the case of velars, it is extraordinarily difficult in practical terms to
find such a point when labelling. In all such cases a "coproduction" label is used
to mark sections of the acoustic record where both the release of a stop and the
formation of a lateral closure are in process, with the terminating boundary for
such segments placed at the point where voice returns (a point which might occur
during the lateral articulation or its relaxation, or not until the articulators are
well into the process of shaping the following vowel). These phones — [tlb], [plb]
and [klb] (i.e. simultaneous [t]- or [p]- or [k]-release and (devoiced subphone of)
lateral) — are not subjected to any further expansion, and receive no contextual
annotation, since their possible context of occurrence is highly restricted - a
[tlb], for instance, being possible only after a [tc] and before either a lateral
offset subphone or, in case of extreme delay in voice-onset, a vowel whose onset
is annotated as following on from a non-dark lateral. Again a little recourse to
approximations was necessary here, partly because of limited data, and partly
because the voicing-change has a far more definite and easily recognised effect on
the acoustic record than changes in tongue position during lateral frication: it is
simply assumed that anything that happens prior to voice-onset can be modelled
with one distribution, and anything that happens after with another. It must be
said, however, that the use of single distributions to model these cases ([tlb], [plb]
and [klb]) is again less than satisfactory, perhaps especially for [klb] with its high
probability of transients or other indications of sudden turbulence in addition to
the more uniform frication found throughout.
In a small minority of cases one does find stops released with a separate burst,
prior to a lateral, and these are labelled in the conventional way (as [tb 1] or [pb
1] for example).
Finally (for this section) I turn to a discussion of syllabic laterals. The vast
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majority of dark syllables follow stops, with a few following fricatives. Acousti¬
cally, they do not appear markedly different from their non-syllabic counterparts,
and were not given any specialised model, being labelled as [dl]'s along with other-
dark laterals. (Here as everywhere else, it was important not to partition the data
unless there was a good acoustic reason for doing so). In fact the left contexts
of the syllables are peculiar to them (non-syllabics do not occur in the same
contexts), so that no advantage accrues in terms of the amount of training-data
available for particular models from merging syllabic and non-syllabic forms, as
far as the onset subphones are concerned; but merging them assists in respect of
the offset subphones, since both syllabic and non-syllabic forms may have identi¬
cal right contexts, and acoustic differences are even less in evidence in the offsets
of the two forms (for a given right context) than in the onsets. (The procedure
used in connection with syllabic nasals — keeping the distinction between syllabic
and non-syllabic forms as far as the onset subphone is concerned, but waiving it
in respect of the offset subphone — could also be used here.)
Turning to non-dark syllables, there are at most six in the data, and some of
these are syllabic only in the sense that the phonological representations of the
canonical forms of the words concerned have syllabic forms (as is the case for the
lateral in the word "table"). With such a small amount of data, and such obvious
room for doubt about what calling some of the tokens 'syllabic' actually meant,
there was no point in trying to model syllabic non-dark laterals separately, and
these laterals were treated in the same way as all other non-dark laterals.
The context-dependencies of the various lateral phones and subphones are
summarised in table 2.9.
2.5.6 [r] and [w]
The label 'r' is used for the first sound of "red", and 'w' for the first sound of
'wed'. [r]'s are very regular in GSW's speech, with no flap-type tokens and all
[r]'s showing some degree of F3 lowering. With intervocalic [r], the most obvious
subphonic division is into the part of the [r] with falling F3 and the part with
rising F3 (the subphonic boundary thus going at the lowest point in F3), these
two subphones being quite realistically associated with the literal onset and offset
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[cl] after [lo] right-context-dependent
[1] after [lo] right-context-dependent
[cl] elsewhere piecewise left-/right-context-dependent
[1] elsewhere piecewise left-/right-context-dependent
[lo], dlo left-context-dependent
[dl] after [dlo] core context-independent, offset right-context dependent
[dl] elsewhere onset left-context-dependent, core context-independent
and offset right-context-dependent
[tlb],[plb],etc. context-independent
Table 2.9. Context-Dependency of Lateral Phones and Subphones
of the phone, if one assumes that F3 continues to lower as one proceeds with lip-
rounding and retroflexion of the tongue, and begins to rise again as one begins
to undo lip-rounding and retroflexion. Because [r] is so regular in GSW's speech,
and the criterion for placement of the subphonic boundary so easy to apply, this
division was executed manually in the labelling of the training data, using the
symbols 'rl' for onset and 'r2' for offset, labels which subsequently get converted
to encode left-context sensitivity (in the case of [rl]) and right-context sensitivity
(in the case of [r2]), so that for example an [r] occurring between an [e] and an [ii],
which would be manually labelled as [rl r2], would be automatically converted
thereafter to [e_rB rfliA]. The precise placement of the subphonic border between
an [rl] and an [r2] subphone is never subject to any further modification in these
cases, since there seemed no need to improve upon it.
With post-consonantal [r], if voicing is present throughout, any section with
falling F3 is labelled 'rl' as with intervocalics, and any section with rising F3
as 'r2' similarly. In the case of some consonants, the [r] may begin with voice,
but with F3 already at a low-point and rising throughout, the tongue having
already been put into a position of maximal retroflexion before the preceding
consonant ceased to dominate the acoustic record; in these cases the whole [r]
will consist only of an [r2] subphone. Such realisations are typical (though not
inevitable) after [f] (the tongue being free to move during the [f] articulation, and
oral pressure during the [f] not being so high as to cause a delay in voice-onset
once the glottis closes), and after nasals; in the case of [ng], for example, it is
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possible to effect retroflexion of the tongue-tip (and indeed lip-protrusion) while
maintaining the velar constriction, so that at the release of the nasal only the
offset of the [r] remains to be articulated (the [r2] may of course be nasalised in
such a case, because of late velum-raising).
After [-VOICE] sounds involving high intra-oral pressure, such as [s] and stops,
[r] may show varying degrees of devoicing. There do not appear to be tokens of
[r] following [s] where the return of voicing is delayed beyond the point where
maximal retroflexion is reached (this is probably also the point where a sudden
drop in oral pressure occurs, making voicing easier if only the glottis is already
in position for it. Hence [s] is never followed (in this data at least) immediately
by [r2]; any section that precedes the beginning of [r2] is labelled as an [rl], re¬
gardless of whether it contains silence, a 'labial tail' to the [s]-frication, or normal
voiced [r]. After [-VOICE] stops, presumably because of the high oral pressures
generated, the delay in voice-onset may be so great that by the time voice appears
the tongue and lips have gone through all the motions required for formation and
relaxation of the [r] configuration, and are in process of preparing to form the con¬
figuration required for the following vowel. All intermediate degrees of voicing-lag
also occur. To accommodate variation of this kind, the following strategy was
adopted: where voice returned at or after the point of maximal retroflexion, (the
low-point for F3), but before the vowel, all the subsequent section of the [r] was
labelled as [r2] as usual, while any voiceless period extending from the end of
the stop-closure up to that point was labelled with a 'co-production' label, 'trb',
'krb' or 'prb' (or 'Trb', 'Krb', 'Prb' for the unaspirated forms). These labels
were used because it seemed to make little sense to try to distinguish a point at
which the release of the stop ended and the [r] began, the articulators already
being in process of fashioning the [r] at the moment the stop is released. In cases
where voicing began prior to the point of greatest retroflexion, the voiced record
therefore beginning with falling F3, the label 'rl' was used for just that voiced
section ending with the low-point of F3. Hence a [t r ii] sequence (as for "tree")
could be represented by any of the following, depending on the inter-articulator
timing:
• voice-onset precedes maximal retroflexion - [trb rl r2 ii] (cf. figure 2.27)
Figure 2.27. [trc trb rl r2 ei] from utterance of "Mediterranean" (sc093)
• voice-onset simultaneous with or later than maximal retroflexion, but prior
to vowel-onset - [trb r2 ii] (cf. figure 2.28)
• voice-onset delayed until vowel-onset - [trb ii] (cf. figure 2.29)
The 'xrb' segments ([trb], [prb], [krb], etc.) are stand-alone phones not given
any contextual annotation and not subject to any subsequent analysis or mod¬
ification. The lack of contextual annotation is, perhaps obviously, explained by
the fact that the labels themselves largely define the context of occurrence, and
the context of occurrence is obviously highly restricted: a [trb] can follow only a
[t]-closure or at least a subphone involving transition toward a similar position to
this, and can be followed only by either an [rl], an [r2], or a vowel with its onset
marked as following on from an [r]-articulation. In the event of an [rl] following a
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Figure 2.28. [trc trb r2 i] from utterance of "loitering" (sc008)
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Figure 2.29. [trc trb aa n] from utterance of "entrancing" (sc!60)
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[trb] (and similarly for other POA's), the [r 1] will subsequently have its left con¬
text annotated as [t], to facilitate merging with small numbers of tokens where
voice-onset is very early and an initial brief stop-release is labelled separately as
e.g. [tb], rather than as e.g. [trb].
Some subphonic analysis of 'xrb' segments would obviously be useful if some
way could be found to do it, given that the distribution for the monolithic form
([trb], [prb], etc.) is liable to have minority representation for the offset spectra,
cases of complete devoicing of the [r] being a minority of the total.
In the single case of alveolars, closures of stops with coproduced release and
[r]-articulation are also labelled explicitly , as [trc] or [drc] (closures of unaspirates
are also labelled as [trc]'s), for the following reason: particularly when fricatives
precede such stop-closures, anticipatory lip-rounding so effects the offset of the
fricative that the acoustic cues that normally reliably indicate the alveolar POA of
the stop are replaced with a spectral trend in the fricative-offset easily confusible
with a pre-labial or pre-velar; by explicitly labelling the closure as described,
the fricative's right context is distinguished (as not simply alveolar, but alveolar
and preceding an [r]), and the distribution for the 'normal' fricative-to-alveolar
offset is not "corrupted", thus preserving good discrimination from the other
cases. (This is the sole case in the system where context-sensitivity is actually
accommodated to a distance of two phones.)
[w]'s are in most respects treated in a similar way to [r]'s, with 'wl' being
used to label onset and 'w2' offset subphones, the subphonic division again being
executed manually when labelling the training-data. Whereas in the case of [r]
the low-point of F3 is taken as the dividing-point, in the case of [w] the division
is put at a point where F2 is at a low-point, aligned with an energy minimum
(typically no energy evident at all) in F3. [w]'s following some [-VOICE] sounds
like [s] are again likely to have wholly or partly silent or voiceless onsets, and
consonants which allow simultaneous lip-rounding and tongue-body movement
or which have compatible tongue-body specifications, ([dl] (dark [1]), [rn], [n] and
[ng] are all examples) are capable of being followed directly by offset-only [w]'s,
i.e. by a [w2] subphone.
The only difference between the treatment of [w] and the treatment of [r]
arises in connection with [w]'s that follow released stops; in most cases involving
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[r], a stop-release was not separated from a voiceless [r], but — largely for no
more than historical reasons of no theoretical interest — this pattern was not
followed in respect of [w], so that there are no 'twb' labels to parallel the use of
'trb' labels, for example. Generally it was straightforward to label stop-releases
separately from following [w]'s, either because a silent period intervened (in such
a case, the silence was counted as part of the [wl]), or because voice-onset marked
a clear point for putting the beginning of the [wl] or [w2]. It would probably be
preferable, though, if only for simplicity's sake, to have a uniform policy for the
two cases, since [r] and [w] are so similar in every other respect.
2.5.7 [h]
The glottal fricative or approximant [h] (the first sound in "he") is often said to
have no specification of its own for any supraglottal feature (though free passage
for airflow through the mouth is clearly required). Certainly when intervocalic,
[h] normally shows a formant pattern that 'interpolates' between the formant
pattern of the preceding and the formant pattern of the following vowel as the
tongue is repositioned in more or less complete indifference to the ongoing glottal
articulation. Intervocalic [h]'s, then, should ideally be modelled triphonically,
rather than in piecemeal left-right fashion, since even in the earliest part of a
[h], the formant pattern of the following vowel will have some bearing on the
formant pattern evident in the [h], though obviously that influence will become
more telling as the [h]-articulation continues. With insufficient data for good
triphone modelling, I attempted to get as close as was feasible to it as follows:
intervocalic (and indeed all post [+VOICE] ) [h]'s were labelled at phone-level
as [PVh] ('PV' for "post-[+VOICE]") and subsequently divided automatically
into two subphones, each subphone annotated in such a way as to indicate the
overall trend in F2 in the passage from the vocal tract configuration (VTC)
for the preceding to that for the following vowel. Thus, if a high front vowel
preceded the [h], and a low back vowel followed, the annotation for both subphones
would indicate a passage from a high frequency F2 to a low frequency F2, with,
obviously, the first subphone modelling the phase of the [h] during which the first
half or so of the articulatory change took place, and the second that in which the
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rest of the change took place. Because of limited amounts of data, F2 levels were
counted as belonging to one of three levels, high, mid, and low, so that slopes
were either level, rising, or falling, giving nine basic patterns, each pattern being
modelled in two phases, early and late. As an example, a [h] occurring between
an [oo] (the wowel in "saw") and an [ii] (the vowel in "see") would be assigned to
the category of tokens with a 'low to high' slope in any second formant that might
be discernible. In the initial step of the process of automatic expansion of the
simple manual label 'PVh', the phone is divided 50:50 into a left subphone and
a right subphone, but both preceding and follwing vowels are taken into account
in assigning names to these two subphones; the left subphone in this example is
named as a token of [hOL2HX] and the right subphone as a token of [hOL2HY],
where the 'L2H' indicates merely the low to high slope in F2, and the 'X' is
used to indicate the left hand, and the 'Y' the right hand subphone. Further
automatic processing leaves room for adjustment of the precise placement of the
subphone boundary, but that is to anticipate the subject-matter of the fourth
chapter. Variation in the degree of voicing in intervocalic [h]'s is left in FURIDA
as a form of 'residual variability', but in fact is poorly handled in this way given
the statistical modelling assumption. Some [h]'s are as strongly voiced as vowels,
while others are wholly voiceless, and this therefore appears to be yet another
case where a bi- or multi-modal gaussian would be more effective for modelling-
purposes.
In the case of [h]'s that follow [-VOICE] sounds, it seemed to be a more or
less general rule, for GSW's speech at least, that articulatory repositioning for
the following vowel or [y] actually began in the offset of the consonant preceding
the [h], so that the [h] itself was characterised more or less throughout by a level
formant pattern equal to that of the following vowel or [y]. These [h]'s were
treated as follows. They were labelled at phone-level as [PNVh], and subjected
to no further division, but converted automatically to a right-context-sensitive
form with annotation for the broad frequency-level of the F2 of the following
vowel or [y]; it is possible, thus, to say that these [h]'s were modelled with a
single subphone representing something at least very close to a steady state, any
glottal gesture and supraglottal repositioning having already been more or less
accomplished at the beginning of the segment, and no supraglottal change being
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required in the transition to the following sound; some indeterminacy surrounds
the question of an "offset" in respect of the glottal state, but low oral pressure
means that the passage from open glottis to the setting for voice is quite rapid,
though in any case some breathy voice is possible during these [h]'s, though less
so than in the case of [PVh]'s.
There is one case of inter-articulator timing-variation affecting [h] which is
worth describing here. When [h] precedes an [ou] diphthong (the diphthong in
"go"), in GSW's speech at least, it can happen that the timing of voice-onset
is so delayed that the oral tract has already been put through the configuration
required for the first element of the diphthong (labelled as [axDl] in this work)
and is at some point along the way to the achievement of the configuration for
the second element (labelled as [axrD2] or [uumD2] in this work) by the time [h]
ceases to dominate the spectrum.10 Given this state of affairs, the labeller has
to indicate whether a D1 element is present at all; if voice returns with some
part of the D1 element (however short) remaining to be produced, the labelling
shows [h axDl axrD2], but if the onset of the D2 element is already in evidence
at the voice-onset, the labelling shows [h axrD2]. The subsequent conversion
to subphones follows accordingly, and the sequencing-rules have to allow the [h]
offset to be followed by any of the onset, core, or offset of the D1 element if one
is present in the manual labelling, and directly by the onset of the D2 element
if no D1 element is present. It is judged extremely improbable that one would
find voice-onset delayed so greatly that a core or offset D2 followed the [h] offset
directly.
10As will be explained further below, the diphthong [ou] is modelled as if it were two vowels in
sequence; the similarity of the first part of [ou] to schwa ([ax]) in the speech of GSW prompted
its labelling with the symbol 'axDl', where 'DT is mnemonic for 'first element of a diphthong';
the second element of this diphthong is sometimes realised with a quite [uu]-like quality (as in
the vowel of "two"), in which case it is labelled as [uumD2], and sometimes realised by merely
adding a measure of lip-rounding to the articulation used for the first element, in which case
the symbol 'axrD2' is used, the 'D2' in both these cases being mnemonic for 'second element
of a diphthong'.
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2.5.8 [y]
[y] (the first sound in "yes") functions rather like a vowel in most respects; it may
have a sustained (if usually rather brief) 'core' state, and is therefore modelled
as consisting potentially of three subphonic moments (onset, core and offset),
with the onset conditioned by left and the offset by right context, and the core
subphone treated as context-neutral (though this as an approximation more or
less forced by data limitations), so that core subphones from [y]'s in all contexts
are modelled with a single distribution. Only phone-level labelling with a single
label 'y' is involved in the preparation of training-data.
As with other [+VOICE] sounds, when a [-VOICE] sound precedes, the onset
of voicing may lag behind supraglottal articulatory changes; the formation of the
palatal stricture may already be accomplished to varying degrees, and may even
be in process of being relaxed, by the time that voice appears. I would have liked
to handle such variation in a way similar to that used for laterals and [r], but two
problems prevented this: one is that it is not always clear how much delay there is
(the palatal stricture is sometimes easily discernible in the frication or aspiration
associated with the previous sound, but not always so, or a silence intervenes
and any boundary-placement would be arbitrary), and the other is that of likely
data-shortage problems for any [yo] (or [tyb] etc.) subphones.11 As far as I can
recall there was no case of an entire [y]-articulation (from beginning of onset to
end of offset) taking place during the voice-lag, so the lack of a special symbol
or symbols was at least not critical. The variation was handled by allowing
variable subphonic realisations of [y] following [-VOICE] sounds, assigning all
devoiced regions to the previous phone even where [y]-like formants were visible,
and making the [y]-segment begin with the beginning of voice. Thus after the
offset of a [-VOICE] phone identified as having [y] as its right context, we could
have either an onset of a [y] (with appropriate left context), or a core [y] subphone,
or an offset of a [y] with any right context.
11The 'yo' symbol, had it been used, would have indicated a devoiced [y] phone or subphone,
and the symbol 'tyb' a stretch of the acoustic record dominated by release of [t] with the
articulators already well in position for [y].
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Vowel Example
ii "ease"
[rii] "reason" (see text)
[i] "is"
Ir] "is" (see text)
[e] "fez"









[uuf] "newt" (see text)
[uum] "rune" (see text)
uu "school" (see text)
Table 2.10. Labels for Monophthongal Vowels
2.5.9 Monophthongal Vowels
The phone-level labels for monophthongal vowels are listed in table 2.10.
Monophthongal vowels are labelled at phone-level, and subsequently expanded
into a minimum of two and maximum of three subphonic elements as with [y].
All core or steady states for a given vowel class are modelled using a single distri¬
bution; in the case of vowels, this is not generally an unappealing practice, given
that the identity of the vowel is crucially associated with the formant pattern of
any steady state it has. In the majority of cases basic contextual variability of
vowels is accommodated by representing them in terms of left-context-sensitive
onset, context-neutral core state, and right-context-sensitive offset. In a small
number of cases, however, this is quite inadequate.
One case requiring special treatment is /uu/ (the vowel in "newt", "rune", and
"school"). Perhaps because of the irrelevance of the FRONT-BACK distinction to
English /uu/, or perhaps because GSW had one Scottish parent and one English
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parent, (and /uu/ is normally very fronted in Scottish English), F2 appears over
a great range of positions in GSW-ese: in most tokens it is as high as in [i] or [ii]
(around 1700 Hz) (in these cases, F3 is noticeably lower than in [i] and [ii]), in a
fair number of tokens it is more intermediate (around 1400 Hz), and in a small
number of cases it is quite low (around 1100). While the phonetic context seems
to have a bearing on the F2 level found in any particular case, the influence is
not a simple or regular one; in any case, the data for particular contexts is very
patchy, and it was decided to "quantise" into three cases of fronted (F2 above
about 1600 Hz), intermediate (F2 between 1300 and 1600) and back (F2 below
1300), using 'uuf', 'uum' and 'uu' as the respective "allophonic" symbols. Phones
of the three types are subsequently subject to subphonic analysis and contextual
annotation in the same way as all other vowels.
The /e/ vowel (the vowel in "fez" and "well") has a realisation with markedly
lowered F2 when occurring after [w] or before [dl] in GSW's speech, so that
a single model for steady-state subphones from [e]'s in this and [e]'s in other
contexts would have had to be bimodal. I therefore labelled the [e]'s in these
contexts separately as [oej's ("open [e]'s"), and otherwise treated them in the
same way as all other vowels.
[r]'s tend to have a very persistent effect on following [ii] 's (and [iiDl]'s - see
the next section on diphthongs), so that even in vowels with sustained core states
F3 remains significantly lowered. For this reason, allophones were introduced in
this case also; any [ii] following [r] was labelled as [rii], and any [iiDl] as [riiDl].
The coding12 for FURIDA took about two years, and began from a level of
phonetic understanding which remained largely static until the programming was
nearly complete. Consequently, FURIDA embodies some phonetic ideas which
I can now see are mistaken. One of these is reflected in the handling of schwa.
Work by Bates (Bates 1995), Kondo (Kondo 1995) and others has shown that the
acoustic realisation of schwa is dependent in all cases on the phonetic context in
which it occurs; the frequent occurrence of schwas with level F2 at around 1500 Hz
for a typical male speaker is not the reflection of a 'normal' or 'canonical' target-
value for schwa, but simply a result of the commonness of schwas in contexts with
12By coding is meant here writing of C programs.
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alveolars both before and after. In ignorance of the true situation, I took schwas
with level F2 at around 1500 Hz as representing a kind of norm, but could not
help noticing the large number of "fronted" schwas with high F2, as well as the
large number of cases of [i] which seemed to be reduced in the direction of schwa.
I tried to reduce the variability as between the fronted and non-fronted cases by
introducing an 'ir' label and labelling "fronted" schwas and reduced [i]'s as [ir]'s
and all other schwas as [axj's, without any clear understanding of how it was that
certain schwas appeared like back vowels, or any strategy for dealing with them.
Schwas, like intervocalic [h], ought to be modelled using triphones.
Returning to the main theme of monophthongal vowels in general, onsets are
made optional after [-VOICE] phones (the reasons for this should be clear from
the discussion of [-VOICE] stops and fricatives in preceding sections: during
stops, the repositioning of the tongue that is required for the following vowel
may be accomplished wholly during the release-phase of the stop; in the case of
fricatives, it is often possible to maintain the stricture while beginning tongue-
body adjustments for the following vowel, while the brief but real amount of time
required to change from voiceless to voiced articulation also helps to make it
possible for a vowel to begin with its 'core' quality following a [-VOICE] fricative).
It is therefore possible to progress directly from a [-VOICE] phone with its offset
marked as preceding vowel X to a core subphone for X. Core states are also
optional for all vowels, though that option is not very commonly taken up by
vowels other than schwa, [i] and [u], Monophthongal vowels with no core are
constrained to have an onset even after [-VOICE] sounds (the occurrence of a
vowel which consisted simply of an offset may not be an incoherent one, but there
were no obvious signs of such things in the data for GSW, and I am doubtful
about whether I have seen such cases anywhere). All vowels are required to have
an offset in FURIDA, though there are reasons for thinking that this stipulation
should be relaxed in some cases. In the cases concerned the offsets can sometimes
be so brief as to be unreliable as a source of contextual information. This is so with
the vowels [ii] and [uuf] before alveolar and velar stop-closures, and also sometimes
with low back vowels before non-dark laterals. The problem is exacerbated by the
use of border-straddling classes (see Chapter 3, section 5) to model the boundary-
regions between phones.
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Diphthong Modelled as
[au] (as in "now") [aDl] and [axD2] or [uumD2]
[ou] (as in "go") [axDl] and [axrD2] or [uumD2]
[i@] (as in "here") [iiDl] and [axD2] or [irD2]
[e@] (as in "there") [eDl] and axD2] or [irD2]
[E@] (as in "care") (close [e]) [eHDl] and [axD2] or [irD2]
[u@] (as in "poor") [uDl] and [axD2]
Table 2.11. Two-Phase Diphthongs
Offsets of vowels before [-VOICE] fricatives provide another instance where
variation in inter-articulator timing can have significant acoustic effects. The
relative timing of tongue-readjustment and of relaxation of the glottal state for
voicing determine the degree to which increasing breathiness appears in the offset
of the vowel, and the degree to which voice persists into the onset of the fricative.
In extreme cases there may be complete loss of voice before the consonantal
stricture is effected, sometimes even before the tongue has begun to abandon the
steady position for the vowel; these cases typically occur when the vowel is the last
vowel before a major clause boundary (and the fricative is part of the same word
as the vowel). These vowels are ill-suited to the simple onset-core-offset modelling
used in this work, but [at the time of writing] I have not found time to implement
a more appropriate strategy for dealing with them. Either explicit annotation
of the vowels with respect to clause-position, or modelling of the vowels with a
larger number of subphones, or mixture-modelling, or some combination from
these, would appear to represent promising avenues to improvement.
2.5.10 Diphthongs
Non-rising diphthongs are modelled as sequences of two vowels, as shown in
table 2.IE In labelling these diphthongs, the boundary is placed half way along
the transition between the two component vowels. In the event of one of these
diphthongs being realised in a 'curtailed' form, with only the first 'vowel1 being
produced, the second being skipped, only the first 'vowel' is labelled in. Thus
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[ai] [aaDl aa2ii iiD3]
or [aaDl aa2i iD3]
or [aaDl aa2e eD3]
or [aaDl aa2ax axD3]
[ei] [eDl e2ii iiD3]
or [eDl e2i iD3]
or [eDl e2ax axD3]
[oi] [ooDl oo2ii iiD3]
or [ooDl oo2i iD3]
or [ooDl oo2ax axD3]
Table 2.12. Manual Labels for Maximal Realisations of Rising Diphthongs
a rapid utterance of the words "now that" in which the diphthong of "now"
was realised without execution of the articlation required for the second 'vowel',
would see the "now" labelled manually as [n aDl]. Each of the individual vowels is
treated in the same way as any monophthongal vowel in subsequent processing.
With the exception of the possible omission of [axDl] following [h], explained
above, every 'D2' vowel must be preceded by a 'Dl' vowel.
The remaining three (rising) diphthongs represent rather more difficulty, and
are labelled at subphonic level as follows: the period preceding any glide from a
first element to a concluding state is labelled as a 'Dl' element, and any glide is
separately labelled as such. The boundary between Dl and glide is placed at the
point where F2 begins to rise. Any final state that is sustained even momentarily
is labelled as a 'D3' state. As is well known, the final state in these diphthongs
has quite variable realisation, and the manual labelling is made sensitive to this.
Table 2.12 shows the possible manual transcriptions of these diphthongs when
they are fully realised (with initial, glide and final state):
In individual cases various degrees of curtailment are possible to the maximal
realisations of the diphthongs given in table 2.12: frequently in the case of the /ei/
diphthong, and occasionally in the case of the /ai/ diphthong, the Dl element is
omitted, the diphthong beginning with a glide. In the case of all three diphthongs,
the D3 element may fail to be articulated at all; where this happens, but the
glide does get articulated, the left context of any sound following the diphthong
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manual labelling converted to
[w aa2ii] ... w_AIgll C0NS_AIgl2]
[f aa2i] [...LAIgll C0NS_AIgl2]
[m e2ii] [... mJEIgll C0NS_EIgl2]
Table 2.13. Automatic conversion of post-consonantal glides
is equated with the sound referred to in the second part of the glide label ([ii]
for [a2ii], [i] for [aa2i], and so on). Where the glide too fails to be articulated, so
that the diphthong is represented by its D1 element alone, the whole diphthong
is equated with the corresponding monophthongal vowel ([aa] for [aaDl], [oo] for
[ooDl], [e] for [eDl], with an offset leading to the following sound. It follows
from the labelling scheme that D1 elements that get labelled as such never have
offsets (being followed immediately by glides), while D3 elements never have
onsets (beginning as they do at the precise point where F2 ceases to rise and is
sustained at a particular frequency).
Subsequent to manual labelling, further subphonic resolution occurs auto¬
matically to distinguish an onset from a core state in the D1 element, and to
distinguish a core from an offset in the D3 element. In all circumstances, D1
elements that follow [-VOICE] sounds have optional onsets, and where an onset
is present have optional core. Glides are not subjected to further subphonic anal¬
ysis when they are preceded by a D1 element, but when preceded by a consonant
they are divided into two subphones, as the examples in table 2.13 illustrate.
The reason for the subphonic expansion of the post-consonantal cases was
a desire to reduce the chances of insertions of spurious sliver-length glides in
automatic transcription, given the unusually weak sequence-constraints in this
area (with diphthongs capable of being realised by a glide and nothing else).
Insistence on a two-subphone realisation of the post-consonantal diphthongal
glides was an early and rather weak measure in this direction (it would be slightly
more difficult to find two consecutive slivers of the acoustic record that could
(mistakenly) be classified as belonging to a diphthongal glide, than it would be
to find a single such sliver). Originally even the glides that were preceded by
D1 elements were subjected to subphonic resolution in the same way, as it was
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Table 2.14. Conversion of post-Dl glide labels
originally thought that the sharper distributions that result from such an analysis
would be wholly desirable. In the event, it turned out that this very sharpness
might be responsible for a problem that was never really solved — the tendency
to misrecognise vowels with rising F2 in their offsets, especially the vowels [e],
[aa] and [oo], as diphthongs. Returning to a single-subphone realisation for the
diphthongal glides that followed D1 elements was motivated by a suspicion that
their sharper distributions might be giving them unfair advantage over vowel-
offsets (which are each modelled as a single subphone) in the scoring that is at
the basis of the classification system used for automatic transcription (this will
be explained in full in due course). The reversion to single subphones would have
been taken up for the post-consonantal glides too had it not been for the problem
described above. Some merely trivial translations of the labels for post-Dl glides
take place as shown in table 2.14. Many of the details of the conversions, as
indeed of those for post-consonantal glides, are connected with the need to get
round data-shortages.
One problem with conferring right-context sensitivity on those glides that are
not followed by a D3 or some other vocalic element is that consonantal context
does not seem wholly to determine the specific target reached in the glide, though
it certainly exercises considerable influence. The data for GSW at least suggest
a conditioning rather than a determining effect: an [ax]-type target is most likely
with labials [v], [f], [b], [w], [r] and with [1] and [dh], but also possible with [h],
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[s] and [n]; an [i]-type target is more likely with alveolars [s], [z], [t] and with
[sh] and [1], but also possible with [g], [v] and [h]; and an [ii]-type target is usual
with velars, but also possible with [t], [n] and [jh]. Patchiness of data makes it
necessary to work with generalised contexts, and the fact that we have only ten¬
dencies means that in some cases we will find acoustic characteristics suggestive
of an inappropriate consonant-group. Certainly for the post-consonantal glides
the conversions mean that we sacrifice the specific information about acoustic
'targets' encoded in the manual labelling.
2.6 Elision, Assimilation and Fusion
Before leaving the subject of labelling, it is necessary to explain the policy adopted
for dealing with cases of elision, assimilation and what is here called fusion.
First, a brief word on what is usually called elision. Browman and Goldstein
(Browman & Goldstein 1990) may or may not be right about there always being
residual gestures for segments often described as "deleted" (it seems unlikely
to me to be a yes-or-no question), but from the labeller's point of view, what
matters is whether there is any acoustic or auditory evidence, and moreover
evidence that is so great as to seem worth taking note of. If the words "fast
buck" are pronounced as far as one can tell as [f a s b uh k], with the [s] clearly
showing a labial rather than an alveolar trend in its offset, then the utterance
must be segmented and labelled accordingly. (This is a fairly trivial example of
the flexibility of the relationship envisaged between acoustic segments and the
conventional linguistic representation sought as the final goal.)
Assimilation (in the present context this will always mean PLACE assimila¬
tion) may mean nothing more than an adjustment in the usual place of articu¬
lation (POA) of the sound concerned, in the direction of the POA of (usually)
the following sound, as for example with dental articulations of [n] before [th].
In some cases, the adjustment amounts to a wholesale adoption of the POA of
the following sound, and in certain circumstances, as with [n] fully assimilated in
PLACE to a following labial or velar, the result is a sound that is acoustically in¬
distinguishable from one of the sounds that contrasts with the sound assimilated
(an [m] or [ng] in the example given). The policy adopted in labelling with respect
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to assimilations of the former kind (dental [n] etc.) is to ignore it, on the basis
that the characteristics of the onset will tend not to be dramatically different
from those of an unassimilated sound in the same left context, and can be han¬
dled as residual, while the offset characteristics will be captured by right-context
sensitivity in the usual way (again the variation in degree of any assimilation
being handled via the basic statistical modelling). With respect to assimilations
of the second kind, however, where the assimilation is total (as revealed in the
formant-transition at the end of the preceding sound), labelling is in accordance
with the output of the assimilation, rather than the input, so that "in between"
with full assimilation of the [n] will be labelled as [i m b ax t wl w2 ii n]. But
where, in assimilations of this same second kind, the change in PLACE occurs
only some time after the beginning of the sound concerned (as was described in
section 2.5.4 in the particular case of nasals), the labelling is in accordance with
the input. We perhaps have here yet another instance where mixture-modelling
would seem desirable; for example, some pre-velar [n] offsets will have [ng]-like
murmurs because of late assimilation, while others will retain [n]-type murmurs
to the end.
I did not treat cases of voicing and devoicing as cases of VOICE assimilation
because of the wide variety of factors that may be responsible for these phe¬
nomena, and because the VOICE feature in [+VOICE] sounds in English is not
carried simply by the presence of physical voice. I therefore labelled in accor¬
dance with the phonological feature rather than the acoustic characteristics as
long as there was some cue in the acoustic record that the speaker was at this
point distinguishing the sound as [+VOICE] or as [-VOICE], e.g. by lengthening
a preceding vowel. It may, of course, occur that a [+VOICE] fricative preceding
a [-VOICE] sound may be devoiced in all or part of its frication (and of course
the convention is to mark the segmental boundary as beginning where the frica¬
tion begins), and where the following [-VOICE] sound is itself a fricative, and of
identical PLACE, the acoustic record for the two fricatives will show a seamless
continuum, and a convention is required for such cases to determine consistent
placement of the boundary. In this work, where the [-VOICE] fricative was ei¬
ther unstressed or only lightly stressed, the frication was apportioned 1:2 between
the [+VOICE] and [-VOICE] pair, but, depending on the degree of stress of the
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[-VOICE] fricative (or of the syllable it began), this proportion could be extended
up to 1:4. We may also find cases where the second fricative differs in PLACE
and the first fricative assimilates in PLACE to it. In these circumstances, the
same procedures as outlined above are used; if, for example, the acoustic record
for an utterance of "was sure" indicates that the articulators passed directly to a
palato-alveolar POA on leaving the schwa, giving rise to frication which has from
the outset a palatal rather than alveolar quality, then the fricative is labelled as
a [zh] (the VOICE feature being decided as indicated previously), otherwise as a
[z].
One step further than assimilation takes us to fusion, where both of a pair
of sounds get produced as a single hybrid sound with some of the features of
both, as for example when the utterance "How's your head?" gets produced as
[h au zh ax h e d]. Trying to impose 'z' and 'y' labels on the spectrographs
record in these circumstances is unappealing, and it seems more sensible to cast
some additional burden on later phases of the recognition process and label in
such a way as to exploit the acoustic similarity to the sound whose symbol we
are borrowing. There is a point of doubt, though: in the example given, we use
the symbol for one of the contrastive sounds of the language ('zh') to label the
hybrid, and it is certainly the case that this kind of labelling of the commonest
forms of fusion of this kind — forms like "d'you" produced as [jh uu] or [jh ax] —
is highly acceptable (institutionalised, so to speak) (Barry & Fourcin 1990). But
is it the case that all fusions of this kind can be represented by "borrowing" a
symbol for one of the contrastive sounds of the language? There is obvious room
for doubt.
There are not a great many examples of fusion in the data; two of them are
fusions of [ii] and [w] to produce a sound I have labelled as [uuf], as in "We
were" produced as [w uuf ax] and "She was" produced as [sh uuf ax z]; again,
imposing a [ii w] label-sequence on the data in these circumstances seems quite
unappealing. In one or two cases some disturbance of the normal articulatory
sequence — maybe from excessive haste in delivering the scripted sentences —
resulted in articulations of [y] in which only the onset was produced or at least
audible, with the result that [ii] rather than [y] seemed a better transcription of
the resulting sound: hence "... as you should know by now" produced as [ax z ii
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sh ax d ... ] and "invaluable" as [i n v a 1 ii b dl].
Clearly there are styles of speech where processes of this kind become so perva¬
sive that the chances of recognising the linguistic content from phonetic transcrip¬
tions of the kind advocated here become rather small. Well-known phonological
rules can be used to cope with common forms of elision, assimilation and fusion
(Oshika et al. 1975), but getting to a stage where we had rules to accommodate
all eventualities would be no small undertaking. Consider, e.g., the rules that
would be needed to get word-sequences from the following transcriptions of real
(spontaneous) speech:
• "What do you have?" as [w ax tflap ii h a v] (Canadian Map Task Corpus)
• "following it" as [f o 1 i ng i t] (ditto)
• "Which side?" as [w i t s ai d] (ditto)
• "Manchester United" as [m a sh T ax y uuf n ai GL ax d]13 (Terry Venables,
ex England football coach)
Some comfort may be taken from the fact that it seems unlikey that people
would address a computer in such styles of speech (at least until the day arrived
when people found you could do so without problems!).
2.7 Glottalisation - the Segmental Framework tested
to the limit
Glottalisation presents perhaps the most difficult problem of all for the segmental
treatment of speech, but I shall endeavour to show that the problems can all be
overcome. As it is not possible to discuss the issues involved without considering
the linguistic functions of glottalisation, that is where this section will begin.
Glottalisation has two primary functions in GSW's speech. It may be used as
a substitute for a [-VOICE] stop or affricate-closure, and it may be used to high¬
light juncture, between either a consonant and a vowel or between two vowels,
13The tilde over the [a] indicates nasalisation.
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with a view to attracting attention to and so emphasising the lexical element be¬
ginning with the (second) vowel. For convenience I shall refer to these two broad
categories as STOP SUBSTITUTION and JUNCTURE EMPHASIS. (The fact
that the speech-data used in this work is scripted means that it is not necessary
to consider a 'use' of glottalisation that would certainly have to be considered
were we dealing with authentic (spontaneous) speech, where glottalisation is in¬
timately involved in cases of hesitation, faltering, false start, and the like.)
Since glottalisation often substitutes for a [-VOICE] stop or a [ch]-closure,
it is not surprising that it may also occur as an accompaniment to the same,
partly perhaps through a kind of contamination by frequent association, and
partly (also a 'perhaps'!) because of the speaker's awareness that there are
circumstances in which a burst may be inaudible (as may be the case with the
brief bursts before [-VOICE] fricatives), and thus from a desire to reinforce the
perception of a stop through the production of an effect (laryngealisation of the
preceding vowel) associated with [-VOICE] stops elsewhere (figures 2.30, 2.31,
2.32). This kind of glottalisation will be referred to in the conventional way as
STOP REINFORCEMENT. Thus we have a basic division in the functions of
glottalisation as between cases associated in some way with stops, to which we
may refer collectively as STOP MARKING, and cases associated with juncture,
giving us the classification-scheme shown in figure 2.33.
Unfortunately, while we may be able to analyse particular cases of STOP
MARKING in the terms just outlined when we have access to the linguistic
representation of the utterance concerned, when we have only the acoustic record
it is not always possible to work out with confidence exactly what analysis applies;
the reasons for this will be given a little further on. For recognition-purposes,
therefore, our policy has in certain cases to be a rather agnostic one, as far as
the earliest stages of processing are concerned.
2.7.1 Clear Cases of Stop Substitution
I count as clear cases of stop substitution all cases without a period of either
silence or merely residual voice between the phone 'preceding' the notional stop
and that 'following' it. In all such cases, it is impossible not to recognise that
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Figure 2.30. [a GLpc pb s] from utterance of "collapsed" (scl50)
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Figure 2.31. [e GLpc pb th] from utterance of "depth" (sclll)
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Figure 2.32. [a GLpc f] from utterance of "von Trapp family" (sc!22)
STOP EMPHASIS
STOP SUBSTITUTION STOP REINFORCEMENT
Figure 2.33. Forms/Functions of Glottalisation
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utterance manual transcription expanded to
it was i GLwl w2 ax z ] [... LGLwA GL_wB w_axA ... ]
it felt i GLf e dl t ] [... LGLfA GL_fB f_eA ...]
don't shout d ou n GLsh au t] [... n_GLshA GL_shB sh_aD!A ... ]
Table 2.15. Automatic Conversion of Glottalisation Labels
we are dealing with a non-segmental phenomenon at the acoustic level, even
though it is one which arises from the speaker's desire to indicate a difference
that would be represented by a discrete symbol in a phonemic or orthographic
representation. The strategy adopted for handling this is to create a zero-duration
acoustic 'segment' at the boundary between the 'preceding' and 'following' phone,
and to allow its presence to cause the annotation of the offset of the 'preceding'
phone to indicate that it is affected by a stop substitution, and similarly with the
onset of the 'following' phone. In active recognition, a correct transcription in
subphonic terms (a correct AS-transcription) can thus give rise to the writing-in
of a discrete stop-label in the representation produced at subsequent levels.
No attempt is made (prior to and including the stage of AP-transcription) to
identify the PLACE of the substituted stop, decisions about its PLACE being
postponed to later stages of processing ([t] is the most commonly substituted stop,
but it is not, of course, the only one). 'GL' is prefixed to the 'following' phone
in manual labelling, to indicate the presence of a preceding glottalisation and
subsequent automatic expansions take place as illustrated in table 2.15. In this
way, the fact that the glottalisation is, so to speak, superimposed on the sequence
of phones, rather than occupying a distinct section of the acoustic record in its
own right, ceases to present any difficulty.
In many of these cases there does not seem to be any gesture toward the POA
of the substituted stop, though I suppose it is not impossible — certainly in the
case of [t] substituted before [w], and [r] — that the acoustic effect of such a
gesture may in some cases be simply submerged by the more drastic effects of
significant lip-rounding and jaw-movement. Ideally, the onset of the 'following'
phone in these cases would be marked not only as following or (for [+VOICE]
phones) being involved in a laryngealisation , but also to indicate the identity of
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the 'preceding' phone; but shortages of tokens forced a compromise here.
It is worth noting that in some of these cases the PLACE of the substituted
stop is recoverable on a priori grounds; with preceding nasals, e.g., the homorganic
nasal-stop rule will deliver the PLACE, no matter how good or bad the acoustic
evidence may be, and it seems more sensible therefore to rely on the rule than
on the acoustic record.
2.7.2 Stop Marking of Doubtful Species
In all the cases to be discussed under this heading, a period of merely residual
or strangulated voice and/or silence is evident in the spectrographic record, with
the preceding vowel, [dl], or nasal clearly laryngealised in its later stages. It
is difficult to know, from the acoustic record alone, whether only a single stop
is involved, or whether there may not be a pair of stops, with argument then
possible over whether the first stop is unreleased and glottally reinforced, or
wholly substituted. (Though a very brief closure-period would argue in favour of
a single stop glottally reinforced, duration is not explicitly taken into account in
processing to derive the AS- or AP-transcription, so that duration of the closure
is not brought into consideration up to that point.) In cases where two stops are
definitely involved, as far as the linguistic content is concerned, as in productions
of credit card or that part with glottalisation, the formant pattern in the offset
of the laryngealised sonorant may or may may not show unequivocally whether
the POA approached is that for the first or that for the second stop; depending
on the relative timing of glottal and supraglottal gestures, phonation may cease
altogether before the formant pattern transition has proceeded far enough to be
able to tell, or a POA may be approached that could represent a compromise
between the POA's of the individual stops. There are cases in the data where
the transition is clearly to the POA of the second stop, but there are many cases
where the spectrographic evidence is not unequivocal.
Before providing examples of how the glottalisations of this section are han¬
dled overall, it is necessary to say something about labelling-policy where pairs
of consecutive stops are involved (at the linguistic level at least). Representing
the first stop as x and the second as y, if the formant pattern in the offset of
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the preceding phone showed a movement toward the POA of [x], the stop closure
was given the complex label 'GLxyc' (hence [GLtkc], [GLptc], etc.), but if the
formant pattern revealed rather a movement directly toward the POA of [y], the
stop closure was given the label 'GLyc' (as e.g. for at the end of the word 'credit'
in sentence 069 where the label [GLkc] was used - figure 2.34). It was not always
possible to be confident about the decision, of course, but it seemed worthwhile
attempting to implement the policy for the sake of the cases that were clear, and
because there seemed to be some hope of being able to derive some duration-
statistics from the labelling. However, none of the specific information in these
stop-closure labels is made use of in subsequent processing down to the stage
of AP-transcription. The specific closure-labels are automatically generalised,
as described for normal stop-closures in section 2.5.2, after the 'GL' prefix has
been transferred to the offset of the preceding phone. With normal stop-closures
(those not involving any glottalisation-process) the interpretation of a segment
like [NVSAc] in AP-transcription is dependent upon the subphones preceding
and following it, and effected at the stage of AP-transcription; for example, if
the subphone preceding the closure is marked as preceding a [t], while the sub-
phone that follows it is a (contextually annotated) [kb], the [NVSAc] segment
is converted to [tkc]. However, given the unreliability of PLACE information in
glottalised offsets, this procedure would be liable to lead to errors. No inter¬
pretation is attempted, therefore, at such an early stage. All that is looked for
from the initial automatic classification is an indication that here a closure occurs
following on from a glottalisation connected with it. Hence it remains an open
question whether we have one stop or two, and an open question, too, what the
PLACE of the stop, or PLACEs of the stops, may be.
In all the cases under this heading, then, the 'GL' prefix is attached to the
stop-closure label, so that for example for the spectrogram shown as figure 2.30 we
get the labelling [kc kb ax cl a GLpc pb s]. The offset of the preceding phone gets
automatically marked as glottalised and as preceding a stop-closure, but with no
commitment either to the number of stops involved or to the PLACE or PLACEs
of the stop or stops. In the subsequent processing of the stop-closure itself, the
'GL' prefix is ignored, and the closure is generalised and treated in the same way
as any other stop-closure, in the way described in section 2.5.2 above on stops.
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Figure 2.34. [kc krb r2 e dnc ir GLkc kb aa d] ("credit card")
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utterance manual labelling automatic conversion
collapsed [kc kb ax cl a GLpc pb s utc Tb] [... a_GLscA NVSAc pb_sA ... ]
credit card [kc krb r2 e dnc i GLkc kb aa dc db] [... LGLscA NVSAc kbl_aaA ...
work for Tom [wl w2 lax GLkc f ax tc tb o m] [... lax_GLscA NVSAc GLTB ...
Table 2.16. Automatic Conversion of Glottalisation Labels
In processing the stop-release, too, (if one is present), the earlier glottalisation is
ignored, stop-releases being made sensitive only to their right context. It follows
that the AS-transcription will signal the presence of the glottal stop reinforcement
simply and solely through the glottalisation of the offset of the preceding phone,
at least if the stop has a release. In the case of stops with no release, there is
room for debate about the best way to annotate the following phone's left context,
even though this is one context of occurrence where we can safely assume that we
have only a single stop (as far as phonetic realisation is concerned), the second
of any pair of stops involved in a glottalisation being virtually certain to be
released. The reason for the uncertainty is that a closure-period can be the result
either of an oral occlusion (which would cause the onset of the following phone
to carry some PLACE information) or of the glottal constriction (in which case
the onset of the following phone might carry little or no PLACE information,
depending on whether any complete oral closure accompanied the glottal stop).
In some tokens, annotating for the bare glottalisation would be most appropriate,
in others annotation for the PLACE of the stop. Since we are allowed only a
single policy, it was decided to annotate for bare glottalisation, partly just to
allow data-sharing with some of the cases discussed in the previous section (both
in stop-substitutions, and in the cases currently under discussion, we might for
example get an [f] as the 'following' phone — in both cases its onset would become
a [GL_fB]). Some examples are given in table 2.16.
The postponement of decisions makes sense in a number of ways. Quite apart
from the riskiness of attempting the decisions earlier, on the basis of acoustic
evidence alone, there are almost certainly structural regularities of a phonological
kind governing the distribution of stop-reinforcement and substitution, which can
be gleaned from across the whole of the data for a given speaker, and perhaps even
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for a particular accent, so liberating us from total servitude to data-quotas (that
is, to the need for amounts of data for each case we wish to model that are large
enough for statistical modelling). Even if only as heuristics, rules based on such
regularities may be able to provide useful probabilities for working systematically
through the possible interpretations of the evidence. For GSW, it can be said that
glottalisation is possible before a single stop-closure (i.e. as mere reinforcement),
and even likely when the stop is released into a [-VOICE] fricative, and that
glottalisation is much less probable before a single stop that is released into a
following vowel, so that if an AP-transcription indicates a glottalisation in such
a context there must be a greater than even probability of there being a pair of
stops at the linguistic level.
The agnostic strategy also has some limitations, needless to say. In a sin¬
gle distribution for, e.g., all offset-subphones of some glottalised vowel before
stop-closures of all types, there will be tokens with clear trends toward an alve¬
olar, velar, or labial POA, as well as nondescript tokens, the common feature
of all tokens being their being affected by glottalisation. Given a model trained
from such data using the assumption of Normality, a token with clear formant
pattern trend toward a definite POA might possibly score more highly as its
non-glottalised counterpart, with consequent loss of the information that glottal¬
isation is present. This is perhaps a case where mixture-modelling recommends
itself, with modes for each of the three POA's.
2.7.3 Juncture Emphasis
From a processing point of view, juncture emphasis ought to be far simpler to
handle than stop marking, but in fact it is impossible to handle it satisfactorily
with limited data just because examples are so widely scattered across different
phonetic contexts, making statistical modelling difficult.
With the Normality assumption, it is necessary to introduce a dichotomy,
with cases of complete, sustained glottal closure on the one hand (these will be
referred to as 'full juncture glottalisation') and cases with no such fast closure on
the other ('weak juncture glottalisation').
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Full Juncture Glottalisation
The glottal stricture here is fast and sustained, even if only momentarily. Between
two vowels, the articulatory scheduling seems from the data (but the data is not
plentiful) to involve putting a halt to the phonation involved in the first vowel
before making any of the supraglottal changes required for production of the
second vowel, and to relax the glottal stricture only when these movements have
been completed. In labelling, the period of closure is labelled 'GL', and the
annotation of the offset of the preceding and onset of the following vowel follows
automatically after the normal pattern ([GL] is in this respect like any normal
segment). Unfortunately, there is insufficient data for good modelling of either
offset of the first or onset of the second vowel, for any vowel in the data.
Where the glottal closure is used to produce a silence between a consonant
and a vowel, the offset of the consonant is likely to be rather sui generis — e.g.
quite unlike pre-pausal offsets, because of the abrupt termination — but dedi¬
cated statistical modelling proved impossible because of the shortage of data for
any particular pair of consonant and vowel. The policy adopted — not a very
satisfactory one, but the best that could be found — was to assume that there
would likely be some tendency for the consonant to show articulatory anticipa¬
tion for the vowel that would follow the oral closure, and so to lump the case
with others involving the same consonant and vowel but without any intervening
glottal closure or indeed any glottalisation at all. In order to get the required an¬
notation across the intervening glottal closure, the closure is given a label which
also indicates the identity of the vowel that follows, e.g. 'GSii' when the follow¬
ing vowel is an [ii]. The vowel itself, as with the two-vowel case discussed in the
previous paragraph, has its onset annotated automatically as following on from
a glottal closure. Hence a production of "... has easily ..." with full juncture
glottalisation could be labelled as [h ax z GSii ii z ir 1 ii] just in order to secure the
desired contextual annotations. Sequence-constraints then have to allow all off¬
sets of consonant X with vowel Y as right context to be capable of being followed
also by [GSY], because of the lumping referred to earlier in the paragraph.
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Weak Juncture Glottalisation
In the cases under this heading, the glottal stricture is not forceful enough to
provide a clear closure period. When the stricture occurs between vowels, 'GL' is
prefixed to the label for the second vowel, and — again because of extreme data-
shortages — the offset of the first vowel is automatically annotated as preceding
a glottal stricture, and the onset of the following vowel is annotated analogously.
(In some cases, particularly where the glottalisation is very weak, it would make
as much sense to annotate the vowels simply with respect to the vocalic successor
or predecessor, but many non-glottalised vowel-vowel transitions are also poorly
represented in the data; certainly there is no hope of modelling specific glottalised
cases aiming to capture both glottalisation and vowel identities.)
When there is weak juncture glottalisation between a consonant and a vowel
(figure 2.35 and 2.36), I prefix 'GL' to the label for the vowel, but as with the
corresponding full juncture glottalisations, the consonant-offset comes to be au¬
tomatically annotated as preceding the vowel that follows it, ignoring the glot¬
talisation (glottalised and non-glottalised cases are lumped together), while the
vowel-onset is automatically annotated as beginning from a glottal stricture (ig¬
noring the identity of the consonant).
A crude attempt was made to bolster cases of vowel-onsets following glottal
stricture by lumping vowels with such onsets automatically with sentence-initial
vowels, some of which exhibit similar acoustic traits in their onsets. It was in¬
tended in a later implementation to screen the sentence-initial vowels and explic¬
itly label just those that do have such traits, and to lump only with these, but
at the time of writing this has still not been done.
There is of course no substitute for real data, but an idea considered for trying
to boost the amount of data for offsets of vowels before juncture-emphasising
glottal stricture was to take data from identical vowels following such stricture,
and to reverse the sign of just those values representing trend-information (see
Chapter 3, section 6), leaving everything else unchanged. This has not been tried
to date, however.
Glottalised vowel-offsets and onsets are another case where the Normality
assumption is less than ideal, since one may find widely scattered pitch pulses
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Figure 2.35. [ax v GLuuf z] from utterance of "have oozed" (scl22)
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Figure 2.36. [ou PVdh GLaaDl aa'2i iD3] from utterance of "loathe eiderdowns"
(scl22)
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and intervening stretches of diffuse low-amplitude noise or silence, and at least a





The main purpose of this chapter is to define and explain the form chosen in
this work for representing the short-term characteristics of speech. There is little
that is original in the representation used, and I have therefore concentrated
my efforts on trying to write the chapter in a way which will make its content
accessible to readers with little or no knowledge of signal processing, other than a
basic understanding of the principles underlying traditional spectral analysis. The
account of cepstral analysis (based on treatments by Noll (Noll 1964), Schafer and
Rabiner (Schafer & Rabiner 1975), and O'Shaugnessey (O'Shaugnessey 1987)) is
given in this spirit.
In section 3.4.3 I discuss the role of critical bands in human auditory percep¬
tion, and their significance for machine recognition. I argue against a too slavish
adoption of critical bands in the application of frequency-transformations, while
acknowledging the importance of such transformations and the significance of the
Bark and Mel scales in this connection. In section 3.5 I explain the reasons for
introducing classes to model boundary-regions between phones, and provide ex¬
amples of some of these 'border-straddling' classes (a fuller treatment is reserved
to an appendix). Finally in section 3.6 an account is given of additional features
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designed to capture what is happening over the slightly longer-term (longer, that
is, than that considered in the basic representation), together with some discus¬
sion of the advantages and disadvantages of using these features.
3.2 The Short-term View
The discussion in Chapter 2 operated chiefly at a phonetic level, in terms of artic-
ulatory movements, phones, subphonic elements, and the like. The initial input
to a recognition-system, however, typically consists of a bare series of numbers
representing successive amplitude values of a sampled speech waveform (or of its
electrical analogue created via a microphone). While the behaviour of the num¬
bers in this series is determined by the underlying sequence of phonetic events,
some form of analysis is required to make this relationship perspicuous, but as
the phonetic events themselves are unknown at the outset, we are not in a posi¬
tion to be able to take sub-series corresponding to particular phones and apply
an analysis to them. We are obliged rather to work automaton-like, taking some
fixed-length subseries of the numbers at a time, carrying out an analysis, and
repeating the procedure again and again from the beginning of the utterance to
the end. At each point we view the series of numbers through a window which
comprises just a small subseries from the total, shutting out anything earlier or
later; we will refer to one such subseries comprised by the analysis-window as
falling within, or more loosely as constituting, a frame. The numbers we get as
a result of each analysis will come to stand in place of the original frame of data,
hence to 'represent' it, and it is convenient to give a fixed order to the numbers
arrived at, to arrange them, that is, in the form of a vector. These ordered lists
of numbers, or vectors, which stand in place of the original signal, will be referred
to henceforth as representation-vectors or pattern-vectors (or sometimes as just
vectors), and constitute our representation of the short-term spectrum. (It is
sufficient for present purposes to think of 'vector' as meaning no more than an
ordered list of numbers.)
Because the speech-waveform is continually changing, we need to perform our
analyses at very frequent intervals if we are not to miss anything of interest.
Moreover, since change is continuous, we must take a fairly short window each
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time as material for the analysis; we will in fact be assuming, in defiance of
the exact reality, that the signal is unchanging or stationary within the confines
of the analysis-window, and the shorter the window, the less objectionable this
assumption would appear to be. On the other hand, it will turn out — for
reasons to be touched on below — that too short a window will not provide
suitable material for analysis, so that a compromise has to be reached.
It is common practice to use a window of about 20 ms, and to advance the
window each time by some fraction of this, say a quarter or a half, so that
successive analyses are overlapping. It is normal practice, too, to apply a window-
function to the waveform numbers within a window, to give greater emphasis
to the numbers at the centre of the window and progressively less emphasis
to numbers further out toward the edges; this is simply a multiplication by a
factor which reaches 1 around the centre of the window and tapers off smoothly
toward zero at the window's outer limits. The use of a windowing function serves
two purposes: firstly, it helps to make the stationarity assumption a little less
unrealistic for a long window, by giving selectively greater emphasis to a central
portion within it, and secondly it reduces the effect on analysis-results of advances
of the window-position that would otherwise cause major discontinuities, such as
those which involve the exclusion or inclusion of a pitch-pulse (the problem of
edge-effects). Edge-effects arising from inclusion or exclusion of a pitch-pulse as
the analysis-window moves along are also minimised by use of a longer window,
for speakers with normal or high fundamental frequencies at least; the more pitch-
periods comprised by a single window, the less significant the dropping-out or the
taking-in of a single pitch-pulse will be (O'Shaugnessey 1987).
By working through the utterance in this way we are able to track the changing
signal, window by window or frame by frame, without excessive smearing of
information. I turn now to consider some of the features that are desirable in
the representation-vectors so produced. These vectors are to be used as the basic
currency of the next stages of the recognition-process.
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3.3 Features Desirable in a Representation Vec¬
tor
A representation of the short-term characteristics of the speech-signal should
be economical, trustworthy, and above all possessed of discriminant power; for
statistical recognition-systems, it may also be an advantage if its components are
not strongly correlated.
If two representations were available that scored equally well with respect to
criteria other than economy, but one involved several hundred components and
the other only a dozen, the latter would be greatly preferable in any computa¬
tional context, and particularly in systems using traditional (non-connectionist)
statistical pattern-classification, where dimensionality— the number of elements
in the representation-vector — has a crucial impact on classifier-performance
given finite amounts of training-data. More will be said on this (and on the
relevance of correlation between components) in Chapter 4.
It is clearly also desirable that the process of deriving a particular represen¬
tation should not be prone to serious or pervasive error. While formant-based
description of vowels in particular is extremely economical, the automatic track¬
ing of formants is fairly error-prone, which makes formant representations less
than ideal for automatic recognition.
The importance of discriminant power hardly needs argument. It will not al¬
ways be the case that short-term spectral information will point unambiguously
to the underlying phonetic event, but it is obvious that all information that will
contribute to the identification should be captured if at all possible. It may well
prove, too, that separating certain features of the speech-signal, such as funda¬
mental frequency, power, duration and spectral envelope, may make phonetic
identification easier.
3.4 Mel Cepstral Representations
Representations based on mel cepstral coefficients score either well or reasonably
well with respect to all the criteria discussed, as will be shown in what follows,
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and for this reason are in widespread use in ASR. In this section I first present
cepstral analysis as a means of extracting the most salient features of the spectrum
in a highly economical form. It is customary to present cepstral processing as a
means of separating out the contributions of source- and filter- components to
the output speech spectrum, and I shall go on to consider how accurate such a
picture can be.
3.4.1 Extraction of the Most Salient Features of the Spec¬
trum
If we take an arbitrary log magnitude spectrum, and treat it as if it were itself a
time-domain signal, i.e. a waveform, we may allow ourselves the liberty of think¬
ing about analysing it into its component 'frequencies' Fourier-style, as we do
with a true waveform, thus establishing the amount of energy at each different
'frequency'. Intuitively, we would then expect to find the more slowly-varying
features of the spectrum being registered at lower 'frequencies', and progres¬
sively more rapidly-varying features by 'frequencies' higher and higher up the
'frequency'-range. By applying an inverse DFT (IDFT) to the (log magnitude)
spectrum to produce the cepstrum, this is in fact what we achieve, except of
course that we cannot use the phrase 'frequency-components' as I have done in
quotes here: the 'frequencies' are actually 'quefrencies', and in a display of the
cepstrum the x-axis or quefrency-axis is measured in units of time.
The derivation of the cepstrum from the log magnitude spectrum can be
presented in extremely simple terms. Using a discrete cosine transform (DCT) in
place of the IDFT (the IDFT uses both sines and cosines, the DCT only cosines),
the formula for the derivation is as follows:
N
r 7r
cci = Xk cos i(k - 0.5)—
k=1
1,2 M,
where cct- is the i'th cepstral coefficient, and Xk,k = 1,2,..., are the log
energies of the Fourier spectrum.
Consider the term cos[i(k — 0.5)-^] which defines the basis functions of the
transform. The first 8 basis functions are plotted in figure 3.1 and figure 3.2,



















Figure 3.1. First Four Basis Functions of DCT, showing transform coefficients
on the y-axis for values of x representing ordinal points in the series of FFT
spectral coefficients
with N set to 26, the 26 steps being ranged along the x-axis of each plot, and
transform coefficients shown along the y-axis.1 The value of 26 for N will be
explained in due course.
Each cepstral coefficient is obtained by multiplying the (log magnitude) spectral
value by the corresponding transform coefficient, i.e. by values of between 1 and
-1 depending on the alignment between the spectral coefficient and the particular
basis function, and then summing the products. The first cepstral coefficient can
thus easily be seen to represent the bias toward low or high frequency energy in
the spectrum, with 'low' meaning below the half-way point in a linear spectral
frequency-range, and 'high' above that point.2 Given a linear frequency-scale
XI have excluded the so-called O'th coefficient from these plots. This coefficient is a constant
with the value of 1, and is sometimes used as a measure of total energy.
2One should try to imagine the plot of each basis function in turn being overlaid on the
spectrum of selected phones, say of the vowel [oo] and of [s]. As the plot of the first of the
basis functions shows, all the spectral coefficients in the lower half of the frequency-range get
multiplied by positive values, while all those in the upper half get multiplied by negative values.
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Figure 3.2. Fifth to Eighth Basis Functions of DCT, axes as in previous figure
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extending from 0 to 6 kHz, vowels would get relatively large values for the first
cepstral coefficient, while a phone like [s] with virtually all its energy above the
midway-point would get a highly negative first coefficient, all its higher spectral
coefficients being multiplied by negative values.
ft is fairly easy -—for a definite frequency-scaling, and a definite speaker— to
work out what sorts of values particular phones are likely to get for the second,
third, fourth and fifth coefficients, as a perusal of the basis functions will show.
But it becomes increasingly true as one ascends through the basis functions— and
particularly if using a frequency-scale that compresses certain frequency-regions
— that 'accentuations' and 'diminutions' come to cancel each other out more
and more, so that it becomes harder to arrive at conclusions merely intuitively.
That is to say, by the time one reaches the 7th or 8th basis function, with several
periods of the function comprised within the frequency-range, the chances are
that high products arising from energy within a region multiplied by positive
factors will be neutralised by low products arising from energy within regions
multiplied by negative factors. The higher-frequency cosines of basis functions
beyond the first dozen or so in any case become less and less significant, with only
one qualification. The one or two basis functions which most nearly coincide with
the 'voicing-ripple' evident in the log spectrum for a voiced phone will register a
massive increase over those that precede and follow them (the positive phases of
their cycle coinciding with the peaks of the voicing-ripple), and hence give rise
to a distinctive spike or impulse in the cepstral display at a quefrency equal to
the reciprocal of FO. This apart, it is generally held to be true that just the
first dozen or so coefficients are sufficient to provide good discrimination between
spectra.
Since the cepstral coefficient is then obtained by summing the products of these multiplications,
it should be clear that sounds with most energy in the lower half of the frequency-range will
get relatively high values for this first coefficient, while those with most of their energy in the
upper half of the frequency-range will get relatively low (negative) values.
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3.4.2 Separation of Contributions from Source and Filter
In speech, a sound-source — voice, frication-noise, or both — is modified in
accordance with the shape-dependent (and of course time-varying) filtering char¬
acteristics of the vocal tract, with energies at certain frequencies in the source
being amplified and others attenuated. For certain purposes it is advantageous to
isolate the characteristics of the speech spectrum that chiefly result from features
of the source from those that chiefly reflect the vocal tract frequency-response.
Cepstral processing is often presented as a means of effecting such a separation.
For vowels and sonorant consonants, the source-spectrum consists of evenly-
spaced harmonics at whole-number multiples of the fundamental frequency. The
spacing of harmonics, then, varies as a function of FO. The glottal source-
spectrum has a negative slope (tilt, roll-off) with ascending frequency of about
-12 dB per octave on average but the slope varies significantly as a function of
voice-intensity and phonation-type (Fant 1995). The slope is determined chiefly
by the way airflow changes within a phonatory cycle (Clark & Yallop 1990): as
voice intensity increases, there is a corresponding decrease in the open quotient
(the ratio of the duration of the open glottal phase to that of the closed glottal
phase within a phonatory cycle) (Veeneman & BeMent 1985), and this is reflected
in greater gradualness in the roll-off in the source-spectrum, with more energy
surviving at higher harmonics (Clark & Yallop 1990). Fant states (op. cit.) that
a decrease in OQ, as in a pressed voice, promotes the level of the second harmonic
at the expense of the fundamental. In breathy voice, on the other hand, with
a slow closing action within the phonatory cycle, and minimal closed phase, the
roll-off in the source-spectrum tends to be steep, with little energy surviving at
higher harmonics (Clark & Yallop 1990). Fant speaks of there being a relative
boost to the fundamental in breathy phonation (op. cit.).
Now while the frequency-response of the vocal tract is a matter of its own
shape at any instant, it should nevertheless be clear that variation in the spacing
of glottal harmonics, and in the relative strengths of individual harmonics (or
more generally, in the spectral tilt of the glottal source), will play a significant
role in determining the overall shape of the output speech spectrum, and that
it is therefore an exaggeration to speak of cepstral analysis being able to fully
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isolate the vocal tract frequency-response (I take it that this is the reason for
Rabiner and Schafer's use of the word "approximate" in respect of the decon¬
volving of source and vocal tract impulse response in cepstral processing (Schafer
&; Rabiner 1975)). The degree of resonance at any resonant frequency, for ex¬
ample, will depend on the degree of coincidence in frequency with the nearest
harmonic(s), and on the energy in the latter. Again, Fant shows (op. cit.) that
differences in voice-effort produce non-linear shifts in the distribution of energy
in the output speech spectrum, with higher-frequency energies gaining more than
lower ones (for sustained vowels, a 10 dB increase in the level of F1 was found
to be accompanied by a 4 dB increase in the level of the fundamental, a 14 dB
increase for F2, 16 dB for F3 and 14 dB for F4; for natural connected speech the
shifts were not so dramatic, but still significant). Thus it is strictly speaking a
mistake to say, for example, that cepstral coefficients "do not depend upon the
frame energy" (Pirani 1990). What is true is that if we took two spectra, with
one equal to some constant multiple of the other, the cepstral coefficients for the
two spectra would be identical (if we ignore any O'th coefficient). However, since
differences in voice-intensity reflect themselves in the speech spectrum in the way
indicated, cepstral representations will not abstract completely from such differ¬
ences. From the point of view of context-sensitive phonetic classification it is in
fact fortunate that this is so, since it means that use of a cepstral representation
does not cause us to lose information that can be important in identifying such
things as regions of voicing-switch, as in vowel-offsets before [-VOICE] fricatives,
where the final pitch-periods of the vowel are likely to be marked by increasing
breathiness and loss of amplitude.
Cepstral representations score highly in respect of the criteria detailed in sec¬
tion 3.3 above. That they are very economical (relative to the Fourier spectrum
itself) has already been shown. Given reasonable choice of window-size, their
derivation is not prone to error. The coefficients are much less highly correlated
than, e.g., filter-bank energy coefficients (Pirani 1990), though their lack of cor¬
relation should not be exaggerated (the effects of assuming complete statistical
independence of the coefficients will be considered in Chapter 5 (5.5)). As far as
the all-important feature of discriminant power is concerned, it should be clear
that the ability to represent the essential characteristics of the speech spectrum,
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in abstraction from what is mostly superficial detail, offers significant advantages.
Cepstral representations of one form or another are used in most current ASR
systems, itself a testimony to their ability to deliver effective phonetic discrim¬
ination. When used in conjunction with a non-linear frequency-scale they have
been found more effective still, and it is to the issue of frequency-transformations
that I now turn.
3.4.3 Frequency-Warping and Critical Bands
Cepstral coefficients may be derived directly from the log magnitude spectrum as
described, but it is common practice to modify the spectrum before the derivation,
the purpose of this normally being explained in terms of choosing a frequency-
resolution that conforms more closely to that of which the human ear is capable.
The Fourier spectrum represents the energies within each of a number of bands
centred on frequencies linearly spaced across the frequency-range, but human
hearing works along rather different lines from this. Psychophysical investigations
have established the existence of critical bands in human auditory perception.
Two concepts that are important for an understanding of critical bands are those
of threshold and masker. The threshold of a stimulus (a pure tone, for example)
is the strength at which it is just audible; a masker is a tone or sound which is
able to obscure perception of the stimulus. The following account from Scharf
introduces the most important facts about the critical band:
As a purely empirical phenomenon, the critical band is that band¬
width at which subjective responses rather abruptly change ... . Thus
the loudness of a band of noise at a constant sound pressure remains
constant as the bandwidth increases up to the critical band; then loud¬
ness begins to increase. In another type of experiment, the threshold
of a narrow band of noise lying between two masking tones remains
constant as the frequency separation between the tones increases until
the critical band is reached; then the threshold of the noise drops pre¬
cipitously. In these and other experiments, the critical band requires
manipulation of bandwidth. Measured in this manner, the critical
band turns out to be remarkably alike in many types of experiment.
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(Scharf 1972)
The width of the critical bands varies as a function of their centre-frequencies,
as indicated in table 3.1 from Zwicker (Zwicker 1961), which clearly reveals the
differences in sensitivity at different points of the frequency-range.
Zwicker and Terhardt (Zwicker & Terhardt 1980) give analytical expressions
for converting a linear frequency-scale to a critical band scale. One critical band
is equal to one interval of the bark scale, and 1 bark is very nearly equivalent to
100 mels. A transformation of the linear frequency scale to a bark or mel scale
can be approximated (Bengio 1996) as follows (where B(.) is the transformation
function and f is the frequency in Hz):
B{f) = 0.0lf f < 500Hz (3.1)
B(f) = 0.007/ 500Hz <f< 1220Hz (3.2)
B(f) = (6 In /) - 32.6 / > 1220Hz (3.3)
Several points need to be made about the published accounts of the critical
bands, and a distinction needs to be drawn between critical bands established
by direct experiment (the empirical critical bands, as Scharf refers to them) and
schemes designed to simulate the supposed frequency-analysis function of the ear.
First as regards the figures given in table 3.1: Zwicker explicitly states [op. cit.)
that while the bandwidths of the critical bands are relatively fixed, their position
on the frequency-scale is more variable, and their position can be altered contin¬
uously,, "perhaps by the ear itself". Scharf states that while there is generally
close agreement between published accounts of measurements of critical bands,
the figures are probably reliable only within about + or - 15% because of vari¬
ability between subjects and indeed even in respect of a single subject. Scharf
also states that in many threshold experiments critical bandwidths increased for
shorter-duration sounds (below about 100 ms), the latter statement in particular
having obvious relevance to any involvement of critical bands in speech percep¬
tion.
As to the distinction between the proven existence of the empirical critical
band and theory about the ear's supposed ability to do a frequency-analysis on
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Critical Bands (Zwicker 1961)
Number Centre Frequency (Hz) Cut-off Frequency (Hz) Bandwidth (Hz)
1 50 100 80
2 150 200 100
3 250 300 100
4 350 400 100
5 450 510 110
6 570 630 120
7 700 770 140
8 840 920 150
9 1000 1080 160
10 1170 1270 190
11 1370 1480 210
12 1600 1720 240
13 1850 2000 280
14 2150 2320 320
15 2500 2700 380
16 2900 3150 450
17 3400 3700 550
18 4000 4400 700
19 4800 5300 900
20 5800 6400 1100
21 7000 7700 1300
22 8500 9500 1800
23 10500 12000 2500
24 13500 15500 3500
Table 3.1. Critical Band Specifications
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speech-sounds, Scharf is worth quoting again in this connection, though thirty
years of research have passed since he wrote:
The role, if any, of the critical band in the perception of speech
remains obscure even though the initial measurements of the critical
ratios [signal to noise ratios used to determine critical bands] were
closely related to search for a meaningful analysis of the speech spec¬
trum. ... French and Steinberg (French & J.C.Steinberg 1947), mea¬
suring the intelligibility of speech passed through low and high cut¬
off filters, found that 20 adjacent frequency-bands contribute about
equally when each approximates a critical band. The width of the 20
bands does not grow as rapidly with frequency above 1500 Hz as does
the critical bandwidth (my emphasis). However, as French and Stein¬
berg pointed out, such results apply in detail only to the particular
recording system, loudspeakers, listeners, and speech materials used.
(Scharf, op. cit.)
If there is uncertainty regarding the role of critical bands in human speech per¬
ception, there must be even more regarding their relevance to the engineering of
machine recognition. The issue has been obscured somewhat because of the run¬
ning together of two things which are logically quite distinct, namely frequency-
transformation on the one hand, and integration of spectral energies within bands
on the other.
As regards clustering into critical bands (as opposed to any other bands), the
statement I have highlighted in the last quotation from Scharf is worth focussing
on. It is perhaps not coincidental also that the bands chosen in Holmes' 1980
vocoder (surely based upon practical experience) also increase more slowly with
frequency (Owens 1993), and it was certainly my own experience that warping
the frequency axis and clustering the energies to Zwicker's specifications led to
sub-optimal recognition-performance, for the simple reason that the progression
to wider bands approaching 2000 Hz was too steep and led to the obscuring of at
least one and probably a number of phonetic distinctions. The most obviously
affected distinction was that between [ii] and [uuf] (fronted [uu]). These two
sounds have a more or less identical distribution of energy in the area of F1
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(they are similar in HEIGHT), and while F2 in the case of [ii] is usually higher
than in [uuf] (at 2000 to 2200 Hz, compared with 1700 to 1900 Hz for [uuf]), in
particular instances, e.g. after [y], [uuf] may have F2 at or above 2000 Hz, and
in these cases it is only the lower position of F3 in [uuf], at around 2300 Hz, that
distinguishes the vowel from [ii] (which typically has F3 at about 2500 to 2800
Hz). With critical bandwidths of 320 Hz at centre-frequency 2150 Hz, and of 380
Hz at centre-frequency 2500 Hz, there is a danger of obscuring the distinction
between these phones in some contexts.
On the other hand, there would appear to be an obvious truth to the statement
that frequency-resolution needs to be finer at lower frequencies (in the regions
crowded with the lower formants of vowels, for example) than at higher frequen¬
cies. Distinguishing 100 Hz bands throughout the higher frequency-region of an
[s], for example, simply makes no sense for recognition-purposes. In general, it is
hard to find fault with the idea that differences which a human ear is incapable of
discerning are unlikely to be relevant in a communication system evolved by and
for humans. It is not obvious, however, that differences in the degree of resolution
required at different frequencies cannot be taken full account of by an appropri¬
ate frequency-transformation, without any emphasis being placed on the idea of
bands as units of energy-integration. When deriving the cepstrum from a Fourier
basis, however, frequency-transformation is effected by means of the clustering of
individual FFT energies into bands, so that there is a question mark over whether
the distinction (between frequency-transformation and energy-integration within
bands) can actually have any meaning in practice.
The superiority of the Bark transformation to the linear scale would appear
to be explicable on the basis of alignment (between DCT basis functions and the
spectrum) alone. Given a frequency-range of 0 to 6 kHz, in the linear scale the
first 4 coefficients do little more than provide discrimination between vowels and
sonorants in one camp, and more or less everything else in the other, the difficult
problem of vowel-discrimination not beginning to be seriously addressed until the
6th basis function is applied (the 5th basis function will have a broad peak at
around 2500 Hz, which is not particularly significant for most vowels, and another
at nearly 5000 Hz, which is virtually irrelevant); in subsequent basis functions
up to the 10th, there is never more than one peak in the area of real interest
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for vowels. With a Bark or similar transformation, the mid-point is closer to 1.5
than to 3 kHz (the region above 4 kHz being covered by a very small number
of bands), with a great more attention paid in consequence to the region of the
frequency-range of greatest significance for vowels.
We might perhaps get some purchase on the question of how significant
energy-integration within bands could be by considering two schemes for de¬
riving the cepstrum from the spectrum, call them A and B. Both schemes use
a linear frequency-axis, covering (let us say) the range from 0 to 7500 Hz, but
while in scheme A there is no banding — the spectrum is represented by 240 in¬
dividual spectral coefficients — in scheme B the original 240 spectral coefficients
are clustered into 48 equal bands each comprising 5 FFT coefficients. What sorts
of difference may be expected between the cepstra produced under these two
schemes? ff we take any of the basis functions of the DCT (the reader may wish
to refer back to figures 3.1 and 3.2) and imagine the cosine overlaid on the spectra
for some vowel (say) under these two schemes, perhaps the most obvious point is
that in scheme A the cosine will be 'sampled' at 240 points corresponding to the
240 spectral coefficients, while in scheme B it will be 'sampled' at only 48 points,
each point corresponding to the centre-frequency of the frequencies covered by the
particular quintet of spectral coefficients concerned. This in itself would cause
fairly minor differences of outcome were it not that in scheme B the energies
within each quintet are summed and the sum then logged before multiplication
by the single cosine-value, whereas in scheme B we have, for the corresponding
five spectral energies, five log operations before the multiplications by the co¬
sine values; the products are subsequently summed as part of the summation of
all the products for the particular basis function concerned. The log of a sum
of 5 positive numbers yields a smaller value than the sum of the logs of those
same numbers, so that absolute differences that may be quite substantial may
appear in the cepstra produced under the two schemes, ft is not obvious, though,
why such differences should in themselves affect the discriminant abilities of the
two representations so derived. Moreover, apart from the obvious differences in
scale, the impression from the plots of the collected cepstra is one of considerable
similarity overall (figures 3.3, 3.4, 3.7 and 3.8).
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The importance of frequency-transformations can be illustrated by compar¬
ing the cepstra resulting from schemes A and B, and from two further frequency
transformations, the Bark transformation ("scheme D") and one other to be de¬
tailed in a moment ("scheme C"). Below are plotted cepstra (first 10 coefficients)
for two pairs of vowels— [a] and [e], and [ii] and [uuf] — under these four schemes.
In scheme C, the frequency-scale is linear up to about 2400 Hz, with bands of
125 Hz up to that point; two 250 Hz bands take us to about the 3 kHz point, a
further two 500 Hz bands to the 4 kHz point, and two 1000 Hz bands up to the 6
kHz mark. All the cepstra are from collections of automatically identified stable
portions of the vowels (details of how the identification is effected will be given
in the next chapter).
It can be seen that while schemes A and B appear to differ little from each
other in discriminatory power (as far as the eye can tell from the plots), scheme C
appears to offer greater highlighting of differences than either of them. The vowel
cores for [a] and [e], for example, seem to be almost completely distinguishable
in virtue of the third coefficient alone under scheme C, while under schemes
A and B there appears to be massive overlap at every coefficient. The Bark
transformation (scheme D) appears to provide better separation of [Ca] and [Ce]
than either scheme A or scheme B, but is arguably a little less effective in doing so
than is scheme C. In the case of [Cii] vs [Cuuf], scheme C again seems to provide
the better separation as far as one can tell from the plots; for the second and
fourth coefficients there is hardly any overlap under this scheme. These results
are, of course, only suggestive, and it does not follow from the fact that certain
vowels are more discriminable under one scheme than another that all vowels or
all phones are so. Further, more rigorous tests of the efficacy of different banding
and warping schemes are described in Chapter 6.
Cepstral coefficients do not have to be calculated from the Fourier spectrum,
whether first frequency-warped or not, but Davis and Mermelstein found that
Fourier-based mel-scale cepstral coefficients outperformed all of a number of lead¬
ing contenders, in speaker-dependent recognition-experiments using template-
matching via dynamic time-warping (Davis & Mermelstein 1980). The contenders
included LPC-based mel cepstral coefficients, and cepstral coefficients derived di¬
rectly from the Fourier magnitude spectrum (without prior clustering into critical
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Figure 3.3. [a] vs [e] under scheme A
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Figure 3.4. [a] vs [e] under scheme B
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Figure 3.6. [a] vs [e] under scheme D
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Figure 3.7. [ii] vs [uuf] under scheme A
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bands). The inferior performance of the LPC mel cepstral coefficients may be
attributable, as the authors suggest, to the poor modelling of nasalised speech
using LPC, while the superiority of the mel-scale Fourier-based cepstral coeffi¬
cients to those derived without frequency-warping and clustering is unsurprising
with hindsight, for the reasons given earlier (though it should be noted that Davis
and Mermelstein derived their linear scale cepstral coefficients from spectral co¬
efficients covering just the range 0 to 4600 Hz).
In a series of preliminary experiments I compared the effectiveness of the best
of the Davis and Mermelstein representations with a number of variants. These
preliminary experiments involved statistical classification of eleven test-sentences
(about 5000 vectors) using a Gaussian frame-classifier, and results were based on
the average probability assigned to the correct class. In the first experiment, I
deviated from their format just in respect of using a less steep increase in band¬
width, and found an improvement of 17% as a result (a 17% improvement, that is,
in the average probability assigned to the correct phone). The Davis and Mermel¬
stein representation involved the simulation of overlapping triangular filters, and
in a second experiment using the same scaling as in the first experiment but with
a banding-procedure corresponding to the use of rectangular, non-overlapping
filters, some further improvement accrued, giving a 22% improvement over the
results obtained following the Davis and Mermelstein specifications completely.
Later experiments brought me to the scheme (scheme C) described above. Details
of related experiments will be given in Chapter 6.
3.5 Window-Size and Stationarity — Border-Straddling
('TR') Classes
Davis and Mermelstein [op. cit.) found that an analysis window comprising
some 25 ms of speech gave markedly better results than one comprising only half
that figure. In early experiments based on classification of representation vectors
from steady portions of vowels, 1 found that a 32 ms window yielded better
results than a 16 ms window. It is a commonplace of the literature that a longer
window is beneficial in the case of stable regions such as those associated with
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vowel steady-states, but that a shorter window is required to capture sudden and
short-lived changes in the signal, such as transients associated with stop-bursts
and points of change between voiced and non-voiced phones (Schafer & Rabiner
1975). (The very fine temporal resolution of a typical broad-band spectrogram
arises from use of an analysis window covering just 2 to 5 ms of speech). It was my
original intention to develop a dual-window system to try to get the best of both
worlds, but it turned out in tests of the single-window system with 32 ms window-
duration that stop-bursts did not fare noticeably worse than any other kind of
phone. It seemed easier to arrive at a specific remedy for gross violation of the
stationarity requirement at many phone-boundaries than to work out a solution
to the problem of how to integrate results from a dual windowing system, and
this was therefore taken up as the next step. At that point, the development
of the dual-window idea came to seem less of a priority and in the end the idea
was never developed for lack of time. It is nevertheless true that relatively poor
recognition-performance in respect of rapidly changing parts of the speech-signal
may well be connected with the use of such a long analysis-window throughout.
It is no doubt fairly obvious that a long analysis-window is likely to yield
strange results when the window happens to fall at a region of the speech wave¬
form which comprises a sudden or dramatic change, at least where the change is
not to or from silence. The spectra corresponding to these highly non-stationary
regions may look very strange indeed, and including their representation-vectors
in the training-data for any subphone — particularly for subphones with very
meagre representation in the training-data — can have a significant distorting
effect on the statistical parameters estimated for the class, while in recognition-
mode the vectors are not particularly likely to score well with respect to their own
class, particularly given the simple modelling scheme. On the other hand, sim¬
ply excluding them from training-data altogether, while it removes the problem
of distortion, leaves the problem of classifying them in recognition-mode unre¬
solved. The policy adopted3 was to model these border-regions with their own
classes, so that for example there is a class for vectors derived from windows
straddling [n],[e] boundaries, and similarly for [ii],[s] boundaries, and so on for all
3I am grateful to Fergus Mclnnes for the original suggestion
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boundaries where the problem is capable of occurring. It is deemed unnecessary
to employ such classes at boundaries which are strictly conventional, such as at
borders between vowels, or between vowels and any of [r],[w],[y],[dl] (in either
order), since in these cases the transition is gradual and the precise placement
of label-boundaries cannot be taken too seriously, so that any window straddling
one of these boundaries may fairly be allocated to one or other of the phones con¬
cerned; in these cases, if more than half of the windowed data lies on the left side
of the label-boundary, the vector is assigned to the earlier phone (or subphone),
otherwise to the later.
With rather limited amounts of training-data, it is not possible to model
all the relevant border-regions with complete specificity, and generalised classes
have to be used, modelling such things as [vowel],[nasal] and [[-VOICE] frica¬
tive], [vowel] borders. A full list of all these border-straddling classes (TR classes
henceforth) is given in Appendix C. A few examples are provided here, following
an outline of the criteria used for allocating vectors to such TR classes.
Letting 'TRxy' represent the class of frames straddling the boundary between
phones of class x and phones of class y, for phone y with predecessor x and
successor z, and considering frames whose centres are within the y segment:
1. assign the frame whose centre is closest to the centre of y to y;
2. assign any unassigned frame whose centre is within 8ms of a boundary to
TRxy or TRyz according to which boundary it is closer to;
3. assign any still-unassigned frame to y.
This scheme 4 fails only when a phone is less than 6 ms long and has no frame-
centres within it (there were no phones this short in any of the data worked with).
Otherwise, the procedure ensures that there will be at least two and at most three
TR-class assignments at any phone-boundary concerned.
An illustration of the use of TR classes is provided by those used to model
boundaries between stop-closures and stop-bursts (these are labelled explicitly, as
[tc],[tb] etc., as described in Chapter 2 (2.5.2)). Work by Stevens and Blumstein,
41 am indebted to Fergus Mclnnes for the algorithm, which proved better at coping with
very short segments below 20 ms than the one of my own devising.
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Figure 3.11. TR31: [tc]/[tb] borders
among others, suggests that the spectral properties of bursts associated with
the moment of release of a stop are rather insensitive to context, and these TR
classes are highly appropriate to such a state of affairs (Blumstein &; Stevens 1979;
Blumstein & Stevens 1980), though again the long anlysis window is no doubt
unfavourable to accurate discrimination. Cepstra for the six main classes are
plotted in figure 3.11 - figure 3.16.
3.6 Incorporating Trend Information
ASR systems normally supplement short-term information with information re¬
garding the way the spectrum is developing over the slightly longer term. The
first sort of information is encoded by so-called static features such as cepstral
coefficients and power, the features encoding the latter sort then naturally be¬
ing described as "dynamic" (also as delta) features. A variety of measures have
been used for the dynamic features, including simple difference-measures (Lee
1990), and linear regression or rate-of-change coefficients (Lee et al. 1990a). For
each cepstral coefficient used for the static representation, one calculates either
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Figure 3.16. TR36: [kc]/[kb] and [kc][Kb]borders
the difference across some small number of frames centred on the current frame,
or a measure of the trend in the values for that coefficient across that number
of frames, thus producing a second vector which may be concatenated with the
static representation vector.
Dynamic features used in this work were derived according to the formula
given in the article by C.H.Lee et al., calculated over 7 frames centred on the
current frame:
3
Acct(i) — ^2 £cct_fc(i), 1 < i < N, (3.4)
k=-3
where cct(i) is the i'th cepstral coefficient at frame t, and N is the number of
delta cepstral coefficients used. Normally I made use only of the first 4 delta
coefficients; given that the cepstral coefficients are ordered with respect to their
variance, those with greater variance coming first, and given the need to keep the
dimensionality of the representation vector as low as possible, I initially worked
with just the first 4 deltas on the assumption that the chances of still failing to
disambiguate the class-affiliation of a vector with all the static and this num¬
ber of dynamic coefficients must surely be quite small. Subsequent experiments
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in which I used larger numbers of dynamic coefficients brought no significant
improvement, given the need to make adjustments elsewhere (such as assuming
statistical independence of all coefficients), so that the use of the subset of 4
deltas became standard for most of the work.5
It is probably rather obvious that dynamic information can help to disam¬
biguate the phonetic identity associated with a particular frame of speech. Frames
from the onset of a vowel V following some consonant C may, if attention is re¬
stricted to their static features, be difficult to distinguish from frames from the
offset of the same V before the same C, while the inclusion of the dynamic fea¬
tures, which picks up on formant-trends over a number of frames, is likely to make
it clear which of the two possible subphones the frames are actually associated
with. But there are weaknesses in this way of representing trend-information.
The measures are highly sensitive to speaking-rate and hence the values found in
any instance may be misleading unless the statistical parameters are estimated
from very large amounts of training-data, with data from across the full range
of speaking-rates for each and every subphone we wish to model. With modest
amounts of data it will often turn out that we have only 2 or 3 tokens for some par¬
ticular (context-sensitive) subphone, and if the same subphone occurs in speech
to be recognised spoken at a very different rate from those represented in the
training-data, the dynamic coefficients will be positively unhelpful. Speaking-
rate varies, of course, not only from occasion to occasion but even within the
confines of a single sentence.
A second weakness arises not so much from the way the trend information is
gained but from the use of the single gaussian to model the dynamic coefficients
for a given class. Consider, for example, the dynamic coefficients for frames
belonging to the onset of an [aa] following a [sh]: it is clear that with the long
analysis-window for their calculation the coefficients will change quite radically
5In work carried out subsequent to the completion of work on this thesis, using the Cam¬
bridge HMM Toolkit HTK, I found that using only a subset of delta coefficients caused a very
significant deterioration compared with results obtained using the full complement; this was
with diagonal covariance matrices, and very large amounts of training data, so it is not safe to
draw firm conclusions with respect to the present case; it may nevertheless be fair to suppose
it likely that with much larger amounts of training data than that used in work for this thesis,
and a full complement of delta coefficients, some significant improvement could be achieved
over the results presented later in this thesis.
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as the frame counter moves into the vowel and reaches a point where the last
[sh]-frames fall out of view, while by the time the end of the onset is reached,
half of the frames considered will typically belong to a steady state, so that the
dynamic coefficients will be levelling off. ft is hard to see how the various sets
of dynamic coefficients can be seen as variations on a single theme, as the single
gaussian model ideally requires.
3.7 Summary of the Representation Used
The representation of the speech-signal used throughout the development of the
technique presented in this work was, then, as follows: ten cepstral coefficients
were computed from the warped (log magnitude) Fourier spectrum using the
warping described above as scheme C. The static coefficients were supplemented
by the dynamic counterparts of coefficients 1 to 4, and by a log power term and
its dynamic counterpart. The window-length for analysis was 32 ms, with the
wondow advancing by 6 ms at a time, and the dynamic features were calculated
over 7 frames centered on the current frame, using the formula given in the
preceding section.
The search for a representation scheme started from the conclusions presented
in the article by Davis and Mermelstein cited earlier, and the modification to what
they found optimal was chosen on the basis of the somewhat better discrimination
the modified scheme (scheme C) appeared to offer in preliminary experiments,
as described in 3.4.3. The decision to use only the first four of the dynamic
coefficients was prompted by the desire to keep dimensionality as low as possible
given the limited amount of training-data, and because of the concentration of
information in the lower-order cepstral coefficients. The fairly long window length
was settled upon because of the advantages it offered in recognition of vowels
in particular, and because classification of short phones or subphones such as
stop-burst transients did not appear to be markedly affected by using a longer
rather than a shorter window, ft nevertheless seems likely that a dual windowing
system, or something similar, would have offered advantages had there been time
to develop it.
Chapter 4
Getting from Cepstra to Phones
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter I describe the process whereby statistical models are derived in
FURIDA from sequences of pattern-vectors and associated phonetic labels, and
show how these models are used to derive phonetic transcriptions from sequences
of unlabelled pattern-vectors. I first describe these two processes in outline, and
then focus on two topics relevant to both processes, namely statistical pattern
classification and dynamic programming. Each of the two processes — train¬
ing and recognition — is then described in further detail. I then compare the
methods described here with HMM approaches, focussing in particular on the
issue of transparency and on the question of phone-duration and its relevance to
phonetic classification. Finally I consider the possibility — and desirability —
of incorporating some form of duration-modelling in the system described in this
work.
4.2 Training and Recognition Procedures in Out¬
line
The goal of training is twofold: to learn the detailed subphonic structure of those
phones in the training-data that are labelled at phone-level (and deemed to have
139
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TRAINING
RECOGNITION
classification of vectors using
stored statistical parameters
transcription
search by dynamic programming
for the best transcription given
the frame-level class-probability
scores
Figure 4.1. Training and Recognition Procedures in Outline
subphonic structure), and to derive statistical parameters for each (usually sub-
phonic) class. In recognition, frame-level class-membership scores are calculated
using the parameters estimated in training, and subphone-sequencing constraints
are exploited to help trace the most probable overall transcription given the
frame-level scores (figure 4.1).
It may be noted that in the basic system no attempt is made during training
to learn subphone- or phone-durations explicitly (one rather minor qualification
needs to be made to this, as will be explained in due course), nor to learn prob¬
abilities of transition between one subphone and any other within a phone.
In training, then, we start with speech labelled at phone-level for the very
great part, but desire statistical parameters for subphonic classes in most in¬
stances, because of the sharper distributions this leads to and also because of
the sequence-constraints it imposes on possible subphonic transcriptions. Ac¬
cordingly, the training procedure begins with an initial attempt at dividing each
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via an iterative process of closed-test reclassification1. In the first reclassification,
the statistical parameters used are those derived after the initialisation, and in
subsequent iterations the parameters used are those derived after the most recent
iteration.
The initialisation for vowels, [dl] and [y] begins with the identification of the
most stable quarter of the phone (excluding the first and final vector), which
then becomes the basis of the phone's core or steady-state. Details of how this
is done, and of the procedure whereby the rest of the phone is then allocated to
onset, core or offset are deferred until sections 4.4 and 4.5. For most consonants,
the initialisation is simply a 50:50 split between onset and offset.
Once all the training-data has been subjected to the initialisation procedure,
the vectors for each subphonic class are collected together, and class-specific
statistical parameters (mean vector and covariance matrix) are estimated from
the class-specific samples. The process of reclassification then begins. In each
iteration, each training utterance is revisited, and each phone within it that is
deemed to have subphonic structure is resegmented internally in the light of
the current set of relevant statistical parameters. The resegmentation of each
phone proceeds as follows: class-membership scores are computed for each of the
possible subphonic classes (usually three for vowels, [dl] and [y], and two for other
consonants) at each vector of the phone, and the best-scoring path through the
resulting matrix of class/frame scores (subject to certain sequencing-constraints)
is then taken as the most probable subphonic resegmentation. By processing all
the utterances in the training-set in this way, a new set of class-specific samples
is obtained, from which new statistical parameters can be estimated at the end of
the iteration, for as long as it seems desirable to continue the process. Generally
it was found that very little difference was made by continuing beyond three or
four iterations.
In recognition, the final set of statistical parameters is used to derive frame/class-
membership scores in a similar way to that followed in training, except of course
that in recognition, class-scores are potentially required for all of the classes at
xIn a closed test, classification is performed on data that itself formed part of the sam¬
ples used to estimate the statistical parameters; in an open test, by contrast, classification is
performed on data that was not included in such samples.
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every frame. The tracing of the most probable transcription for the utterance as
a whole is again similar to the related process in training, though with complica¬
tions arising from the presence of TR classes (section 3.5), and from the greatly
more intricate set of sequence-constraints. Further details will be given in section
4.5.
4.3 Statistical Pattern Classification
Frame-level class-membership scores play a central part in both the training and
recognition procedures. In this section I explain the fragment of statistical deci¬
sion theory that is used in the calculation of these scores. (The account is chiefly
based on chapters 1 to 3 of the classic work by Duda and Hart (Duda & Hart
1973) and chapters 1 to 3 of Schalkoff's book (Schalkoff 1992) (which largely
precis Duda and Iiart).) (A wonderfully lucid exposition of the material is now
available in the early chapters of (Bishop 1995).)
The idea of characterising an object in terms of a set of measurements is a
familiar one to any student of Phonetics, where vowels for example are often
represented by scatter plots of F1 against F2 (or some other relationship between
formant-values). Given such a representation, it becomes a matter of interest
to describe the way the measurements for the two features are distributed, both
absolutely and with respect to each other: how much variation is there in Fl,
and in F2, and around what mean values? What kind of correlation, if any, is
there between the two sets of measurements? The answers to these questions
may be presented in the form of a mean vector (giving the mean value of Fl and
the mean value of F2) and a covariance matrix (giving in the off-diagonal cells
the unnormalised correlation between the features, and in the diagonal cells their
variances), and for a normally distributed population these two parameters (the
mean vector /i and the covariance matrix S) specify the distribution fully. 2 An
example set of parameters for the vowel [ii] for some hypothetical speaker might
be as follows:
2A vector is usually to be thought of as a column vector as here, but may be represented in
text in the form (£1,2:2). In formulae, the notation x! indicates the transpose of the column
vector x; thus if x = the column vector (480, 1740), x( = the row vector (480, 1740).






Note that in the covariance matrix the upper triangle comprising the diagonal
and everything above it mirrors the lower triangle comprising the diagonal and
everything below it, the covariance between F1 and F2 (or in general between X\
and £2) being precisely the same thing as the covariance between F2 and F1 (or
£2 and £1)! This remains true, of course, regardless of how many features are
represented in the matrix.
It is of course essential to distinguish between values for a sample of measured
vowels (or a summary of a set of such values by means of a sample mean vector
and sample covariance matrix) and the true or population values and parameters.
It goes without saying that what we would like for present purposes is accurate
estimates of the population parameters, since we are intending to score vectors
for membership of different classes using these estimates. What we in fact have,
of course, are only samples, and we have to use the samples to estimate the
population parameters. One method for calculating these estimates, the method
to be used here, is the method of Maximum Likelihood (ML), which takes those
estimates as true which give the greatest probability to the samples. (It is a
crucial if obvious point that if a sample is unrepresentative, classification accuracy
using the ML estimates based upon it will reflect this.) For data assumed to be







s = -S(x*-£)(xjfc-£)t- (4.2)
n k=1
Thus the best ML estimate for the population mean vector is the mean of the
sample vectors, and that for the population covariance matrix is the average of
the n matrices (x^ — ft) x (xk — jP)1. 3 The ML estimate for the covariance matrix
3To multiply (£1,2:2) by (2:1,2:2)', multiply 2:1 by 2:1 and put the result in cell\y, then
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is biased, but the bias can be corrected by substituting for ^ in (4.2) 4.
It is helpful to return to our F1,F2 scatter plot at this point and to try to
imagine a plot which gives values for an entire population (say, all the tokens
of /ii/ ever produced by some individual who was recorded every time he ever
spoke). We should expect to find certain areas of the F1,F2 space to be thor¬
oughly saturated with data-points, and others to be less sparsely populated, with
the general form of a circle or ellipse emerging if the data is normal. The use
of the term density to characterise the lie of the measurement-values needs no
explanation. A probability density function (pdf) defines, for any set of measure¬
ments x (e.g. a pair of F1,F2 values) the probability of x having come from a
particular population of measurements (and therefore from the class represented
by those measurements). For normally distributed data, we have
where p(.) is the probability density function, d is the dimensionality of the
representation vector x, | £ | is the determinant of the covariance matrix, and
E_1 is the inverse of the covariance matrix. 5
We make the class-dependence of p(x) in (4.3) explicit by writing p(x | c2) (the
probability of x given that the class is a) and subscripting the other class-specific
terms accordingly. Bayes' Theorem then tells us how to derive the probability of
class Ci given the representation vector x:
multiply x\ by X2 and put the result in ce/fi,2; then multiply xn by x\ and put the result in
ce//2,i, and finally multiply X2 by X2 and put the result in cell2,2- This should make clear that
the diagonal of the covariance matrix will hold the familiar squared deviations from the mean.
4An estimator is said to be biased if the mean of its sampling distribution is not equal to
the unknown parameter (E in this case)
5The determinant of a 2 x 2 covariance matrix equals the product of the variances minus
the product of the covariances (det(A) = <21,102,2 — «2,i"i,2)- In general (regardless of dimen¬
sionality) the determinant of the covariance matrix is directly related to the scatter of the class
data (Duda & Hart 1973). The product of a covariance matrix A and its inverse A-1 is the
identity matrix I, which has l's in the main diagonal and O's everywhere else. A matrix has
an inverse only if it has a non-zero determinant, and a matrix with a zero determinant is said
to be singular. A matrix is said to be positive definite when it has a determinant greater than
zero.
(4.3)
p, , V1 _ p(x I a)P(a)
• ' 1 x) - (4.4)
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where the unconditional density p(x) is given by
n
p(x) = HP(x I <v)r(c,). (4.5)
3= 1
The left hand side of equation 4.4 represents the posterior probability of the class
Ci given the vector x, while p(x | cj) is referred to as the acoustic likelihood of x
given the class c;. P(ct-) is the a priori probability of class ct- occurring. The a
priori class probabilities may be estimated by calculating the relative frequency
of occurrence of each class in the training-data, though in the present work, the
a priori probabilities are treated as equal and so effectively ignored; the original
motivation for this decision was that since the training-data was artificially de¬
signed to give each possible phonetic context for any phoneme as much represen¬
tation in the data as possible, any a priori probabilities estimated from it would
be unlikely to reflect any natural property of English phonetics or phonology.
(In practice, once subphones have been derived, and generalisation of subphones
has been effected to cope with data-shortages (see Chapter 5), there are some¬
times very dramatic inequalities between the likelihood of occurrence of different
classes; at the time of writing, however, it is still the case that no differentiation
has been made between a priori probabilities; experience elsewhere suggests that
inclusion of the class priors would bring about a significant improvement to the
performance reported later in this work.)
The denominator in (4.4) is a normalising term designed to ensure that the
posterior probabilities P(c,- | x) will sum to 1 across all the classes. Since in the
present context we are concerned rather with the ranking of scores than their
absolute values, this term too can be ignored, so that we rely solely on the class-
conditional scores p(x | c,).
Bishop provides a useful formula for remembering the form of Bayes' Theorem
(Bishop 1995):
In statistical pattern classification, it is frequently the case that a classification
follows immediately upon the calculation of class-membership scores, and the
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that yield the scores as discriminant functions. Since ranking of the scores is
the important factor, any function which preserves the ranking will serve the
classificatory purpose equally well, and it is convenient to take as a discriminant
function
(the log function meeting this requirement), with (4.3) now giving way to
<7t(x) = —0.5(x - iiiYEi x(x - fjt) - d/2(log(27r)) - 1/2log | S,- | . (4.8)
The class-independent term (d/2) log(27r) can in turn be dropped, leaving us with
It is convenient for purposes of computation to take the negative of <?j(x), so that
the best ranking class will be that with the lowest discriminant score.
In the present application, classification does not depend solely on the score
at a single frame, but involves taking into account the scores over several frames.
In the next section I turn to consider the methods used for doing this.
4.4 Dynamic Programming
Small-scale dynamic programming (DP) is used in the course of training, to
help determine the most probable subphonic segmentation of individual phones,
with no more than three classes and usually somewhere between 5 and 30 frames
involved in any one case. In recognition, DP is used on a much larger scale to trace
the most probable phonetic transcription of an entire utterance, with typically
(in the work done for this thesis) about 750 phonetic classes and between 500
and 1000 frames involved in the search. The application of DP is essentially the
same in both cases, in spite of the differences in scale. (I am indebted here to
To find the most probable subphonic segmentation of a phone, given the
class-membership scores for each subphone at each of the phone's frames, we
may represent the data in the form of a matrix of at most three rows (for onset,
Jj(x) = log{p(x I Cj)}, (4.7)
ffi(x) = -0.5(x - '(x - t'i) - 1/2log | s,' (4.9)
(Smith 1991).)
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core and offset) and N columns (where N of course equals the number of frames),
and cast the problem in the form of a simple path-finding exercise: what is
the best-scoring path through the matrix that conforms with our ideas of what
is reasonable from a phonetic point of view? (The question of what the precise
constraints should be is fairly simple for the training context, and will be revisited
a little further below; for now, it may simply be stated as an example of what
is meant that we will at the very least require a path which never reverts to
onset once it has passed into core, and never reverts to core or onset once it has
passed to offset.) A problem formulated in this way may be efficiently solved
using dynamic programming.
Once the idea of DP has been grasped it is actually very simple, but elaborate
accounts of it can be confusing to the newcomer (if only because, after so much
intricacy in the example used to teach it, the student thinks the idea must really
be something quite profound or abstruse!). The essence of the matter is therefore
stated here first in the simplest terms: in order to find the best path in the
problem just described, we do our calculations in a particular order which enables
us to re-use the results of earlier calculations, and to avoid repeating calculations
already done. The contribution of Bellman, who first developed the technique,
was to provide a key for the working out of what that order should be, in the
form of his Principle of Optimality — the best policy is made up of the best
sub-policies. Given that the best path from frame 1 to frame N is the path we
seek, we may focus on the notion of sub-paths within the best path which run from
the first frame to some later frame. Thus if a path from 1 to N defined by the
class sequence
AAAABBBCCCCC














are all sub-paths of the best path in the sense intended. One essential if perhaps
obvious point to grasp is then that any sub-path of this kind is itself a best path
to the point at which it terminates-, (there may be better-scoring paths to other
class terminating-points, but that is immaterial to the present point). It turns
out that the most efficient way to find the best overall path is by finding the best
sub-path to each class at each frame, and this can be done efficiently by simply
building on (extending) the sub-paths to each class that were found to be optimal
at the preceding stage. When we reach the final frame, the best path of all the
best paths to any class is the path we seek.
Letting j index the stages (frames) in the search, and i index the classes
involved at each stage, one way to conduct the search is as follows: at j = 1
the possible sub-paths at each i may be set to the class-scores of the i,j = 1
themselves. At j = 2, we take the best-scoring class k, j = 1 accessible from each
i,j = 2, and set the sub-path score for paths to each i,j = 2 to the sum of the
scores of the two classes (i,j = 2 and its best k,j = 1) that constitute the path.
Generalising now beyond just the first two frames: for each i,j we identify a
class at the preceding column that constitutes the best predecessor (in the sense
of terminating the best sub-path to itself), and we record both the index of that
class and the sub-path-score to i,j through that predecessor. The crucial point
to note is that once we have done these calculations at j = 1, (and equally at
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j = 2, j = 3, j — 4, ...), the results remain valid throughout the rest of the
search: once we have completed work at stage j we will always know the best
predecessors of any i,j (whatever i or j may be). When we have extended all the
optimal sub-paths to stage N, we take the best scoring one as our solution, using
the recorded best predecessors of each i,j it comprises to recover the desired
class-sequence (the most likely subphonic segmentation in the present case).
We define a 'predecessor' function (abbreviated below to 'pred') that states
for each class the set of classes that may legally precede it in a path.6 For vowels,
[y] and [dl] the predecessor function in training is:
pred(onset) — {onset}
pred(core) = {onset, core}
pred(offset) = {onset, core, offset}.
For most consonants the function is:
pred(onset) = {onset}
pred[offset) = {onset, offset}.
(In recognition, predecessor functions are defined across as well as within phone-
boundaries, of course, and each class has a unique predecessor function.) Then
we may express the recurrence relation at the heart of the DP search procedure
as
Pscore*{i,j) — min Pscore*(k,j — 1) + score(i,j), 1 < j <= N, (4.10)
kepred(i)
(where Pscore*(i,j) designates the score of the best path to i,j) with
Pscore*(i,j = 1) = score(i,j = 1) Vi. (4-11)
6Clearly, since we are dealing with classification-scores for frame-based acoustic vectors,
talk of classes being able to precede each other must be undertood as referring to classification-
sequences: we are stating, by means of the predecessor functions, which sequences of classifi¬
cations are legal and which are not.
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1 2 3 4 5
onset 5.4 3.1 4.7 7.2 7.1
core 3.2 5.9 2.9 1.8 3.4
offset 4.8 7.2 5.4 4.2 3.1
Table 4.1. Matrix of Class/Frame Scores for Five-Frame Vowel
I conclude this section with a simple worked example, illustrating the use of
dynamic programming to find the best subphonic segmentation of a vowel given
frame-level scores for the subphone-classes involved. The reader is referred to
table 4.1, which shows the scores for onset, core and offset subphones at each
frame of a five frame vowel; the reader is asked to assume that these are negative
log probability scores, so that the object of the DP search is to find the least
costly path from the first frame of the vowel to the last. As we work our way
through the table, frame by frame, we record in table 4.2 the scores of best sub-
paths to each class at each frame, and the best predecessor for each class at each
frame. Note that we outlaw starting in offset or ending in onset.
At frame 1, the best paths from onset and from core have scores equal to the
frame-level scores of these classes. At frame 2, we begin our calculations with
onset. Its only legal predecessor at frame 1 is onset, so we immediately extend a
sub-path from onset at frame 1 to onset at frame 2. This sub-path has a score of
5.4 + 3.1 = 8.5, which we record in the appropriate cell of table 4.2, together with
the identity of the best predecessor (in brackets) for that cell. We then go on to
core (cell 2,2 of table 4.1); its legal predecesors are onset and core and the best
sub-path to extend to core at frame 2 is that from core at frame 1; this path when
extended has a score of 3.2 + 5.9 = 9.1. We record this sub-path score and also
the identity of the best predecessor (core). Offset at this stage has only core and
onset as its legal predecessors, and inspection of the scores in table 4.1 reveals
that the best sub-path to extend to it is that which begins in core; this sub-path
has a score when extended of 3.2 + 7.2 = 10.4. We record the sub-path score and
the identity of the best predecessor (core), and are then finished at frame 2.
We then go on to frame 3, and repeat the process of finding the best-scoring
sub-paths to extend to each of the classes at that frame, using the results already
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1 2 3 4 5
onset 5.4 8.5(onset) 13.2(onset) 20.4(onset)
core 3.2 9.1(core) 11.4(onset) 13.2(core) 16.6(core)
offset 10.4(core) 14.5(core) 15.7(core) 16.3(core)
Table 4.2. Accumulated Best Sub-Path Scores, and Best Predecessors in Brack¬
ets
established for best sub-paths to each class at frame 2. The process is repeated
until all frames have been covered.
Inspection of the final column of table 4.2 reveals that the path ending in
offset is the best-scoring (lowest-scoring) path in this case, so we begin our trace-
back from there: the best predecessor we go to is core at frame 4, whose best
predecessor at frame 3 is recorded as core, whose best predecessor at frame 2 is
recorded as onset, whose best predecessor at frame 1 is recorded as onset. Hence
the best subphonic segmentation in the light of the frame-level scores is
ONSET ONSET CORE CORE OFFSET.
4.5 Further Details of the Training Procedure
4.5.1 The Initialisation
The following groups of phones are treated differently from one another, for
reasons which relate to the phonetic characteristics of such phones discussed in
detail in Chapter 2.
• monophthongal vowels, elements of two-phase diphthongs ([auj, [ou], [i@],
[e@], [eH@], and [u@]), [dl] and [y] (this group will be referred to as group
1 for the rest of this section);
• first-phase elements of three-phase diphthongs ([ai], [oi] and [ei]) preceding
cognate diphthongal glides ('group 2');
• phase-three elements of three-phase diphthongs ('group 3');
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• glide elements of three-phase diphthongs ('group 4');
• other consonants ('group 5').
The differences between the initialisation-procedures for the first three groups
arise entirely from their conception or definition as phonetic entities (as described
in chapter 2): group 1 phones are considered capable of realisations involving
onset, core and offset; group 2 phones, defined as they are as being terminated at
the beginning of the glide phase, are initialised to onset and core subphones only;
group 3 phones, defined as beginning only at the termination of a glide element,
are initialised to core and offset only. In all these three groups, however, the
same principle is used for determining the initial subphonic analysis: the most
stable portion is taken to constitute the phone's core, what precedes it (where
applicable) is taken to constitute the onset, and what follows (ditto) to constitute
the offset.
In reality, of course, a groupl phone may have no steady state, while after
[-VOICE] phones, a phone from group 1 or group 2 may have no onset (conceived
as entailing a period of formant-movement). The former fact is ignored in the
initialisation, while the second is accommodated only to a limited degree, but
it should be recognised that the goal of the initialisation is to get the allocation
of vectors to subphones approximately right, or right in as many instances as
possible, on the assumption that if this can be achieved the subsequent iterative
resegmentation will remove the errors. Thus it is thought unlikely to be crucial
that phones with no steady state will nevertheless contribute vectors to a core
subphone in the initialisation, so long as in each class the majority or at least a
large proportion of tokens do have steady states, so that the class sample comes
in each case to be dominated by steady-state vectors; if this is achieved, vectors
wrongly initialised to core because the most stable portion of their token was not
stable in any absolute sense will be reallocated to onset or offset as appropriate
subsequently. More misgivings arise over phones which begin in a steady state,
for reasons which will be discussed further below.
The most stable part of a phone (for phones in groups 1 to 3) is found by
first identifying its most stable quarter (discounting the initial and final vectors,
which are automatically assigned to onset and offset respectively). In measuring
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acoustic stability to identify the most stable quarter, the dynamic coefficients and
power are ignored, only the first ten cepstral coefficients being taken into account.
To identify the most stable quarter of the phone, the degree of correlation is
taken between each pair of contiguous frames, and the cumulative correlation is
then calculated for all sub-sequences of frames that constitute a fraction equal as
far as possible to one quarter of the phone; the sub-sequence with the greatest
cumulative correlation is taken as the most stable quarter of the phone. The
degree of correlation between x and y is defined as
cor(x'y)= ll^Tl'liy II' (4'12)
where (x, y) is the scalar product of x and y and || x || is the Euclidean norm of
x. 7
The most stable quarter may be located anywhere within the confines of a
phone (or more accurately, within the confines of a phone minus its initial and
final vectors (for groupl phones) or minus its initial vector (for group'2 phones) or
minus its final vector (for group3 phones)). The most stable quarter may abut the
initial vector or the final vector, or there may be unassigned vectors between it
and the initial vector and/or between it and the final vector. The next step in the
initialisation process is therefore to allocate the unassigned vectors to appropriate
subphones. Intuitively, it seems that a solution to this problem should be based
on whether an unassigned vector appears to have more in common with the core
than the onset, or more in common with the core than the offset. In trying
to measure this formally, a vital consideration is the massive overlap between
contiguous frames; each vector represents an analysis of 32 ms of speech, but as
there is only a 6 ms advance from one frame to the next, two contiguous frames
share 26 ms of data, and the corresponding vectors of course reflect this. The
problems this may cause may be illustrated by considering a phone with no real
7This measure is also referred to as the direction cosine similarity measure, since it measures
the angle between the vectors, a value of 1 representing perfect match and a value of 0 indicating
that x and y are orthogonal to each other. The measure is equivalent to a Euclidean distance
measure for vectors whose elements have been normalised. The scalar product of two vectors
x and y is found by first multiplying each element of x by the corresponding element of y, and
then summing the products. The Euclidean norm of a vector x is equal to the positive square
root of the scalar product of x with itself.
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onset (e.g. a stressed vowel following an aspirated [-VOICE] stop burst). In such
a case, the stretch of speech identified as the most stable quarter is likely to
outscore other possible stretches by only small margins, the whole phone prior
to offset being relatively stable; in these circumstances we would really like all or
any vectors preceding the most stable quarter to be added to the core (leaving
only the initial vector as a nominal onset). On the other hand, where there are
real formant-transitions we would like the onset to end where the transition gives
way to the steady state (should there be one). The procedure adopted reflects a
greater concern with the avoidance of building up spurious onsets in the former
sorts of case, than with optimal boundary-location in the latter sorts of case, in
that it makes it probable that in cases with real formant-transitions, the later
part of the transition may be initialised to the core, with the subsequent iterative
process being relied upon for the required boundary-adjustment.
The rest of the initialisation, then, proceeds as follows (for phones in groups
1 to 3). (I give here the case for the onset vs core decision; that for core vs offset
follows analogously, working outwards from the first post-core vector towards the
end of the phone). Working outward from the vector x immediately preceding
the initial core, we compare x's correlation with (1) the mean of the initial core
vectors and (2) the first vector of the phone (already assigned automatically to
onset); if the correlation is greater with the core, we assign x to core and repeat
the process for the next vector (working outwards, back toward the beginning of
the phone), still using the mean of the original core for the comparison, without
any updating. As soon as we reach a vector x that correlates more closely with
the initial vector of the phone (should we do so at all), we assign x and any
vectors appearing earlier than it to onset.
Little has been said so far about group 4 and group 5 phones. Glide elements
of three-phase diphthongs that have no 'Dl' element are treated in the same way
as the consonants in group 5: all are initialised simply by splitting the phone
in half as nearly as possible, and assigning the left half to onset and the right
to offset. Diphthongal glides that follow cognate 'Dl' elements are treated as
unitary elements (not divided into subphones) for reasons which will be discussed
in Chapter 6.
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4.5.2 Iterative Closed-Test Reclassification
All phones initialised to subphones are given a 'resegmentation code' which de¬
termines certain limits set on the subsequent resegmentation process. The codes
assign the phones to one or other of the following categories (once again the reader
may refer back to chapter 2 for full details of the reasons behind the different
treatments of different categories of phone):
1. monophthongal vowels and [y] following [-VOICE] phones, and 'Dl' ele¬
ments of three-phase diphthongs following [-VOICE] phones when they are
not followed by a cognate diphthongal glide: all these phones are con¬
strained to have at least an initial vector allocated to onset, until the final
iteration when disappearance of an onset subphone is allowed; core states
are optional, except when the onset disappears; all phones are constrained
to end in at least one frame allocated to offset:
(a) non-final iterations -
in
of 1 frame
(b) final iteration -
previous subphone (onset]) (core) (offset) next subphone
2. monophthongal vowels and [y] following [+VOICE] phones, and 'Dl' ele¬
ments of three-phase diphthongs following [+VOICE] phones when they are
not followed by a cognate diphthongal glide: these are constrained through¬
out to begin in onset; cores are optional as with the first group, and con¬
ditions on occurrence of offsets are again as in the case of the preceding
group.
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3. 'Dl' elements of three-phase diphthongs following [-VOICE] phones and
preceding a cognate diphthongal glide: these phones are constrained to
begin with at least one frame in onset, until the final iteration when the
onset may disappear; they are constrained throughout to end in at least
one frame assigned to core.
(a) non-final iterations -
previous subphone
of 1 frame
(b) final iteration -
4. 'Dl' elements of three-phase diphthongs following [+VOICE] phones and
preceding a cognate diphthongal glide: these phones follow the conditions
for the preceding group except that the constraint on beginning with at
least one vector assigned to onset is maintained throughout.
previous subphone
5. 'D3' elements of three-phase diphthongs: these are constrained to begin
with at least one vector assigned to core and to end with at least one vector
assigned to offset.
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next subphone
6. fricatives, affricate-releases, non-dark laterals, nasals and [h], apart from
[+VOICE] fricatives and affricate-releases appearing between preceding [+VOICE]
and following [-VOICE] phones: the initial quarter of the phone is reserved
throughout for onset, and the final quarter for offset, so that at most three-
quarters of any one of these phones can be allocated to one or other sub-
phone.
next subphone
1 qtr 1 qtr
of phone of phone
7. Lenis fricatives and [jhb] (frication phase of the affricate [jh] as in "Joe")
appearing between a preceding [+VOICE] and a following [-VOICE] phone:
the final quarter is reserved throughout for the offset subphone, but only
the initial vector is reserved for the onset, and that only until the final
iteration, when allocation of the complete phone to 'offset' is allowed. (The
reasoning behind this was given in the subsection on fricatives in section
2.4.2.)
(a) non-final iterations -
1 qtr
of phone
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(b) final iteration -
8. prevocalic aspirated [-VOICE] stop-releases: the first vector is reserved
throughout for the 'onset' (burst-frication), and the last vector is reserved
throughout for 'offset' (chiefly aspirative phase). (The reader may need to
be reminded that other stop-bursts are not subjected to subphonic analy¬
sis.)
previous subphone (onset) (offset) next subphone
^ (bjaf8t7lrlbafiojil_j[aapf
9. Dark [1]: when not including an initial [dlo] subphone,8 this phone has its
first quarter reserved for onset; a core state is optional, and the phone is
constrained to end with at least one vector assigned to offset. When a [dl]
follows a [dlo] (a devoiced onset subphone of a dark [1]), it is analysed in
terms of core and offset only, and constrained to begin with at least one
frame in core and to end with at least one vector assigned to offset.




8The 'dlo' label is used to designat an initial voiceless phase of a dark lateral.
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(b) following [dlo] subphone -
159
4.6 Further details of the Recognition Procedure
4.6.1 Considerations of Efficiency
The most important factor in recognition is obviously accuracy but because of
the complexity of the problem efficiency is also a major consideration. Using the
methods of 4.3 above for scoring class-membership, and those of 4.4 for tracing the
best utterance-level path, a possible approach would be to perform the two tasks
in sequence: first compute the scores for each class at each frame, and then trace
the best path. Working with full covariance matrices (not assuming complete
statistical independence of the elements comprised in the representation vectors),
each calculation of class-membership involves at best 152 multiplications, so that
with 750 classes and a 1000 frame utterance, this approach involves us in 114
million multiplications just to get the class scores, before any search for the best
path.
A possible (but again uneconomic) approach to the DP search, given the
detailed sequence-constraints made possible by the definition of the phonetic
classes, would be as follows: at each frame j, for each class i,j, go through the
classes k:j — 1, and if any k,j — 1 is a legal predecessor of i,j, consider the
partial path-score up to k,j — 1 as a candidate for best path to extend to i,j;
do this for all k,j — 1 that are legal predecessors of i,j until the best-scoring
one is found, and extend that path to i, j as the best path to it (to i,j). Record
the index of the best k,j — 1 (and the score of the newly extended path to
i, j). Do this for all i,j, and at all j up to and including the final frame of the
utterance. This approach involves looking up a table or other information-source
to see if k,j — l is a legal predecessor of i,j, and doing this for each i,j, involving
7502 x 1000 = 562,500,000 lookups for our example case.
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Neither of these two approaches, of course, is optimal in terms of efficiency.
It makes sense to allow for the abandonment of paths which become highly im¬
probable, and it follows that once a path to any i,j — 1 is abandoned, the score
of any class i at j that is linked only to class i at j — 1 becomes irrelevant, so that
it makes no sense to compute it. Given the way dynamic programming works,
it is possible to do the scoring and the searching concurrently (or very nearly
so): having traced the best-scoring path to each k,j — 1 at the most recently
completed stage, and pruned paths that seem the most improbable, we score an
i,j only if it has at least one live legal predecessor in the form of a k, j — 1 that
ends a non-pruned best path to frame j — 1.
One method for pruning unpromising paths is by beam search (Lee & Hon
1988; Bisiani et al. 1989). A constant beam width W is determined beforehand
by trial and error (one which maximises efficiency without threatening to exclude
the correct path), and applied as follows: at the completion of score-calculations
at any stage j in the search, the best path overall is identified out of all the best
paths to the set of i at j, and of the remaining paths, only those with scores
within W of the overall best path's score are saved, the others dropping out of
contention. Thus while W itself is a constant, the pruning process adapts its
severity to the data somewhat, in that at each j one edge of the beam (so to
speak) is determined by the best overall score to frame j, so that if all scores are
relatively poor at j, the upper edge of the beam will fall somewhat higher.
As far as the look-up of sequence-constraints is concerned, it is of course the
case that the same set of constraints holds at every j, given a fixed ordering of
the classes. It is therefore possible to define once for all the indices of classes
that need to be considered for any i at any j. Instead of having to work our way
through all k,j — 1, and check for each one if it is a legal predecessor of the class i
of current interest at j, we work automatically through a pre-prepared list of just
the classes that are legal predecessors of i, j, regardless of what j is. No look-ups
at all are required.
Further efficiencies are possible. Firstly, evaluation of the term
-0.5(x - yi)tEi 1 (x - m)
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of (4.9) can be simplified by taking advantage of the symmetry of E-1. 9 If the
diagonal terms in E-1 are halved at the time E-1 is calculated during training,
and the 0.5 factor is dropped from (4.9), we can reduce the computation by
almost half by working with just the upper or lower triangle of E-1 (including
the diagonal).10
For a 16-dimensional vector, we reduce the number of multiplications from
272 to 152, and since the evaluation of (4.9) is a major cost in the recognition
procedure, this is a very valuable saving. (The figure of 114 million multiplications
given earlier for the example case using inefficient methods would actually be 204
million without this saving).
A second further efficiency can be achieved via a dual scoring process which be¬
gins with a quick preliminary calculation of the probability of class-membership,
and proceeds to more careful scoring only if the preliminary score is below a
certain threshold (otherwise returning that threshold as the class-membership
score). The rationale for this is as follows: accurate evaluation of scores is impor¬
tant only for classes which have some significant probability of being the correct
class, and since accurate scoring is computationally expensive, it makes sense to
sacrifice accuracy for those classes which do not, from first inspection, appear
to be likely contenders. One method for implementing this efficiency is to use
an assumption of statistical independence of vector elements for the preliminary
9I am indebted here to Stephen and Michael Isard, both for the fact and the correct encoding
of it.
10The normal sequence of row by column multiplications is truncated, if we work with the
lower triangle of E_1, by progressively dropping a further term from (x — /u,)* for each product,
so that we calculate
(an - m,x2 - H2, ■ • ■ ,*N - MN) x Eq.itoJV
(a?2 /T2i 3*3 P3) • • • j N PAf) X ^2,2toN
(XN ~~ ^n) X Sjy jy.
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scoring, and take just a subset (say, the first six) of the elements of the repre¬
sentation vector, first scoring using just the subset and the diagonal matrix. It
should be noted that in this scheme no class is given a worse score than it gets via
the preliminary scoring; it should also be noted that the cepstral coefficients are
ordered more or less according to their variance, those with the greater variance
coming first, with approximately 85% of the global variance being accounted for
by the first 6 coefficients. Tests on a very small number of utterances revealed no
difference in the output transcription whether using preliminary scoring of this
kind or not, while the saving in computation-time was considerable.
Further efficiencies are obtainable by converting to fixed point arithmetic once
a score has been calculated, by reducing the frame-rate to a minimum (e.g. to
100 per second instead of the 160 or so per second used here), and perhaps
by first identifying frames which come within a certain measure of similarity
and coalescing them (this last technique has at least been used in HMM-based
systems employing vector quantisation (e.g. (Chow et al. 1986)) and found not
to affect performance). (A conversion to fixed-point arithmetic is effected in the
transcription program used in FURIDA, all the original scores being multiplied
by 10 before the conversion to reduce the loss of accuracy.)
Further economies are possible, but some of the commonly used ones involve
making assumptions about the data which are in fact difficult to justify. They
will be looked at under a different heading in Chapter 5 (5.5).
4.6.2 TR classes in the Transcription Procedure
The transcription (scoring and searching) process is made considerably more
complicated by the inclusion of TR classes, for two reasons: firstly, as described
in 3.5 TR classes are built in training from sequences of at least two and at
most three vectors around frame-boundaries, and it is therefore appropriate to
enforce the same minimum and maximum duration for sequences of TR class
frames in recognition; this obviously involves keeping counts of TR frames in
paths and consulting such counts as appropriate. Secondly, whereas in cases not
involving TR classes legal sequencing between i,j and k,j — 1 is all that needs
to be considered when determining whether the two may link in a path, where
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a sequence of TR frames occurs we also need to consider linkage across the TR
interval, i.e. between classes linking up with the TR sequence at each end. It
will be convenient to refer to such linkage across a sequence of TR frames as
cross-linkage or remote linkage.
In an early "solution" to the problem of enforcing remote sequence constraints,
(using the example in figure 4.2), once k,j — 3 had been identified as the best
predecessor of TR t,j — 2, none of the classes i at j + 1 which had TR t,j as
their best predecessor could actually continue live paths unless they were also
cross-linked to k,j — 3. Further thought led to the realisation that this strategy
ran counter to the spirit of DP, which requires that at each stage j each i should
(pruning of unpromising paths apart) have a best path to itself. With the strategy
just described, however, (continuing with the example) many classes i at j +1 are
prevented from continuing live paths simply because of the selection of a single
best predecessor to TR t,j — 2; it must be remembered that the TR classes are
highly generalised (TR1, e.g., covers borders between any vowel, [r],[w], [y] or [dl]
on the left side and any stop-closure (and a few other categories besides) on the
right), so that the short-termism implicit in this strategy could actually cut out
a lot of potentially promising paths.
A somewhat different strategy was therefore adopted. Continuing with the
example, for each i at j + 1 that has TR t,j as its best predecessor, we search
at j — 3 for the k that is the best "remote predecessor", and record that for
future reference. Thus in general, any non-TR i,j that has a TR t,j — 1 as
its best predecessor will also have a remote predecessor, and both are recorded
for eventual backtracking. For backtracking to be possible, we need to know
the length (2 or 3) of any TR frame sequence, but this information is already
available, having been required during the DP search as described earlier. Thus
whenever in backtracking we find that for a non-TR i the best predecessor is a TR,
we look up the length of the TR sequence, look up z's best remote predecessor,
and shift to the latter the appropriate number of frames further back, taking up
backtracking again from there.
This strategy has the benefit of allowing paths which are trailing the best at
some point j to catch up over the slightly longer term. This may be seen by
contrasting the old "solution" with the new one when applied to the following
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j"3 j-2 j-1 j j+1 j+2 j+3
TRt^TRt-^TRt
Are class k at~ ~
j-3 and class i
at j+1 cross-linked?
Figure 4.2. Linkage Across TR 'Segments'
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Path to here blocked
once gb_iiA identified
as best predecessor of
TRt at j-3
Figure 4.3. Old Scheme for Remote Sequence Constraints
hypothetical (but realistic) situation: imagine we have as part of an utterance an
[e] vowel preceded by a [gb]. The "velar pinch" typical of the earliest part of the
vowel tends to give rise to insertions of [ii]. Under the old system there was no
chance at all of recovering from such an insertion, while under the later system
there is still a possibility of the [gb e] path catching up, if only the [gb_eA] class
scores sufficiently more highly than the [gb_iiA] class to cancel out the earlier
deficit (figures 4.3 and 4.4).
Having found the best remote predecessor for each i,j that has a TR t,j — 1
as best predecessor, we set the score for the path up to i,j (inclusive) equal to
the best path score to the best remote k plus the individual scores of the two or
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j-3 j-2 j-1 j+1 j+2 j+3
ii_eB
g_eB g_eB ^ g_eB
Path to here now possible
to link up with gb_eA at j-4
(while the path to g_iiB above
continues to be possible as a
continuation from gb_iiA)
Figure 4.4. New Scheme for Remote Sequence Constraints
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three TR class frames plus the individual score of the class i,j concerned. Note
that in conducting the search for best remote predecessor of i,j, we insist not
only that the candidates be legal predecessors of i,j, (and distinct from i,j —
recall that we make no distinction between geminates and single phones), but
also that they be (non-TR) legal predecessors of the TR t,j — 1 that is the best
immediate predecessor of i,j.
It should be noted11 that the implementation of TR-class duration-limits and
remote sequence-constraints just described does not guarantee that the best path
will be found. Firstly, as regards the precise location of TR-class 'segments':
because of the enforcement of a minimum and maximum duration, once a TR t
at j is found to have TR t at j — 1 as its best predecessor, the latter being the
last of the series of TR Vs, the option of having rather the TR t at j as the first of
the series, with further TR Vs at j + 1 and at j -f 2, is precluded, a TR t at j -f 2
being ruled out by the maximum duration limit; yet the location at j, j + 1 and
j + 2 might well have been the better one (compared with that taken at j — 1, j
and j + 1). This problem can be solved by modelling each TR class with two or
three single-element classes — for any TR t in the earlier formulation, we would
have three independent classes, say TR TR and TR and so could
allow the optimal location to be found for the TR "segment" by keeping separate
scores using the independent elements, as illustrated in figure 4.5.
There would appear to be no objection to using the single set of class-
parameters (//, 5] for TR t) for all of the three elements, should data-shortages
make this necessary (duplicating the single set of parameters to produce one copy
for each set — compare a similar ploy for stop-closures described in 4.6.3).
The use of independent elements would appear to offer a solution to a further,
related problem which is connected with the fact that TR classes are normally
highly generalised, with a great many specific 'interpretations' (thus borders be¬
tween [e] and [VSAcv], [w] and [NVSAc], [iiD3] and [VNVSAcv], and many more,
are all represented by the single TR class TR1). Without single-frame decom¬
position of the kind just envisaged, it is possible that the optimal placement of
a TR 'segment' could vary for different interpretations (in different paths, one
11This and the succeeding paragraph lean heavily on comments and suggestions from Fergus
Mclnnes, who pointed out both the problem and the solution described here
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Figure 4.5. Allowing Optimal Placement of TR 'Segments' (I)
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* * j-3 j-2 j-1 j j+1 j+2 j+3 *
1 1
TRt TRt
\ 3\ 3x TRt *TRt
_jhB ejhB
e_zB e_zB e_zB
Figure 4.6. Allowing Optimal Placement of TR 'Segments' (II)
could equally well say); yet in the implementation described above, once a TR
segment begins to be consolidated, its placement is determined for all possible in¬
terpretations. Given decomposition into independent elements, however, it would
appear to be possible to allow for variable placement for different interpretations,
as illustrated in figure 4.6.
The fact that there may be large numbers of specific interpretations of a par¬
ticular TR class would not appear to present an obstacle, since having completed
a TRi'1', TRA2), TRA3' sequence in a given path, the remote search then carried
out requires to find only the single best remote continuation, and there would now
of course be a number of different placements of the given TR class 'segment',
each having a remote continuation found by remote search.
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Results of decomposition of TR classes into independent elements are de¬
scribed in chapter 6 (6.2 and 6.7).
4.6.3 Stop Closures in the Transcription Procedure
As explained in Chapter 2, 2.5.2, lack of acoustic distinctiveness between many
individual stop-closures prompted the use of generic classes, namely NVSAc,
VSAcv, VSAcnv, NVVSAc, and VNVSAcv (where the 'v' or 'nv' termination
points to the VOICE feature of the phone preceding the closure). The original
idea was to rest content with an automatic transcription in terms of such generic
labels, but the goal of recovering the specific identities from context was too
appealing to ignore, and in this section I describe the strategy employed for
attempting to achieve this.
If it were possible to know a priori whether a particular stop-closure was
associated with a single rather than with a double stop, it would be a fairly
simple matter to assign a specific identity to it (in DP, the interpretation would
have to be consistent with the contextual annotation of the class of the best
predecessor, and would then determine which subphones could continue the path
in question; for a [tc], for example, only phones with offsets compatible with
following [tc] could precede, and only versions of [tb], or subphones capable of
following immediately after an unreleased [t], could link up with it subsequently).
However, generics like NVSAc, VSAcv and VSAcnv may denote either single or
double stops (2.5.2), and in such cases we have no idea whether compatibility
should be enforced between the phones to either side of the closure.
Given that we do not know beforehand whether a single stop or a pair of stops
is involved, why should we not simply let the burst (or if this is absent, other con¬
textual information given via the following phone's label), and the transition into
the closure, determine the interpretation of the generic label, allowing whatever
gives the highest score to be the winner as everywhere else? Thus if the best path
to the closure ends with a phone whose right-context annotation is for a [d], and
the best path from the subphone that follows the closure begins with a version of
[kb], why not just interpret the closure as a [dkc]? The first point to be made in
response to this is that the generics do have their own statistical parameters, and
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that the scores for the closures themselves therefore do have some influence on
the proceedings. So we can't entirely go along with the proposal just aired; the
generic appropriate to [dkc], namely [VNVSAcv], might score much worse than
[NVSAc], for example, and so push the decision in a different direction. But why
not let this other interpretation win, whatever it may be? The obvious answer
to this is that we can't altogether ignore duration either, even if the question of
the proper weight to give it is a difficult one to determine. Intuitively, it seems
reasonable to suppose that below a certain duration the likelihood of a double
stop must become smaller, while above a certain duration the likelihood of a
single stop must do so.
It is in fact one of the central contentions of this thesis that since duration is
not primarily a phonetic phenomenon (not primarily determined by phonological
identities of phones), it must always be dangerous to use duration-statistics gath¬
ered without regard to higher-level factors to help determine phonetic identities.
More will be said on this in sections 4.7 and 4.8. It was, however, decided to
accept a role for (pseudo-) duration-probabilities in the determination of specific
identities of generic stop-closures, while keeping their influence on events small.
Histograms for single and double non-glottalised closures were built from the
training-data and made the basis of penalty-assignments to stop-closure frame-
sequences. The penalties themselves are as shown in table 4.3. (Note that the
penalties shown are multiplied by 10 when used in the transcription algorithm,
to harmonise with the scaling up of the spectral probabilities.)
(If some of the values for short-duration double stops seem surprising, recall
that TR frames will take up some of the closure at each end — on average, one
might suppose, three frames' worth of the duration of any closure will be taken
up in this way. Note that the values of 23 represent negative log values of IE — 10
used where the original histogram values are actually zero.)
For durations of 8 to 11 frames the histogram counts (or relative frequencies
derived from them) were in fact equal; in order to force a decision between pairs
like [tc] and [ttc], 1 was added to the penalties for double stops for durations of 8
to 11 frames, on the basis of (assumed) greater a priori probability for single as
compared with double stop-closures. All penalties are rounded off to the nearest
integer, after being derived as negative logs of the smoothed histogram values (in
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turn expressed as relative frequencies); the rounding off is effected because the DP
procedure is carried out using integer arithmetic. Duplication of computational
work was avoided by calculating scores just for the original generic classes, and
then propagating the scores to all of the appropriate specific forms.
In DP search, then, the best path to, for example, a [tc] and to a [ttc] at
column j will normally be the same initially 12, but on exiting the stop-closure se¬
quences (via a TR class), duration-penalties are applied, so that it is the duration-
penalties themselves that come to determine the choice between geminate and
non-geminate pairs like [ttc] and [tc].
Implementation is made easier by the presence of TR classes, since a path
never enters a stop closure sequence except from a TR class, and never leaves
a stop closure sequence except via a TR class. This provides simple criteria for
starting and ending counts of closure frames during DP search: if class i,j is a
closure and its best k,j — 1 is a TR class we start counting from scratch; if i:j
is a closure and its best k,j — 1 is the identical closure class, we increment the
count; and if i,j is a TR class and its best k,j — 1 is a closure class we call the
count to an end and apply an appropriate penalty. The penalty will subsequently
be taken into account when we do a remote search from the "other side" of the
TR class interval for the best remote linkup there (figure 4.7).
How significant is the role of duration-penalties in affecting the overall prob¬
ability of a switch in PLACE and/or VOICE across the closure? For most du¬
rations the differences between penalties are small (for durations between 2 and
14 frames the difference is only 1 point), so that it is unlikely that penalties will
be able to influence decisions greatly when the choice is not simply one between
geminate and non-geminate pairs like [tc] and [ttc], since spectral characteristics
of the burst, and of the transition into the closure, are likely to affect scores much
more dramatically, while in some cases spectral characteristics of closure-frames
themselves will sway things one way or another too. In some cases, of course,
one may find oneself wishing for a scheme in which closure-durations were given
12Where the set of predecessors of a single stop-closure is not exactly the same as that of its
geminate partner, the two classes may be arrived at by different routes and so (probably) have
different scores; [gcv], for example, includes [s_gA] (offset of [s] before [g]) in its predecessor set,
but [ggcv] does not, [s g g] not being a legal sequence in English
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Figure 4.7. Application of Stop-closure Duration-Penalties
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more weight, as when getting a transcription such as [x_gA (TR's) gbcv (TR's)
bb_xA] with a duration for the closure of only two frames, since one would sus¬
pect that either the classification of the burst or that of the transition into the
closure was wrong in such a case, and would have liked the duration-penalty to
have been sufficiently great to swing things in the direction of a single stop. (The
point made earlier about the brevity of some transitions into closures, particu¬
larly when TR classes are taken into account, is of obvious relevance here.) It is
freely acknowledged here that the penalty-scheme adopted is something of an ad
hoc and rather hastily executed response to a specific problem; the question of
how to arrive at a scheme in which appropriate weight is given to all the factors
involved in the interpretation of stop closures has not been seriously addressed
at all here.
4.6.4 Converting from the Subphonic Transcription to A
Phonetic Transcription
This is trivial for the most part. Recall that in subphone names ending with
'A' and containing an underscore, the part of the name preceding the underscore
designates the phonetic (phone-level) identity, whereas in subphone-names end¬
ing in a "B" and containing an underscore, it is the part of the name between
the underscore and the terminating "B" that designates the phonetic identity.
The merely contextual information contained in the rest of the subphone-name
can thus be stripped away, as can the "C" prefixed to core vowel, [y] and [dl]
subphones, and where this results in identical consecutive designators, these are
coalesced into a single label designating the phone:
AST: [ SIL SIL_sB s_aA s_aB Ca a_mA a_mB m_silA sil ] >
[ SIL s s a a a mm sil ] >
APT [ s a m ]
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In some cases the conversion does not follow as simple a format as this, and
individual rules need to be applied, as for example when dealing with 'context-
independent' subphones like [mo] (a devoiced subphone of an [m]) or [NP] (a
nasal plosion 'segment'), or with pairs of stop-burst subphones like [tbl_eA],
[tb2_eA],13 and so on, but the application of these rules is in almost every case
straightforward.
The coalescing of identical consecutive symbols is safe given the policy of
treating geminates as single phones in the first instance.
4.7 A Comparison with Hidden Markov Modelling
(HMM)
4.7.1 Introduction
It will be clear from what has been said above that the attempt to transcribe
speech in FURIDA is based on the use of statistical profiles (/q, Sj) of stages in the
temporal development of phones. The temporal structure in that development —
what stages are involved in the production of a phone, how they are sequenced,
what stages if any may be omitted, and the like — is stipulated to be of such and
such a form (or to fall within a specified range of possibilities) on the basis of what
appears to be the case in general from examination of spectrographs records; the
nature of the spectrographic data was described in some depth in Chapter 2. A
schematic representation of how an entire phone is "modelled" (if the use of that
word is justified) reveals a relatively liberal temporal framework, as this example
for tokens of the vowel [e] occurring between [sh] and [m] demonstrates:
13The reader may need to be reminded that [tbl-eA] is the first phase of the release of a [t]
preceding an [e] vowel (the phase typically dominated by a burst transient and frication), while
[tb2_eA] is the second phase of such a [t], typically showing aspirative formants
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The arrows indicate temporal sequencing, and show that in this particular
case (a) the onset subphone is optional ([sh] being [-VOICE]) and (b) the core is
optional following an onset (this being a trait that appears to be true in general of
vowels, particularly the shorter vowels). (It may be worth reminding the reader,
too, that this "model" is put together from unrelated bits of phonetic material,
rather than from integral tokens of [e] appearing between [sh] and [m]: thus the
statistical profile for [sh_eB] is drawn up on the basis of examples of [e] following
[sh], regardless of what followed the [e], and that for [Ce] on the basis of [e] steady-
states irrespective of phonetic context; this, however, is not an essential feature
of FURIDA - given sufficient data, there would be no reason for not making
the vowel's steady-state context-dependent (giving us, say, [sh_e_m] rather than
[Ce]), and making the onset subphone sensitive to its remote right context [m] as
well as to its immediate left context [sh], and similarly for the right subphone.)
In the most successful of standard approaches to ASR, Hidden Markov Mod¬
elling (Rabiner 1989), phones are modelled as unitary entities, and all the detail
of the structure in their temporal development is learnt during training, though
some framework is established a priori by giving models a definite number of
states before training begins, and perhaps by stipulating that certain sequences
of states will be possible, and others impossible. While the states of a hidden
Markov model are essentially abstract, a useful starting-point for the newcomer
to HMM is to think of these states as parallelling the subphonic elements of
phones prominent in the present work. At least in this respect the parallel is a
close one: the advantage of profiling subphones rather than entire phones is that
one gets much sharper and therefore more discriminating profiles (certainly when
working with single gaussians for each distribution) than one would if lumping
the vectors from the entire phone into a single distribution, and a HMM is es¬
sentially a device or logical machine which makes it possible to achieve the same
sort of resolution of a general collection of data into a set of sub-collections (each
modelled by a state of the HMM), with precisely the same advantages in mind:
the likelihood of a vector with respect to its own state or subphone will in gen¬
eral be greater than its likelihood would have been with respect to the phone
as a whole, had the phone been modelled with a single lumped distribution. It
should be stressed, however, that a HMM is in no way constrained to divide its
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data into states corresponding to phonetic elements such as subphones attempt
to represent.
A further difference between HMM and the technique espoused in the present
work concerns the modelling of temporal structure. HMM has analogues of the
connections between subphones indicated by the arrows in the figure for (sh)e(m)
above, in the form of transitions between states. Each state will normally have
"self-transitions" too (loops back to itself) - these are implicitly understood in
FURIDA. In HMM all transitions, whether self-transitions or transitions from
one state to a distinct state, have an associated probability learnt from training-
data. Each advance from one frame to the next of speech involves consideration
of which state of the model is most probable in the light of these transition-
probabilities. Each state meanwhile also has associated with it a statistical profile
which may take the same form (/q,Et) as that used to model subphones in this
work. The two sets of probabilities — transition-probabilities and spectral (or
"output" or "emission") probabilities — are treated as independent of each other
(so that scoring the fit between a stretch of acoustic material and a particular
HMM involves multiplication of the probabilities in each of the two sequences, or
addition in the log domain). In FURIDA, by contrast, the alignment of subphones
with pattern-vectors is determined (in the basic implementation of the system)
solely by reference to spectral probabilities: one progresses from an assignment
to [sh_eB] to an assignment to [Ce] solely on the basis of the vector in question
having a greater probability of belonging to [Ce], regardless of how great or small
a number of vectors have already been assigned to [sh_eB] at that point. I shall
revisit the issues involved in duration-modelling further below.
In HMM, then, speech is modelled as a dual process, involving an underlying
Markov chain or succession of states,14 and some form of statistical model for
each state governing the likelihood of particular representation vectors appearing
while in that state. This duality of process makes it difficult to form intuitions
about how HMM actually works in phonetic terms - it seems likely that with a
judicious pre-selection of numbers of states and of connections between states,
14To say that the state-sequence is Markovian is simply to say that the probability of any
state being entered at time t depends solely on the state that was occupied at time t — 1; there
is no memory beyond that.
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the realities modelled will (for some large part of the time?) be interpretable in
phonetic terms, but this cannot be relied upon.
The form of Bayes' Theorem applicable in the case of HMM makes reference
to a sequence of vectors X rather than to a single vector x. Using M to represent
a particular HMM, we may state it as:
This equation (which may be compared with equation 4.4) states that the proba¬
bility of a particular HMM M given a vector sequence X is equal to the acoustic
likelihood of the vector sequence given the model (the model's score for that
sequence of vectors) times the prior probability of the model, divided by the
probability of the vector sequence. Thus whereas in FURIDA the posterior prob¬
abilities are derived at frame level from the frame-level acoustic likelihoods (and
class priors, in a realistic application), and the subphone and phone scores are
arrived at by summing the (negative) logs of the posteriors, in HMM the acous¬
tic likelihood (P(X | M)) is itself derived by summing a sequence of frame-level
(negative log) emission probabilities and transition probabilities. Perhaps the
most significant feature of this difference is again the inclusion of transition prob¬
abilities in the calculation of P(X | M).
Training in FURIDA is very simple: vectors are assigned to subphones in an
initialisation motivated in large part by phonetic considerations,15 and when this
has been done for all phones in the training-data, means and covariances are
estimated for each (generally subphonic) class, and the data is then subjected
to closed-test reclassification using these estimates, the process of reestimating
and resegmenting repeating until the estimates do not change. In the current
implementation, resegmentation can take place only with respect to subphonic
boundaries, that is, within the confines of a phone, the phone-boundaries created
P(M | X) = P(X | M)P(M)P(X) (4.13)
4.7.2 Training
15It is my hope that in those cases where the initialisation is simply a 50:50 division of a
phone into two subphones, something more principled than the present crude limits could be
found to constrain the subsequent resegmentation.
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by the initial manual labelling being regarded as fixed. This is not an essential
part of the system, however; this issue will be returned to below.
One of the methods available for training IIMMs is known as Viterbi train¬
ing, and is very similar to the method used in FURIDA, apart from the ini¬
tialisation: in Viterbi training, the vectors of a phone are first divided equally
among the states of the appropriate model, and when this has been done for
all phones in the training-data, means and covariances for model-states, and
transition-probabilities between states, are estimated. The training-data is then
resegmented in the light of the initial parameters using the Viterbi algorithm,
a form of dynamic programming which is essentially no different from that de¬
scribed earlier in this chapter, except for the additional feature of also taking
account of probabilities on the connections between states when calculating sub-
path scores. New estimates are then derived from the new segmentation into
states, and the data is segmented again in light of the new estimates, the process
continuing until the estimates of means and covariances cease to change.
Viterbi training is based on finding the most probable path 16 through a model.
Baum-Welch training is based rather on total probability, that is, the sum of the
probabilities of all possible paths through the model. In this form of training,
vectors are not assigned to particular states in an all-or-nothing manner, but each
vector is given probabilities of belonging to all the states; one might say that a
vector is assigned to a state to the extent that it is probable that the model would
be in that state at the point in the temporal development of the phone represented
by the vector in question. The Baum-Welch formulae for reestimating the means
and covariances of a state of a HMM may be compared with the formulae given
earlier for Maximum Likelihood estimation of the means and covariances of a
subphone (equations 4.1 and 4.2); in the Baum-Welch formulae one finds an
additional term (here, L{t)) representing the probability of being in the state in
question at time f, and a normalising denominator, as well as a localisation to
the context of individual states of individual phones (made explicit here by use
of a time-related subscript t attached to the vector variable):
16that is, sequence of states, where it must be remembered that 'sequence of states' may
include repeated visits to "the same" state - the states are abstract.
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(I have refrained from making the dependence on a specific state explicit, in order
to keep the formulae as simple as possible.) The probability of state occupation
L can be found efficiently using an algorithm known as the Forward-Backward
algorithm (Rabiner 1989; Young et al. 1997).
One very attractive feature of HMM training is that it is possible to pro¬
ceed without a phonetic labelling of the training-data, if one has an orthographic
(word-level) transcription. This is of great practical benefit because phonetically
labelling a given amount of training-data can take many, many times longer than
simply typing it as text from audio. Training begins by consulting a pronounc¬
ing dictionary for each word in the transcript, and substituting the phonetic
transcription for the word (arbitrarily taking the first pronunciation if several
are listed). The acoustic data for each training sentence is then divided equally
among all the phones in the transcription for that sentence, and means and covari-
ances and transition-parameters estimated from these first (almost certainly very
errorful) samples. Repeated reestimation and resegmentation leads to a better
and better alignment of transcriptions and acoustic data, and after a number of
reestimations, room is given for amending transcriptions of particular words that
have several alternative pronunciations in the dictionary, that alternative being
chosen which gives the greatest likelihood in the light of the models trained thus
far. Training which proceeds from an orthographic base in this way is referred to
as flat start training.
The reason flat-start training is possible is that just as a phone may be repre¬
sented by a HMM with several states, a sentence in turn may be considered as a
HMM with states consisting of all the phone-models that make it up. And just as
the most probable path may be found through the states of a HMM representing
a phone, the most probable path may be found through a concatenated series of
HMMs representing the phones of an entire utterance.
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There is no reason in principle why flat-start training could not be used in
FURIDA, but it remains to be demonstrated how we could ensure that the seg¬
mentation arrived at would be based on the kinds of phonetic entities FURIDA is
designed to identify. Clearly, phone-boundaries no less than subphone-boundaries
must be subject to alteration if flat-start training is to be possible, and the cur¬
rent algorithm for subsegmentation of vowels relies on an accurate placement of
phone-boundaries; whether phone-level models could be trained in the first in¬
stance to yield such boundaries is not certain. There would also be problems to
solve in connection with variable realisations of phones such as stops, once re¬
liance on a phonetic transcription was removed. Use could no doubt be made of
probabilities of phonetic realisation, in deriving the initial phonetic transcription
from the textual one; as an example, a stop preceding a second stop (as in a tran¬
scription of "at times") will in the great majority of cases be realised by a closure
subphone only, and if such probabilities were available from statistical surveys of
English pronunciation, they could be used to derive a good initial transcription
in subphonic terms (in subphonic terms, at least, where this was advantageous).
4.7.3 Duration Modelling in HMM and in Hidden Semi-
Markov Modelling
It is a universally acknowledged weakness of HMM that the Markovian assump¬
tion is quite unnatural for speech, though it is also widely held that the weakness
is not a cause for major concern. Having learnt in training that the self-transition-
probability for some state s,- in some HMM, a probability which we represent here
as an, is some n, the probability of remaining in state s, for N frames is then
given by
Pi(N) = x (1 - an), N = 1, 2, .... (4.16)
Thus with a learnt transition-probability of an = 0.4, we would have, for
example,
Pi(2) = 0.4 x 0.6 = 0.24,
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Pi(3) = 0.42 x 0.6 = 0.096,
and
Pi(6) = 0.45 x 0.6 = 0.006144.
The duration-model for the state is quite inappropriate for speech (where
the most probable duration is certainly not usually the shortest possible one,
and where the probability of continuing in a given state would not decrease in
this way). Given that scoring involves multiplication of transition-probabilities
and spectral probabilities at every frame (or the equivalent of this in the form
of additions in the log domain), one is tempted to think that the accuracy of
phonetic classification using HMM should be capable of being bettered.
The reason the weakness of the duration modelling is widely maintained not
to be serious is that the effect of transition probabilities tends to be overwhelmed
by that of the emission probabilities in scoring: the emission probabilities tend
to be very much smaller numbers than the transition-probabilities, and in the
(negative) log domain this means that we are generally adding relatively small
numbers (for the transition parameters) to relatively large ones. Hence it is
argued that the poor duration model implicit in HMM is of little consequence -
final scores are dominated by the emission probabilities (Young 1996).
This is in some ways a rather curious defence of the duration-modelling of
HMM. The defence is that the admittedly poor model doesn't do too much harm,
but one would think that the main reason for attempting duration modelling in
the first place is that it may bring some additional good! Moreover, there remains
a suspicion about the case of close competitors in the spectral domain - even
small differences in duration probabilities may turn out to be significant when
there is relatively little to choose between competitors in respect of their emission
probabilities.
One way of trying to better the performance of HMM is by dispensing with the
Markov assumption in respect of the underlying state sequence, taking the state-
sequence to be a semi-Markov process, in the following sense: transitions between
non-identical states will still be governed by learnt transition-probabilities, but
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self-transitions — amounting in effect to periods of occupancy of a particular
state — are governed by probability density functions learnt from the training-
data (Russell & Moore 1985; Russell & Cook 1987). Rather than probabilities
of state-occupancy decaying exponentially from a peak probability for a single
frame, as in HMM, this allows for greater probabilities for durations closer to
the means established in training. This modification of HMM, known as Hidden
Semi-Markov Modelling (HSMM), affects only one of the two processes involved
in HMM, namely the underlying state sequence. HSMM involves a significant
increase in complexity compared with HMM, however ((Huang et al. 1991)).
The most convincing attested examples of which I am aware of superiority of
HSMM over HMM (the two papers cited above) are for discrimination of minimal
pairs where in practice durational differences are either the sole distinguishing
cue or at least the most important, as in pod, pot; league, leek; close (v), close
(adj/n); five, fife; hard, heart; heard, hurt; killed, kilt; rider, writer; robe, rope;
wand, want. Given that the main difference between pair-elements in most of
these cases will be in the duration of a vowel steady-state, HSMM would —
assuming an alignment between that state and some state of the HSMM — learn
two different mean durations for the two elements of each pair, and scoring of
unlabelled speech could be expected to reflect the respective fits and give good
discrimination, the spectral differences between the vowel steady-state in each
pair being fairly minor. In HMMs (as opposed to HSMMs), again assuming an
alignment of the kind just assumed for the HSMM, discrimination is likely not to
be so good: training should result (given our assumption) in the self-transition
probability for this state being a little higher for the pre-[+'VOICE] than for the
pre-[-VOICE] vowel, but in recognition discrimination is likely to suffer because
of the neutralising effect of the geometric state-duration pdf in the pre[+VOICE]
vowel with its longer duration, which would have the effect of bringing its score
closer to that of the pre-[-VOICE] vowel.17
It should be noted, though, that the duration-model implemented in HSMM
is itself far from ideal. There is a basic problem with using the durations of
17The thoughts expressed in this paragraph are my own, and are not in any way attributable
to the authors of the papers cited in the preceding paragraph.
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phones in training-data to create duration-models to be employed as aids to pho¬
netic classification, and it is this: speech not being a bare phonetic process, but
rather a linguistic one, the manner in which phones are produced is affected rad¬
ically by things other than the simple need to give them their distinctive sound-
qualities: quite apart from the need to give polysyllabic words their appropriate
stress-patterns, phone-production is affected by durational changes associated
with syntactic phrasing, informational load, and the expression of feeling or atti¬
tude, by the degree of hesitancy or confidence on the part of the person speaking,
and no doubt by other things besides. These things become particularly evident
when listening to spontaneous speech, where the ease with which the speaker
articulates his or her message can vary quite dramatically from phrase to phrase
and from sentence to sentence. While it would of course be going too far to dis¬
miss out of hand the significance of measures of mean duration and dispersion for
different phonetic classes, it would be even more foolish to forget that the other,
less strictly phonetic features of spoken language may and frequently do have
durational consequences which overwhelm the narrowly phonetic durational fea¬
tures of different speech-sounds, as represented by mean values, and that — for
spontaneous speech in particular — statistical measures purporting to be mea¬
sures of the latter are likely to be distorted by factors associated with the former.
(It is perhaps significant that in the two papers referred to, the superiority of
HSMM over HMM was demonstrated for isolated word recognition, where none
of the sources of variability just considered come into play.)
Probably the most dramatic effects on durations of phones arise from pre-
pausal lengthening - where the tempo relaxes as a major clause- or sentence-
boundary is approached, and from "hesitation-hold" - where a speaker lingers on
a particular sound while deliberating how to continue. Perhaps if special mea¬
sures were adopted for these cases, the remaining variabilities could be handled
tolerably if imperfectly well using phone duration models of the kind employed
in HSMM, but it seems probable that higher-level structures such as syllables
need to be invoked to get closer to really useful duration-modelling. HSMM has
not been widely adopted, in any case, perhaps in part because of its increased
computational complexity, and perhaps because IIMM's weaknesses in regard to
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duration-modelling have been masked or rendered less significant by the integra¬
tion of phonetic classification into the larger task of textual transcription, where,
for example, word-bigram, word-trigram, and even word-quadrigram grammars
are used to constrain the transcription process: one may have less cause to worry
about whether one has a single [s] or a pair in a given stretch of the acoustic
record when one has such constraints pointing to a transcription as (say) "This
seems to be correct".
4.8 Incorporating Duration-Modelling in FURIDA
In the basic implementation of FURIDA, no explicit duration-modelling of any
kind is employed except in the case of stop-closures (whose circumstances are
somewhat peculiar), but it seems very probable that intelligent duration mod¬
elling would enhance the system's performance significantly. The difficulty is in
knowing how to achieve modelling of this kind. One problem concerns the point
mentioned above, that phone-durations need to be considered in a wider context
than that of mere phonetic identity. Another problem concerns the best way to
combine spectral and durational scores.
4.8.1 Where Does the Lack of Duration Modelling Tell?
Among cases where it is either obvious or probable that the absence of duration-
modelling from FURIDA is responsible for errors, we may distinguish two broad
categories. In the first category, the errors are of substitution (misclassifications
of one phone as another, the segmentation being more or less correct), where
duration may be argued to be the sole or at the very least one of the most impor¬
tant cues to discrimination. Examples of this are substitutions of [aa] for [uh] —
where the cepstral representation leaves little or nothing to choose between the
candidates if duration is ignored — and substitutions of [-VOICE] for [+VOICE]
members of fricative-pairs ([s] and [z], etc.) before [-VOICE] sounds, where the
duration of the vowel or sonorant preceding the [+VOICE] fricative is probably
the principal cue to the VOICE of the latter, the fricative itself typically being
largely or wholly devoiced. In the second broad category of cases, the errors are
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chiefly of insertion (the positing of a phone not actually present), arising from
local similarity between the acoustic record at that point and a pattern reminis¬
cent of the usual acoustic realisation of some other phone, this reminiscence often
being close only if one abstracts from duration. Examples are insertions of [ii] in
the velar pinch of onsets of vowels like [e] following a velar.
Turning first to the first category of cases, and taking the first example first,
namely confusions between [aa] (as in "carp") and [uh] (as in "cup"): these
clearly do point to the relevance of duration, if the vowels are to be discriminated
at the level of phonetic classification. However, while duration-modelling based
on simple collection of data without annotation for higher-level conditions might
reduce the number of substitutions, it would no doubt yield incorrect results in
particular cases (as with [uh] occurring as the last vowel before a major clause-
boundary, or one sustained while the speaker hesitates as to how to continue, and
with an [aa] occurring as part of a hackneyed, rapidly delivered phrase).
The second example given for the first category of cases was the substitution
of (e.g.) [f] for [v] before a [-VOICE] sound. One thing that looks as if it might
work in our favour here is that before a [-VOICE] phone, a [+VOICE] fricative has
to belong to the same syllable as the vowel or sonorant that precedes it (assuming
that we are not dealing with a disfluency of some kind). While the general point
has been insisted on above that the duration of any phone needs to be looked
at in the light of the linguistic context of its occurrence, when we are given at
least some insight into the suprasegmental context as here there would appear
to be scope for relativistic (phone-to-phone) duration-modelling of a kind that
would appear to be helpful: there will be a proportionality between the duration
of the fricative and that of the preceding vowel or [dl] or nasal, which may be
expected to differ from the corresponding proportionality when the fricative is a
[-VOICE] one, regardless of speaking-rate or sentence-internal position (both of
which should affect both phones equally). Unfortunately, the simple comparison
between relative durations in this case and similar durations in the case where the
fricative is [-VOICE] is not readily available, because the possible syllabic affilia¬
tions in the latter case are several, and different prosodic and syntactic contexts
will therefore result in a variety of relative durations. Whereas a [-VOICE] frica¬
tive belonging to the same syllable as the preceding vowel or sonorant will show a
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different proportionality than its [+VOICE] counterpart in the same context, one
which begins a new syllable or word (such as an [s] before a [t], [p] or [k]) might
not. The situation can be seen to be even more difficult when one considers that
we may have [z s], [v f], [zh sh] and [dh th] sequences where there may be no real
acoustic counterpart (within the fricative stretch) of the phonological distinction,
raising the possibility of errors of insertion or deletion (failure to recognise the
presence of a distinct phone) which further threaten the possibility of getting re¬
liable relative durations. Facts such as these would seem to point to the need for
a syllabic or similar network within which to do DP scoring - a network within
which all possible affiliations could be explored in parallel.
I turn now to the second category of errors, where there may be room for
doubt as to whether duration-modelling is the most likely answer. Consider
again the insertions of [ii] at the beginning of [e] vowels following velars. True,
the inserted [ii]'s are typically very short, so that even naive duration-modelling
(insensitive to utterance-level features) might well block the insertion. On the
other hand, such modelling would probably introduce errors of its own elsewhere,
since extremely short realisations of phones — including vowels like [ii] — do
occur. It is in any case arguable that the root of the insertion-problem here is
not the lack of duration-modelling but rather the modelling by means of a single
gaussian: in the population of vectors assigned to the [g_eB] subphone in training,
vectors with acute velar pinch (so to speak) will constitute a minority of perhaps
only 10 per cent or so of the total, and such vectors will therefore not get the
probability they deserve in recognition, given the normal model. With a bimodal
distribution, the problem of [ii]-insertion might conceivably be solved without
the need for duration-modelling, though it must be conceded that it is perhaps
equally possible that with such a bimodal model some true [g ii e] sequences
might get classified as [g e] sequences, if no duration-modelling was in use. An
alternative solution might be to model the onset of post-velar [e] — and similarly
for all analogous cases — with two subphones, each using a single gaussian for
spectral modelling.
Some form of relative within-phone duration-modelling could be introduced
either as an alternative to or, perhaps more promisingly, in addition to one or
other of these proposals. If two subphones — [g_elB] and [g_e2B], let us say
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— were used to model the onset of post-velar [e], then in the genuine cases
the relative duration of the two subphones might be expected to tend toward
a mean of perhaps 1:4 or 1:5. Assuming that all pairs of consecutive within-
phone subphones were being scored in the same way with respect to their relative
durations (vis-a-vis one another), misclassification of genuine [g ii e] as [g e] (i.e.
as [g_elB g_e2B Ce ... ]) would probably be prevented: in a true [g ii e] sequence,
any spectral similarity between the [ii] vowel and a [g_elB] subphone might be
counterbalanced by a duration-based cost because of its long duration relative to
the [g_e2B] subphone that would also have to be hypothesised. (The insertion
of [ii] in a genuine [g e] case, meanwhile, we would hope to prevent by the two-
subphone modelling of post-velar [e] onset, rather than by the presence of the
relative duration-modelling; the latter would presumably do little of itself to
block the insertion, since a single frame [g_iiB] followed by a single frame [ii_eA]
might well amount to a fairly probable relative duration (50:50) for these two
subphones.)
Given reliable subphone-to-subphone relative duration statistics, the mechan¬
ics of incorporating score modification based on them into the DP stage would
not appear to present insuperable problems, certainly if attention is restricted
to pairs of consecutive subphones within phones; it would be necessary only to
record the number of frames on each exit from a subphone, for consultation at
each candidate for final frame of the next subphone in the path. On the other
hand, obtaining such statistics in the first place would present some problems,
given that samples will be counted in numbers of subphones rather than in num¬
bers of frames as was the case for spectral modelling. It might well turn out
to be the case, though, that relative (within-phone) subphone-durations would
prove to be fairly uniform for speakers of a given accent, and perhaps even across
accents in most cases, so that with the increasing availability of labelled speech
databases, the requisite statistics could be gathered fairly readily.
The general validity of some of the ideas expressed here about relative subphone-
durations is not, of course, guaranteed. Lengthened pre-pausal vowels following
[+VOICE] sounds appear to show lengthening in all three subphonic stages (but
see (Beckman & J.Edwards 1992) for evidence that most lengthening occurs in the
core and offset). Whether it is correct to claim that "stretching" and "squashing"
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of phones in other positions affects all their subphonic stages roughly equally is at
least not certain. The research literature as summarised by Lindblom (Lindblom
1983) suggests that there are alternative ways of producing vowels more quickly,
for example: either one can reduce the extent to which one attains the vowel's
target-value ("undershoot"), or one can move toward and away from the target
more quickly; Lindblom quotes Kuehn and Moll (Kuehn & Moll 1976) as saying
that at a rapid speaking-rate, "speakers have the option of either increasing ve¬
locity of movement or decreasing articulatory displacement". Where undershoot
occurs, we can expect the pairs of subphones subjected to relative duration scor¬
ing to be onset and offset subphones, and it seems not unreasonable to think that
the proportionalities for such pairs might be similar whatever the speaking-rate
or other material conditions. But where the option is taken to increase velocity
of movement to a target, would the same sort of proportionality be maintained
between onset and core, or between core and offset, as would be found for "nor¬
mal" durations? Presumably in fast speech with rapid onset and offset, but with
attainment of the target-value, one would still expect the core or steady-state
to be maintained for a relatively brief time, in which case the proportionalities
would indeed appear to have some chance of being preserved, but this is clearly
a case where one would have to go and take measurements.
4.8.2 Some Questions Regarding The Mechanics of Dura¬
tion Scoring
I turn aside now from issues involved in attempting duration-modelling of a kind
sensitive to all the linguistic factors affecting duration, and consider a number of
questions pertinent to the "nuts and bolts" of duration-scoring, and in particular
to the integration of duration- and spectral-scores.
Suppose that subphonic duration-distributions had been estimated from large
amounts of training-data (based on counting the numbers of frames in each sub¬
phonic token in the final alignment of transcription and training data at the
end of the final iteration in training). The estimates could be represented as
histograms, or probabilities could be pre-computed for all possible frame-counts
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from a parametric distribution of some kind; in either case, applying duration-
costs in DP search might involve nothing more costly than a look-up for the given
class and frame-count, and adding in the negative log probability to the sub-path
score. But a number of questions hang over this suggestion. One question which
surfaces immediately is whether duration-costs should be applied only on leaving
a subphonic sub-path, or whether each "self-transition" - each additional frame
spent within a sub-path through a particular subphone - should also incur some
cost, as in HMM. At any class i at frame j, when looking for the best predecessor
k at j — 1, if we stipulated that k should incur additional cost only if it is distinct
from i, could we be in danger of biasing the decision at that point in favour of
self-transitions? If "self-transitions" too are to incur costs, what should those
costs be?
If it were decided that self-transitions should be penalised along with exit-
transitions, it would be simple enough to do this in a way that appeals to reason.
Suppose we are working with look-up tables that give for each class the probability
of a class-token being precisely n frames long (where n ranges from 1 to, say, 30).
In the course of scoring, we could impose costs on self-transitions as follows: in
extending a path from k at j — 1 to i = k at j, where the frame-count at j — 1 is
n, we ask what probability there is that a token of class k could be more than n
frames long, and add the negative log of this probability to the path that extends
to i = k at j; the probability of a duration of more than n frames is of course equal
to 1 minus the probability of a duration of n or fewer frames, so that once again
the requisite costs could be precomputed (from the subphone-specific cumulative
distribution functions) and stored for each class for look-up. Clearly, the costs
of self-transitions would then bear some natural relation to actual durations of
subphones in the training-data (as in HSMM, and in contrast to HMM), though
whether "self-transitions" should bear any cost at all must depend on the overall
scheme for duration-scoring.
What then of exit-transitions (the costs to be incurred when the candidate
best predecessor k for class i is distinct from i)l Should such a transition incur
costs proportional to the probability of a token of class k being precisely n frames
long? Or, if self-transitions are penalised in the way suggested in the previous
paragraph, should the total penalty for the self-transitions that took place prior
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to the exit be deducted from the exit-penalty for the given n? Is there any chance
that the typically fairly small penalties for duration will be powerful enough to
give durational considerations the voice we might think they deserve to have, and
so be able in some cases to override cepstral probabilities? Should duration costs
be weighted in some way to make them more influential (at least if the other
problems involved in duration-modelling could be solved)? The uncertainty as
to whether some such weighting should be applied is connected with uncertainty
regarding the precise connection between - on the one hand - frame-level spectral
or cepstral probabilities, and - on the other - duration-probabilities that apply
(in the case of "exit" transitions at least) to sequences of frames.
4.9 Conclusion and Summary
I have described the techniques used in FURIDA for training sub-phonic models
and for carrying out phonetic transcription using these models. I have attempted
to clarify the relationship between the techniques described here and those of
Hidden Markov Modelling. The primary motivation for undertaking the work
that led to FURIDA was to develop a technique that made clear and explicit
connections with phonetic phenomena, and it is my belief that these techniques
open up another front, so to speak, in the battle for improved recognition, a front
which may prove more attractive to the phonetically minded than that dominated
by the rather black box of HMM.
I have pointed to the well-known weakness of the duration-model in HMM,
and also to the limitations of the duration-modelling found in HSMM, which is
insufficiently sensitive to linguistic factors other than mere phonemic identity.
However, I have also acknowledged the difficulties in the way of incorporating in¬
telligent duration-modelling in FURIDA, which currently has no duration-model
to speak of. I have discussed in a tentative way the possibility of using relative
duration-modelling to resolve a number of problems where duration appears to
be important; in some cases it is relative durations of phones (the proportional
lengths of a vowel and a following fricative, for example) that are of interest, and
in others the relative durations of subphones (the proportional lengths of the sub-
phones of a single vowel, for example). Such modelling would seem to require the
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integration of phonetic classification into a framework built around higher-level
structures such as syllables; the accommodation of pre-pausal lengthening would
require recognition of entities such as clause and sentence; and pauses, hesita¬
tion, "hesitation-hold", and the like would also have to be modelled. I incline
to the belief that such accommodations would be possible without going beyond
the syllabic to the lexical level (a clause, for example, being modelled simply as
an entity which may have the effect of slowing the tempo at which sounds are
articulated as it comes to an end), but this has not been demonstrated here.
Finally, I raised a number of questions concerning the mechanics of basic
duration-scoring. These questions point to the need for an integrated theoret¬
ical framework relating spectral frame-level scores on one hand and durational
subphone-level scores on the other. To date, I am able to offer no worthwhile
contribution to this issue.
Chapter 5
Making the Most of Limited
Training Data
5.1 Introduction
The main focus of this chapter is on the strategies available for combining data
from different classes when there is insufficient data to work with specific sta¬
tistical parameters for each class individually. The approach used in FURIDA
is first described in some detail. Two clustering algorithms that have been pop¬
ular in ASR are then described. Finally, some further options for dealing with
data-limitations are considered briefly.
For any statistical classifier to work well, it goes without saying that the data-
samples from which the class parameters are estimated should be representative
of their classes. For the particular application to speech recognition, meanwhile,
we need to use context-conditioned classes if we are to get good results (this is
particularly true when working with single gaussians as here). There is thus a
conflict between two basic requirements, in that the more we distinguish according
to context, the more we divide the available data into distinct classes, so that the
average amount of data for each class decreases, thus increasing the risk that some
classes will be poorly represented by their samples. Some form of compromise
has therefore to be sought. Roughly, the compromise typically reached involves
identifying (treating as one) any set of contexts C that have similar effects on the
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acoustic realisation of phones of a particular phonetic class [a], and so clustering
species of [a] that are annotated as falling in any one of the contexts included in
C. Ideally, one would like to find the optimal compromise — the best possible
(least generalised) set of classes given the available training data, and a number
of strategies have been developed in ASR for achieving just this (5.4).
While the primary purpose of clustering (merging, generalising) is to create
classes that have a good chance of being accurately represented by the training
data, clustering may still be an appealing move even when one has sufficient data
to model a number of classes specifically, if there are advantages to be gained in
computation-time, memory requirements, or even in reduction of the error-rate,
by treating them as a single class. Consider, for example, the subphones [s_iiA]
and [sdiDlA];1 in the absence of any evident acoustic difference between these
two classes, it might be decided (as it was in FURIDA) to merge them as a matter
of course (in FURIDA, to form [s_IIA]), without even considering the question
of whether the amounts of data made this necessary or not. Two issues are
cued by this that will remain in the background, so to speak, throughout most
of this chapter. One concerns the question of subjective vs objective criteria
for deciding whether there is an acoustic difference that matters between a pair
of subphones, and for deciding on the relative similarity of different pairings of
subphones. The second concerns the influence on decisions regarding clustering
of the approximate amount of data available; with only 200 training-sentences
available, one will be more inclined to look for immediate merges (as of [s_iiA] and
[sJiDIA]) than one might if 50,000 training-sentences were available. In section
5.3 I describe in some detail the generalisation strategy employed in FURIDA,
while in section 5.4 I consider clustering strategies that have been used in state-
of-the-art recognition-systems that normally operate with very large amounts of
training-data. In FURIDA, with between 190 and 250 training-sentences, a great
deal of generalisation was executed ab initio, or very nearly so, because it was
obvious that it would be necessary. Moreover, judgements about what merges
were reasonable — whether the merges were to be executed as a matter of course,
or conditionally upon data-shortages making them necessary — were made on
1The first of these is the offset of an [s] preceding an [ii], the second the offset of an an [s]
preceding the first element of an [i@] diphthong, as in "this ear".
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the basis of familiarity with the spectrographic record, with some extrapolation
on the basis of phonetic knowledge or phonetic plausibility. With hindsight,
it now seems to me to have been a mistake to attempt recognition using such
a limited training-set. With a significantly larger set of training-data, it would
make sense to use an automatic or quasi-automatic approach to clustering, such as
those described in section 5.4. The detailed exposition in section 5.3 is therefore
given more because of the relevance of the clustering procedure I employed to
the evaluation of FURIDA's performance (as detailed in the next chapter), than
because of any conviction that the procedure represents a significant contribution
to the field of ASR.
5.2 Minimum Requirements for Statistical Mod¬
elling
As described in 4.3, class-specific covariance matrices are used to calculate dis¬
criminant scores, the covariance matrices being estimated using the Maximum
Likelihood formula
E = — — A)(XA: — A)f, (5-1)
nk=i
where n is the number of vectors available for the class. In order to be able to
compute discriminant scores we have to be able to invert E, from which it follows
that for vectors of dimensionality d we need at least d + 1 vectors to proceed (if
the number of vectors for the class is smaller than this, E will be singular and so
will not have an inverse, making it impossible to proceed (Duda & Hart 1973)).
Given a 16-element representation vector, we thus have an absolute minimum
requirement of 17 vectors for any class for which we are to construct a statistical
profile. As Duda and Hart comment, however, "To smooth out statistical fluc¬
tuations and obtain a really good estimate, it would not be surprising if several
times that number [d + 1] ... were needed" (p.68). In fact, if one reflects for
a moment, one readily sees that for the particular application in view, several
times the number of d + 1 are almost bound to be needed, and would certainly
at the very least be highly desirable. This is because we are dealing with mere
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slivers of the acoustic record of speech, so that a class sample of even 30 vectors
could be provided by just three or four occurrences of the relevant phonetic event
(for example by just three or four offsets of [aa]-tokens preceding [sh]-tokens);
given all the ways in which such events can vary — in inter-articulator timing,
in signal strength, in speaking-rate, and so on — it would probably be better if
we thought not in terms of several times dpi vectors, but of several times dpi
tokens of the phonetic event in question!
For present purposes, acting in such a sensible manner was not feasible, and a
figure of 30 was generally taken as the minimum number of vectors for statistical
profiling.2 In the rest of this discussion, the term quorum will be used to mean
"the minimum number of class-vectors for statistical modelling" (though I shall
also sometimes use it more loosely to mean a collection of class-vectors equal to
or greater than this in number). Once a quorum is set, the question arises of
what to do about the large number of classes with sample-sizes that fall below it.
5.3 Generalisation of Classes in FURIDA
5.3.1 Basic Principles of Generalisation
Two different forms of generalisation are used in FURIDA (as already hinted at in
the introduction), namely immediate and conditional. Immediate generalisation
(generalisation which takes place as a matter of course, regardless of sample-sizes)
may be implicit in the the basic class-inventory; even the use of left-sensitive
onset subphones and right-sensitive offset subphones may be seen as a form of
immediate generalisation, and as will be seen in 5.4, entities very close in kind
to these are in fact arrived at in leading ASR systems as a result of automatic
clustering procedures applied to states of HMMs. Some generalisations which
I am calling immediate are not implicit in this sense, but are immediate in the
sense that they do do not wait upon data-shortages, and are executed as a matter
2The first time I got FURIDA to work at all, I did so with this figure set at only 18, just 2
greater than d, and was plunged into despondency by the results; after doing nothing other than
increasing the figure to 24, and thereafter to 30, I was relieved to find a dramatic improvement,
even though the higher figure forced generalisation to a higher degree than I had first thought
desirable.
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Table 5.1. Immediate Merges of Vowel Subphones
of course; further details will be given shortly. Conditional generalisations, on the
other hand, take place only as and when data-shortages make them necessary.
The most notable cases of immediate merges for vowels are listed in table 5.1
(where a represents any consonant).
With consonants, too, a number of generalisations take place automatically,
regardless of sample-sizes. Most of these have an obvious rationale. For example,
right subphones of a consonant a that have a [b*c] as right context (where [b*c]
may be any of [be], [bbc], [bde], [bgc], [btc], etc.) are merged automatically
to form [a_bcA], while left subphones of a consonant a that has a [*bc] as left
context are automatically merged to form [bc_aB]. Similarly, left subphones of a
consonant a with either [sh] or [chb] as left context are automatically merged to
form [SCH_qB], and left subphones of a consonant a with either [zh] or [jhb] as
left context are automatically merged to form [ZJhLaB], while right subphones
of a consonant a with [1], [cl] or [lo] as right context are automatically converted
to [a_NDLATA].
For conditional generalisation, the most obvious procedure to adopt would
appear to be to merge subphones which are affected in similar ways by their
context. For example, offsets of [s] before [tc], [dc] and [n] are all very similar
because of the common PLACE feature, so that if any of [s_tcA], [s_dcA] or [s_nA]
prove to have less than a quorum of vectors, it makes sense to merge first of all
with one or both of the others to form a generalised class, say [s_ALVA] (offset
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of [s] before an alveolar consonant), and to estimate parameters for the gener¬
alised class (assuming it itself has a quorum of vectors, failing which, further
generalisations will have to be sought). With vowels, however, the scope for gen¬
eralisation purely according to consonantal context proves to be limited because
of the highly specific effects associated with different contexts; PLACE effects on
vowel-offsets, for example, are cut across by variations arising from differences
in glottal state (breathiness, glottalisation-effects) associated with different val¬
ues for VOICE and MANNER, and by variations resulting from the presence or
absence of nasality. What then is to be done when data-supplies will not allow
specific modelling? One possibility is to merge onsets or offsets of different vowels
that have a constant consonantal left or right context, according to the degree
of closeness of the vowels in vowel space (e.g. to merge [aa_dlA], [uh_dlA] and
[o_dlA]). In an earlier version of FURIDA this approach was tried for all vocalic
subphones in consonantal contexts, but found to yield poor results because of
the frequent need for very extensive generalisation, often leading to subphones
such as [BACKjaA], [a_NON-BACKB], or even [VOWEL_aA], [a.VOWELB]
— hardly sensible candidates for modelling with single gaussians! Ideally, per¬
haps (for a system operating with a very meagre supply of training-data), an
automatic procedure would be used which had the option of considering both
forms of merge — generalisation according to the consonantal context, or gener¬
alisation on the vowel itself according to closeness in the vowel-space, with the
consonantal context constant — at each step of the generalisation-process, using
an objective criterion to decide which form to adopt at each step. In the present
case it was not deemed a wise use of time to try to develop such an algorithm,
and the following short-cut was used for generalising vowels in consonantal con¬
texts: vowel onsets and offsets with consonantal contexts are merged immediately
according to consonantal context wherever there is scope for doing so, so that
for example, [o_ngA], [o_gcA], [o_gbA], [o_kcA] and [o_kbA] are merged to form
[o_VELA] (offset of [o] before a velar). If a quorum is still not available after
such a merge, further conditional generalisation takes place by merging vowel
onsets or offsets with the given consonantal context, so that, to continue with
the example, joA/ELA] would be merged first with [uhA/ELA] and [aa_VELA],
and if a quorum was still not reached, the merged class would be further merged
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with offsets of other back vowels with velar right context.
These immediate merges for vowels (effected with a view to limiting the need
for subsequent conditional merging of different vowels) are given in table 5.2 and
5.3 (the reader in a hurry may be content to note that immediate generalisation
is basically according to the PLACE of the consonantal context — with variable
attention to distinctions of VOICE as between onset and offset subphones — but
is urged to read the more detailed comments that follow).
Some explanation is called for for the obvious asymmetries in table 5.2 and
5.3 (in the generalisations for onsets, VOICE has been ignored, while in the case
of offsets it has been taken account of everywhere except in the case of velars).
The combining of [-VOICE] alveolar and denti-alveolar contexts also merits some
comment.
The first point to note is that if there were a hundred or more representation-
vectors for each specific case, few if any of these immediate merges would be
irresistible; for the most part they represent decisions taken under duress (be¬
cause of lack of data). For example, returning to a point touched on earlier, it is
certainly not ideal (particularly given the simple modelling scheme (single gaus-
sian)) to merge onsets or offsets that have nasal contexts with others that do not,
given the more or less unique effects on vowels of late or early velum-movement
in nasal contexts.
Given that some merging according to consonantal context is inevitable, then,
it is a fact (for English at least) that VOICE is in general far more significant
for offsets of vowels than for onsets, if we think of onsets and offsets as involving
discernible formant-movements. In the case of onsets, the most dramatic effect a
[-VOICE] left context can have is to ensure that no onset appears at all, and the
system is, as has been described, designed to allow for immediate transition from
a [-VOICE] phone to a vowel core; thus the actual onsets of a vowel a that has
a [-VOICE] left context, as represented by actual subphonic classes, will be just
those that do show a measure of formant-movement (those with relatively early
onset of voice, relative to articulatory repositioning for the vowel), and so have
something in common with onsets of a following [+VOICE] left contexts with
the same or similar PLACE feature. With vowel-offsets, on the other hand, while
the direction of any formant-movement will tend to be similar for [+VOICE] and
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SPECIFIC FORMS IMMEDIATE
MERGE
z1i_qB], [jhb_aB], [y_aB], [PAL_aB]
sh_aB], [chb_o;B]
bb_aB], [*bc_aB], [bnc_oB], [LAB_aB]
pb_aB],
*pc_cfB], [v_aB], [f_orB], [m_aB],
msyl^aB], [mo_«B], [Pb_aB]
gb_aB], [*gc_ctB], [gnc_aB], [VEL.aB]
kb_aB], [*kc_aB], [ng_cvB],
Kb_aB]
db_aB], [*c!c_qB], [dnc_aB], [ADALV_aB]
tflap_aB], [tb_aB], [*tc_aB] (alveolar
Tb_aB], [n_aB], or denti-alveolar
nsyLaB], [no_aB], [s_aB], [z.aB], left context)
th_aB], [thR_a;B], [dh_aB]
LaB], [cl_aB], [lo_aB], [plb_aB], [NDLAT_oB]
klb_aB], [tlb_aB], [blb_aB],
glb_aB], [dlb_aB]




a_bbA], [a_bncA], [a_b*cA], [a_VLABA]
a_blbA], [a_brbA], [a_vA],
a_mA], [a_msylA], [a_moA]




a_dbA], [a_dncA], [a_d*cA], [a_VCORA]
a_dlbA], [a_drbA], [a_drcA], ('COR'
a_tflapA], [a_zA], [a_nA], stands for 'coro-
Q_nsylA], [a_noA], [a_zhA], nal' (used rather
a_jhbA], [a_jhcA] loosely here))
a_pbA], [a_p*cA], [a_plbA] [a_NVLABA]
a_prbA], [a_fA]
Table 5.2. Immediate Merges of Consonantal Contexts of Vowels
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SPECIFIC FORMS IMMEDIATE
MERGE




[a_GL*cA], [a.GLsA], [a.GLfA], [a.GLNVCA]
[a.GLshA], [a.GLthA], (any glot-
[a.GLchbA], [a_GLhA] talised offset be¬
fore a [-VOICE]
consonant)
[a.GLzA], [a.GLvA], [a.GLzhA], [a_GLVClA]
[a_GLdhA], [auGLjhbA], (any glot-
[q_GL1A], [o_GLclA], [a.GLmA], talised offset be-
[a_GLnA], [a_GLyA], [a_GLdlA] fore a [+VOICE]
consonant other
than [r] or [w])
[a_GLwA], [a_GLrA] [a.GLrwA]
Table 5.3. Immediate Merges of Consonantal Contexts of Vowels (continued)
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[-VOICE] right contexts of similar PLACE, other features such as power and
breathiness will tend to be different, in certain cases even markedly different, so
that not automatically ignoring VOICE makes very good sense in the case of
offsets. In the case of velar right contexts, however, the problem is that if we
differentiate the context according to VOICE as well as PLACE, we are left only
with [kc] (and possibly a token or two of [kb]) as [-VOICE] right contexts, and so
will be driven to excessive generalisation according to vowel-quality in the next
stage of the generalisation-process (still awaiting detailed description).
Similarly it seemed desirable to find some way to avoid excessive generalisation
on the vowel for vowels following or preceding [dh], and it was for this reason that
these contexts were put into a group with alveolars.
The variable sizes of the 'pools' for each immediate merge, and consequently
the variable degrees of generalisation on the vowel that may be required to reach
a quorum in different cases, open up a question that will be revisited in 5.3.4,
namely that of introducing bias into the classifier by providing highly generalised
classes for some of the original forms, and less generalised classes for others.
Once all immediate merges have been completed, conditional merges take
place on the vowel where required (that is, where classes resulting from immediate
merges, or original specific classes in a few instances, are still short of a quorum).
The general principle governing conditional merges has already been indicated
— those vocalic subphones are merged first which are closest to each other in the
vowel-space — but a more detailed description is given via examples in section
5.3.3.
Modelling transitions between members of pairs of consecutive vowels — in¬
cluding cases where the first 'vowel' was a 'D3' element of a diphthong — was
made extremely problematic because of the sparsity of the data. Some immediate
generalisation was therefore effected, using the behaviour of F2 as the principal
factor; thus with a vowel like [ii] or [iiD3] or [iD3] as first member and a vowel like
[oo] or [o] or [aa] or [uh] or [uu] as second member of a pair, generalisation would
immediately create [H2LR] (High to Low) for the offset of the first vowel, and
[H2LS] for the onset of the second vowel3. Following immediate generalisations
3The use of 'R' and 'S' suffixes in place of the usual 'A' and 'B' arises from historical factors
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of this type, further conditional generalisation takes place where required.
With consonants, after the initial immediate merges according to context,
all further (conditional) generalisation continues to be according to context. In
no case is a subphone of one consonantal class merged with a subphone of a
different consonantal class. Further details and examples are given in the next
two sections.
5.3.2 Mechanics of Conditional Generalisation
The perceptive reader may already have observed that generalisation-procedures
need to be invoked at the beginning of each stage of the iterative resegmenta-
tion process during training, and again on the completion of the process, and
since the nature of that process entails that data-counts for individual classes
may vary from iteration to iteration, the procedures used for conditional gener¬
alisation must be capable of dealing with inputs that are unpredictable in terms
of sample-sizes for each class. Not knowing a priori the class-inventory or the
sample data-counts at each point where generalisation must take place, we re¬
quire a generalisation-procedure that takes the data it finds to be available for
specific classes (or classes resulting from immediate generalisation) and creates a
set of classes that each have a quorum but preserve as much context-dependent
specificity as possible.
The solution adopted was to create for each case (for example, for all possible
right subphones of [s] with consonantal right contexts) a hierarchical structure
that could be used to control generalisation in such a way that where data did
not allow specific subphones to be modelled, then — to the extent that the
data did allow — subphonic groupings whose specific forms manifest common
features would be modelled in their stead. The possible groupings are arranged
in such a way that this commonness of features (one might also say, suitability
for modelling with a single gaussian) declines only as greater and greater levels of
generalisation are forced by continuing data-limitations, but with always (ideally)
at least a maximally generalised class available in the last resort to represent
all possible specific forms that might be encountered in recognition-mode (for
of no intrinsic interest
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example, at least an [ng_CONSA] class to represent all possible right subphones of
[ng] with consonantal right context). (Generally "maximally generalised" means
generalised up to the level of CONSONANT or VOWEL; there are no cases where
the context is simply ANY (CONSONANT OR VOWEL).)
Trees are the appropriate data-structure for implementing hierarchical pro¬
cedures of this kind, and the computationally convenient binary tree serves the
purpose more or less adequately. (The rest of this paragraph may be skipped by a
reader familiar with trees as data-structures and with methods of tree-traversal).
A binary tree is a tree each of whose nodes (or vertices) has at most two nodes
directly below it, with any dependent node to the left being designated as the
left child of the node immediately above it, and any node to the right as the right
child of the node immediately above it. Nodes with no children are referred to
as leaf-nodes or terminal nodes, and all others as non-leaf or non-terminal nodes.
References to parental, ancestral, descendant and sibling relationships between
nodes should need no explanation. The root of the tree is ancestral to all other
nodes in the tree, and any node in the tree may also be considered as the root
of a subtree comprising itself and all the nodes below it (all the nodes to which
it is ancestral). A path in a tree is a list of distinct nodes, with successive nodes
connected by arcs of the tree. Paths will not enter into the discussion here except
in helping to define the idea of levels in the tree. Each node of a tree lies at a
particular level of the tree; the level of a node is given by the number of nodes
in the path from the node to the root of the tree, excluding the node itself, as
illustrated in figure 5.1.
Levels of a tree should be distinguished from levels of generalisation in the
discussion that follows; firstly, lower levels of generalisation would tend to corre¬
spond with higher-numbered levels of a tree, but secondly, a leaf-node, represent¬
ing a specific class or a class resulting only from immediate generalisation, may
be found at any level in a tree other than the root level (this is true for the trees
used in the present application, where there are no single-node trees).
Algorithms that process trees as data-structures typically involve systematic
consideration of all or some of the nodes of a tree. In tree-traversal each node
of a tree is visited exactly once, where visiting a node typically implies taking
some action at that node, for example adding to or altering information stored at





Figure 5.1. Levels in a Tree
the node. Assuming that we choose to follow a policy of always going left before
going right, there are three possible ways of traversing a tree depth-first, and once
a choice between the three is made, a precise order of visiting is fully defined. In
pre-order traversal, we visit the node arrived at, then traverse its left subtree in
pre-order, then traverse its right subtree in pre-order; in in-order traversal, we
first traverse the node's left subtree in in-order, then visit the node, then traverse
its right subtree in in-order; finally, in post-order traversal, we traverse the node's
left subtree in post-order, then traverse its right subtree in post-order, and then
visit the node.
For purposes of further exposition, I shall restrict attention in the first instance
to consonant subphones (annotated for left or for right context). For each such
case a (binary-branching) tree-structure is created to govern the generalisation-
process. Each node in the tree is associated with a named context, the leaf-nodes
being associated with specific contexts (or with contexts resulting from immediate
merges), and the non-leaf nodes with contexts created as a result of conditional
generalisation. The actual design of any particular tree, in the sense of the precise
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placement of specific contexts with respect to each other at leaf-nodes, and the
hierarchical groupings represented at non-terminal nodes, is determined as far
as possible by purely phonetic considerations, and this topic will be treated in
more detail via examples in section 5.3.3. In general, of course, the aim is to so
arrange things that those contexts are merged first that have the most similar
acoustic effects on the subphones concerned, with further merges being put back
in proportion to the degree that their acoustic effects are different.
The general kind of consideration that determined the construction of trees
may be illustrated by the case of tree-structures for generalising pre-consonantal
offsets of (1) [+VOICE] fricatives and [jhb] and (2) [-VOICE] fricatives and
[chb]. As described in Chapter 2 (2.5.1), the VOICE feature of phones following
[+VOICE] fricatives and [jhb] has a very major effect on the acoustic realisation
of their offsets, while the VOICE feature of phones following [-VOICE] fricatives
and [chb] is of very minor importance in this respect. In the generalisation-trees
for these two groups, accordingly, there is a very basic difference in design: in the
case of (1) the main split from the root level (the node at root level is associated
with all consonantal right contexts of whatever kind) is between [+VOICE] and
[-VOICE] consonants, with PLACE and MANNER determining only subordinate
hierarchies within this major dichotomy; in the case of (2), however, the principal
split is used to hive off [r], [w] and laterals from everything else, and in the other
main branch the first split is between stops and nasals on one hand, and frica¬
tives, affricate-releases, [h] and silence on the other, with the division between
[+VOICE] and [-VOICE] pair-elements within these groups appearing only at
very peripheral levels of the tree, and much greater importance being given to
PLACE.
At the commencement of generalisation, we traverse the tree (the order of
traversal at this point is a matter of indifference) and at each leaf-node the
number of vectors available for the subphone associated with that node (which
may of course be zero) is stored at the node. Generalisation then proceeds as
follows: first, traversing in post-order, numbers of vectors at each pair of child
nodes are summed, and the sum recorded at the respective parent node, a process
which continues up the tree so that at root level the total number of vectors for
all leaf-node subphones is recorded; I shall refer to these records of data-counts
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Figure 5.2. Downward Propagation of Marks
as quotas. Next, the tree is traversed again in post-order, and at each non-leaf
node, if one or other of its child nodes has a quota less than the quorum, the
parent-node is marked to indicate that this is the case. When this traversal is
complete, the tree is traversed once again in pre-order, and the marks assigned
in the previous traversal are propagated downwards from any node that is itself
marked. Once this has been done, a further, post-order, traversal takes place,
in which at any marked non-leaf node with a non-zero quota we combine the
class-samples for the child nodes into the generalised form associated with that
node. Clustering comes to a (possibly temporary) halt on visiting an unmarked
node.
The downward propagation of marks takes place in the way shown in Figure
5.2 (I use a dummy tree for illustration), assuming a quorum set at 30. As
illustrated here in the case of node N2, a node may be unmarked originally in
virtue of neither of its children being short of a quorum, but data-deficiencies for
a class associated with a node elsewhere in the tree may result in it receiving a
mark when marks are propagated downward to non-leaf nodes, as happens here
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with a mark originating at node N1 (a mark conferred on N1 in virtue of its child
N3 having less than a quorum of vectors). A policy of "one for all and all for
one" is thus being followed, with the chances of more specific modelling for some
contexts (and failure to model others altogether) being rejected in favour of one
which takes all classes to whatever level or levels of generality may be required
to ensure that all possible specific forms have some kind of representation in the
class inventory. (It may be stressed once again that the amount of data worked
with here is quite unrealistic, and that with the kinds of amounts of data that
may be expected in real-world ASR, generalisation could be expected to remain
at very peripheral nodes of trees of the kind used here, were the rest of the system
to remain the same.)
5.3.3 A Closer Look at Selected Trees
Three generalisation trees are now looked at in some detail to further illustrate
the kinds of consideration that went into the design of such trees in general.
First I present the tree for generalising vocalic right contexts of fricatives,
nasals and laterals (figure 5.3). The root-node or maximal level of generalisation
is simply VOWEL, and the main split in the tree is between back and non-back
vowels. Within non-back vowels, the primary split is between high front vowels
and others. Further details may be gleaned from consideration of the tree. As
examples of use, given sub-quorum quotas for [LAXA] and [f_oeA] 4, data for the
two classes (if any) would first be merged to form a class designated as [LCV1A]
5; if this class too proved non-viable, a further merge would take place with data
for [OaxA] (offset of [f] before the vowel of "bird") to form [f_CV2A] (offset of
[f] before [ax], [oe] or [lax]), and so on. Note that [y] is treated as a vowel for the
purposes of context-generalisation in this tree.
It may be noted that the tree used to govern generalisation of post-consonantal
vowel-onsets — where generalisation is effected via the vowel itself rather than
its context — is almost identical with that just shown. The presence of schwa
4 [LAXA] is the offset of an [f] before either a schwa or an [axDl] (first subphone of the
diphthong in "go"), schwa and [axDl] being subject to immediate merge; [f_oe] is the offset of
an [f] before an "open" [e], as might be found in a production of the word "fell" for example.
5"CV1" is meant to suggest something like "general central vowel (1)".
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LOW- or HIGH MID-BACK HIGH-BACK
MID-FRONT FRONT (LMB2) (MHB)
Figure 5.3. Generalisation Tree Schema for Vocalic Right Contexts of Offset-
Subphones of Fricatives, Laterals and Nasals
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Figure 5.4. Generalisation Tree Schema for Vocoid Left Contexts of Onset-
Subphones of Fricatives, Affricate-Releases, Laterals and /y/
([AX]) as a node in these trees is not ideal, because of the additional effect (here
ignored) of the phone following schwa on its acoustic realisation (2.5.9), so that
for example onsets of [lax] and [oe] with left consonantal context X get merged
(where quora require it) with onsets of [AX] with left consonantal context X; this
clearly fails to take account of the fact that the right context of schwas may cause
their onset to show formant-movement in a particular direction from the outset,
and it seems highly probable that recognition of the likes of [lax] and [oe] must
suffer in consequence.
A second example is provided by the structure used to govern generalisation
of left vocoid contexts of fricatives, affricate-releases, laterals and [y] (figure 5.4).
This tree is similar to the previous one in many respects, but one of the differences
arises from the desire to accommodate a few rare cases of consonants with [r], [w],
or [y] as left context (in most forms of Southern British English this would always
imply rapid speech with the disappearance of an intervening vowel). (Some of
the node-labels do not reflect the inclusion of such cases in the tree, however, the
node-names usually reflecting rather the dominant use of the tree, namely the
generalisation of vocalic left contexts.)
FRONT MID-BACK HIGH-BACKLOW- or MID-























pb Pb kb Kb
Figure 5.5. Generalisation Tree Schema for Consonantal Left Contexts of Onset-
Subphones of Dark Laterals
Finding room for the consonants was not easy, apart from [y]. [r] is placed as
sister to [uuf] in virtue of low F3 being a common feature, and laterals (almost
always, one would think, dark laterals) next to [uh] in virtue of similar F1 and
F'2 (for dark laterals at least), [w] is impossible to place satisfactorily, and it
is placed as sister to [00] as the least undesirable option. The cases of these
consonants immediately preceding consonants are in any case quite rare.
A final example is provided by the tree for generalising left consonantal con¬
texts of dark laterals (figure 5.5).
It hardly needs stating that, beyond a certain point (which may come quite
early in some trees), the less generalisation proceeds toward the root-level of a
tree, the better. This is partly because it is not the case that we get a uniformly
more diffuse distribution of vectors with each ascent to a higher level of general¬
isation — in some cases an ascent by one level may lead to a distribution only
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slightly more diffuse, while in others (particularly at higher levels of generalisa¬
tion) the increase may be very great (we could talk of natural, or more natural,
clusters in the one case, and forced, or more forced, clusters in the second). In
the generalisation of right subphones of pre-consonantal [+VOICE] fricatives, for
example, it is certainly the case that the amount of information lost by merging
[a_mA] and [a_bcA], or [o_ngA] and [a_gcA], is relatively small, and also that the
amount of information lost by merging [a_LVSNaA] (a with a labial [+VOICE]
stop or labial nasal as right context) with [aJVeVSA] (a with a velar +VOICE]
stop as right context) is smaller than that lost by merging both of these with
[a_AVSNaA] (a with an alveolar [+VOICE] stop or nasal as right context). Once
generalisation is forced to proceed beyond that point — merging, for example, all
[+VOICE] obstruent and nasal right contexts, and even merging these with liq¬
uids and glides — distributions are then being formed from groups of data which
can be quite dissimilar, so that modelling with a single gaussian in particular will
result in poor representation. Clearly, in the extreme case we get back almost
to context-independent subphones, undoing almost all of the work done to get
discriminating models.
The generalisation-tree structures should not therefore be seen as making
statements about the desirability of merges, or even simply about the relative
undesirability of merges, but rather as reflecting also a desire not to lose necessary
classes altogether. In constructing them, at the higher levels of generalisation the
consoling thought was always, "Well, in a serious application of FURIDA, data
would not be so short as to require such a merge, but in the meantime, the
possibility needs to be accommodated".
5.3.4 Problems of Bias
Attention must be drawn to a particular weakness of the generalisation-procedure
(or at least of the procedure when used in conjunction with modelling using
single gaussians), which is that with unequal amounts of data for different specific
classes, degrees of generalisation in the classes created vary considerably, resulting
in some cases in a significant bias in favour of classes resulting from lesser degrees
of generalisation.
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As an example of the problem, consider the case of offsets of [z] before [pc],
[kc], and [tc], where devoicing is almost guaranteed, so that acoustically there is
often little or nothing to choose between these subphones and respective offsets of
[s] before [pc], [kc] and [tc]. It happens that [s] is more common in the training-
data than [z], so that there is every likelihood of being able to train specific models
for [s_pcA], [s_kcA] and [s_tcA], while with [z] the more limited data may mean
that [z_pcA] and [z_kcA] and even [z_tcA] may have to be merged together to get
a quorum, forming a class [zJSfVSA] (offset of [z] before a [-VOICE] stop) which
will represent the three original classes rather poorly using a single gaussian. In
recognising speech, given the acoustic similarity of real [s_tcA] and [z_tcA], and
similarly for the other pairs, it is probably inevitable that a real [z_tcA] subphone
will score more highly for the more accurate [s_tcA] pdf than for the [z_NVSA]
pdf that represents it, and likewise again for the other pairs.
The best solution to problems of this kind would probably be a massive in¬
crease in the amount of training-data, to ensure that generalisation proceeded
only a short way at most for any class, though some form of compensation for
less well represented classes might be used in the absence of such an increase
(Mclnnes et al. 1989a).
5.3.5 Defining Predecessor-Sets to Accommodate Gener¬
alised Classes
The existence of classes at different levels of generalisation, with their precise
forms impossible to predict before training is complete, means that a flexible
algorithm is required for defining class predecessor-sets, that is, for defining for
each class that appears in the final inventory of classes the list of classes that
may appear immediately preceding it in a phonetic transcription (4.4) (strictly
speaking, of course, it is not classes that appear in sequence in phonetic tran¬
scriptions, but symbols representing classes, but I shall take the liberty of using
the more manageable locution).
Predecessor-sets are defined initially for all specific classes (where 'specific'
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includes classes like [PAL_EB] 6 resulting from immediate generalisations), prior
to conditional generalisation, the predecessor-set for each class listing the specific
(or immediately generalised) classes that can precede it. This series of basic
listings is used to generate predecessor-sets expressed in terms of the classes
(specific or generalised) that actually exist after training and clustering. To aid
exposition, I shall refer to the basic listings as specific term predecessor-sets and
to the predecessor-sets required for constraining the DP search (4.4) — all of
the terms appearing in these must clearly refer to classes present in the class
inventory — as working predecessor-sets.
For a given class whose working predecessor-set is to be defined (let us call the
class the target class for ease of reference), the first step is to determine whether
it is a specific class (where 'specific' is as before) or a generalised one (where
'generalised' is also as before). If the target class is specific, the list of specific
classes in its specific term predecessor-set is worked through, and if any has rep¬
resentation in the class inventory, it is added to the working predecessor-set of
the target class; for any that does not have such representation, the appropri¬
ate generalisation-tree is consulted (that in which the specific class figures at a
leaf-node), and the nearest ancestor that does have representation in the class
inventory is added to the working predecessor-set of the target class. If the target
class is not specific, the appropriate generalisation-tree is consulted to find all the
specific forms of the target-class (leaf-node descendants of the node at which the
target-class figures), and each one of these is treated as a target-class in turn
(that is, the procedures just described are followed for each one).
In the case of vowels, the procedure just described led to a number of compli¬
cations as a result of the different directions in which generalisation takes place
(on the vowel itself in some instances for vowels, on the context for consonants),
given that there is no look-ahead beyond the immediate predecessor in the defi¬
nition of predecessor-sets. As an example, the offset of an [r] preceding a vowel
[aa], which is represented by the subphone [r_AAA], is a legal predecessor of the
generalised subphone [RJLMB2B] (onset of a low mid-back vowel preced by an
[r]); this generalised subphone in turn is included in the predecessor-set of [Co],
6onset of [e] or [eDl] following a palatal consonant
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so that a subphonic transcription such as
[ r_AAA R_LMB2B Co ...]
could be output, which clearly does not make good sense.7 A surprisingly simple
solution to this problem8 is to introduce a clear separation between classes (as
the objects for which sequence-constraints are defined, and from which paths are
built in the transcription procedure) and models (the objects for which probability
scores are calculated). The classes may remain everywhere specific, and general¬
isation can be restricted to models. When a model is generalised (e.g. we may
estimate a single set of statistical parameters for a phone in three different con¬
texts) several classes share it or are represented by it, but all sequence-constraints
can be expressed in terms of specific classes. Unnecessary duplication of work in
probability-scoring is prevented by calculating a probability-score just once for
each model, and propagating scores to all its participant classes.
I introduced such a separation between classes and models in the case of
vocalic subphones, in order to avoid the difficulties described above, and did
likewise for TR classes and for stop-closures, but was prevented by shortage of
time from introducing the separation across the board.
5.4 Standard Approaches to Clustering
The generalisation-procedure described above is a form of hierarchical clustering
(Duda &; Hart 1973), in that if two samples are grouped together at some level of
generalisation, they remain so at all higher levels of generalisation. The procedure
used here is, however, controlled by using manually constructed tree-structures,
and it is common practice — and preferable, where it is possible — to employ
automatic or nearly automatic procedures to determine which samples should be
merged with which, and in what order merges should proceed (Lee et al. 1990b;
Young & P.C.Woodland 1993).
'The subphonic transcription would be placing in sequence the offset of an [r] preceding a
vowel [aa] as in "park" or a diphthong [ai] as in "aisle", the onset of an [aa] or [ai] or [uh] (as
in "cup") or [o] (as in "not") following an [r], and a core [o] subphone.
8It is simple once it is pointed out, but is one which I failed to see for myself. I am grateful
to Fergus Mclnnes for pointing it out to me.
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There are two principal forms of hierarchical clustering, agglomerative or
bottom-up procedures, and divisive or top-down or splitting procedures. In ag¬
glomerative clustering, one starts from specific classes and forms clusters as re¬
quired, while in divisive clustering one starts with all the specific classes pooled
together and works toward a partition into more specific classes. Forms of both
have been used with success in ASR applications.
5.4.1 Agglomerative Clustering
An example of an algorithm for general agglomerative clustering is provided in
(Young 1992). HTK clusters states of HMMs rather than entire HMMs, tying the
state distribution parameters of clustered states so that the corresponding HMMs
share a single set of parameters for the tied states (Woodland & S.J.Young 1993)
(cf. a similar strategy used in CMU's Sphinx II recogniser (Hwang et al. 1993)).
Thus the mental translation required for applying the clustering technique to the
recognition units used in this work is very straightforward. The basic form of the
algorithm is as follows:
Given that one wishes to generalise into a pre-determined number N of clus¬
ters,
1. Create a single cluster for each of the original class samples.
2. Set n equal to the current number of clusters.
3. While n is greater than the desired N, find the clusters c4- and cj which are
most similar, and merge them.
A variety of distance-measures can be used in determining the nearest pair of
clusters. One measure used by the HTK researchers was based on the divergence
between the two gaussians used to model the initial states or clusters, which for
diagonal covariance matrices is given by
D(i,j)=
1 ®j,k r> , ( 1 I 1 \( ^2jL3- + 3"~2 + (zr + Z2~)(Mi,k - Mj,k)
a k=1 j,k i,k i,k a],k
(5.2)
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where is the mean for the k'th variable in state i, afk is the variance for the
k'th variable in state i, and d is the dimensionality of the representation vector
(Young & P.C.Woodland 1993).
Agglomerative clustering should work best when the initial samples (prior to
any clustering) are large enough to have a good chance of being representative
of their classes. For, if a cluster ABC of samples A, B and C for three specific
classes is to be a 'rational' cluster, and work well in making possible recognition
of any a's, b's or c's as examples of the class represented by ABC, it is clear
that the three sets of properties of the data (i.e. of samples A, B and C) on
the basis of which the cluster ABC was formed should be genuine properties of
the populations represented by A, B, and C. On the other hand, this becomes
less important the less difference there is between the three populations: where
the differences are insignificant, there is a better chance of modelling each of
A, B, and C by means of ABC even if individually the class samples are not
representative of their class, for the obvious reason that there is a fair chance
that they will each misrepresent their class in different ways, and collectively do
a fair job of representing each class reasonably well.
If this argument is sound, agglomerative clustering makes most sense in sit¬
uations where comparatively large amounts of data are available, and one's mo¬
tivation is not so much to find a way to overcome data-shortages as to find a
principled technique for collapsing distinctions which are actually unnecessary
for recognition (compare the first-line merges described for the likes of [a_iiB]
and [adiDlB] above).
Once this has been said, it remains true that human judgement, too, when
based on patchy data, may not be in a very good position to determine what is
best merged with what, particularly when merges begin to be forced rather than
natural. There may perhaps be room for debate about the possibility of extrap¬
olation from the data immediately available using general phonetic knowledge,
but it is probably wise to accept that since statistical speech recognition should
only be attempted on the basis of adequate amounts of data, and since acoustic
relationships between phonological categories can vary so much from speaker to
speaker, automatic approaches to generalisation are preferable to manual ones in
serious (practical) ASR applications (where data should be far more abundant
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than in the present case). One question that then remains concerns the best form
of automatic procedure to adopt. In the next section I look at another approach,
based on automatic induction of decision-trees, that has tended to displace the
use of agglomerative clustering techniques, partly because it provides for bet¬
ter handling of unseen classes — classes not seen in training but encountered in
recognition-mode.
5.4.2 Clustering Using Automatically Induced Decision-
Trees
A form of divisive hierarchical clustering based on automatic production of decision-
trees has become popular in recent years (Lee et al. 1990b; Young et al. 1994).
I shall describe the form the process takes in the article by Young, Odell and
Woodland where it is again states of HMMs, rather than HMMs themselves,
which are clustered, so that the potential for translation of the technique to a
subphone-based approach can once again be easily seen (cf. again the clustering
of states into senones in Sphinx II (Hwang et al. 1993)).
First, a list of categorical questions is drawn up by a phonetician or speech-
expert of some kind, each question having the form "Is the left (or right) phone
a member of the set X?", with X denoting a phonetic class which may be of any
relevant level of generality (examples might be such classes as fricative, vowel,
obstruent, [+VOICE], front, [ii], [s] and [t]). The drawing up of this list of ques¬
tions is obviously not automatic, but clearly the questions are designed to cover
all the distinctions which decades (centuries, perhaps) of work in Phonetics have
shown to be likely to be of importance in the determination of particular contex¬
tual effects on a given phone. Once the pool of questions has been determined,
an automatic process is used to determine which subset of the questions, and
which sequence of the questions in that subset, is "best" for a particular set of
candidate states (states that are candidates for merging), where a typical set of
such states might be all final states of all triphones of the vowel [ii].
Let S denote the set of all n candidate states for some particular case of
this kind. A tree is to be designed that will partition the states of S into a
smaller number of generalised states, so that states that are grouped together
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into one of the generalised states may share a single set of spectral parameters.
(HTK recognises speech using mixture gaussian pdf's, so there is an additional
consideration in tree-induction: the data from all of the original states that get
tied together at a terminal node must be sufficient to allow the estimation of the
parameters of such a pdf (for some given number of mixture-components). But
note that single gaussians are used for the initial candidates for clustering.)
The goal of the tree-induction procedure is to maximise the likelihood of the
training-data given the tied states. Initially, all the candidate states for a given
case are pooled at the root node (e.g. all final states of all triphone models for [ii]),
and the log likelihood of the training-data is calculated. Each of the N questions
in the list of questions (or conceivably in a relevant subset from the list) is then
tried out in turn to produce a series of N different partitions of the pooled data
into two, and the increase in log likelihood brought about by each such partition
(over and above that for the pooled data) is then measured. The question which
led to the partition yielding the greatest increase is taken as the best question
and made the basis of the first split of the tree at root level. The process is then
repeated for each of the two subsets of the originally pooled data, and iterated
to grow further branches of the tree, until the increase in log likelihood arising
from a further split falls below a certain threshold, or sample-sizes for states
tied together at a terminal node fall below the minimum level required for the
desired number of mixture-components. Finally, terminal nodes with different
parents are tentatively merged, and the decrease in log likelihood this causes is
measured; any pair of nodes for which this decrease is less than the threshold
level used for stopping splitting are then merged. Young et al. report that this
final move reduced the number of states by 10 to 20% without any adverse affect
on performance (Young et al. 1994).
A number of points are worth noting about this procedure. Firstly, comments
made above about agglomerative clustering apply again here: the algorithm can
be expected to work best when the general level of data-sample sizes is high (this
would remain true even if single gaussian models were all that were required);
given that a threshold (quorum) is set, it follows that, for example, all initial
states of [e] triphones with [s] as left context can only be clustered in a distinct
cluster (cf [s_EB] in FURIDA) if there is sufficient data to allow this, so that if the
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data is not sufficient some more generalised cluster (leaving all [s] and all [z] left
contexts merged, say) will be the final cluster produced; the less data there is in
general, the more generalised the clusters will tend to be, leading just as readily
as the procedure described in 5.3 to unnatural clusters (splitting according to
the most radical difference may still leave very different classes within each of the
clusters). One could not necessarily argue in such circumstances that the clusters
would be better because based on objective criteria, since with sparse data many
training-samples may be unrepresentative anyway. Having said all this, with
large amounts of training-data available this algorithm has much to recommend
it. A second point worth making is that most of the work done by the tree-based
procedure in HTK to tie together states of lIMMs is already done as a matter of
course in FURIDA, which models phones explicitly in terms of context-sensitive
subphones — thus the result in HTK of inducing a decision-tree for final states of
triphones of [ii] may well include a clustering of final states of (f)ii(dl), (s)ii(dl),
(sh)ii(dl), ..., and the clustering thus produces in effect a class equivalent to
the [ii_dlA] subphone. This, however, is not to deny that deciding which things
should be identified (coalesced) on the basis of an objective criterion is preferable
(subject to conditions about plentiful training-data rehearsed above) to deciding
on the basis of what appears to make sense from mere visual inspection, and it is
certainly the case that the use of 'piecewise' context-dependency in FURIDA was
a decision forced by limited data; given the necessary data, it would no doubt
be preferable to follow the algorithm described, or perhaps to start with a whole
series of [ii_dlA] models, one for each left context of the [ii], and use a clustering
algorithm such as this one to find the best compromise between "trainability and
specificity" (Lee et al. 1980).
Before leaving the subject of automatic induction of decision-trees, it may be
noted that (as with agglomerative clustering), a variety of criteria is available for
determining the relative value of different questions at any node. In the paper
by Hwang et al. cited above, for example, the best question is identified as the
one which results in the greatest reduction in entropy. This is in essence another
way of saying that the best question is the one which is maximally informative
(Bahl et al. 1989) so that after the split we are taken as far forward as possible
in the direction of the identities of specific classes previously merged into one;
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thus, in a different setting, given a pooling of all objects of any kind whatever, a
good first question might be "Is X animate?", or perhaps, "Is X the kind of thing
that can be referred to with a count noun in English?". An obvious advantage of
working with concepts such as entropy or divergence is that they are quantifiable,
so that an objective measure can then be used to determine the precise value of
any possible split.
5.5 Further Options for Dealing with Data-Shortages
So far in this chapter, the focus has been on an approach to overcoming data-
shortages that involves collapsing distinctions between classes (accepting a re¬
duction in the degree of context-specificity that can be afforded). A number of
different strategies are also available, and are considered here briefly for the sake
of completeness. Before reviewing these strategies, it will be convenient to con¬
sider further some basic statistical features of class-samples, and this occupies the
next section. Returning to the kind of simple display of two-dimensional data
presented in chapter 4, I first focus on refreshing or introducing intuitive notions
of a number of key concepts which remain helpful when considering data in more
than three dimensions, even though intuition in the sense of visualisation ceases
then to be available. (This material is elementary, and may be skipped by any
reader with even a modest knowledge of multivariate statistics).
5.5.1 Review of Elementary Statistical Properties of Mul¬
tivariate Sample-Data
Visual cues for correlation are no doubt familiar, given a two-dimensional scatter-
plot of data-points. In normal data representative of its class, if there is zero cor¬
relation between the variables, the data-points fall in a single cluster of roughly
circular or elliptical shape. Whether we get an elliptical or circular shape may
depend on the scaling of the coordinate axes, but if the shape is elliptical and the
variables are uncorrelated, the principal axes of the ellipse will be in alignment
with the coordinate axes. (The first principal axis of an ellipse is the longest
straight line passing through the centre of the ellipse and connecting two points
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on its circumference, and the second principal axis is the shortest straight line
that passes through the centre and connects two points on the circumference; the
two axes are, of course, perpendicular to each other.) When two variables are
correlated, however, the principal axes of the ellipse are out of alignment with
the coordinate axes. A leftward-leaning orientation of the (first) principal axis
indicates a negative, and a rightward-leaning orientation a positive correlation
between the variables. The directions of the principal axes of the ellipse are de¬
termined by the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix, and their lengths by the
corresponding eigenvalues. For present purposes it will suffice to understand the
term eigenvector as equivalent to "direction along which there is greatest variabil¬
ity", and the term eigenvalue as the amount of variability along the corresponding
dimension.
It should be noted that the discriminant function used in Chapter 4, derived
from the pdf for the multivariate normal density, took account of whatever cor¬
relations there may have been between representation vector elements via the
term (x — ^!)<E~1(x — //,-), which gives the Mahalanobis or covariance-normalised
distance from the vector x to the class mean vector p\.
The significance of taking account of covariance may be highlighted by con¬
sidering what effect it would have on the calculation of class-membership scores
if we used Euclidean rather than Mahalanobis distance. In the two-dimensional
case using Euclidean distance, all points having the same distance c from the
mean vector satisfy the equation
(*! - pf + (x2 - p)2 = c2 (5.3)
which is the equation for a circle with radius c about the mean vector. Given an
appropriately scaled plot of two-dimensional data with equal variances and zero
correlation, the Euclidean distance measure conforms perfectly with our intuition
about relative distances of different data-points from the sample mean. Where
there is zero correlation but unequal variances, Euclidean distance retains this
property if the variables are first standardised by dividing the differences from
the mean by the respective standard deviations. Where the data suggests a clear
correlation, however, the inappropriateness of the Euclidean distance measure
becomes clear. This may be illustrated by considering the direction of greatest
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Figure 5.6. Plot of 1st static against 1st delta coefficient for PAL_MHBB
variability in the data plotted in figure 5.6, and imagining a data-point A at one
extreme along that direction. In terms of Euclidean distance, a further data-
point B positioned as far from the centre as A is, but at a point along the second
principal axis, would be as close to the mean as A is. Yet our intuition — if we
take the correlation as being germane to the class — would be that the data-point
B was actually further from the class mean in some sense than was the point A,
even though both lay on a circle centred on the mean vector. If we think rather of
all points with constant Mahalanobis distance from the mean, we find that they
satisfy the equation for an ellipse and if we were to inscribe ellipses of constant
Mahalanobis distance from the mean over the data in figure 5.6, we would find
that the data-point B fell outside the ellipse on which A was situated; we would
have taken account of the correlation in calculating the relative distances. (I am
indebted to (Flury & H.Riedwyl 1988) for this example).
In moving from two dimensions to three, an ellipse becomes an ellipsoid, and
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in higher dimensions a hyperellipsoid; whatever the dimensionality, the principal
axes are given by the respective eigenvectors, and the variances along the axes
by the corresponding eigenvalues.
5.5.2 Statistical Profile of the Class Sample Data
In this section I present a statistical profile of the data, with the focus on two
main features, namely (1) the degree of statistical dependence between individual
representation-vector elements, and (2) the extent to which the variance- and
covariance-structure varies from class to class. These two features are fastened
on because they are the key elements of two assumptions that can be made in
order to allow statistical modelling with reduced training-data - the assumption of
complete statistical independence (zero correlation) between all vector elements,
which allows use of diagonal covariance matrices, and the assumption of a shared
covariance structure for all classes, which allows use of a single covariance matrix
estimated from data pooled from all classes.
The inverse of a diagonal covariance matrix £ is formed simply by calculating
the reciprocals of the diagonal terms of £, so that there is no longer an algebraic
requirement for d + 1 vectors (where d is again the dimensionality of the repre¬
sentation vectors); that said, however, estimates of variances that rely on d or
fewer vectors are not likely to be always reliable, particularly where d is relatively
small. The advantages of using diagonal matrices are rather to be found in the
computational efficiencies this makes possible (cf. 4.6.1): the evaluation of
(x - fXi)1E_1(x - m)
reduces to 2N multiplications and IV — 1 additions (giving, for the example case
considered in 4.6.1, 24 million multiplications in place of 114 million using full
covariance matrices).
With the assumption of a common covariance structure, each variable i has a
constant variance, and the same covariance with all other variables, irrespective
of class, with only the mean vectors remaining class-specific; hence the precise
location of each class in the multidimensional space remains unique, but the way
the data spreads out from the location defined by the mean vector is the same for
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every class. The absolute minimum requirement in terms of training-data is then
only that the total number of vectors minus the total number of classes should
be larger than the dimensionality of the data (Dalby et al. 1989).
One part of assessing the assumption of a shared covariance structure for all
classes involves examining the variances. How does the variance for the i'th vector
element vary from class to class? Table 5.4 illustrates the spread of the variances
across the various classes for each element of the representation vector (given
in the order: 10 cepstral coefficients, log power, dynamic features for the first
four cepstral coefficients and for log power). The table makes clear the difference
between maximum and minimum values to indicate the range of values found;
given the possibility of extreme values being atypical, the standard deviation
provides a firmer guide to the amount of dispersion, which in most variables
is quite considerable (the standard deviation must, of course, be looked at in
the light of the mean value). As far as variances are concerned, then, the clear
suggestion of the data is that assumption of uniformity across all classes does
considerable violence to the truth.
Turning now to consider the covariances, some light is thrown on both the
issues mentioned above — statistical independence (zero correlation), and a com¬
mon covariance structure for all classes — by means of the data presented in figure
5.7. Given a d-dimensional representation vector, there are covariances to
be considered (so 120 for a 16 element vector), and figure 5.7 illustrates the dis¬
persion across all classes in the values of the correlations between the elements
of each of the 120 pairings.
Once again the degree of dispersion in the values for any one pair across
all classes is in all cases considerable. While it is probably true (assuming a
distribution close to normal for each pair of variables) that some two-thirds of
all classes have correlations within the range —0.3 to 0.3, this still leaves a third
of all classes with measures of correlation outside this range, while the extremes
illustrate that for every single pairing of variables there are at least two classes
with a very marked degree of positive or negative correlation. Both assumptions
— of statistical independence and of a common covariance structure for all classes
— are thus shown to do considerable violence to the data.
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element mean Std Dev. Max. class Min. class
1 5.984 3.542 24.340 TR22 0.206 w_oA
2 2.522 0.903 12.535 MHB_GLNVCA 0.248 aDl_axD2B
3 2.212 1.167 7.728 V_hA 0.073 R_RIIB
4 1.511 0.723 4.445 OLAXgl 0.120 w_AA2A
5 1.115 0.479 3.652 BACK_PVdhB 0.113 hOSX
6 1.105 0.509 5.503 MHB.GLNVCA 0.137 r_EIA
7 0.896 0.309 3.737 HB2_sB 0.140 hOSX
8 0.701 0.226 4.111 r_EIA 0.082 w_AA2A
9 0.590 0.203 1.910 r_E2A 0.134 o_VCORA
10 0.499 0.154 1.806 ng_silhA 0.114 lax_VCORA
11 0.473 0.263 1.810 NVSAc 0.005 n_LVeVSA
12 32.902 15.337 115.050 zh_VA 1.598 w_oA
13 16.032 6.671 44.506 TR8 1.855 w_oA
14 12.599 4.821 30.611 z_LDDANVFA 1.093 w_AA2A
15 8.102 2.587 23.138 s_mA 0.787 w_AA2A
16 3.433 2.592 18.546 trc 0.022 MHBrnB
Table 5.4. Dispersion of Variances Across All Classes
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Figure 5.7. Dispersion of Correlations Across All Classes
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5.5.3 Model-Fitting, Training Quotas, and Simplifying As¬
sumptions
Modelling without making inaccurate simplifying assumptions about the data
may involve estimating a large number of parameters 9, and large amounts of data
may then be needed to make the estimates reliable. In the literature on statistical
pattern recognition, it is frequently stated that making one or more inaccurate
assumptions about the data to reduce the number of free parameters may some¬
times lead to better results than can be obtained without such assumptions, if the
training-data is insufficient for getting good estimates of the increased number of
parameters required for more accurate models (Duda & Hart 1973; Bengio 1996;
Bishop 1995). This, of course, is not to deny that the best results ought to be
obtainable with accurate models trained on adequate amounts of data.
The case of parametric curve-fitting seems to be cited almost everywhere
as providing a useful analogy with the case of statistical modelling. In Bishop's
formulation of the curve-fitting example (Bishop 1995) synthetic data is generated
by sampling a sinusoidal function h(x) at equal intervals of x and then adding to
each sample-point a value taken randomly from gaussian noise with a standard
deviation of 0.05. h(x) thus represents the underlying pattern or systematic
aspect of the data, which is obscured somewhat by the noise component overlaid
upon it. The task is then to fit a polynomial y(x) that will make good predictions
for the values of new data generated by precisely the same mechanism. For this
end to be achieved, a polynomial is required that that fits the underlying pattern
represented by h(x), rather than the precise points of the seen data. A linear
polynomial (straight line) will fit rather poorly, while a high-order polynomial
could be found which fits the seen data perfectly, and yet fails to predict unseen
data well because it is fitted to the noise rather than to the underlying pattern.
A lower order (cubic) polynomial can be obtained which provides an imperfect
fit to the seen data but a fairly good fit to its underlying pattern, and so is able
to serve rather well as a predictor of new data. Here then is a case where a
model of intermediate complexity works best. The moral drawn is that the best
generalisation to new data occurs when the number of free parameters is small
9Parameters that have to be estimated from data are known as free parameters.
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relative to the size of the training set, and the moral is carried across unchanged
to the case of statistical classification.
I do not wish to question the validity of the analogy, but there is perhaps
a danger to be warned against. Given that one simplifying assumption is the
assumption of diagonal covariance matrices, which reduces the number of free pa¬
rameters from a hefty 136 to 16 for a 16 element vector (ignoring the mean vector
for the present), one may be tempted to think of covariances as being somehow
more 'noisy' or less germane to the data in some way, than are variances (not that
Bishop is guilty of saying any such thing, of course). It is also true that the use
of diagonal covariance matrices is widespread in ASR systems using continuous
distributions for spectral modelling, which may also seem to point to covariances
being of secondary importance (indeed it is often stated baldly that decorrela-
tion is an automatic consequence of using a cepstral representation). In fact the
common use of diagonal covariance matrices in ASR is probably prompted more
by considerations of computational efficiency than anything else, since the use of
mixture modelling— sometimes involving very considerable numbers of mixtures
for each HMM state — makes the use of full covariance matrices expensive. The
idea that covariances between cepstral coefficients are somehow more peripheral
than variances, though, is a mistaken one, as the data presented earlier shows.
Where data is actually sparse, the danger is that it may seriously misrepre¬
sent its population, with serious consequences for classification-performance. All
parameters are likely to be affected, the mean vector and variances just as much
as covariances.
Given reasonable amounts of data, the assumption of statistical independence
can be legitimated by the use of Principal Components Analysis (PCA), which
can be employed to decorrelate data and may also make possible some reduction
in dimensionality (Hadi 1996; Flury & H.Riedwyl 1988). PCA is not, however,
a technique for coping with the effects of sparse data, and moreover involves
making another assumption about the data— the sharing of a common covariance
structure by all classes —- which we have seen reason to regard as undesirable.
Similar comments apply to another technique that can be used for obtaining a
reduction in dimensionality, namely Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) (Flury
& H.Riedwyl 1988; Duda & Hart 1973; Bishop 1995). Both techniques have,
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however, been used to good effect in ASR, and while not suited to situations
where data is patchy, can reduce the amount of training-data needed for a certain
level of performance (Bocchieri & G.R.Doddington 1986; Haeb-Umbach & H.Ney
1992).
5.5.4 Pooling and Thresholding of Variance Estimates for
Small Samples
Another strategy for coping with sparse data — it is little more than a crude fix
— is to threshold the variances, or alternatively to pool variances, for small sam¬
ples. One possible consequence of unrepresentative samples is that the variance-
estimates are too small (they may also be too big, though underestimates are
probably more damaging than overestimates), and setting a floor to variance-
estimates for small samples, or pooling variances, is one way to cope with this
problem.
When diagonal covariance matrices are used, the amended variances are sim¬
ply substituted for the original values. Where full covariance matrices are used,
merely substituting the ammended variances in the covariance matrix destroys
the matrix's integrity, so that it is no longer guaranteed to be positive definite
(and so no longer guaranteed to be invertible). However, it is at least not impos¬
sible that correlations estimated from small samples are likely to be more reliable
than the variances, given that the ratio of vectors to subphones represented in
the data for a particular class will be relatively low. Correlations between vec¬
tor elements reflecting formant-movements within transitions may thus be less
liable to misrepresentation than variances when samples are small. If this were
to be so, adding further data to the data-sample might well lead to more drastic
modification of the variance estimates and the means than of the covariances.
On the assumption that this is so (and it is no more than an assumption) the
substitution of ammended variance estimates while retaining the original eigen¬
vectors may be a reasonable strategy (if crude fixes are to be bothered with at
all). This may be effected by first deriving a correlation matrix from the original
covariance matrix S, and then recomputing S from the correlation-matrix and
the ammended variances. The new covariance matrix is positive definite, and
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preserves the correlations of the original ML estimate. The effects of using such





It is becoming less and less common to find ASR systems attempting phonetic
classification as an end in its own right (perhaps as a stage from which to progress
to lexical access).1 The majority of systems integrate phoneme recognition within
the overall process of word- and utterance-recognition in a way that is probably
closer to what humans do in making sense of what they hear, with lexical and
usually also other higher-level constraints playing a major role in the recognition-
process. In the system described in this work, the task is brought to an end with
the production of phonetic transcriptions. This in part reflects the fact that a
major goal of the thesis was to try to achieve automatic phonetic transcription
as an end in its own right, but the decision to terminate the process with a single
phonetic string reflects simply limitations imposed by time. If it is accepted that
perfect phonetic transcription will remain an elusive goal, it follows that for viable
*A partial reversal of this trend may be in progress in one area, that of Information Re¬
trieval from archives of speech material - it appears not impossible that an errorful phonetic
transcription may provide a better basis for retrieval than an errorful textual transcription,
since matching of query and "document" may take place via matches with parts of words (Ng
& V.W.Zue 1997). It is also true that the scale of dictionaries that would be required for
recognition of unrestricted material makes word-based retieval impractical in many instances,
given current limitations on processor speed and on memory.
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recognition from the basis described in this work, a lattice of scored phonetic
hypotheses, rather than a single transcription-string, would almost certainly be
required (Mclnnes et al. 1990). The only obvious possible alternatives to the use
of such a lattice would be to use 'a priori' phonetic distances between classes,
or, better, confusion-probabilities estimated from trials, to attempt lexical access
from the single best transcription-string. (It seems likely, though, that concrete
scored hypotheses from a lattice would provide a sounder basis from which to
proceed.)
Given that termination occurs with the output of a single string, how is the
performance obtained using the technique to be evaluated? And given that the
system is complex (in the plain sense of having many parts and being the result
of many design-decisions) how are its component parts to be evaluated (how far
can we disentangle the effects due to different parts or features of the system?)
in order to be able to identify the places where improvements should be made?
Evaluation of the system's performance in the first, general, sense is prob¬
lematic in a number of ways. In so far as the concept of evaluation implies
measurement against a standard, a basic problem is that it is not clear what
standard to take. It is not obvious, for example, that human performance can be
put forward as a basis for comparison. Even if it could, it is perhaps not clear
what form of human activity should be tested to provide such a basis: recognition
of excised "phoneme-sized" chunks of speech does not appear to be the right ac¬
tivity, because the system described here is at least given the benefit of having to
find a transcription which fits over a whole utterance. (For what it is worth, Zue
et al. report success-rates of only 60 to 70% for humans in the task of recognising
"phonemes" excised from a database of several speakers, with minimal contextual
information (Zue et al. 1989).) In any case, humans tend to abstract from "sub-
phonemic" detail in the utterances they hear, "hearing" the message they think
was intended rather than paying attention to the precise phonetic peculiarities
of the utterance, so that it is difficult to get people to "hear" only the precise
phonetic form of what is said, resisting an inevitable process of reconstruction
into more useful linguistic currency. Moreover, in so far as humans do perform
phonetic recognition, they probably employ all the well-known higher constraints
that are absent from the present system. So the system's performance does not
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seem to be comparable with human performance (in any sense of the word "com¬
parable"!). As far as comparison with other automatic systems is concerned,
most existing systems are judged on the basis of words recognised, rather than of
phones recognised, and though there are published figures for the performance of
automatic phonetic classification-systems (the last work referred to provides one
example), evaluation of the current system by comparison with these would have
required that things be rigorously set up to ensure a fair comparison, which in
turn would have had an undesirably powerful effect on the evolution of the sys¬
tem, had it been made into an overriding priority. It was deemed more sensible
to develop the technique in the ways that seemed most logical at each step along
the way, and to give less priority to issues of comparative evaluation; the latter
might never have become a live issue in any case, had the technique proved to
be hopelessly ineffective. Consequently, evaluation in the sense of ranking along¬
side alternative techniques or systems will not be attempted, though figures will
be given for performance which readers familiar with performance-measures for
other systems will probably find it hard not to use as the basis of a "verdict" on
the relative merit of the technique.
Termination with a phonetic (as opposed to full "orthographic") transcrip¬
tion, and with a single phonetic transcription-string, makes the measurement
of performance difficult in other ways. Theoretically sophisticated evaluation of
phonetic classification systems is possible, based upon entropy-measures, given
a lattice and a language-model (Mclnnes et al. 1989b; Mclnnes 1991), but given
the restriction to a single string and the desire to measure the phonetic accuracy
of the transcription, what was rather required here was a scoring algorithm which
compared manual and automatic transcriptions in a phonetically intelligent way,
that is (in simple terms) in a way which took account of phonetic similarity be¬
tween classes. Lack of time prevented the development of such an algorithm,
however, and I was obliged to fall back upon available scoring software that is ac¬
tually more ideally suited to word-recognition systems, using per cent correct and
accuracy figures to assess the quality of phonetic strings output by the system.
The percent correct figure is defined as
%correct = H/N x 100%,
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where H is the number of correct labels in the automatic transcription, and N is
the total number of labels in the manual transcription, and accuracy is defined
as
accuracy — (H — I)/N x 100%,
where I is the number of insertions. (An equivalent formula for the percent
correct figure is (N — D — S)/N x 100%, where D is the number of deletions and
S is the number of substitutions.) I used the HTK utility HResults to compute
these two measures. HResults takes automatic and hand transcriptions for a
given utterance and finds the optimal alignment between them using dynamic
programming.
Some quite serious reservations need to be expressed about the use of HResults
for this purpose. Firstly, while in the case of word-recognition (at least in typical
speech-recognition tasks) there is very limited room for disagreement about what
the correct word-sequence is, with phonetic transcription the room for disagree¬
ment about the correct or best phonetic transcription is greater. HResults is blind
to "degrees of incorrectness", so that, for example, confusions between [ir] and
[ax] or between [i] and [ir] are— to it — errors of precisely the same magnitude as
confusions between, say, [oo] and [h] or [ai] and [s]. This blindness can sometimes
cause HResults' "optimal alignment" to be far from optimal in reality, with po¬
tentially significant consequences for scoring. The following example of HResults
output illustrates these points; first is shown the correct manual transcription of
the sentence "The price range is smaller than any of us expected", and then there
follows FURIDA's attempt at transcribing the utterance, aligned by HTK - the
reader is asked to compare the first line of the manual transcription with the first
line of the automatic transcription, and similarly for the second and third lines:
Aligned transcription: scOOl.hand vs scOOl.auto
dh ax pc prb r Algl D3 s r Elgl D3 n zh i z
s m oo 1 ax dh ax n e n ii v ax s ax kc kb s upc Pb
e GLsc tb ir dc db
TDHS dhR ax be pc prb r aaDl Algl D3 s r eDl Elgl ng jhc jhb ir z
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s m ooDl Olgl 1 lax dnc ax n a n i w ax s tb y GLsc kb s
ax GLsc bb a kc tc tb ir dc db
Two of the diphthongs here —- the [ai] in 'price' and the [ei] in 'range' —
illustrate the point about discrepancies between transcriptions not necessarily
being very significant (being differences that might well occur between two human
transcribers of the same spectrographs data). The manual transcription for
'price' has only [Algl D3] where the automatic transcription has [aaDl Algl D3],
and so the latter is technically guilty of an insertion. In the case of 'range',
the manual transcription has [Elgl D3] while the automatic transcription has
[eDl Elgl] and so is guilty both of an insertion and a deletion. The criteria
for labelling of diphthongs stated in Chapter 2 (2.5.10) involve consideration of
whether there appears to be a steady state before the diphthongal glide, and
whether any final state is sustained, however briefly, at the end of the glide, and
'Dl' and 'D3' elements are transcribed or not accordingly, but there are cases
where the decisions are borderline. This is not to say that the distinctions or
the criteria are meaningless or impossible to apply, but only that disagreements
about particular cases are to be expected, so that where the disagreements are
between manual and automatic transcriptions they may not be as significant as
some other errors.
Again, errors such as the misclassification of [zh] as [jhc jhb] or of [dh] as
[TDIiS dhR] are of a different degree of seriousness from errors like the misclas¬
sification of [v] as [w] or the insertion of a [tb] in [s]. In the first group of errors,
the differences are of a kind that would probably be insignificant in a word- or
utterance-recognition system, where both forms might well be treated as accept¬
able variant pronunciations of a word or part of a word. HResults treats all
substitution errors in the same way, however.
This same piece of HResults output illustrates the room for odd alignments
when proceeding without phonetic eyes (so to speak). The automatic transcrip¬
tion of 'expected' is as [y GLsc k s ax b a k t ir d], with the unaspirated [P] being
misrecognised as a [b], and a schwa inserted between the [s] and the closure for
the [b]/[P], yet we get the following alignment from HResults:
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HAND: ax kc kb s upc Pb
AUTO: y GLsc kb s ax GLsc bb a kc tc tb ir dc db
e GLsc tb ir dc db
If the alignment were rather
HAND: ax kc kb s upc Pb e GLsc tb ir dc db
AUTO: y GLsc kb s ax GLsc bb a kc tc tb ir dc db
it would provide a better reflection of the reality. Part of the problem here is that
HResults, doing its best to find what it thinks is the "best" alignment, matches
up the (final) [GLsc] in the automatic transcription with the [GLsc] in the manual
one, failing to take any account at all of the phonetic distances between any pair
of non-identical phones.
Unfortunately, an awful lot ofweight is placed upon 'headline figures' (per cent
correct and accuracy), and when systems are seen to be judged (and dismissed)
solely on the basis of these figures, it is difficult for researchers not to succumb
to pressure to concentrate on getting their headline figures higher at all costs,
and even to cease worrying about whether these figures are actually the best
indicators of underlying realities.
I succumbed to such pressure in taking some steps to reduce the extent to
which differences deemed to be minor lowered the performance-scores. (It may
be recalled that a number of distinctions were introduced in the first place to try
to make the best of the Normality assumption.) The following are all the steps of
this kind that I took. Firstly, the four differentiated 'D3' targets, [CiiD3], [CiD3],
[CeD3] and [CaxD3] were collapsed to a single [D3] category in both the manual
and automatic transcriptions at the time of comparison. Secondly, because of
the absence of real spectral differences between the [aDl] element of [au] on the
one hand, and [a] on the other, and similarly between the [axDl] element of
[ou] and "canonical" schwa on the other, when either [au] or [ou] were realised
pre-consonantally in a curtailed form as [aDl] only or as [axDl] only, they were
treated as equivalent to [a] and [ax] respectively (cf a similar policy adopted at
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the labelling stage for curtailed realisations of [ai] as [aaDl] and [oi] as [ooDl],
as described in 2.5.10).
This chapter focuses on the evaluation of components of the system, rather
than on comparative evaluation with respect to other systems. It needs to be
acknowledged at the outset, though, that the degree to which components can
be assessed "in isolation" varies from case to case. The features of the technique
that are given particular examination are as follows:
— the handling of border-straddling frames via "TR" classes
— the completeness and effectiveness of the phonetic sequencing constraints
— the cost to the system of the lack of any explicit duration-modelling
— the extent to which the assumption of Normal distributions leads to loss of
information
— the issue of representativeness of training-data
— the proportion of error that may be attributed to inadequate handling of
pre-pausal effects
— the effect on recognition of variation in the frequency-warping and clustering
adopted for derivation of the cepstral representation.
In addition, a number of experiments will be described that were concerned with
attempts to address one of a number of pervasive problems that appeared in the
output, namely the misclassihcation of certain monophthongal vowels like [aa]
and [oo] as rising diphthongs ([ai] and [oi]).
It should be assumed throughout that except where it is explicitly stated to
be otherwise, the framework for all experiments was as follows: 252 training-
utterances were used (190 ATR sentences and 62 TIMIT sentences) and the
performance figures given are normally for 200 ATR sentences classified in open
test in twenty batches of 10, the open test condition being met by leaving out
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from training the 10 ATR sentences to be classified in the given batch.2 A
particular cepstral representation was initially chosen arbitrarily from the set
available, and only when most experiments had been completed was the system
that had been found to be optimal (of those tested) then rerun with different
cepstral representations to find which representation performed best. The initial
representation was similar to that detailed in 3.4.3 as "Scheme C", involving less
steep ascent to wider bands than in a pure mel frequency transformation, with
bands non overlapping and with no tapering by means of triangular or similar
functions. The representation comprised the first 10 cepstral coefficients, log
power, and dynamic coefficients for the first four cepstral coefficients and for log
power (as described in chapter 3). All classification tests used full covariance
matrices.
In general, the better of any pair of configurations at stage n in the experimen¬
tal sequence was carried forward as a "control" or baseline for a new experiment
at stage n -f 1, only one variable or parameter-setting being changed each time.
(In reporting below the experimental results at each stage, I generally repeat the
figures for the control immediately before those for the new configuration, for
easy comparison by the reader.)
For most of the experiments described, figures are given for confidence (c-
value) and significance (P-value)3 with respect to three diagnostic measures,
namely the number of deletions, the number of substitutions, and the number of
insertions4. In each experiment, interest focuses on the degree of any improve¬
ment in going from a control condition to a new or test condition, and hence
on decreases in any of the three diagnostic measures being used. The absolute
figures point to any such improvement in their own right, but there may be a
2This account glosses over, for the sake of simplicity, the more exact truth that one of
the twenty batches comprised only 7 test sentences rather than 10, most of the data for a
particular phonetic class being found within the three excluded sentences; it was thought better
to make these three sentences available as training data, and preserve the open-test condition
by excluding them from test-data in their batch.
3In most cases where such figures are not given, it is simply because the data needed for their
calculation had been erased either through oversight or because of pressures on storage-space.
4I am indebted to Fergus Mclnnes for his help in connection with the subject-matter of this
and the next two paragraphs.
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question regarding the extent to which we can have confidence that a similar re¬
sult would be obtained with different or with additional training and/or testing
data; any difference between the results for the two conditions might, after all,
reflect factors which are not relevant to the main issue (the result of "random
variation" or of peculiarities in the sample (training-data or test-data)). Intu¬
itively, we may be inclined to say that the larger any difference is (relative to
the number of cases examined - here, the number of phones classified), and the
larger the number of cases examined, the less likely this will be, but it may be felt
that something more precisely quantified than this is desirable. Confidence- and
significance-measures provide this, but it should be noted that their calculation
can involve the making of assumptions that are dubious.
The c-value represents the posterior probability that the mean difference for
a given feature is negative between the control and the test condition, and so
points to an improvement over the control condition. It is calculated on the
assumption of a prior uniform distribution for this difference (which is to say
that all values for the mean difference between some limits are assumed to be
equally probable, which in turn implies a probability of 0 for the mean difference
being precisely 0). For a given diagnostic feature such as deletions, the c-value is
calculated from the t-statistic for the matched sets of numbers of deletions, which
in turn is calculated on the assumption that the number of deletions for any one
sentence under a given condition is independent of the number of deletions in
any other sentence under that condition, an assumption which may inspire some
misgivings. In calculating the c-value, the degrees of freedom equal the number
of paired sentences minus 1.
The more frequently used P-value represents the probability of the given dif¬
ference occurring by chance were the null hypothesis of equivalence between the
two conditions true. A significance level Pq is usually taken as a threshold for re¬
jecting the null hypothesis: if P0 = 0.05 is chosen for example, we would reject the
null hypothesis if the P-value fell below 0.05, the result being taken to be signifi¬
cant at the 5% level. The threshold adopted here is 0.017, arrived at by dividing
0.05 by the number of tests performed (one for each of deletions, substitutions
and insertions); this adoption of a more demanding significance-level when using
multiple tests is known as a 'Bonferroni manoeuvre'. The P-values given below
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are derived directly from the c-values (P — 2 x c if c < 0.5 and P = 2 x (1 - c)
if c > 0.5). The conversion-formulae reflect the fact that while the c-value is
concerned with the probability of a particular direction of difference, the P-value
is concerned with the probability of deviations in either direction from the null
hypothesis of equivalence between the two conditions.
6.2 The handling of "TR" classes, Part I
In 4.6.2 I described how in the baseline system the TR classes built from border-
straddling frames were handled in the transcription algorithm, and reported on a
criticism and a suggestion for improvement made by F. Mclnnes. In this section I
describe the results of a partial implementation of that suggestion (in 6.7 I return
to the theme and report results for a full implementation).
In this first experiment the individual elements of TR "segments" are repre¬
sented by distinct classes, so that the problems described in 4.6.2 may be avoided,
but the resolution into distinct classes is merely nominal, all three elements of
a TR class sharing a single model (a single set of cepstral parameters). The
sequence-rules used may be gleaned from the following diagram:
This enforces the constraint that TR "segments" be at least two and at most three
frames long, while the resolution into separate elements allows for an optimal
location of the TR "segment" as a whole (4.6.2).
The results for two trials, one without the resolution into discrete elements
and one with (all other things being held constant) are given in table 6.1 and
table 6.2, with confidence and significance figures in table 6.3.
It is evident from the results that the resolution into discrete elements made a
significant difference to the system's performance, with approximately a 2.5 point
improvement for the percentage correct figure (about an additional 250 phones
correctly recognised, some 200 fewer phones being deleted), though it is also
evident from the figures for insertions (about 300 more with resolution of TR
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Phone Recognition Results
% correct accuracy (%) correct del's subst's ins's total
66.96 50.98 6718 582 2733 1603 10033
Table 6.1. Monolithic TR Segments
Phone Recognition Results
% correct accuracy (%) correct del's subst's ins's total
69.43 50.5 6966 385 2682 1899 10033
Table 6.2. Nominal Resolution of TR Segments
Confidence/Significance




Table 6.3. Confidence and Significance Measures
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class elements) that having separate TR elements made it easier for the system
to posit changes from one phone to another and so to "oversegment". I suppose
this is a consequence of the fact that with resolution of TR class elements the
transcription-algorithm had more opportunities to "see" TR segments, and more
opportunities to find pairs of phones that "fitted" to either side of them. In
section 6.7 I return to this area and to an attempt to redress this problem.
6.3 Completeness and Effectiveness of Sequence
Constraints
In 5.3.5 I referred to a proposal by F.McInnes that a clear separation be made
throughout between classes and models, with models rather than classes being
made the subject of generalisation, and specific classes thus sharing a single
generalised model where necessary. This arrangement, it was pointed out, allowed
sequence-constraints to be stated in wholly specific terms and thus opened up a
way to overcome a particular problem I had faced as a result of the unusual way
I had organised generalisation involving vocalic subphones. Unfortunately time
precluded my implementing this arrangement for all classes across the board, and
as a result the amount of constraint operating upon the sequencing of phones in
the transcription algorithm is significantly less than it could be. In this section I
wish first of all to demonstrate that this is so, and then to consider how significant
an impact there might be on recognition-performance were the separation of
classes and models to be fully implemented.
In the system described in this work, sequence-constraints are defined only
across the narrowest possible 'window', that of pairs of subphones whose possibil¬
ity of co-occurrence in sequence is at issue. The higher-order sequence-constraints
that are the subject-matter of phonotactics (if we construe the term widely to
include not only within-word and within-syllable restrictions but also restrictions
that apply across word-boundaries) require a wider context to be taken into ac¬
count. For example, while the pairs [th f] and [f dh] are permissible across a word
or syllable-boundary, the triple [th f dh] is not. Now most illegal triples of con¬
sonants could in principle be blocked even within the limitations of the current
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system and even without comprehensive separation between classes and models
("CSBCM" henceforth for short). The qualification "in principle" is necessary
because of the fact that the sequence-rules that are available to block them are de¬
pendent for their effectiveness upon data-shortages not forcing generalisation up
to levels where relevant distinctions are collapsed. (That the qualification needs
to be made is in itself an acknowledgement that CSBCM would be preferable).
An example will make this clearer.
Returning to the case of [th f dh], let us focus on the subphones of the middle
consonant, which with copious data might be wholly specific even without CS¬
BCM, i.e. [th_fB] and [f_dhA], Given such subphones in the class inventory, the
illegal triple is blocked by the non-appearance in the sequence-rules of
* [thJB] —♦ [f_dhA]
(I use a leading asterisk to indicate that the sequence is illegal, but shall continue
to use asterisks within phonetic labels as 'wildcard' symbols). The consonant [f],
like every other English consonant, is able to appear as the middle consonant of
only a restricted set of triples of consonants, [f] may follow only [m] ("bumph")
or [dl] ("elf") at the end of a word or syllable, and when it does so, clearly any
consonant (excepting [ng]) may follow it. After any consonant other than [m] or
[dl], the [f] would have to be syllable-initial, and in that case the only consonants
that may follow it are non-dark or syllabic laterals ("flea", "fallacious") or [y]
or [r] ("few", "freckles"), or possibly syllabic nasals ("familiar", "funicular").
Each consonant of English similarly has a number of restrictions in respect of
three-consonant strings it may appear in the middle of, and it is possible to
integrate these restrictions even in a system like the present one which never
looks beyond the immediately next or last subphone, by regulating the within-
consonant subphonic sequences.
The only reservation that needs to be expressed about the relevance of these
sorts of facts is that they are primarily phonological, and concerned rather with
the abstract internal representations we have of our language than with what
may actually occur at the level of physical utterance. The problem is just that
it is possible in practice, for example, for an utterance such as "For the love of
Heaven!" to be produced without the speaker successfully achieving phonation
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Phone Recognition Results
% correct accuracy (%) correct del's subst's ins's total
69.43 50.5 6966 385 2682 1899 10033
Table 6.4. Nominal Resolution of TR Segments
Phone Recognition Results
% correct accuracy (%) correct del's subst's ins's total
69.33 50.71 6956 388 2689 1868 10033
Table 6.5. With Additional Sequence-Constraints
between the initial [f] of "for" and the [dh] of "the". In a majority of cases even
short schwas do manage at least a pitch-pulse or two, but cases of devoiced or
"deleted" schwa are by no means rare. However, when all this has been said,
given the relative infrequency of "deletions" of this sort, more is probably to be
gained by the inclusion of sequencing-constraints of the kind under discussion
than is to be lost.
As an experiment designed to see how valuable these consonant-internal sequence-
constraints might prove, I added a complete set of such restrictions to the sequence-
constraints used in the previous configuration, and ran the system again, all other
things being held constant. The results are shown in tables 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6.
The gain made from adding the further constraints is obviously very meagre, if
gain it is (ten fewer phones correctly recognised, but with 31 fewer insertions,
Confidence/Significance




Table 6.6. Confidence and Significance Measures
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only the insertions result being significant). It is instructive to examine the likely
reasons for the meagre impact of the additional constraints, and in particular
to examine how far the failure to implement CSBCM prevents the sequence-
constraints from doing all the work they are intended to do.
As an example, consider a fairly extreme situation where data is so short that
all offsets of pre-consonantal [f]'s are generalised to [f_CONSA], In such a case,
even though constraints of the form considered above may be present in the sys¬
tem, they cannot have any effect. We cannot, for example, impose the legitimate
constraint that after [s_fB] only [f_yA], [LrA], [LNDLATA], [f_dlA], [LnsylA], or
[f_msylA] are legal (ignoring vocalic successors), since none of these exist in spe¬
cific form. In the present system (without CSBCM)5, the sequel comprising legal
successors of [s_fB] is built up by taking each of [f_yA], [f_rA], etc. in turn and find¬
ing their nearest represented ancestor in the relevant generalisation-tree, which
for all of them in this case is, we are supposing, [f_CONSA]. Given that we must
allow
[s_fB] —* [LCONSA],
it is plain to see how we end up also allowing
[s_fB] —> [LCONSA] —> [NVCONS_thB]
(for example), which allows the phonotactically illegal string [s f th] to appear in
output transcriptions.
Were CSBCM to be implemented, phonotactically illegal strings of this par¬
ticular kind could be prevented from appearing in transcriptions. Without CS¬
BCM, such strings could still be prevented given copious amounts of training-
data (minimal generalisation being required). As an alternative to CSBCM, one
could attempt to redesign generalisation-trees in a way that took more account
of phonotactically sensitive areas, as far as possible tailoring generalisation-trees
for each consonant to avoid as far as possible (or postpone for as long as possi¬
ble) generalisations which collapse distinctions that are important for phonotactic
constraints to be able to bite. An example of a particularly unwise design-decision
Comprehensive separation between classes and models
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is provided by the way I organised the generalisation of left contexts of [n] and
[m], I grouped nasal left contexts of these phones together with vocalic ones,





* [m_nB] —> [n_*A],
and
* [ng_nB] —> [n_*A],
and
* [n_mB] —> [m_*A],
and
* [ng_mB] —> [m_*A],
certainly do not. Given the lack of data for nasals with nasal left contexts,
generalisation of left contexts proceeds in all cases to a level where the distinction
between nasal and vocalic left context is collapsed into a common identity, with
the result that strings of the form [m n f] are able to appear in transcriptions. This
could be prevented if suitable alternatives to vowels could be found to partner
nasals as left contexts of [m] and [n] (not necessarily an easy order to fulfil), or
of course if data was so plentiful that no generalisation was needed at all, or of
course via implementation of CSBCM.
It is worth mentioning also the particular weaknesses — as far as the potential
power of sequence-constraints is concerned — of context-independent classes, and
in particular of the stop-closures ('in particular' in view of their frequency of
occurrence). I introduced SBCM for stop-closures, having decided to pool data
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for specific stop-closures in the ways described earlier (2.5.2), but even after the
implementation of separation between classes and models, the stop-closure classes
are still such entities as [tc], [bcv], [tgc], and provide no cue to the identity of
their left context. As with the consonant-internal constraints discussed above,
there is in fact considerable scope for enforcing additional legitimate constraints
in this area. Consider the closure for [p], for example. Whatever precedes a
[p]-closure, the [p] may be released into a vowel or [y], [r], [1], or syllabic [dl]
or syllabic nasal. After [s], [m] or [dl] a [p] may be syllable-final, so that the
[p]-closure may be followed by a release into any phone other than [ng], (with the
likelihood of non-release being greater for particular consonants). After any other
consonant, however, a [p] has to be syllable-initial, and since in that case the only
consonants that may follow it are [r], [1], [cl] and syllabic [dl] or syllabic nasals, we
would again have the potential for useful constraints on the transcription process
if we incorporated a contextual annotation into the closure-label to indicate its
preceding context.
Whilst the theme of separation between classes and models is in the air, it
may be useful to point out that there is not in principle any reason why the pro¬
cess of model-sharing by specific classes should be restricted to bare subphonic
or phonetic categories. We could make further nominal distinctions between sub-
phonic classes according to other features such as syllable-position, distinguishing
for example between phones in each of their possible structural positions within
syllables. This would allow us, moreover, to use a more sophisticated form of
duration-modelling when tracing the most probable transcription using dynamic
programming, We could, for example, take account of the relative durations of
a hypothesised [ii] and a hypothesised [z] in a hypothesised rhyme, and let this
hypothesis compete with another in which the [ii] was syllable-final and the [z]
syllable-initial (cf 4.8). This would also make possible the integration of a signif¬
icant amount of additional phonotactic constraint.
In conclusion, it does seem reasonable to claim that significant improvement
in performance would result from the introduction of CSBCM (even if measures
would be required for economising on search during the transcription process as
a consequence of greatly increased numbers of classes — even with model-sharing
and the propagation of scores to all sharing classes from a single score-calculation,
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the transcription would become laborious without such measures).
6.4 Cost to the system of the lack of any explicit
duration modelling
I argued in chapter 4 that naive duration modelling is unlikely to be particularly
helpful because of the powerful influences on phone-durations of factors other
than plain phonetic identity. In this section I describe an attempt to put this
claim to the test by incorporating naive duration modelling in the transcription
algorithm, and comparing the recognition-performance with that of a system-
configuration that was identical except for the absence of duration-modelling.
The procedure used for implementing the test was in nearly all respects similar
to that described in 4.6.3 for the particular case of stop-closure duration scoring.
Durations for each category of phone— largely ignoring context — were collected
from the training-data, and histograms built from them. Each bin represented
a single number of frames, ranging from 1 to 35. The absolute numbers in each
bin were converted to relative frequencies (the percentage of the total number
of tokens that fell into each particular bin), and after some smoothing (using a
simple 5-point moving average) the negative logs of the converted values were
taken as appropriate penalties to apply to phone-hypotheses of the given length
in paths traced in the transcription program. (In smoothing, any leading or
trailing sequences of zeros were "protected", in the sense that they were not
averaged with their nearest inner non-zero neighbours.) In leading and trailing
sequences of zeros (where no proportion of the training data was found), the
following modification occurred: at the innermost zero, the penalty was set to
— log(lE — 10), and at each next-outermost zero the penalty was increased by
— log(lE — 10).
In the transcription algorithm, whenever a path entered a phone, a count was
begun of the number of frames spent in that phone, and on leaving the phone, the
penalty was looked up for that number and added into the path-score (penalties
were saved so they could be considered again in "remote search" (4.6.2) from
beyond any TR class frames). Hence the probability of a phone's having some
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particular duration (which is what I was attempting to approximate) was treated
as independent of the probabilities of the frames concerned being frames from
a phone of that class. (The precise relationship between these two probabilities
— one applicable to individual frames, and one to a sequence of frames — is
not entirely clear, and when, for example, one has a phone-hypothesis for a long
vowel of 20 to 25 frames in duration, and one sets against the 20 or so probability-
scores a single duration-based score, one has some misgivings as to whether one
is actually giving an appropriate weight to the durational factor.)
The results of this experiment are shown in tables 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9. The
results show that crude duration-modelling of this kind has a significant effect
on the accuracy figure (approximately 3.3 points better with duration-penalties
than without, with some 400 fewer insertions), but seems less than beneficial in
terms of the percentage of phones correctly recognised (0.81% or 80 phones worse
in the system with duration penalties), with nearly 100 more deletions. Naive
duration-modelling of this kind appears to be useful in blocking implausibly short
(and probably also implausibly long) phone-hypotheses, where the implausibil-
ity holds for all contexts of stress, clause-position, etc., but this amounts to a
system of penalties for extreme duration-values rather than duration-modelling
in any true sense of that term. (One may compare the following statement
of Herve Bourlard in this connection: "It seems that the best solution [to the
duration-modelling problem in IiMM] is also the simplest one and consists in im¬
posing a (trained) minimum duration (simply by duplicating states that cannot
be skipped)"(Bourlard 1995).) The principal work done by the penalties appears
to be to block insertions of implausibly short segments, such as insertions of [ii]
in velar pinched onsets of [e], insertions of [ax] and [r] in [r ax] sequences that
formerly produced transcriptions with [r ax r ax], insertions of single-frame "right-
sided" [w] in those contexts where right-sided [w] may occur, and substitutions
of ai-glides for short schwas with dynamic F2-pattern.
It needs to be acknowledged that the implementation of the duration-penalty
system could be further improved without a wholesale shift to something more
sophisticated, though the extent of the improvement would be dependent on
additional training-data being available. The present duration-penalties are, for
one thing, almost everywhere insensitive to phonetic context and taking account
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Phone Recognition Results
% correct accuracy (%) correct del's subs's ins's total
69.33 50.71 6956 388 2689 1868 10033
Table 6.7. No Duration Penalties
Phone Recognition Results
% correct accuracy (%) correct del's subst's ins's total
68.52 54.03 6875 485 2673 1454 10033
Table 6.8. With Duration Penalties Added
Confidence/Significance




Table 6.9. Confidence and Significance Measures
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of such context would very probably lead to better results. Also, of course,
dramatic improvement in the effectiveness of duration-penalties should come from
explicit differentiation of pre-clause-boundary syllables. To illustrate the point,
one may consider the example of releases of [+VOICE] stops, whose duration-
statistics are distorted by inclusion of utterance-final cases. This, though, would
be the beginning of a shift away from naive modelling to something that began
to face up to the obvious fact that the purely phonetic realm is not autonomous
with respect to the durations assigned to its elements. (The particular issue of
pre-pausal and similar locations of utterances will be revisited briefly in section
6.9.)
6.5 Relative Duration Penalties — The Problem
of "Gliditis"
6.5.1 The problem
The system manifested an extreme (one might say, pathological) predilection for
seeing diphthongal glides of [ai], [ei] and [oi] where they were not. [ai] glides
were substituted for offsets of [aa] and sometimes [uh] preceding consonants that
typically cause a rising trend in F2, and sometimes for offsets of [a] similarly (as
before velars); similarly [oi] glides were substituted for offsets of [oo] preceding
consonants with this effect on F2, even where the effect can be very slight as before
non-dark laterals; and similarly with [ei] glides, which were frequently substituted
for offsets of [e] before consonants which typically cause a rising trend in F2.
Substitutions of [ai] glides were also fairly common for schwas with rising F2,
though some of these were preventable once duration-penalties were imposed,
the shortest genuine [ai] glides in the training-data being considerably longer
than the shortest genuine schwas. The introduction of crude absolute duration
penalties also probably had some effect of reducing the degree of "gliditis", since
penalties were imposed separately on the glide and on the 'Dl' element, whereas
monophthongal vowels had only a single duration-penalty imposed on them; the
extent of any such effect could have been investigated by running the system
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without absolute duration penalties but with the relative duration-penalties for
diphthongs, but time prevented this.
6.5.2 Possible causes
A number of factors appeared likely to be responsible for this phenomenon of
"gliditis". Firstly (cf 5.3.4 on bias), the offsets of the affected monophthongs tend
to be rather weakly modelled in comparison with the diphthongal glides, since
the former involve generalisation over a number of different consonantal contexts
and over (typically) a number of vowels close to one another (see 5.3.1 and 5.3.2),
while the diphthongal glides are defined in terms of both origin and a specific
destination ([ii]-like, [i]-like, [e]-like or [ax]-like), and typically are modelled from
large amounts of data (but see also 6.5.5 below). When glides follow a cognate
'Dl' vowel, the other factor leading to easy confusibility is the frequent lack of
any real distinction between the Dl and the corresponding monophthong pre-
offset (e.g. between [aa] and [aaDl]). Confusibility with certain schwas is not
particularly mysterious when duration is ignored, given schwa's 'transparency' to
surrounding context (Bates 1995; Kondo 1995).
6.5.3 Possible solutions
Leaving to one side for the moment the problem of substitutions for schwa, once
reflection had been forced on what actually distinguishes these diphthongs from
the related monophthongs when no 'D3' target is sustained in the diphthong, it
began to appear that perhaps the most crucial factor is actually the difference
between (on the one hand) the relative duration of the non-glide and glide phases
in the diphthongal case and (on the other hand) the relative duration of the pre-
offset and offset phases in the monophthongal case; with diphthongs the ratio
tends to be much smaller (glides being relatively long, while offsets of monoph¬
thongs are relatively short). One promising line of attack therefore appeared
to be to take account of these relativities in calculating class-probabilities, and
the most obvious strategy appeared to be to gather relative duration statistics
and use them to modify path-scores during DP search, simply counting the num¬
bers of frames in the subphones concerned in any local path and calculating a
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"penalty" determined in accordance with the relative duration-statistics. There
is an obvious problem with this, however: if such penalties are to be imposed
on any pairs or triples of subphones, they ought to be imposed on all alike in
order to maintain a level playing-field, and yet the possibility of getting reliable
statistics for all cases was not open given the amount of data or indeed the time
available.
Given that the problem was initially thought to be chiefly one of bias —
of certain competitors being unfairly favoured — it was decided that (however
imperfect the move might be in theoretical terms) it would still be worth seeing
how far the problem could be righted by penalising just the diphthongs, or at
least those without an hypothesised 'D3', on the basis of the relative durations of
pre-glide and glide. The problem remained of what weight should be given to any
penalties in such an ad hoc stratagem. There does not appear to be any "right
answer" to this question: in each individual case (for each phone concerned) the
degree of compensation that would be required to ensure a right answer will be
different, and probably all that can be done in this approach is to determine by
experiment what weighting gives the greatest reduction overall in the number
of substitutions, which is quite unsatisfying from a theoretical point of view. A
more satisfying approach might have been to pool the data for the confusible cases
and likewise to pool the data for the pre-glide or pre-offset subphones and to let
the relative duration be the sole arbiter, but again this would have required more
data and time than was available.
6.5.4 The Experiments
The basic procedure for calculating duration-penalties was similar to that used
for calculating absolute duration-penalties as described earlier in section 6.4. No
distinction was made between diphthongs in gathering the relative duration statis¬
tics (one set of ratios was deemed applicable to [ai], [ei] and [oi]), but a distinction
was made between glides to a schwa-like target and glides to other targets (it was
thought likely, on the basis of visual inspection of the spectrographic data, that
glides to schwa might tend to be shorter, relative to the pre-glide, than glides to
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other targets). The numbers of cases falling into each of twenty bins were cal¬
culated, and these numbers were subsequently converted to relative frequencies.
The lowest bin covered cases where the ratio (between duration of the D1 and
the duration of the following glide) was less than 0.125, the second covered cases
where the ratio was between 0.125 and 0.2, the third cases where the ratio was
between 0.2 and 0.4, and then on in increments of 0.4 up to the fourteenth bin
which covered cases where the ratio was between 4.0 and 4.4, after which the
upper limits for succeeding bins increased each time by 1 (to 5.4, 6.4, and so on).
Some smoothing then took place using a simple three-point moving average, but
such smoothing was prevented from encroaching into leading or trailing strings of
contiguous zeros (i.e. none of the zeros in such regions were smoothed). Once the
bin-counts had been converted to relative frequencies, penalties were calculated as
negative logs of the relative frequencies; in leading and trailing sequences of zeros
(where no proportion of the training data was found), the following modification
again occurred: at the innermost zero, the penalty was set to — log(lE — 10), and
at each next-outermost zero the penalty was increased by —log(lE — 10). The
penalties are displayed in tables 6.10 and 6.11.
Relative duration (RD) penalties were levied only in cases where a diphthong
had no real 'D3' subphone (sustained target) and where the glide was not followed
immediately by a non-cognate vowel. The motivation for the restriction was
simply that the real competition faced by the affected monophthongs was from
pre-consonantal diphthongs, so that there was no justification for burdening all
'three-phase' diphthongs everywhere with RD penalties.
Applying the penalties in the transcription algorithm is relatively straightfor¬
ward. On entering a 'Dl' an additional count is kept of the number of frames
spent in the Dl, and on leaving the Dl to enter a glide, the additional frame-count
is carried forward, and on leaving the glide and taking count of the frames spent
in the glide in turn, the ratio is taken and the penalty found by consulting the
penalty for the appropriate relative frequency bin. (The penalties themselves are
saved for the purposes of "remote search" (4.6.2 )). The penalties are added in to
the path scores as if they were genuine (negative log) probabilities and we were
treating the relative duration as an independent factor along with the absolute
duration and the cepstral class-membership probability. All the RD penalties
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Ratio Penalty
Less than 0.08 690
0.08 - 0.125 460
0.125 - 0.2 230
0.2 - 0.4 18
O o bo 15
0.8 - 1.2 16
1.2 - 1.6 19
1.6 - 2.0 22
CDiOCD 28
COCDCD 33
2.8 - 3.2 38
CO to CO 230
3.6 - 4.0 460
0 1 690
4.4 - 5.4 920
5.4 - 6.4 1150
6.4 - 7.4 1380
7.4 - 8.4 1610
i00 1840
9.4 and above 2070
Table 6.10. Ratios and Penalties for Diphthongs with glide to [,
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Ratio Penalty
Less than 0.08 230
0.08 - 0.125 36
0.125 - 0.2 25
0.2 - 0.4 18
0.4 - 0.8 14
0.8 - 1.2 16
1.2 - 1.6 21
1.6 - 2.0 25
2.0 - 2.4 29
2.4 - 2.8 37
2.8 - 3.2 44
3.2 - 3.6 49
3.6 - 4.0 46
4.0 - 4.4 230
4.4 - 5.4 460
5.4 - 6.4 690
6.4 - 7.4 920
7.4 - 8.4 1150
8.4 - 9.4 1380
9.4 and above 1610
Table 6.11. Ratios and Penalties for Diphthongs with glide to [ii], [i] or [e]
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Phone Recognition Results
% correct accuracy (%) correct del's subst's ins's total
68.52 54.03 6875 485 2673 1454 10033
Table 6.12. Absolute Duration Penalties only
Phone Recognition Results
% correct accuracy (%) correct del's subst's ins's total
68.43 54.24 6866 485 2682 1424 10033
Table 6.13. With Relative Duration Penalties added
were weighted by a factor of 5 in this experiment. The results are shown in
tables 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14.
The result is not very conclusive, with 10 fewer phones correctly recognised
once relative duration penalties were introduced, but 30 fewer insertions (the
result for insertions appears to be highly significant). The peculiar nature of the
errors involved here needs to be remembered, however. These errors were of the
type exemplified by misclassifications of [aa] as [aaDl Algl], and the 30 fewer
insertions can probably be taken to be at least for the most part the results of
[Algl] and the like being blocked; on the other hand, the mere blocking of a path
through [aaDl Algl] does not guarantee that the desired path through [aa] must
come out best, since [aa] suffers from poor discriminability vis-a-vis [uh] and to a
lesser extent [o], and also vis-a-vis [ax dl] when its left context is alveolar, palatal
Confidence/Significance




Table 6.14. Confidence and Significance Measures
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Phone Recognition Results
% correct accuracy (%) correct del's subst's ins's total
67.65 53.86 6787 550 2696 1383 10033
Table 6.15. Absolute Duration Penalties only, 190 Training Sentences
Phone Recognition Results
% correct accuracy (%) correct del's subst's ins's total
67.63 53.89 6785 557 2691 1378 10033
Table 6.16. Relative Duration Penalties added, 190 Training Sentences
or velar. Hence the degree to which the particular problem of gliditis is addressed
by the use of relative duration penalties is best judged by means of the figure for
insertions. On the other hand, there were cases where diphthongs were correctly
recognised prior to the introduction of relative duration penalties, and where the
penalties caused them to be misrecognised.
Given that the problem was originally put down to the result of bias, and given
that additional sentences had been incorporated in training from the outset to try
to compensate for the bias (additional sentences being expressly chosen for the
presence in them of affected monophthongs such as pre-alveolar [aa]), I decided
to repeat the above experiment using only the 190 ATR training-utterances to
see if the gap between the run with and the run without the relative duration
penalties was greater with the smaller amount of training-data, a result which
would lend strength to the hypothesis that the problem is indeed essentially one
of bias. The results of this experiment are shown in tables 6.15 and 6.16.
Surprisingly (to me, at least), the relative duration penalties appear to be
doing even less work when the more limited amount of training-data is used. The
smaller amount of training-data (particularly of data for the affected monoph¬
thongs) ought, I thought, to have meant a greater degree of "gliditis" to be
attacked by means of the relative duration penalties, but if it was present, the
relative penalties seem to have been largely ineffective in dealing with it.
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Pairwise Closed-Test Discrimination Test Results
Pair of Classes Respective Scores (% correct)
Caa vs CaaDl 84 and 76
Coo vs CooDl 85 and 85
Ce vs CeDl 91 and 91
AA_NVCORA vs ALIIgl 100 and 100
AA_NVCORA vs ALIgl 98.5 and 98.7
AA_NVCORA vs AI_Egl 99.25 and 99.5
AA_NVCORA vs AI_AXgl 97.7 and 97.95
AA.VCORA vs AUIgl 100 and 100
AAJVCORA vs ALIgl 96.6 and 93.65
AA_VCORA vs AIJEgl 96.67 and 97.82
AA_VC0RA vs ALAXgl 94.29 and 95.64
By increasing the multiplicative weight on the penalties, one could block addi¬
tional substitutions of diphthongs, but even as it stands (with a weight of 5) and
as already stated above, some true diphthongs are being misrecognised that were
correctly recognised without the penalty. The use of relative duration penalties
in this crude fashion, on a single class of phones, is clearly not a policy with a
great deal to recommend it.
6.5.5 Frame-level Discriminability for the Phones Involved
I conducted a number of closed test pairwise classifications to see how much
confusion there was between frames from the confusible classes when neither
representativeness of data, nor bias, nor segmentation could be an issue. The
results are shown in table 6.5.5.
The precise interpretation of these (closed-test) results may be uncertain,
but one thing that does seem to be suggested by them is that it may be the
discrimination between 'Dl' and core monophthong, rather than that between
glide and monophthongal offset, that is responsible for the major part of the
problem (this conclusion is only immediately available for the [aa] vs [ai] case, as
I did not test the other cases, but the extension to the other cases is plausible at
least). Had time allowed, it would have been worth trying pooling the core 'Dl'
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Table 6.17. Parameters for data-sets A, B and C — A+B
and core monophthong data and seeing whether this would reduce the degree of
gliditis.
It is perhaps worth emphasising that the troublesome diphthongs (those with¬
out following 'D3' elements) represent a weak point in respect of sequencing-
constraint. The glide is defined with respect to its target ([AlJIgl], [AUgl],
etc.), but not with respect to the identity of the following consonant or non-'D3'
vowel, and this undoubtedly facilitates misrecognition of monophthongal offsets
as glides.
6.6 Effects of the assumption of Normal distribu¬
tions
The kind of damage that can result from inaccurate assumptions of Normality
can be illustrated for the univariate case by means of figure 6.1, which plots
normal curves for two sets of data A and B that have minimal overlap, together
with a normal curve for the combined data-sets under the assumption that they
belong to a single normal population. The parameters for the three data-sets are
given in table 6.17.
The principle is no different with multivariate data, and the figure thus helps
to illustrate one way in which misclassifications can arise where classes that are
being assumed to be multivariate normal are actually not so. The figure illustrates
a fairly extreme case (there are probably few cases in the data where so much
separation will be found between modes of an assumed normal distribution as
exists between data sets A and B in the example), but less extreme cases may
still involve significant loss of accuracy.
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Figure 6.1. two normal populations treated as one
Some indication can be obtained of the likely cost to the system of working
with single gaussian models by simple inspection of collections of cepstra pro¬
duced by the training procedure for particular subphones. It is not, of course,
true that normality can be accurately assessed by simple inspection,6 but there
are at least cases where it is clear from simple inspection that the data are very
likely not normal. This is the case, for example, where modes are clearly ev¬
ident for one or more variables, or where distributions for individual variables
are skewed, or where the density for one or more variables appears to suggest
something more akin to uniformity than to normality. It is perhaps worth not¬
ing here that the normality of each individual variable is a necessary condition
for multivariate normality, though not a sufficient one; where a non-normality
appears to be present for any individual variable, then, the normality of the
joint distribution is thereby also thrown into doubt (while apparent normality
for each individual variable does not guarantee multivariate normality). (Formal
tests could also be applied to assess the normality of the data. Distributions for
6Once saturation is reached, for example, it is impossible to tell whether one region within
the saturated area is more densely populated than another.
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Figure 6.2. Static Cepstral Coefficients for [Caa]
individual variables could be tested using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, which
measures the maximum distance between the sample and the theoretical cumu¬
lative probability functions. Measures of skewness for the multivariate normal
distribution are given in (Mardia 1970).)
It was admitted in 3.6 that the assumption of normality for the delta coef¬
ficients is highly suspect, in many instances at least. Here the focus is rather
on the static cepstral coefficients. Plots are provided of collections of cepstra for
a number of classes. Cepstra for cores of three relatively stable vowels — [Cii],
[Caa] and [Coo] - are given first in figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 for orientation.
For these three cases, the normality assumption does not appear to be grossly
unjustified, as far as it is possible to tell. In the case of a small number of vowels,
however, (even ignoring the extremely variable schwa), the normality assumption
can be seen to be less than ideal even for the static coefficients for the core
subphones. It is worth recalling to begin with that the decision to create a single
core state for each vowel, regardless of its left and right context, was prompted
largely by the insufficiency of data for an attempt at anything more sophisticated,
rather than from any belief that whatever steady-state may be reached will be
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Figure 6.3. Static Cepstral Coefficients for [Cii]
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Figure 6.4. Static Cepstral Coefficients for [Coo]
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independent of the preceding and following context. In a number of cases, though,
the effects of preceding context, or in the case of /uu/ an extraordinarily wide
range of possible realisations, prompted me to create distinguishing labels that
allowed separate modelling of these cases, thus helping to preserve to some extent
the reasonableness of the normality assumption. Thus [ii] immediately following
[r] was labelled as [rii], and the /uu/ vowel was labelled as [uuf], [uum] or [uu]
depending on the height of F2 (cf 2.5.9). (A further case that ought to have been
dealt with similarly was that of [i] preceding [ng]; in a majority of cases [i] in this
context has a very [ii]-like realisation as far as its spectral pattern is concerned,
and is consistently misclassified as [ii] accordingly in such cases — one could of
course have blocked [ii ng] strings on phonotactic grounds, but was loath to do so
given the possibility of "phonetic" [ii ng] in productions of words like "seeing".)
When cepstra for [Crii], [Cuuf], [Cuum], and [Cuu] are plotted, the weakness
of these sorts of ad hoc props for the Normality assumption becomes apparent.
The "rii" label was used automatically in manual transcription of the training
set whenever an [ii] was preceded by an [r], but in reality the extent to which
the F-pattern of [r] comes to influence or dominate that of following [ii] varies
from case to case. In the case of the "allophones" of /uu/, the cut-off points for
labelling were not precise, and it is fairly clear from the plots that there is some
overlap between the three. The problems are illustrated in figures 6.5 to 6.12,
the first three representing the 'artificially' separated forms of /uu/.
([Cuu] is clearly very under-trained, and it is conceivable that its non-normality
would become less severe as training-data was increased.) The plot for [Crii] sug¬
gests a minority of vectors which are distinctive, at least in respect of the 4th
coefficient. The reason the case is no more extreme than it is is probably due to
the fact that in training vectors which are some distance from the norm for the
core state may be allocated to onset or offset, with core subphones being optional
in the event of an onset being present. Similar considerations would appear to be
relevant to the data for [Ci], whose plot (figure 6.9)does not suggest any striking
non-normality for any coefficient. Plots of associated subphones [R_RIIB]7 and
[HF2_VELA]8 (which covers [i_ngA] as a particular case) are therefore shown in
7onset of [rii] or [riiDl] following an [r] or 'xrb'
8offset of [i] or [iD3] or [ir] or [irD3] or [uuf] before a velar consonant
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Figure 6.5. Static Cepstral Coefficients for [Cuuf]
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Figure 6.7. Static Cepstral Coefficients for [Cuu]
addition. The plot for [R_RIIB] (figure 6.12) suggests skewness to the left (to¬
wards lower values) for the first and perhaps the fifth coefficients, and skewness to
the right for the seventh. The plot for [HF2_VELA] (figure 6.10) shows skewness
to the left for the first coefficient, and suggests a degree of skewness to the right
for the third and seventh coefficients, with an apparent dip in density about the
middle of the range for the fourth coefficient; there also appears to be a minor
outlying mode in the distribution for the eighth coefficient. How much the ap¬
parent non-normality of [HF2_VELA] arises from the putting together of a nasal
and non-nasal right contexts, how much from the putting together of the four
vowels [i], [ir], [rii] and [uuf], and how much from the tendency of [i] to become
[ii]-like before [ng], is a question which there was not time to investigate.
The variable extent to which [r] may dominate the spectral pattern of a fol¬
lowing vowel is perhaps one of the factors responsible for the non-normalities of
many of the individual coefficients in the plot for [RJB]9 (figure 6.11).
It may be of some interest also, in view of the 'gliditis' problem discussed
9onset of [i] following an [r] or 'xrb'
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Figure 6.9. Static Cepstral Coefficients for [Ci]
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Figure 6.10. Static Cepstral Coefficients for [HF2_VELA]
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Figure 6.11. Static Cepstral Coefficients for [R_IB]
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Figure 6.12. Static Cepstral Coefficients for [RJFIIIB]
earlier, to look at a plot for [AA_NVCORA],10 one of the classes subject to
misclassification as a glide, shown as figure 6.13. The 7th coefficient comes close
to the condition used to illustrate the danger of the normality assumption at the
beginning of this section, with a clear dip in the density between two modes (the
distributions for each of the first two coefficients also look markedly asymmetric).
The plot for [AA_VCORA], given as figure 6.14, also suggests non-normality for
a number of individual coefficients. The second, third and fourth appear skewed
to the left while the seventh appears to be skewed to the right.
All the vowel-offsets with [VCORA] as their right context combine nasal and
non-nasal contexts, and this may well be a major factor in their distributions not
being normal. The next plot in the series is for another class in this category,
[HB2-VCORA]11 (figure 6.15). It is possible to discern a number of modes in its
plot, most notably at the third coefficient.
Finally, plots are given for a number of classes chosen from amongst two
10offset of [aa] before a [-VOICE] alveolar or palato-alveolar consonant
noffset of [uu] or [uum] or [uumD2] or [axrD'2] before a [+VOICE] alveolar or palato-alveolar
consonant
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Figure 6.13. Static Cepstral Coefficients for [AAJSfVCORA]
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Figure 6.14. Static Cepstral Coefficients for [AAJVCORA]
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Figure 6.15. Static Cepstral Coefficients for [HB2_VCORA]
groups of classes thought likely to be liable to non-normalities, namely second
phase subphones of prevocalic [-VOICE] stop-releases, and TR classes not re¬
solved into 'A', 'B' and 'C' forms. [-VOICE] stop-releases, particularly for [kb],
are likely to show late transients in spectrographs data, and these represent
problems for any attempt to model the whole of the late part of the stop-release
with a single gaussian. This is in addition, of course, to the generally rather un¬
predictable character of the spectral detail of these subphones. For some of the
coefficients it is not absolutely clear in either plot that the densities are actually
greater at any one point than at any other within the ranges covered; for the
third coefficient of [kb2_MHBA]12 meanwhile, the distribution is clearly skewed
to the left.
[TRIO] models the border between nasals on the left hand and any of [r],
[w], laterals or nasals on the right, and hence seems a good candidate for non-
normality. Its plot is shown as figure 6.18.
[TR60] models the border between any pair of vowels, and was introduced at a
12the second phase of the release of a [k] preceding an [oo], [ooDl], [u], [uDl], [uu], or [uum]
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Figure 6.18. Static Cepstral Coefficients for [TRIO]
late stage in an attempt to make insertions of spurious micro-vowels less likely; it
is therefore far from representing a homogeneous cluster of acoustic effects (apart
from bare vocality), and non-normality is again to be expected (figure 6.19).
The first coefficient's distribution appears to be skewed to the left (the second
coefficient's perhaps likewise), while there appear to be modes in the distribution
for the third coefficient.
In some cases it is possible that the existence of modes in the data is only a
function of under-training, and that the modes would disappear with the addition
of further data, but where generalisation has occurred across several contexts, or
where — as after palatals or velars sometimes in the onsets of vowels — a brief
spectral pattern maintains itself before the major transition to the vowel's target-
value, the existence of modes, or at least of asymmetric distributions, is to be
expected, and calls either for mixture-modelling, the provision of additional sub-
phonic elements, or perhaps an algorithm which "grows" subphones as required
to get good modelling throughout subject to the normality assumption.
Quantification of the cost to the system of the normality assumption is diffi¬
cult. One could approach the problem by incorporating mixture-modelling in the
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Figure 6.19. Static Cepstral Coefficients for [TR60]
system as it stands at present, and seeing how much improvement accrued, but
this would require significantly more data in order to be feasible. The normality
assumption certainly is sub-optimal (even if it is not clear how much blame it
shares for the system's performance), and there is no obvious reason why the tech¬
nique described here could not be used in conjunction with mixture-modelling,
or with some other refinement designed to achieve the same end, with significant
improvements likely as a result.
6.7 The handling of "TR" classes, Part II
The nominal resolution of TR classes into separate elements described in 6.2
led to a significant degree of improvement in the proportion of phones correctly
recognised. In this section I describe experiments designed to test whether fur¬
ther improvement could be gained by resolving TR classes not only nominally
but spectrally too, modelling each of the two or three elements with the help
of distinct data, at least where the training-data for the class in question was
sufficient to allow this to be done. Two different experiments were tried.
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Phone Recognition Results
% correct accuracy (%) correct del's subst's ins's total
68.43 54.24 6866 485 2682 1424 10033
Table 6.18. With Relative Duration Penalties, Nominal Resolution of TR's
In the first experiment, the allocation of frames to TR elements was as follows:
in the case of a transition having three frames allocated to it, the first frame was
assigned to the appropriate ATR class, the second to the BTR class, and the third
to the CTR class; in cases involving only two transitional frames, the first frame
was allocated to the appropriate ATR and the second to the appropriate CTR
class. When all the training-data had been initialised in this way, a review was
effected to see whether data-counts for these ATR, BTR and CTR classes were
sufficient to make them viable, the criterion being that the BTR element should
have at least 80 vectors assigned to it (because of the highly generalised nature of
the TR classes, it was thought necessary to have a relatively high quorum-figure).
For any TR class that failed to meet this criterion, merely nominal resolution was
fallen back upon, the data for the ATR, BTR and CTR elements being pooled. As
it turned out, only 14 of the 50 or so TR classes met the criterion for individual
modelling of elements, which perhaps would predispose one to think that the
results of the experiment would not be dramatic.
Sequencing rules were altered for this and for the later experiment (and ap¬
plied regardless of whether a TR class was really or merely nominally resolved
into discrete elements, though where the resolution was merely nominal the
changed sequence-rules were equivalent to the old ones in practice). The changed
sequence-rules can be illustrated by the following diagram:
non-TRl (ATR) (BTR) (CTR) Inon-TR
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Phone Recognition Results
% correct accuracy (%) correct del's subst's ins's total
68.81 54.94 6904 472 2657 1392 10033
Table 6.19. With Relative Duration Penalties, Real Resolution of TR's (method
1(a))
Confidence/Significance




Table 6.20. Confidence and Significance Measures
This arrangement better reflects the way the individual TR elements are built
up from training-data. The results of this experiment are given in tables 6.18,
6.19 and 6.20. A modest improvement in absolute terms is apparent once some
concrete (as opposed to merely nominal) resolution of TR classes has been imple¬
mented, with 32 fewer insertions, 25 fewer substitutions, and 13 fewer deletions,
though only the insertions result comes close to being significant at the level
chosen. It still seems reasonable to conclude that with more data, which would
allow more of the TR classes to be modelled in this way, the improvement might
well turn out to be significant.
I thought it was worth trying method 1 again with a more courageous (and
possibly foolhardy) threshold for going ahead with real resolution, and the result
of trying again with a threshold of just 45 vectors is shown in tables 6.21 and
6.22. The number of classes really resolved using this threshold was typically
25. (The c-value and P-value refer to the comparison with the control, not to a
comparison with the the test using a higher threshold.)
This threshold appears to fare a little worse in respect of correctness, with 18
more substitutions, but a little better in respect of accuracy, with 19 fewer inser¬
tions than with the higher threshold (and 51 fewer insertions than in the control
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Phone Recognition Results
% correct accuracy (%) correct del's subst's ins's total
68.66 54.98 6889 469 2675 1373 10033
Table 6.21. Real Resolution of TR's, method 1(b)
Confidence/Significance




Table 6.22. Confidence and Significance Measures
experiment with merely nominal resolution of TR classes). The improvement in
the number of insertions from the control to this condition is highly significant.
An optimal threshold figure could have been identified, but there was not time
to pursue the matter further.
In the second experiment a slightly different approach was tried, motivated
largely by misgivings arising from the highly generalised nature of the TR classes
and the suspicion that too much weight should not be put upon them, particu¬
larly where quotas were modest. The second experiment differed from the first
chiefly in the initial allocation of frames to classes. Here, the procedure for three-
frame transitions was as follows: the first and second frames were allocated to the
appropriate ATR element, and the second and third frames to the appropriate
CTR element, while all three frames were also assigned to the BTR element. For
two-frame transitions, the same procedure was used as in the first experiment (no
frames going to a BTR class). The criterion for going ahead with specific mod¬
elling was that the ATR element should have at least 100 vectors, failing which
merely nominal resolution was fallen back upon. The number of TR classes that
remained resolved spectrally was typically 28 under this scheme. The sequence-
constraints, as mentioned above, remained the same as in the first experiment.
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Phone Recognition Results
% correct accuracy (%) correct del's subst's ins's total
68.60 55.0 6883 476 2674 1365 10033
Table 6.23. Real Resolution of TR's, method 2
Confidence/Significance




Table 6.24. Confidence and Significance Measures
The results for this experiment are shown in table 6.23 and confidence and
significance figures (for improvement from method 1 with the higher threshold)
are given in 6.24. If we take the absolute figures at face value, the second method
appears to be a little less good in respect of the percent correct figure, with
17 more substitutions than occurred with the first method, but a little better in
respect of accuracy, with nearly 30 fewer insertions. Only the figure for insertions
comes anywhere near to being significant, however. It is not possible, without
further investigations, to draw conclusions about reasons for the detailed results
from this rather slender basis, except perhaps to say that the matter could be
investigated further. It was decided (a little arbitrarily, perhaps) to proceed using
Method 1 with the higher threshold as the control for the next experiment.
An avenue that is surely worth investigating (and which was left unexplored
only for lack of time) is that of making the TR's themselves less generalised.
As an example, the highly generalised [TR1] class for borders between vowels
and vowel-like phones on the left hand and stop-closures on the right could be
differentiated even with existing amounts of training-data to take account of the
PLACE of the stop, and this might well be found to contribute to reduction in
the error in stop-identification following [ii], [iiD3], [uuf], [uum], and [uumD2]
where there is little or no offset to provide cues, with what little offset there may
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Phone Recognition Results
% correct accuracy (%) correct del's subst's ins's total
88.27 83.98 9015 264 934 438 10033
Table 6.25. Closed Test Results
be being swallowed by the non-specific TR class, leading to numerous errors at
this point (cf 2.5.9, paragraph 6). With really massive amounts of training-data,
of course, there would be a case for making all TR classes everywhere specific as
far as possible, and it seems reasonable to expect significant benefit from doing
so.
6.8 Representativeness of Training Data
Any evaluation of the system ought to involve consideration of the question of
how representative the training-data is. Ideally, one would like to be able to
provide some indication of what share of the system- error may be attributable to
under-representation, and to arrive at reasonable projections of how performance
might be expected to improve with increases in the amount of training-data, but
these are difficult problems. It may perhaps be possible to argue that a closed
test result could be taken as an indication of the best performance that could
be achieved by the system given unlimited amounts of training-data, and thus
(assuming a closed test performance figure of less than 100%) to put a limit to
the room there may be for claiming that if only one had much more data, all
one's problems would be solved. Closed test results for the 200 ATR sentences
plus 1 TIMIT sentence are shown in table 6.25.
As would be expected, there is a dramatic difference between the closed test
result and any of the open test results (though perhaps what is more interesting
about the results is how low the headline figures are, rather than how high they
are). In the closed test, the training-data is "perfectly representative", thus
evading perhaps the most basic difficulty of all in phonetic classification, the
variability between individual tokens of the same phonetic type. In open test, we
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proceed on the assumption that our training-tokens are sufficient to cover the full
range of such variability, and moreover to give us good estimates of the way the
various possible forms are distributed, but of course these assumptions depend
critically on our having training-samples that are adequate to the task, and we
have seen reason for thinking that we almost certainly do not have such samples
in every case (5.2). However, the closed-test result is certainly a pointer to the
fact that merely increasing the training-data substantially would not result in all
the problems disappearing.
The problem of poorly representative data is still likely to be a real one. Iden¬
tifying cases where it is the major cause of transcription-errors is time-consuming,
however, and it is not always possible to pin the blame squarely upon poor rep¬
resentation by the training-data, since other factors such as the single gaussian
modelling assumption may also be relevant. In fact, of course, it is only on the
assumption of representativeness that we are able to say of any data that appears
non-normal that its population is non-normal, and when the amount of sample
data is very small there must be doubts about the validity of such an assumption.
Hence, given a plot for a limited sample that manifests (for example) pronounced
modes for one or more coefficients, we cannot know a priori whether a doubling
(say) in the amount of training-data would merely consolidate the modes, or on
the contrary fill out the gaps between them to produce a more normal-looking
distribution. There is an uncertainty regarding what sample-size constitutes a
reasonable basis for parameter-estimation in the present context, just because
of the many-to-one relationship between speech-frames and phonetic events (a
point touched on early in chapter 5). Clearly a point must be reached where it
is reasonable to assume that one's sample covers the full range of possible forms
for the data, but this point may come quite late in the present context.
Two cases where it was considered possible that underepresentation might be
at the heart of the problem are provided to illustrate these points, both involv¬
ing particular (token) subphones that were consistently misrecognised (leading
typically to error across a wider span than the subphone concerned, given the
DP-based approach to utterance-transcription - it should be recalled that even a
single very badly scoring vector may be sufficient to cause the best-scoring path
to pass elsewhere than through the correct subphone).
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Figure 6.20. Training Data (static coefficients) for [IIYjzB]
The first of these cases was the onset of a [z] in 'these' in utterance 047. The
frame-level scores given to the correct class ([!IY_zB]) were consistently extremely
bad before the introduction of the additional 60 training-sentences (typically
above 60 or 70, where the negative log of IE — 20 is little more than 46), and
the subphone was still consistently misrecognised even after the inclusion of the
additional data. The most likely reason for this seemed to me to be — given
the variability of post-vocalic onsets of [z] — that the training-data just did
not happen to contain any examples that were similar to the token in question
(the two main dimensions of variability in this case are persistence of voicing
into the [z], and persistence of formant-structure). However, after isolating and
plotting just the static coefficients for the training-data and test-item data, it
appeared uncertain whether poor representation or non-normality was chiefly to
blame. The plots are given as figures 6.20 and 6.21, and attention is drawn
to the pronounced modes in the training-data plot, particularly for the first 4
coefficients. The actual values of the test-token's coefficients do not appear to lie
outside the ranges covered by the training-data (though the 10th coefficient for
one vector lies at the very fringe of the training-data distribution).
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Figure 6.21. Test token (static coefficients) [IIY_zB]
Plotting the dynamic coefficients, however, made it look as if the source of
the trouble did lie in under-representation. The plots are given as figure 6.22 and
figure 6.23, and a combined plot is given as figure 6.24. Attention is drawn to
the values for the first dynamic coefficient for two of the three test-vectors, which
clearly lie outside the range covered by the training-data.
The second example considered is that of an offset of [e] before [th] in the
word 'Beth' at the beginning of utterance 099. [th] was clustered with alveolar
[-VOICE] consonants as a right context of vowels, a merge forced by data-shortage
rather than chosen with enthusiasm. Although the word 'Beth' occurs right at
the beginning on this utterance, the vowel-offset manifests the extreme devoicing
associated more often with offsets of vowels before [-VOICE] consonants at clause-
boundary or sentence-final position. In almost every one of the experiments
above, this [E_NVCORA] subphone was recognised as [h ax] (giving [b e h ax
th]).
The plot of the static coefficients for training-data for this subphone is given
as figure 6.25, and the plot of the static coefficients for all the cepstra for the test-
token as figure 6.26. Attention is drawn to the sixth coefficient on each plot: some











Figure 6.23. Test token (dynamic coefficients) [IfY_zB]







Figure 6.24. Combined plot of Training and Test token data (dynamic coeffi¬
cients) for [IIY_zB]
third of the test-token vectors have values which lie in a tail of the distribution
for the training-data, and it may be that this alone would be sufficient to destroy
the chances of [e_NVCORA] beating off all competitors. One or two of the values
for the 9th coefficient also look as if they might share some of the blame.
Plots for the dynamic coefficients are given as figures 6.27, 6.28 and (the
combined plots) 6.29. Attention is drawn to two values of the first dynamic
coefficient in the test-token data which lie outside the range of the values of this
coefficient covered by the training-data. Once again it seems as if one of the
dynamic coefficients shares most of the blame for the low probability score.
It has already been acknowledged in this work (2.5.9) that vowel-offsets before
[-VOICE] phones may present difficulties for the three-subphone analysis, at least
when modelling with single gaussians, and the plot for the test-token in this
instance is testimony to the fact of a qualitative change during the temporal
evolution of this offset.
Before leaving this section, it is perhaps worth noting the small increase in
performance accruing from the increase in training-data of 60 sentences. In the
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Figure 6.25. Training Data (static coefficients) for [E2_NVC0RA]




Figure 6.26. Test token (static coefficients) [E2_NVCORA]
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Figure 6.28. Test token (dynamic coefficients) [E2_NVCORA]





Figure 6.29. Combined plot of Training and Test-token data (dynamic coeffi¬
cients) for [E2_NVC0RA]
system with absolute duration penalties added, going from a training-set of 191
to a training-set of 252 increased the percent correct figure from 67.65 to 68.52
and the accuracy figure from 53.86 to 54.03. It should perhaps be noted also
that projecting likely increases in performance with increases in training-data is
complicated because of the nature of the machinery for generalisation, at least
until training-data amounts ascend beyond modest levels. As an example, con¬
sider one of the problematic (dynamic) subphones, [PAL_oB] (onset of [o] fol¬
lowing a palatal consonant). With very limited amounts of data, this class may
be represented by a generalised model such as [PALJBACKB] (onset of a back
vowel following a consonant), and as data increases, the model representing it
will tend to become more specific, passing through [PAL_LMB2] (onset of a low-
or mid-back vowel following a palatal consonant) and eventually reaching com¬
plete specificity (within the confines of the present system) as [PAL_oB]. It is
clearly not the case, then, that there is a simple linear relationship between the
amount of data and the degree of 'representativeness': up to a certain point we
may even be increasing the extent to which classes come to be modelled by very
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Pre-Pausal Recognition Results
% correct accuracy (%) correct ins's total
66.12 42.89 521 183 788
Table 6.26. Results for Recognition of Final Four Phones
unrepresentative samples.
6.9 Proportion of Error Lying in Pre-Pausal Syl¬
lables
The particular problems of correctly recognising phones in the final syllable of
an utterance, or in the final syllable before a major clause-boundary within a
sentence (where the speaker may relax the tempo) are well known and have
already been commented on earlier in the thesis (e.g. 2.5.9, final paragraph).
Explicit marking via diacritics was there proposed as a way of dealing with the
problem; one way of doing this would be to employ a marker at major clause-
and sentence-boundaries of training-utterances, and to let this marker propagate
a diacritic backwards to all phones up to and including the nearest vowel (or
perhaps to the nearest lexically stressed vowel in polysyllabic words occurring
before such a boundary), and to model all such marked phones distinctively, as
liable to manifest effects associated with these locations in utterances. In this
section — time having precluded the possibility of implementing this proposal
— I attempt at least to quantify, if only very crudely, the proportion of the total
error that is attributable to the peculiar features of phones in these locations.
Taking the HResults alignment of reference and automatic transcriptions, and
considering only that fragment of each alignment that begins with the 4th phone
from the end in the reference transcription, I counted the numbers of phones
correct and the numbers of insertions, with the counts shown together with per
cent correct and accuracy figures in table 6.26. These results may be compared
with the results given earlier for recognition of entire utterances, where the per
cent correct figure was 68.81 and the accuracy figure 54.94. Both correctness and
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Pre-Pausal Recognition Results, without Deltas
% correct accuracy (%) correct ins's total
62.31 36.68 491 202 788
Table 6.27. Results for Recognition of Final Four Phones, without use of deltas
accuracy are clearly below average in these sentence-final regions, with accuracy
showing the greatest decline (12.05 points) as a result of the large number of
insertions.
It seemed possible that the delta coefficients, being highly sensitive to speaking-
rate, could be responsible for some significant part of the poor performance at
sentence-boundaries (and at major clause-boundaries) (given modelling with sin¬
gle gaussians). Hoping to get an approximate quantification of their share of
responsibility, I ran the system without delta coefficients and repeated the exam¬
ination of results for the final four phones. Results are shown in table 6.27. These
figures may be compared with overall figures (running the system without deltas)
of 63.54 per cent correct and 48.27% accuracy (table 6.28). The degradation ev¬
ident in the terminal regions, relative to the overall figure, is 1.23 points for the
per cent correct figure and 11.58 points for accuracy. These difference figures are
not dramatically different from those for the same comparison using delta coef¬
ficients, but do perhaps suggest that the delta coefficients are less helpful in the
terminal regions of utterances than they are in general. It certainly is the case,
from inspection of the spectrographs evidence, that other factors are also signif¬
icant — in particular, devoicing (either complete as typically before a [-VOICE]
coda, or partial as a result of fading voice-effort or depletion of air in the lungs),
perturbation of glottal period giving rise to insertions, loss of power, durational
extremes, and gaps of silence between phones that are typically of longer duration
than any similar gaps that might be found between pairs of phones of the given
type elsewhere.
In 6.6 I acknowledged that the problem of non-normality may be particularly
acute in respect of delta coefficients, and certainly the use of mixture-modelling
represents another possible response to the peculiarities of the deltas in these
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Phone Recognition Results
% correct accuracy (%) correct del's subst's ins's total
63.54 48.27 6375 534 3124 1532 10033
Table 6.28. Complete Transcription as Reference, with no use of deltas
particular utterance-locations. However, there are other reasons for separate
labelling of phones in these locations, principally reasons associated with realistic
duration-modelling, and there seems no reason for making mixture-modelling and
distinctive labelling an either-or choice.
The full figures for results using entire reference transcriptions but without use
of delta coefficients are given in table 6.28, for comparison with results elsewhere.
6.10 Cepstral Representations
In all the experiments described so far in this chapter, a single cepstral repre¬
sentation was used (this representation will be referred to as R26, and specified
shortly). In this section I describe a number of alternatives to R26, and the re¬
sults obtained using them. The variations tried in these alternatives were all in
respect of the manner of frequency-warping and clustering of FFT powers; all the
representations kept fast to the basic 16-element scheme described in Chapter 3
(10 static cepstral coefficients, dynamic coefficients for the first 4 of these, log
power and its dynamic counterpart).
The first 5 representations (including R26) involve the simulation of rectan¬
gular, non-overlapping filters. The specifications and results for each of these are
as given in tables 6.29 to 6.38.
1. R26
The specifications for this representation are given in table 6.29, and results
for use of this scheme with the best configuration found above are repeated
for ease of reference in table 6.30.
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Specifications
frequency-range (Hz) No. of bands Bandwidth (Hz)
30 - 2500 20 125
2530 - 3030 2 250
3060 - 4060 2 500
4090 - 6090 2 1000
Table 6.29. R.26 Banding Scheme
Phone Recognition Results
% correct accuracy (%) correct del's subst's ins's total
68.81 54.94 6904 472 2657 1392 10033
Table 6.30. R26 Results
2. Bark Transformation (Bengio's approximation)
The specifications (Bark scale) were detailed in chapter 3. The results
of changing to this representation from R26 while leaving everything else
unchanged are shown in table 6.31, and confidence and significance figures
are given in table 6.32. The result for substitutions is highly significant
and indicates that in respect of this feature at least the pure Bark scale is
much less effective than the frequency-warping used in Representation 1,
confirming earlier findings in more limited tests (described in chapter 3).
The small difference of 8 in the number of deletions is not significant, but
there are grounds for thinking that the difference of 81 in the number of
insertions represents something real, even though the P-value falls within
the 0.017 threshold.
Phone Recognition Results
% correct accuracy (%) correct del's subst's ins's total
66.80 52.12 6702 480 2851 1473 10033
Table 6.31. Bark Representation Results
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Table 6.32. Confidence and Significance Measures
Specifications
frequency-range (Hz) No. of bands Bandwidth (Hz)
220 - 2470 18 125
2500 - 3000 2 250
3030 - 4060 2 500
4090 - 6090 2 1000
Table 6.33. R24 Banding Scheme
3. R24
The specifications for this scheme are shown in table 6.33. The results of
switching to this representation while leaving everything else unchanged are
shown in table 6.34. This result suggests again that a finer resolution is
required than that given by the Bark transformation in the region below
2500 Hz. The principal difference from Representation R26 (which appears
superior to this) is that the lowest 7 FFT powers are ignored, with the
basis functions of the cosine transform being at their original value of unity
at approximately 220 Hz. This does not appear from the result to be a
sensible idea.
Phone Recognition Results
% correct accuracy (%) correct del's subst's ins's total
67.97 53.72 6819 474 2740 1429 10033
Table 6.34. R24 Results
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Specifications
frequency-range (Hz) No. of bands Bandwidth (Hz)
30 - 1030 11 93.75
1060 - 3060 16 125
3090 - 4090 2 500
4120 - 6120 2 1000
Table 6.35. R31 Banding Scheme
Phone Recognition Results
% correct accuracy (%) correct del's subst's ins's total
66.79 52.13 6701 464 2868 1471 10033
Table 6.36. R31 Results
4. R31
Specifications for this scheme are given in table 6.35 and results in table
6.36. The motivation for trying this representation was to see if better
discrimination could be achieved between confusible back vowels and [dl]
by (a) getting a finer resolution of the low-frequency region below 1000 Hz
and (b) getting a finer resolution of the region between 2500 and 3000 Hz
in order to pick up on the distinguishing feature of some [dl] tokens, that
of very high (and sometimes very weak) F3. The desired results did not
follow, and the generally negative effect on performance is clear from the
table.
5. R23
Specifications for this scheme are given in table 6.37 and results in table
6.38. This representation reflects a retreat from the very narrow bandwidth
for the region below 1000 Hz which was tried in Representation 4, with a
compromise bandwidth for the region between 1000 and 3300 Hz. Ideally,
one would have postponed the switch to a 2000 Hz bandwidth for the highest
frequency-region until a further experiment. The result is better than any
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Specifications
frequency-range (Hz) No. of bands Bandwidth (Hz)
30 - 1030 8 125
1060 - 3280 12 187
3310 - 4310 2 500
4340 - 6340 1 2000
Table 6.37. R23 Banding Scheme
Phone Recognition Results
% correct accuracy (%) correct del's subst's ins's total
68.22 53.96 6845 472 2716 1431 10033
Table 6.38. R23 Results
of the others except the best, but it is not clear what moral, if any, can be
drawn other than what has already been offered.
Having found R26 to be the best of those tried (though this hardly consti¬
tutes a well-worked-out series of experiments), I attempted to combine the same
frequency-warping with an implementation of the Davis and Mermelstein scheme
with overlapping triangular filters. This is described as Representation TRI33.
In Representation 1 the filters were non-overlapping, and each FFT power
within a band was given equal weight. In the present scheme, the left edge
of every filter other than the first falls at the centre of the filter that precedes
it, and the powers are given increasing weight (in accordance with the triangle
function) as they approach the power at the centre-frequency (which is given a
weight of 1). In general the filters spanned larger numbers of powers than did the
corresponding rectangular filters of Representation 1, but the first and last power
in each case were nullified by the triangle function, and the next outermost left
and right powers given relatively little weight, and for the first 26 of the 33 filters
only 5 FFT powers were given non-zero weight in each case. The bandwidths in
the table (6.39) need to be seen in the light of the triangular function.
The results using this representation are shown in table 6.40. Figures for
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Specifications
frequency-range (Hz) No. of bands Bandwidth (Hz) Centre-frequency
30 - 2690 27 160 62, 155, 248, ...
2530 - 2840 1 310 2690
2690 - 3190 1 500 2840
2840 - 3660 1 820 3190
3190 - 4280 1 1090 3660
3660 - 4900 1 1240 4280
4280 - 5530 1 1250 4900
Table 6.39. TRI33 Banding Scheme
Phone Recognition Results
% correct accuracy (%) correct del's subst's ins's total
65.49 51.84 6571 728 2734 1370 10033
Table 6.40. TRI33 Results
significance and confidence (with R26 as the control) are given in table 6.41. This
result appears to confirm the results of much earlier, preliminary experiments,
suggesting that the idea of simulating triangular filters with a view to smoothing
the output representation is in fact misconceived. Certainly the worsening in the
number of deletions is highly significant.
The fact that variation of the banding-scheme could have such significant
effects on performance suggests that some further improvement could be found
Confidence/Significance




Table 6.41. Confidence and Significance Measures
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by further (and more systematic) experiment. It is quite possible, however, that
any scheme found to be optimal might prove to be so only for the given speaker.
Banding apart, there would (had time allowed) have been scope for further ex¬
perimentation to assess the effects of other departures from the basic format used
in all the representations detailed above: adding further dynamic coefficients one
at at a time, for example, treating static and dynamic features as independent,
adding delta delta coefficients, trying additional features such as frame-to-frame
correlations, and so on. (Many of these things were in fact tried informally in
preliminary experiments, and not followed through because at the time the hunt
was for 'dramatic' improvements, but in any case all of them have been fully
investigated and reported in the research literature, and there is no particular
reason for thinking that applying them in the present system would give rise to
unusual results.)
6.11 Concluding Remarks
Many things have had to be excluded from the critical evaluation presented in
this chapter, simply because of lack of time. The problem of 'gliditis' is, for
example, only one of a small number of categories of pervasive error, the two
most serious apart from it being (1) confusions between elements of the [ou]
diphthong (jaxDl axrD2] or [axDl uumD2j) and [lax] or 'canonical' tokens of
schwa, and between elements of the [au] diphthong ([aDl axD2] or [aDl uumD2])
and [a], both confusions appearing to be particularly likely before nasals, and (2)
confusions between any of a number of core-state back vowels on the one hand and
[Cdl] on the other, or between any of these vowels and [ax dl] sequences when the
vowel follows a velar, palatal or alveolar consonant. Several months of additional
work might have solved these problems, though the problems surrounding [dl]
are difficult.
An indication has been given of the current performance of the system (though
the headline figures should ideally be looked beyond, and transcription-output
from the best configuration is included as an appendix). Claims about the poten¬
tial for improvement have been tentative, but I hope will be deemed reasonable.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
It is clearly not always possible to tell in advance, either in theoretical science
or in the development of technology, whether further progress will come from
continued patient work along lines already established, or from some new or
radical departure from them, and it is not impossible that the ultimate solution to
automatic speech recognition (where "ultimate" implies at least a robust ability to
make sense of wholly spontaneous speech) will come as the result of unexpected
and novel developments. However that may be, it is clearly advantageous in
the meantime to work with techniques that allow as straightforward as possible
identification of cause-and-effect relationships, and that allow modification and
development to accommodate new knowledge as it becomes available.
If the case has been made convincingly in this thesis that subphonic analysis
is possible outside the context of IIMM,1 then it may be said that the dual pro¬
cess ontology of HMM represents an unnecessary complication; it certainly makes
conceptualisation of the recognition process difficult, and so presents an obstacle
to the formation of hypotheses regarding the causes of problems and regarding
their possible solutions. Explicit modelling of subphonic elements makes possible
a considerable degree of simplification, and appears to open the way to a frame¬
work for transcription that can be adapted readily to take account of advances
in knowledge.
1even if the case has been demonstrated only for the case of a single speaker
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The suggestion of alternative methods for the resolution of phones into sub-
phones perhaps represents the most important contribution of the thesis, in spite
of its simplicity (and in spite of the fact that the implementation of the methods
is probably far from optimal). On a rather different front, some of the techniques
for systematic handling of difficult phonetic material, for example, for handling
glottalisation, may well (it is hoped) prove to be of value as ASR begins to
do more serious battle with unscripted and relatively unstructured speech, where
high-level constraints are less available, or require very sophisticated formulation,
so that phonetic cues to structure and to breakdowns of structure (via hesitation,
false starts, long pauses, stutter, and the like) need to be taken seriously. It is
also my hope that the phonetic transparency of the technique described may help
to draw more people with interests centered in Phonetics and even Phonology to
take a greater interest in the field of ASR. There has perhaps been a tendency for
people with interests in these areas to regard the phonetic frameworks typically
used in statistical ASR as crude and uninteresting, and I hope to have gone some
way in Chapter 2 toward showing that an overtly "linear segmental" framework
need not necessarily be as crude or uninteresting a thing as some have appeared
to think.
As far as the question raised in Chapter 1 is concerned, regarding the pos¬
sibility, at least for a given speaker, of achieving automatic phonetic transcrip¬
tion without constraining the recognition progress using lexical or syntactic con¬
straints, only very tentative conclusions are justified, given that it is difficult to
to say just how much improvement could be achieved in performance. (Speech
recognition techniques using Hidden Markov Modelling have been undergoing
intensive development for some twenty years, and it seems reasonable to claim
that FURIDA would benefit from further development in the same way.) Cer¬
tainly numerous ideas have been put forward earlier for attempting to secure
improvements, including
• greatly increasing the amount of training-data, this also allowing use of a
full complement of static and dynamic features rather than the reduced set
of dynamic features used in this work;
• modelling with mixtures;
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• spectral resolution of all TR classes;
• making the TR classes themselves as specific as the amount of training-data
will allow;
• effecting a comprehensive separation between classes and the models used to
represent them, in order to exploit the full potential of phonetic sequencing-
constraints;
• explicit modelling of phones in regions preceding major clause-boundaries
and sentence-boundaries;
• abandoning a number of less desirable merges, such as merges of nasal and
non-nasal contexts of onsets and offsets of vowels, and merges of the initial
silence context and the glottal stop context for onsets of vowels;
• attempting relativistic (within-phone) duration-modelling for subphones;
• moving away (at least in certain instances) from merely piecewise context-
dependency to triphonic or similar sorts of dependency
• attempting to develop something more sophisticated than the present crude
methods for subphonic resolution of most consonants;
• integrating subphone-based DP search for the best transcription within an
expanded network of higher-level phonetic structures (perhaps syllables),
within which to be able to score competing hypotheses taking account not
only of wider phonotactic constraints, but also of more realistic durational
probabilities, than are available outside such a structure.
Once such improvements had been attempted, it would begin to be clearer
just how far the Phonetic Self-Sufficiency Hypothesis of Chapter 1 could continue
to be maintained. Certainly there would appear even from the results presented
in Chapter 6 (to say nothing of work elsewhere in ASR) to be good grounds for
thinking that the weak form of the hypothesis is defensible.
It would clearly be no small or simplematter to go from the speaker-dependent
to the speaker-independent case, using the technique described in this work. For
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a truly speaker-independent system for a 'world language' like English, one is
faced with a huge range of variation in the phonetic implementation of phono¬
logical categories and indeed in the phonological systems used to 'implement'
the lexicon. To be able to reach a point where one could retain in such a con¬
text the freedom from artificial constraints that is promised by accurate phonetic
classification, a great deal of thought and work would obviously be required. A
variety of approaches can be envisaged, but this is a topic which takes us beyond
the confines of the present work. It is in any case perhaps worth noting that
speaker-independent systems, able to recognise the speech of a previously unen-
countered individual without warning, have their most obvious applications in
a number of areas where the nature of possible exchanges is highly predictable,
making higher-level constraints less objectionable, and that there is also a great
deal of scope for systems of other kinds. It is easy to imagine uses for systems
in which it was possible to learn a speaker's phonological system and its pho¬
netic implementation rapidly from a brief initialisation, and then on subsequent
encounters switch to the appropriate recogniser for that speaker in accordance
with some form of speaker ID. This is easier to imagine if the 'socialisation' of
speech recognition technology becomes an integral part of the general expansion
in telecommunications and computer services. With global pooling and network¬
ing of speech-recognition resources, it is possible to imagine universal access to
a host of 'baseline' accent-specific recognisers, trained in the case of widely used
accents from vast amounts of data, with speaker-initialisation routines to iden¬
tify the best baseline system for a given user, and further routines for tuning to
that speaker's specific requirements and for longer-term adaptation to it. Adult
speakers of English nowadays can typically cope with English from any part of
the world (though a few accents still cause considerable difficulty to those un¬
familiar with them!), and the reason is partly to do with exposure to them via
TV and radio etc., and partly due to the similarities and systematic relationships
between all specific forms of English and English as a more formal or abstract
system. In both cases we are brought back to the starting-point of the thesis -
the crucial importance of experience in making robust recognition possible for
humans. There is every reason to think that providing the analogue of this for
machine recognition is every bit as crucial if machine-recognition is ever to reach
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APPENDIX A. PHONE LABELS
LABEL EXPLANATION
GL Glottal stop
GL* any phone following a non-fast glottalisation
GS* Glottal stop with annotation for following vowel
Kb unaspirated release of [k] as in 'sky'
Krb coarticulated [Kb] and [r] as in 'scream'
PNASdh [dh] following nasal
PNVdh [dh] following [-VOICE] phone
PVdh [dh] following [+VOICE] phone
Pb unaspirated release of [p] as in 'spy'
Tb unaspirated release of [t] as in 'sty'
Trb coarticulated [Tb] and [r] as in 'strode'
a vowel of 'bad'
aDl first element of diphthong of 'now'
aa vowel of 'hard'
aa2ax form of diphthongal glide of diphthong of 'my'
aa2e form of diphthongal glide of diphthong of 'my'
aa2i form of diphthongal glide of diphthong of 'my'
aa2ii form of diphthongal glide of diphthong of 'my'
aaDl first element of diphthong of 'my'
ax schwa
axDl first element of diphthong of 'go'
axD2 form of second element of diphthongs of 'now' and 'here'
axD3 form of third element of diphthongs of 'my' and 'boy'
axrD2 form of second element of diphthongs of 'now' and 'go'
bb release of [b]
bbc complex closure of two successive [b]'s
be closure of [b]
bde complex closure of [b] followed by [d]
bib coarticulated [bb] and lateral
bnc [b] produced without closure
chb release phase of [ch] as in "chew"
chc closure phase of [ch] as in "chew"
el non-dark lateral with weak F2
db release of [d]
dbc complex closure of [d] followed by [b]
dc closure of [d]
dchc complex closure of [d] followed by [ch]
ddc complex closure of two successive [d]'s
dgc complex closure of [d] followed by [g]
dh consonant of "though"
dhR release phase of [dh] given stop-like realisation
dhS closure phase of [dh] given stop-like realisation
dl dark lateral
dlo devoiced phase of dark lateral
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LABEL EXPLANATION
dnc [d] produced without closure
dpc complex closure of [d] followed by [p]
drb coarticulated [db] and [r] as in 'dry'
drc closure of [d] occurring before [r]
dtc complex closure of [d] followed by [t]
e vowel of 'bed'
e2i form of glide in diphthong of 'say'
e2ii form of glide in diphthong of 'say'
eDl first element of diphthong of 'say'
eD3 form of third element of diphthongs of 'say', 'try', 'boy'
eHDl first element of diphthong of 'care'
f consonant of 'foe'
gb release of [g]
gc closure of [g]
ggc complex closure of two successive [g]'s
gnc [g] produced without closure
grb coarticulated [gb] and [r as in 'grow'
gtc complex closure of [g] followed by [t]
h consonant of 'he'
i vowel of 'hit'
iD3 form of third element of diphthongs of 'say', 'try', 'boy'
11 vowel of 'see'
iiDl first element of diphthong of 'near'
iiD3 form of third element of diphthongs of 'say', 'try', 'boy'
lr reduced form of [i] or fronted schwa
irD2 form of second element of diphthong of 'fear'
jhb release of [jh] as in 'join'
jhc closure of [jh] as in 'join'
kb release of [k]
kc closure of [k]
klb coarticulated [kb] and lateral as in 'Clara'
krb coarticulated [kb] and [ r] as in 'cry'
ktc complex closure of [k] followed by [t]
1 non-dark lateral
lax vowel of 'bird'
lo voiceless non-dark lateral
m consonant of 'my'
mo devoiced [m]
msyl syllabic [m
n consonant of 'now'
ng consonant of 'wrong'
no devoiced [n]
nsyl syllabic [n
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LABEL EXPLANATION
o vowel of 'hot'
oe open form of [e] occurring before [dl] or after [w]
oo vowel of 'caught'
oo2ax form of glide of diphthong of 'boy'
oo2i form of glide of diphthong of 'boy'
oo2ii form of glide of diphthong of 'boy'
ooDl first element of diphthong of 'boy'
pb release of [p]
pbc complex closure of [p] followed by [b]
pc closure of [p]
plb coarticulated release of [p] and lateral as in 'play'
prb coarticulated release of [p] and [r] as in 'pray'
ptc complex closure of [p] followed by [t]
rl first phase of [r] (falling F3)
r2 second phase of [r] (rising F3)
rii vowel of 'ream' occurring after [r]
riiDl first element of diphthong of 'rear' occurring after [r]
s consonant of 'so'
sh consonant of 'show'
tb release of [t]
tc closure of [t]
tflap flapped [t]
th consonant of 'thigh'
thR release of [th] given a stop-like realisation
thS closure of [th] given a stop-like realisation
thr coarticulated [th] and [r] as in 'thread'
tkc complex closure of [t] followed by [k]
tlb coarticulated release of [t] and lateral as in 'at last'
tpc complex closure of [t] followed by [p]
trb coarticulated release of [t] and [r] as in 'try'
trc closure of [t] occurring before [r]
ttc complex closure of two successive [t]'s
u vowel of 'put'
uDl first element of diphthong of 'poor'
uh vowel of 'trust'
ukc closure of unaspirated [k]
upc closure of unaspirated [p]
utc closure of unaspirated [t]
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LABEL EXPLANATION
uu form of vowel of 'school'
uuf form of vowel of 'you'
uum form of vowel of 'move'
uumD2 form of second element of diphthongs of 'now', 'go'
V consonant of 'vie'
wl first element of [w] (weakening F3, falling F2)
w2 second element of [w] (strengthening F3, rising F2)
y consonant of 'yeah'
z consonant of 'zee'
zh first sound of 'genre'
Appendix B
HResults Aligned Transcriptions
Transcriptions are given just for the first 100 sentences.
scOOl.auto: 63.41(41.46) [H=26, D=2, S=13, 1=9, N=41]
Aligned transcription: scOOl.hand vs scOOl.auto
LAB: dh ax pc prb r Algl D3 s r Elgl D3 n zh i z s m
oo 1 ax dh ax n e n ii v ax s ax kc kb s upc Pb e GLsc
tb ir dc db
REC: dh ax be pc prb r aaDl Algl D3 s r eDl Elgl ng jhc jhb ir z s m
ooDl Olgl 1 lax dnc ax n a n i w ax s tb y GLsc kb s ax GLsc
bb a kc tc tb ir dc db
sc002.auto: 74.42(62.79) [H=32, D=0, S=ll, 1=5, N=43]
Aligned transcription: sc002.hand vs sc002.auto
LAB: dh Elgl D3 aa s ukc Kb Tb ir f Algl wo n tc tb ir dc tc
tb ir kc kb uh m ax 1 o ng o n dh ax be bb aa jhc jhb trb
r ir GLsc pb
REC: bb Elgl D3 aa s ukc kb dh ir f aaDl Algl D3 w uh n tc tb ir dc tc
tb ir kc kb uh ra w ax dl o m on dh ax be bb aaDl Algl D3 dnc chb trb
r ax GLsc kb
sc003.auto: 69.44(61.11) [H=25, D=3, S=8, 1=3, N=36]
Aligned transcription: sc003.hand vs sc003.auto
LAB: ax m uh ng s utc Tb ax f r e n zh sh uuf ir z kc
kb ax n s ir dnc ir dc be bb y uuf tc tb ax f u dl
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REC: uh m uh m kc s utc Tb ax f r eDl Elgl n chb uuf uum ax z ukc
Kb ax n s ir dc be bb y uuf tc tb ax f oo dl
sc004.auto: 68.33(51.67) [H=41, D=3, S=16, 1=10, N=60]
Aligned transcription: sc004.hand vs sc004.auto
LAB: dh ax s m oe dl ax v dh ax f r e sh lo 1 ii gc grb r aDl axrD2
n kc kb o f ii n e v ax f Elgl D3 dl z tc tb uum i n tc tb
aaDl Algl D3 s m ii i n tb ax dh ir sh o pc pb
REC: dh ax s n ax 1 ax dl dnc ax f r e sh lo i kc krb r ax
n kc kb o th f ii n e v lax f Algl D3 o w ax z db tc tb axDl ir n tc tb
aaDl Algl D3 s pc m ii n tc tb ax v dh ax sh ax dl o GLsc pb tc
sc005.auto: 71.19(57.63) [H=42, D=3, S=14, 1=8, N=59]
Aligned transcription: sc005.hand vs sc005.auto
LAB: aa m o f msyl pc pb ax pc pb 1 e GLsc kb s be bb aaDl Algl
r a pc pb ir dc db ir dc db v aa n s ir z ir n s Tb Elgl D3
tc tb ir v dh ii aa GLsc tb e GLsc n o 1 ax jhc jhb ii
REC: uh m o f ax m be bb ax pc pc plb 1 e GLsc kb s be bb aaDl Algl
D3 r a GLsc dhR ir dc db ir dc dc db aa n s ax z ir n z s Tb Elgl
dc db ir GLdh ii aa pc tc tb e kc tc tb o 1 ax jhc jhb ii ii
sc006.auto: 64.10(51.28) [H=25, D=l, S=13, 1=5, N=39]
Aligned transcription: sc006.hand vs sc006.auto
LAB: jhc jhb o n kc kb u dc db 1 e n db i m dh ax 1 Elgl D3 tc tb
ir z drc drb r aa f utc Tb ax v ir z w lax GLsc kb
REC: jhc jhb uum o n kc kb u dc db 1 ax n db i n db ax 1 e dc db
i z tc trb r aa f tc dhR ax v ir z w oo 1 ax kc kb tc tb
sc007.auto: 61.70(53.19) [H=29, D=2, S=16, 1=4, N=47]
Aligned transcription: sc007.hand vs sc007.auto
LAB: f r m f oo tb ii 1 uh v dh ax s ukc Kb oo w ax z
n aDl axD2 jhc jhb uuf s ax n dh ax kc krb r aDl axrD2 dc db gc
grb r uuf tc tb e n NO s
REC: f r ax m ax f oo tb i GL1 lax dl dnc ax s ukc Kb oo z db
nsyl aDl axD2 n GLchb uuf GLs ax n dh ax kc krb r aDl axD2 pc pb kc
krb r ax kc tc tb e n GLsc s
sc008.auto: 60.00(45.71) [H=42, D=3, S=25, 1=10, N=70]
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Aligned transcription: sc008.hand vs sc008.auto
LAB: dh ax pc prb re z bnc ax tc tb ii r rii ir n m i n
ir s utc Tb ax m a n i zh tc tb ir kc kb lax be dh ax drc
drb r i ng kc kb i ng h a be bb ir tc s ax v dh ax 1 ooDl Olgl
trc trb r i ng y uuf th s
REC: dh ax pc pc prb r ax z 1 ax tc tb iiDl axD2 r rii i m e n ax
z s utc Tb ax m aDl axD2 lis tc tb ir kc kb lax dc dc db ir dc tc
trb r e n kc kb ii ng i h a be bb i GLs ax v ax 1 ax w ax
tc trb r rii ng ii ir th pc pb s
sc009.auto: 61.29(45.16) [H=19, D=l, S=ll, 1=5, N=31]
Aligned transcription: sc009.hand vs sc009.auto
LAB: dh ax be bb uh dl be be bb 1 uum w oe n ii s w ir GLchb
utc Tb o n dh ax 1 aaDl Algl D3 tc tb
REC: bb ax be be bb o be be bb 1 uuf uum ax w ax 1 ii s w ax GLsh
dc db o n dh ax 1 aa h i tc tc tb ax
scOlO.auto: 75.00(58.33) [H=27, D=l, S=8, 1=6, N=36]
Aligned transcription: scOlO.hand vs scOlO.auto
LAB: i tc tb ir z f y uuf tc tb aa dl tc tb u o f re n
ii f lax dh ax r ir z i s utc Tb ax n NO s
REC: ir tc tb ir z s tc tb h y uuf tc tb aa tc tb ax w o tb r ir h
ii dc th f lax dh ax r ir z ir s utc Tb ax n GLsc s
scOl1.auto: 73.17(63.41) [H=30, D=l, S=10, 1=4, N=41]
Aligned transcription: scOll.hand vs scOll.auto
LAB: dh Elgl 1 oo n GLchb Tb i n tc tb ax be bb a tlb dl w
ir dh oo dl dh ax f oo s ir z dh Elgl kc kb ir dc m uh s utc Tb ax
REC: dh i dnc 1 oo n chb Tb ax n tc tb ax be be bb a th lo 1 ax w
ax z oo tb ax f oo s ir z db Elgl kc kb ir dc m aa s utc Tb ax
sc012.auto: 67.65(55.88) [H=23, D=l, S=10, 1=4, N=34]
Aligned transcription: sc012.hand vs sc012.auto
LAB: dh ir chc chb i dl w i n dc db kc kb oo z dh ax m tc tb ir sh
i v ax v aaDl Algl 1 ax n tlb 1 ii
REC: dh ax chc chb ax 1 ax w i n tb kc kb oo z dh ax n tc tb ax sh
ir v ax v dl Algl D3 1 ax n s lo 1 Elgl D3
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sc013.auto: 70.27(58.11) [H=52, D=l, S=21, 1=9, N=74]
Aligned transcription: sc013.hand vs sc013.auto
LAB: dh ir gc gb uh v ax m ax n GLsc trb r aaDl Algl D3 ax m
GLsc tb f oo y i ir z ir gc gb axDl axrD2 nsyl w ii ax v
e v r rii r rii z nsyl tc tb ax be bb ax 1 ii v dh
ax tflap i GLw w dl trc trb r aaDl Algl ax m NO f ax gc gb
e n
REC: tc dh i gc gb uuf o v ax m ax n trc trb r aaDl Algl D3 ax
GLsc tb f ooDl Olgl D3 ii ir z ir gc gb axDl axrD2 m Algl D3 lax v
eHDl axD2 th r rii ax r rii zh dnc ax n tc tb ax be bb ax 1 ii v dh
ax h ir GLw oo dl tc trb r aaDl Algl D3 ax n tc f ax gc gb eHDl
axD2 n
sc014.auto: 71.43(61.90) [H=30, D=3, S=9, 1=4, N=42]
Aligned transcription: sc014.hand vs sc014.auto
LAB: h ii jhc jhb lax kc tc Trb r aDl axrD2 n db ir n ax n i n
s utc Tb ax n tc tc tb ax f Elgl D3 s ir z ax s Elgl D3 1 ax
NO tb
REC: h ii gjhc jhb axDl axrD2 kc tc trb r aDl axD2 n ir n i n
s tc tb ax n tc tc tb ax f lo 1 Elgl D3 s ir z ax s lo i 1 ax n
GLsc tb
sc015.auto: 72.73(70.45) [H=32, D=0, S=12, 1=1, N=44]
Aligned transcription: sc015.hand vs sc015.auto
LAB: h ii e m f ax s aaDl Algl D3 z ir z s Trb r e ng GLsc kb
s w aaDl Algl kc kb ax n s ii 1 i ng i z w ii kc kb n ax s ir z
REC: h ii ax tc f ax s aaDl Algl D3 z ir z s Trb r Elgl D3 n pc pb
s w uh pc kc kb ax n s ii 1 i ng i z w i kc tc Tb ax s ir s
sc016.auto: 70.27(62.16) [H=26, D=4, S=7, 1=3, N=37]
Aligned transcription: sc016.hand vs sc016.auto
LAB: dh ax tc tb Elgl D3 bnc 1 ir z m Elgl D3 dc db s axDl
uumD2 s lo 1 o pc pb 1 ii dh ir tflap ir GLsc tb ir dl tc tb s
REC: dh ax tc tb eDl Elgl D3 bnc 1 ir z m i GLn Elgl D3 i z s axDl
uumD2 z 1 o pc plb 1 ii dnc ir GLsc tb e dl GLsc s
sc017.auto: 72.09(60.47) [H=31, D=5, S=7, 1=5, N=43]
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Aligned transcription: sc017.hand vs sc017.auto
LAB: i GLw w ir z ir m pc pb oo tc nsyl tc tb ax be bb ii pc
pb lax f ir GLsc s ax n s dh ax w ax n axDl uumD2 pc prb r o m
GLsc tb s
REC: i w ax z db ir n pc pb oo dc db nsyl tb ax GLm ii kc pc
pb lax f i GLsc s ax n s TDHS dhR ax w ax n axDl uumD2 pc pc prb r o
NO s
sc018.auto: 67.65(52.94) [H=23, D=l, S=10, 1=5, N=34]
Aligned transcription: sc018.hand vs sc018.auto
LAB: aa ran f ax kc kb uh v ax w aa s utc Tb ii h lax dl
dc db s ax v r dl s utc Tb axDl axrD2 n z
REC: aaDl Algl r a n tc f ax kc kb uh v ax w uh s dc db ii h lax 1
oo GLsc s ax v dl s tc dhR axDl axrD2 ax n ax n s
sc019.auto: 63.16(44.74) [H=48, D=l, S=27, 1=14, N=76]
Aligned transcription: sc019.hand vs sc019.auto
LAB: w ii ax v pc prb r uuf f dh ax GLsc dh ax r ir zh ii
m w ii dl dc s ax f i sh nsyl GLsc pb a r ir
n dh ax n oo th tc tb u ir kc kb s pc pb 1 ooDl Olgl D3 GLsc
dh ii i n tc tb aaDl Algl D3 ax pc pb o pc pb ax 1 Elgl D3 sh ax
n
REC: tc gc gb e pc pc prb r i f tc dhR ax pc tc Tb ax r rii zh ii
ng n w ir dl GLsc s ax f uuf sh nsyl tc dc db ax tb aDl axD2 r ax r i
n dh ax n oo tb th tc f axDl ax kc kb s pc be bb 1 ax w i GLsc
kb h ii i n tc tb aaDl Algl D3 pc pb o pc be bb ir 1 Elgl D3 sh ax
n
sc020.auto: 64.71(38.24) [H=22, D=3, S=9, 1=9, N=34]
Aligned transcription: sc020.hand vs sc020.auto
LAB: sh ii f lo 1 i kc kb s th r uum ax m a gnc ir z ii n
w oe n sh ii gnc e GLs ax chc chb aa NO s
REC: sh ii tb th lo i kc kb s tb ax r ax m a gc gb i z i ng n
ax n chc chb ii gc gb e GLs ax chc chb ax GLAA aa n GLsc s
sc021.auto: 56.41(51.28) [H=22, D=3, S=14, 1=2, N=39]
Aligned transcription: sc021.hand vs sc021.auto
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LAB: th a ng gc gb u dc n ax s ir GLs f r aaDl Algl D3 dc db
Elgl ax n tc tb aaDl Algl D3 m tc tb ir gc gb axDl axrD2 h axDl
uumD2 m
REC: bb Algl dc gc gb ax GLm ir z s ir z f r aaDl Algl D3 dc db
Elgl D3 e n tc tb aaDl Algl n tb ir gc gb lax h lax tflap
ax n
sc022.auto: 63.64(45.45) [H=21, D=l, S=ll, 1=6, N=33]
Aligned transcription: sc022.hand vs sc022.auto
LAB: i chc chb i z ax r oo dl w ir z s axDl uumD2 tc tb e m
utc Tb i ng tc tb ax s kc Krb r a GLsc chb
REC: pb ii chc chb i s ax r ax w ax z s axDl uumD2 tc tc tb e n tc
dc db ii n tc tb ax s kc krb r a tb ax GLsc sh tb
sc023.auto: 74.07(55.56) [H=20, D=l, S=6, 1=5, N=27]
Aligned transcription: sc023.hand vs sc023.auto
LAB: aa dl he jhb m aaDl Algl be bb e GLs ax n tc tb Elgl
kc n axDl axrD2 r i s kc kb s
REC: o GLsc pb e zh m aaDl Algl D3 be be bb e GLs ax n tc tb Elgl D3
kc n ax r i h ax s ukc kb s
sc024.auto: 84.62(69.23) [H=33, D=0, S=6, 1=6, N=39]
Aligned transcription: sc024.hand vs sc024.auto
LAB: dh ax 1 e ng th ax v ax s ukc Kb lax GLsc kc
kb oo dc dh ax pc pb aa s ir z be bb aaDl Algl D3 tc tb ir s utc
Tb eHDl axD2
REC: dh ax 1 Elgl D3 ng th ax v ax s ukc Kb axDl axrD2 ax GLsc db kc
kb oo dc db ax pc be bb aa s ax z be bb aaDl Algl D3 GLsc tb ir s utc
Tb eHDl axD2 a
sc025.auto: 71.05(55.26) [H=27, D=l, S=10, 1=6, N=38]
Aligned transcription: sc025.hand vs sc025.auto
LAB: Algl D3 oo w ir z s ii m tc tb ax f o 1 ax m Algl GLi
n s utc Tb i ng s r aa dh ax dh ax n r rii z ax n
REC: db be aaDl Algl D3 ax w i s ii n tc tb ir f lo 1 ax m Algl D3
n s dc db i ng gc s r aa dl a dh ax n ax r rii ii z ax n
sc026.auto: 62.75(50.98) [H=32, D=7, S=12, 1=6, N=51]
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Aligned transcription: sc026.hand vs sc026.auto
LAB: i GLs trc Trb r Elgl D3 n zh dh ax tflap aaDl Algl D3 s lo
1 e GLsc f ax s axDl axrD2 1 o ng s ax n s Algl D3 w ax z nsyl
GLsc f ii 1 ir ng tc tb aaDl Algl D3 dc db
REC: i GLs tc trb r eDl Elgl D3 n ir z dh ax 1 ax s lo
1 e pc tc Tb ax z s lax Ion s ax n s ax w ax z nsyl
f ir ng m pc tc tb aaDl Algl D3 GLsc tb
sc027.auto: 55.81(48.84) [H=24, D=2, S=17, 1=3, N=43]
Aligned transcription: sc027.hand vs sc027.auto
LAB: aa dl drc drb r aa f tc dh axDl uumD2 z n y uuf pc pb r
pc pb axDl uumD2 z dl z be bb ax f oo dh ax n e kc kb s m ii tc
tb i ng
REC: o n trc trb aa th TDHS dhR ax z db n ii be be bb r
pc pb axDl uumD2 u z oo tb th be bb ax f oo dh ax n i kc kb s m ii tc
tb ii n
sc028.auto: 64.29(48.21) [H=36, D=3, S=17, 1=9, N=56]
Aligned transcription: sc028.hand vs sc028.auto
LAB: dh ax m uh dc s kc kb w oe dl GLchb tc tb 1 aDl
axrD2 dc db 1 ii ax n ii r riiDl axD2 1 aaDl Algl D3 z dh ax tflap
ir z s w Elgl D3 dc be bb uuf tc tb s w ax dc db uuf m
dc db
REC: dh ax m aaDl Algl D3 GLsc s ukc klb 1 ax 1 u GLs tc tb 1 aDl
axrD2 dc db 1 ii h i n ii ax v ir 1 Algl D3 z dh
ir z s w eDl Elgl D3 dc be bb uuf uum GLsc s w ax GLsc dhR uuf uum ax n
dc db ax tb
sc029.auto: 69.09(63.64) [H=38, D=3, S=14, 1=3, N=55]
Aligned transcription: sc029.hand vs sc029.auto
LAB: h ii gc grb r aa s pc pb dh ax r axDl uumD2 pc pb w ir dh ir z
f r rii h a n db ax n s w uh ng i z 1 e gc gb z r a n tc
tb ax dh ax s aaDl Algl D3 dc db
REC: h ii gc gb r aa s upc pb dh ax r axDl axrD2 pc pc plb ir z
f r rii ii h a n db ax n s w ax n ii z 1 Elgl gc s r aDl axD2 n tc
tb ax dh ax s aaDl Algl hi tc tb
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sc030.auto: 60.38(49.06) [H=32, D=2, S=19, 1=6, N=53]
Aligned transcription: sc030.hand vs sc030.auto
LAB: o pc pb ax chc chb uuf ax n tb ii z 1 aaDl Algl D3 dh
i s dc db axDl axrD2 n GLsc grb r axDl axrD2 o n trc trb r rii
z ax z y sh ir dc n axDl uumD2 be bb aaDl Algl D3 n aDl axrD2
REC: bb o be bb Algl chc chb i tb ii z db aaDl Algl D3 dc dc db
i s utc Tb lax dl n kc krb r ax w aaDl Algl n trc trb r rii
ii z ax dnc ii sh ir tc n axDl uumD2 be bb aaDl Algl D3 n db aDl axD2
sc031.auto: 66.67(53.70) [H=36, D=3, S=15, 1=7, N=54]
Aligned transcription: sc031.hand vs sc031.auto
LAB: i GLs dc db i v ax vknc uh dl tc tc tb ax chc chb uuf z
be bb ax tc tb w ii n tc tb uuf s uh GLchb GL ii kc kb w 1
ii gc gb u dnc o dl tc tb lax n ax tb ir v z
REC: ir z utc Tb ir dnc ax be bb oo tc tb ax chc chb uuf ax z
be bb i tc tb h ir ng n tc tb uuf zh s uh GLchb i h ii kc kb w ax 1
ii gc gb ax dl tc tb lax n ax tc tb ir h ax z
sc032.auto: 57.45(40.43) [H=27, D=2, S=18, 1=8, N=47]
Aligned transcription: sc032.hand vs sc032.auto
LAB: h e n r rii n oo m 1 ii v y uuf dc r o be bb z
e 1 ax s ax n th y uuf z ii a z ax m w ax th dc db i s
dc db eDl Elgl D3 n
REC: h eHDl z ax r rii n ax dl dnc 1 ii GLy uuf gc be bb r o be z
ax 1 ax s ir n dc db th i h y uuf z ii lax z ir n w ir th TDHS dhR ir z
utc Tb eDl Elgl D3 n
sc033.auto: 53.33(42.22) [H=24, D=0, S=21, 1=5, N=45]
Aligned transcription: sc033.hand vs sc033.auto
LAB: sh ax dl th i ng kb ax v ax n i kc kb s ukc Kb y uuf
s ir f gc gb i v ax n ax n uh f s upc Pb Elgl D3 s nsyl tc tb
aaDl Algl D3 m
REC: s tc sh ax v db ii n kc kb ax v ax n ii ng gc gb s ukc klb 1 uuf
GLs ir th kc kb i v ir n ax n aa tb s be bb Elgl D3 s ax n tc tb
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aaDl Algl ax n
sc034.auto: 64.71(50.98) [H=33, D=l, S=17, 1=7, N=51]
Aligned transcription: sc034.hand vs sc034.auto
LAB: w oe n f oo s tc tb ax m Elgl D3 kc kb ir chc chb ooDl Olgl D3 s
e r ax chc chb axDl uumD2 z pc pb i ng pc pb o ng ax z ax
f Elgl D3 v r GLsc gb eDl Elgl D3 m
REC: w oe m f oo s utc Tb ax m Elgl gc gb ir chc chb ax w ax s
eHDl axD2 r ax chc chb axDl uumD2 s pc pc pb i ng be bb o n ax z dh ax
f r Elgl D3 v ax GLsc kb ax v Elgl D3 n ax n
sc035.auto: 63.93(49.18) [H=39, D=l, S=21, 1=9, N=61]
Aligned transcription: sc035.hand vs sc035.auto
LAB: i tc s ax sh Elgl D3 m dh ax GLsc aa kc kb ir tc tb
e kc kb s dc db ir z aaDl Algl n f ax dh ax m s oe dl v
z ax n o GLsc f ax dh ir jhc jhb e n r dl pc pb uh be
bib 1 ir kc kb
REC: ax GLsc s ir GLchb eDl Elgl i n dh ax be bb aa kc kb ax tc tb
e GLsc kb s tc tb ir z aaDl Algl D3 n GLf ax TDHS dhR ax n s Tb a dl n
z ax n o GLsc f ax dh ir jhc jhb eHDl axD2 n r ax w ax pc pc pb uh be
bb ax GLsc kb
sc036.auto: 69.39(63.27) [H=34, D=5, S=10, 1=3, N=49]
Aligned transcription: sc036.hand vs sc036.auto
LAB: kb axDl uumD2 be bb ii tc tb i m tc tb ax dh ax 1 aaDl
Algl D3 n bb aaDl Algl D3 f aaDl Algl D3 v th aDl axrD2 z ax n GLsc
th s ax v ax s e kc kb ax n dc db
REC: kb axDl axrD2 gc be bb ii tc tb ir n tb ax dnc 1 aaDl
Algl n m aaDl Algl D3 f aaDl Algl D3 f th aDl axD2 z s ax n GLsc
th s f ax z Tb e kc kb ax n tb
sc037.auto: 75.00(60.00) [H=30, D=l, S=9, 1=6, N=40]
Aligned transcription: sc037.hand vs sc037.auto
LAB: dh ax be bb aa th pc plb 1 uh gc gb i z m i si ng s
ax y ax dl h a v tc tb ir tc tb Elgl kc kb ir sh aDl axrD2
ax
REC: pc th ax be bb aa th pc plb 1 aa gc gb ir z m ir s ii ng s eHDl
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axD2 ax 1 ax h aDl axD2 f tc tb ir tc tb Elgl kc kb ir sh aDl axrD2
aaDl Algl D3
sc038.auto: 58.82(44.12) [H=20, D=l, S=13, 1=5, N=34]
Aligned transcription: sc038.hand vs sc038.auto
LAB: y uu oo GLsc tb ax be bb r uh sh y ax tc tb ii th be
bb ax f oo y ir gnc ax tc tb ax be bb e dc db
REC: h ii bnc oo GLsc tb ax m be bb r Algl sh ax tc tc tb ii th tc
dh ax f oo w i tb ii uum tc tb ir be bb i n tc tb
sc039.auto: 77.42(67.74) [H=24, D=2, S=5, 1=3, N=31]
Aligned transcription: sc039.hand vs sc039.auto
LAB: dh ii lax th y uuf s tc tb ax be bb ii f la GLsc bb ax
GLsc n aDl axrD2 ax tc s ax s f iiDl axD2
REC: dh ii lax th h y uuf zh utc Tb ax be bb ii f th lo 1 a GLsc bb ax
tc n aDl axrD2 ax GLsc s f iiDl axD2
sc040.auto: 77.14(48.57) [H=27, D=0, S=8, 1=10, N=35]
Aligned transcription: sc040.hand vs sc040.auto
LAB: aa w ir sh ii dc db aa dh ir gc grb r ax be bb
iiDl axD2 dc db ax sh eDl Elgl D3 v ir z m ax s utc Tb aa sh
REC: aaDl Algl D3 w ir sh ii z a:




LAB: jhc jhb uuf dnc ir th f
GLs w Elgl D3 tc tb i ng f oo
a n axDl axrD2
REC: jhc jhb uuf dnc i f Trb
GLs w i tb i ng n GLf ax
aDl axD2 n aDl axD2 GLsc tb
sc042.auto: 67.57(56.76) [H=25,
Aligned transcription: sc042.hand
LAB: dh i h y uuf jhc jhb kc kb
: 1 ax dh ax gc gb r ax be be bb
D3 be ir z m ax s utc Tb o tc sh ax
D=4, S=15, 1=8, N=44]
vs sc041.auto
a n dh ax m a n y ir s ukc Kb ir
h ax r o n dh ax pc pb ii
r a n dh ax m a ng i s kc kb ir
w ax r aaDl Algl n dh ax be i h ii
D=0, S=12, 1=4, N=37]
vs sc042.auto
aa s dlo dl w ax z nsyl s lax
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kc kb dl dc be bb aaDl Algl ax dc db ii pc m axDl axrD2 tc tb
REC: dh i tb y uuf dnc chb kc kb aa s lo 1 ax w ax z ax n s lax
kc kb oo dc be bb aaDl Algl D3 dc dc db ii kc m aaDl Algl ax GLsc tb
sc043.auto: 72.92(68.75) [H=35, D=2, S=ll, 1=2, N=48]
Aligned transcription: sc043.hand vs sc043.auto
LAB: jhc jhb eDl Elgl D3 n ir dc db oo dc m a th s ax n f r e n GLsc
chb be bb ax GLsc h Elgl D3 tc tb ir dc dh ax r e s utc Tb ax v s ukc
Kb uu dl
REC: jhc jhb Elgl D3 n i dc db oo dc m a th s ax n f r e n tc
sh be bb ax GLsc tb Elgl D3 tc tb i dc db ax r e s tc tb ax s ukc
kb w ax w ax
sc044.auto: 72.92(62.50) [H=35, D=3, S=10, 1=5, N=48]
Aligned transcription: sc044.hand vs sc044.auto
LAB: m a sh pc pb ax tc tb Elgl D3 tb axDl axrD2 z ax m oo f a tc n
i ng dh ax n aa dh ax be bb ooDl Olgl D3 dl dc db ax be bb
Elgl kc tc tb w uh n z
REC: m a sh be bb ax tc tb Elgl D3 tb ir z ax m oo f r a tc n
i ng n ax n aaDl Algl dh ax be be bb ooDl Olgl oo tb ax be be bb
Elgl D3 gc tc tb w ax n s
sc045.auto: 68.97(62.07) [H=40 , D=4, S=14, 1=4, N=58]
Aligned transcription: sc045.hand vs sc045.auto
LAB: dh ax w lax dl dnc ir z be bb i kc kb ax m i ng i n kc krb r rii
s i ng 1 ii dc db eDl Elgl D3 n jhc jhb ir r ax s be bb ax GLh aa 1
ii e n ii w uh n kc kb eHDl axD2 z
REC: bb ax w ax 1 ir z be bb i kc kb ax n i ng ax m kc krb i
s i ng ax m ii dc db eDl Elgl D3 n ii r ax s pc pb ax h aa 1
ii ii e n ii w uh n kc klb 1 ii eHDl axD2 s
sc046.auto: 65.96(51.06) [H=31, D=3, S=13, 1=7, N=47]
Aligned transcription: sc046.hand vs sc046.auto
LAB: pb a trc trb i GLsc kb w ax n ii dc s upc Pb ii GLchb
th e r pc pb ii be bb ax kc kb ir z ax v ir z kc klb 1 e f tc
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pc pb a 1 ax GLsc tb
REC: pb a tc trb r i GLsc bb oo n ii n GLs be bb ii jhb db tc
tb e r ax be pc pb ii be bb ax h ir z ax tflap ir z kc klb 1 e f
pc pb tc tb aa n ax GLsc tb
sc047.auto: 64.10(58.97) [H=25, D=l, S=13, 1=2, N=39]
Aligned transcription: sc047.hand vs sc047.auto
LAB: dh ii z pc prb r a tc tb kc kb dl jhc jhb axDl axrD2 kc kb s ax
be bb ii ng tc tb Elgl kc kb ax n m uh GLchb tc tb uuf f aa
REC: dh ii zh pc prb r a pc f ukc Kb oo jhc jhb axDl axrD2 gc gb s ax
be bb ii n tb Elgl D3 gc gb ax n m aa s tc tb uuf v f aa
sc048.auto: 77.78(52.78) [H=28, D=l, S=7, 1=9, N=36]
Aligned transcription: sc048.hand vs sc048.auto
LAB: aaDl Algl sh dl pc pb e n GLsc dh ir s r u m axDl
uumD2 v w ax dh ir f y uuf be bb Elgl 03 zh dc db o
GLsc tb s
REC: aaDl Algl sh u dl pc pc pb i ng dc db ir s r ax m uh 1 axDl
axrD2 GLw ax v w ax dh ax f h y uuf be be bb eDl Elgl D3 zh dc db o
GLsc s
sc049.auto: 70.59(60.78) [H=36, D=2, S=13, 1=5, N=51]
Aligned transcription: sc049.hand vs sc049.auto
LAB: m Algl kc kb aa w ax z s utc Tb axDl axrD2 1 ax n w
aa 1 ax w ax zh sh o pc pb i ng i n kc kb e n z i ng tb ax n h
aaDl Algl D3 s Trb r rii tc tb
REC: 1 Algl tc gc gb aa 1 ax w ax z s utc Tb lax w ax 1 ax n
o 1 ax w ir zh db o pc be bb ii n kc kb e n z i ng tc tb ax n h
aaDl Algl ir s trb r rii tc tb
sc050.auto: 63.83(44.68) [H=30, D=4, S=13, 1=9, N=47]
Aligned transcription: sc050.hand vs sc050.auto
LAB: chb Elgl n jhc jhb i ng gc gb iiDl axD2 h aa f w
Elgl D3 ax pc pb ax s utc Tb ii pc pb h i dl kc kb ax m
bb ii kc kb w Algl GLr r ir s ukc Kb ii
REC: jhc jhb eDl Elgl D3 n chb i ng dc db iiDl axD2 a h aa f
ooDl Olgl ax be pc pb ax s dc db ii kc dc db pc pb i dl kc kb ax m
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ii kc kb pc pb Algl D3 r i s kc kb ii
sc051.auto: 68.75(43.75) [H=33, D=2, S=13, 1=12, N=48]
Aligned transcription: sc051.hand vs sc051.auto
LAB: Algl D3 oo w ir z nsyl jhb ooDl Olgl ir pc pb aaDl
Algl D3 n tb ax v 1 aa gc gb ax w ax n Algl kc kb ax m
o f dh ax s kc kb w o sh kc kb oo GLsc tb
REC: aaDl Algl D3 lax w ir z ax m jhc jhb ooDl Olgl D3 gc pc pb aaDl
Algl n tb ax dnc 1 aa be gc gb uuf lax w ax n Algl kc kb uh m w ax
dl f ax s ukc kb w oo n kb s ukc kb w ooDl Olgl tc tb
sc052.auto: 75.00(44.23) [H=39, D=2, S=ll, 1=16, N=52]
Aligned transcription: sc052.hand vs sc052.auto
LAB: jhb ii n m aaDl Algl D3 GLsc prb r pc pb eHDl axD2
m oo s a m ax n ax n kc kb y uuf kc kb uh m be bb ax s
a m w ax jhc jhb ir z ir f w ax 1 uh kc kb ii
REC: sh y ii n ax m aaDl Algl m pc prb r ax be pc pb ii eHDl axD2
m oo z s aDl axD2 n 1 ax n kc kb y uuf pc kc kb uh m pc be bb ax z s
aDl axD2 m Algl djhc jhb i z ax v dc tc tb w ax 1 uh tb kc kb h ii
sc053.auto: 68.42(52.63) [H=26, D=4, S=8, 1=6, N=38]
Aligned transcription: sc053.hand vs sc053.auto
LAB: dh lax dl be bb ii be bb i gc tc trb r uh bnc dl ir f y
uuf dc db eHDl axD2 tc tb ir tc tb uh GLchb dh a GLs lax f
ir s
REC: dh lax dl be ii dc be bb ii kc tc trb uh bnc dl dnc ir f h y
uuf gc dc db i tb ax tc tb aa dnc chb utc Tb ax GLs lax f
ir s
sc054.auto: 68.85(52.46) [H=42, D=5, S=14, 1=10, N=61]
Aligned transcription: sc054.hand vs sc054.auto
LAB: tb o m s e z dh ax GLeDl Elgl n GLchb ax n GLsc tb
s aa be bb z ax f aa m oo s utc Tb aaDl Algl 1 i sh dh ax m be bb r
ir tb sh lo 1 Elgl D3 1 ax n trc trb r aaDl Algl D3
ax m NO f s
REC: tb o m z s lo ir zh db ax GLeDl Elgl D3 n GLsc chb ax n
s aa be z ax f aa m oo s utc Tb aaDl Algl D3 1 ir tb ax m be bb r
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ax gjhc jhb dnc chb kc klb 1 Elgl 1 i z ax n trc trb r aaDl Algl aDl
axD2 m pc pb s
sc055.auto: 59.65(50.88) [H=34, D=5, S=18, 1=5, N=57]
Aligned transcription: sc055.hand vs sc055.auto
LAB: jhc jhb i dl tc tb uh m bb dl dc db aa f utc Tb ax jhc jhb
a kc kb be bb ax kc kb ir zh sh ii w ir zh sh uh v dc
db be bb aaDl Algl 1 i tc tb dl m ir s m uh f ax GLsc tb
REC: jhc jhb i dl tc tb uh m oo dc db aa f tc tb ax jhc jhb axDl
axrD2 a gc gb i GLsc bb ax gc gb uuf sh uuf sh aa v ax dc
db pc pb aaDl Algl 1 ir tc tb 1 ax m ax s m aa f ax tc tb
sc056.auto: 63.24(47.06) [H=43, D=4, S=21, 1=11, N=68]
Aligned transcription: sc056.hand vs sc056.auto
LAB: db o GLsc tb ax f i 1 i GLsc pb s r Elgl D3 z ir n
uh m bb r ax v m uuf GLsc pb ooDl Olgl D3 n GLsc s ax be bb a dh
ax pc pb r f e s ax z aa tc tb ir kc kb dl ax n dh ax r rii
s nsyl jhc jhb lax n dl
REC: dh ax w ax pc tc tb ax f i 1 i be s r Elgl D3 zh db ir n
uh m ax r ax m ax kc pc pb ooDl Olgl 1 ii n GLs ax m ax n dh
ax pc pb ax f e tb ax z uh tc tb ax kc kb oo dl o n ax r rii tb ax
n m jhc jhb axDl axrD2 n ax dl
sc057.auto: 79.49(64.10) [H=31, D=2, S=6, 1=6, N=39]
Aligned transcription: sc057.hand vs sc057.auto
LAB: dh i s n y uuf dc db is pc plb 1 Elgl D3 ir trc
trb r a GLs m oo kc kb uh s utc Tb ax m ax z dh ax n e v ax
REC: dh ir s tc n ii uuf dc db ir z s pc pc plb 1 eDl Elgl D3 ir trc
trb a gc s m oo tc kc kb aa s utc Tb ax m ax z ax n e v lax
sc058.auto: 67.24(53.45) [H=39, D=2, S=17, 1=8, N=58]
Aligned transcription: sc058.hand vs sc058.auto
LAB: m i z ir z s chc chb uum ax GLsc plb 1 ii z dc db ax r ax
n tc tb aaDl Algl ax f a m ax 1 ii w oe n sh ii pc pb r
jhc jhb uuf s tc m o dl GLsc tlb 1 axDl uumD2 f ax tc tb ii
REC: m i z ir s chc chb uuf w ax GLsc plb 1 ii i dc tc tb ax r i
n tc tb aaDl Algl D3 f aDl axD2 n w ax 1 ii w e n GLsh ii be tc trb ax
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h y uuf s tc m ax dl GLsc pb kc klb 1 lax f ax tc tc tb ii
sc059.auto: 63.83(46.81) [H=30, D=3, S=14, 1=8, N=47]
Aligned transcription: sc059.hand vs sc059.auto
LAB: pb ii tc kc kb u dc nsyl GLsc bb eHDl tc tb ax sh axDl axrD2 ax s
i z s ukc Kb aa s axDl uumD2 s uuf n aa f Tb ax dh
ii a kc kb s ax dnc ax n tc tb
REC: bb ii pc kc kb ax n mi tc tb ir sh axDl axrD2 z s
ir z s ukc Kb uum aaDl Algl D3 s axDl uumD2 z s uuf e n aa f ax dh
ii a n kc kb s ir zh db ax NO th utc tb
sc060.auto: 78.26(60.87) [H=36, D=l, S=9, 1=8, N=46]
Aligned transcription: sc060.hand vs sc060.auto
LAB: jhc jhb ooDl Olgl D3 f i be dc db ir be bb a dh ax m uh
n ii m i s i ng f ax m dh ax s ii kc krb r GLsc kc kb a sh
be bb o kc kb s
REC: i jhc jhb ax w i f i gc dc db ax be bb a dh ax m aaDl Algl
n i ng m i s i ng f ax n ax s ii tc kc krb r ax GLsc db kc kb a sh
ax tc be bb o GLsc kb s
sc061.auto: 73.47(53.06) [H=36, D=l, S=12, 1=10, N=49]
Aligned transcription: sc061.hand vs sc061.auto
LAB: dh ax h lax s w 1 ax r aaDl Algl v ax dh ax m oo
gc gb be bb ax tc tb w ii n ax kc kb w oo tb r ax n h aa f
pc pb aa s tc tb w oe dl v
REC: dh ax h axDl axrD2 z s w ax 1 ax r aaDl Algl D3 v ax dh ax m oo
be be bb ax dc db w i n i kc kc kb w oo sh trb r ax n ax h aa f be
bb aaDl Algl s tc tb w e dl f utc tb
sc062.auto: 72.92(68.75) [H=35, D=6, S=7, 1=2, N=48]
Aligned transcription: sc062.hand vs sc062.auto
LAB: w oo tc tb ax w ax z kc kb a s ukc Kb eDl Elgl D3 dnc i ng
db aDl axD2 n dh ax m aDl axD2 n tc tb ir n ax tc tb ax r Elgl D3 tb
ir v n o GLsc s
REC: w oo tc tb ax w ax z kc kb aDl axD2 s ukc Kb i ng
aDl axD2 m ax n m aDl axD2 n tc tb ir n ax dc db ax r Elgl D3 tb
ir f n aa NO s
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sc063.auto: 61.33(48.00) [H=46, D=5, S=24, 1=10, N=75]
Aligned transcription: sc063.hand vs sc063.auto
LAB: klb 1 aa r ax w oe n GLsc th r uum ax f
Elgl D3 z w oe n sh ii oo w Elgl D3 z s lax v dc db h uh
ng gc gb eHDl axD2 r riiDl axD2 n gc gb uum la sh f o 1
axDl axrD2 dc be bb aaDl Algl D3 r uum be bb aa be bb kc krb r uh m be
bb dl
REC: dc db pc plb 1 aaDl Algl r ax w ax dc db trc trb r lax f eDl
Elgl D3 z w ax n GLchb uuf o w i z s lax GLsc tb h aaDl Algl
n gc gb eHDl axD2 r rii i n gc gb uuf uum GL1 a GLsc kb sh f o 1
ax be bb aaDl Algl D3 r ax be bb aa pc pb kc krb r aa m be
bb dl
sc064.auto: 70.21(65.96) [H=33, D=2, S=12, 1=2, N=47]
Aligned transcription: sc064.hand vs sc064.auto
LAB: w ii dc be bb ii h aa dc pc pb u sh tc tc tb ir kc kb a
GLchb dh ax be bb uh s tc tb ax n y uuf kc kb a s dl tc tb ax n
aaDl Algl D3 tc tb
REC: ax r rii dc be bb ii h aa tc pc pb w ax sh utc Tb ax kc kb a
GLchb dh ax be bb aa s tc tb ax n ii GLuuf kc kb aa s oo tc tb ax n
aaDl Algl tc tb
sc065.auto: 78.95(65.79) [H=30, D=l, S=7, 1=5, N=38]
Aligned transcription: sc065.hand vs sc065.auto
LAB: aDl axrD2 be bb u GLsc chb ax m Elgl D3 kc kb s ir z
axDl axrD2 n pc pb oo kc kb ax n be bb ii f so s ax jhc jhb i z
REC: pb aDl axD2 m be bb ax w i GLsc chb ax m Elgl kc kb s ir z
axDl axrD2 n pc pb oo kc kb ax n be bb ii f ax s aa s ax chc chb ir GLs
sc066.auto: 75.41(65.57) [H=46, D=4, S=ll, 1=6, N=61]
Aligned transcription: sc066.hand vs sc066.auto
LAB: m aa tc tb ir n ax n kc krb r Elgl D3 gc gc grb r axDl axrD2
dc db w oo f chc chb uum 1 ir GLsc pb s ax n e gc gb z
ir bnc ir GLsc dh ax m oo 1 axDl uumD2 v ax dh ax kc kb aDl
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axrD2 n tc tb ii
REG: m aa tb ax n kc krb r eDl Elgl D3 gc gb r axDl axrD2
dc db w oo dl f chc chb uuf uum GL1 ir GLsc pb s ax n i ng gc gb ir z
i v ax GLsc db ax m ooDl Olgl 1 axDl uumD2 GLw ax dnc ax kc kb aDl
axD2 n tc tb ii
sc067.auto: 77.08(64.58) [H=37, D=l, S=10, 1=6, N=48]
Aligned transcription: sc067.hand vs sc067.auto
LAB: aa tc tb uuf kc kb i dc db z ir dc db oo dnc dh ax
1 ir tc tlb 1 aaDl Algl s be bb uh n z w ax th dh ir chc chb e
r rii z o n tc tb o GLsc pb
REC: a pc tc tb uuf kc kb i GLsc s ir dc db ooDl Olgl 1 ax dh ax
1 ir tc tlb 1 aaDl Algl D3 s be bb uh n z w i pc tc Tb ir GLsc chb lax
r rii z o n tc tb h o GLsc pb
sc068.auto: 81.40(72.09) [H=35, D=3, S=5, 1=4, N=43]
Aligned transcription: sc068.hand vs sc068.auto
LAB: h ii r m e m bb ax dc db ii n ii dnc ir dnc ax pc
pb aa s pc pb oo GLsc tb ax gc gb e tflap ax v ii z ax s utc Tb a m
GLsc pb
REC: h ii ax r ax m aDl axD2 m ax dc db ii n i dnc ax be pc
pb aa s pc pb oo GLsc tb ax gc gb e dnc ax v ii z ax s utc Tb a m
tc tb
sc069.auto: 77.05(67.21) [H=47, D=5, S=9, 1=6, N=61]
Aligned transcription: sc069.hand vs sc069.auto
LAB: h ir z ax tc tb e m pc pb s tc tb ir y uuf z ir z kc krb r e dnc
ir GLsc kb aa dc db f Elgl D3 dl dc be bb ax kc kb ir z ax z
ir kc kb aDl axD2 n GLw w ax z ir n ax r riiDl axD2 z
REC: h ir z ax tc tb e n GLs tb ii y ir z ir z kc krb r e dnc
i GLsc kb aa dc db f lo 1 Elgl D3 ax dl ax be be bb ax kc kb ir z ir z
ir tc kc kb aDl axD2 w ax z ir n ax r rii iiDl axD2 s
sc070.auto: 68.00(58.00) [H=34, D=2, S=14, 1=5, N=50]
Aligned transcription: sc070.hand vs sc070.auto
LAB: dh Elgl w ax s utc Tb i dl f r i s tc tb be bb Algl kc kb uh s
utc Tb ax m z dh ax dh Elgl D3 ax dc n uh th i ng tc tb
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ax dc db i kc klb 1 e axD2
REC: f ir w ax s dc db uuf o f r i s tc th be bb Algl kc kb uh s
tc tb ax m ax z lax dh uuf e dc n uh s utc tb h i ng tc tb
ax dc db i kc klb 1 axDl eHDl axD2
sc071.auto: 76.74(62.79) [H=33, D=3, S=7, 1=6, N=43]
Aligned transcription: sc071.hand vs sc071.auto
LAB: dh ax n lax s tc tb e n db ir dc dh ax f iiDl irD2 s lo 1 u kc
kb i ng w uum n db o n pc pb oo dl z s ukc Kb a
dl GLsc pb
REC: dh ax n ax s tc tb e n db i v dh ax f i s lo u tc kc
kb i ng ax w axDl uumD2 ax n db o n m pc pb oo dl s ukc Kb aDl axD2
dl GLsc tb
sc072.auto: 71.70(52.83) [H=38, D=4, S=ll, 1=10, N=53]
Aligned transcription: sc072.hand vs sc072.auto
LAB: e v r ax w uh n tc tb oo kc kb s ax v dh ax be bb
lax dc db z ax n dh ax be bb ii z be bb ax dh Elgl D3 n e v
ax m e n sh ax n w o s pc pb s
REC: e v uuf w ax dl uh n tc tb 1 u dl pc tc tb ax dh ax be be bb
lax z ir n dh ax dc be bb ii z ir dc be bb ax GLdh i n e v
lax m e n dc sh ax n w uum o th s upc pb s
sc073.auto: 68.29(56.10) [H=28, D=3, S=10, 1=5, N=41]
Aligned transcription: sc073.hand vs sc073.auto
LAB: m axDl uumD2 s Tb ax dh ax s ii n z w ax f ir dl m db o n
1 axDl axrD2 kc kb eDl Elgl D3 sh ir n ax n dh ii a dl pc
pb s
REC: m axDl uumD2 sh Tb ax dh ax s ii n z w ax f i dl on db aa
m 1 axDl uumD2 GLsc kb i tb eDl Elgl D3 sh ir n ir n Elgl D3 o GLsc
tb s
sc074.auto: 75.51(71.43) [H=37, D=0, S=12, 1=2, N=49]
Aligned transcription: sc074.hand vs sc074.auto
LAB: m ir s utc Tb ax v lax n ax n h oe dl pc pb tb msyl s oe dl f tc
tb ax dnc ir z lax GLsc tb ax n ax 1 aa jhb kc kb uh pc pb ax v
kc kb o f ii
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REC: m ir s utc Tb ax v lax n ax n h oe dl be dc db nsyl s uh dl f tc
tb ax tflap ir z lax tc tb ax n ax 1 aa chc chb kc kb uh be bb ax f
kc kb o f i y
sc075.auto: 59.62(50.00) [H=31, D=7, S=14, 1=5, N=52]
Aligned transcription: sc075.hand vs sc075.auto
LAB: i GLw w ax z ir sh iiDl axD2 f lo 1 uuf kc kb dh ax tflap Algl D3
be bb uh m tc tb i n tc tb ax dh ax s Elgl D3 m chc chb
a GLsc pb y e s Tb ax dc db eDl Elgl D3
REC: uuf w ax z ax sh ii ax f lo uum gc gb th ax
be bb uh m kc kb dh i n tb ax dh ax s eDl Elgl D3 n chc chb aDl axD2
be i h y ii e s Tb ax dc db Elgl D3
sc076.auto: 60.71(53.57) [H=34, D=3, S=19, 1=4, N=56]
Aligned transcription: sc076.hand vs sc076.auto
LAB: jhc jhb u r i ng ir z 1 aa s utc Tb y iiDl axD2 r ax GLy
ir n ax v lax s ax tc tb ii dh eDl Elgl sh e axD2 dc m e n ii
h ax 1 lax r riiDl axD2 s m axDl axrD2 m ax n GLsc s
REC: jhc jhb u r rii ng ax z 1 aa s tc tb ii y axDl axrD2 GLr rii y
uuf n ax v lax z ir z s y ii be bb Elgl sh i pc m e n ii
tb ax 1 e r riiDl axD2 s m aDl axD2 m ax n GLsc s
sc077.auto: 75.00(58.93) [H=42, D=2, S=12, 1=9, N=56]
Aligned transcription: sc077.hand vs sc077.auto
LAB: aaDl Algl D3 1 uh v dc tc tb ax pc pb e dnc dl m Algl
trc trb aaDl Algl D3 s ax kc kb dl ax n dh ax be bb a GLsc
kb y aa dc db w ax n ax w ax z ax chc chb aaDl Algl D3 dl dc
db
REC: aaDl Algl 1 uh f tc tb ax pc tc Tb e dnc 1 ax m aaDl Algl
D3 tc trb r aaDl Algl D3 s ir kc kb w lax dl ax n dh ax be bb a gjhc
jhb ii aa dc db w ax n aa w ax z ax chc chb ax dl aaDl Algl D3 o GLsc
tb
sc078.auto: 59.57(40.43) [H=28, D=3, S=16, 1=9, N=47]
Aligned transcription: sc078.hand vs sc078.auto
LAB: s uh m pc pb ii pc pb dl f aaDl Algl D3 n dh ax w oe dl
sh lo 1 a ng gb w ax jhc jhb v e r rii dc db i f ax kc kb
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dl tc tc tb 1 lax n
REC: ax s aa m pc pb ii pc be bb oo dl f aaDl Algl n ax w lax dl
u tb 1 Algl D3 n kb w i dnc jhb ax v ax r rii gc dc db i v ax be bb
dl GLsc tb 1 ax 1 aDl axD2 n
sc079.auto: 82.54(74.60) [H=52, D=3, S=8, 1=5, N=63]
Aligned transcription: sc079.hand vs sc079.auto
LAB: dh ax f uuf dc db v e axD2 r rii z f ax m pc plb Elgl D3 s
tb ax pc plb 1 Elgl D3 s be bb ax GLsc dh ax pc prb r aaDl
Algl D3 s r m Elgl D3 n z f eHDl axD2 1 ii kc kb o n s utc Tb ax n
tc tb
REC: dh ax f uuf GLsc db v uuf ax r rii z f ax m pc plb 1 Elgl D3 s
Tb ax pc pc plb 1 Elgl D3 s pc be bb ax GLn ax tc pc prb r aaDl
Algl D3 s r ax m Elgl D3 n z f ir 1 ii kc kb o n s tb ax n
GLsc tb
sc080.auto: 72.22(50.00) [H=26, D=l, S=9, 1=8, N=36]
Aligned transcription: sc080.hand vs sc080.auto
LAB: dh ax s e r ax m ax n ii ax v ax w oe dl m ii ax n ax w ax
z m uuf v dc tc tb ax tc tb iiDl axD2 z
REC: dh ax s ax r ax m ax n ii ax GLw ax w oe dl m GLm ii a n ax w ax
z db m uuf pc tc Tb ir tc tc tb ii ir GLsc db th pc pb jhc
sc081.auto: 65.22(41.30) [H=30, D=3, S=13, 1=11, N=46]
Aligned transcription: sc081.hand vs sc081.auto
LAB: dh ii e r riiDl axD2 w ax z s axDl axrD2 th ax r 1 ii
be bb 1 i GLsc s dh ax GLsc n aDl axrD2 v lax GLchb lo
ii n uh th i ng r ax m Elgl D3 n z
REC: h y ii y ax r rii ax w ax s axDl axrD2 th s ax r ax 1 ii
be be bb 1 i GLs f ax n aDl axD2 v axDl uumD2 zh sh lo
1 ii n uh tb i ng n r ax m ax n i ng n GLs
sc082.auto: 40.91(22.73) [H=18, D=3, S=23, 1=8, N=44]
Aligned transcription: sc082.hand vs sc082.auto
LAB: bb o be m ir dl GLsc kb dh ax kc kb aDl axrD2
z aa f utc Tb ax h ii dc db gc gb a dh ax dc dh ax chc chb i kc kb
i n z e gc gb z
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REC: be bb oo tc m ax 1 o dc db be bb Elgl tc tc tb aDl axD2 1 ax
s aa v tc tb ax h ii dc db gc gb a dh ax dchc chb y ii gc gb
i n z Elgl D3 kc kb s
sc083.auto: 74.29(65.71) [H=52, D=2, S=16, 1=6, N=70]
Aligned transcription: sc083.hand vs sc083.auto
LAB: w ii r rii 1 ii w ax dl n ii dc tc tb ir dc db ir f r o s tc
dh ax f r i jhc jhb n aDl axrD2 dh ax dh ax s Trb r oo be bb r
rii z ax v GLuuf z dc db aDl axrD2 tc tb oo 1 axDl uumD2 v
ax dh ax pc plb 1 Elgl D3 s
REC: w ii r rii 1 ii ax w i dl n ii dc tc tb ir dc db ax f r aa s tc
dh ax f r rii GLsc chb n aDl axD2 dh ax s trb r oo dc be bb r
rii zh z ax f ax dnc uuf zh tc tb aDl axD2 tc tb oo 1 axDl axrD2 v
ax dh ax pc pc plb 1 Algl D3 s
sc084.auto: 68.75(64.06) [H=44, D=4, S=16, 1=3, N=64]
Aligned transcription: sc084.hand vs sc084.auto
LAB: dh ax kc kb axDl uumD2 GLsc chb s w lax v dc tc tb
dh ax 1 e f utc Tb ir n ax n ax tc tb e m GLsc pb tc tb uum ax v ooDl
Olgl D3 dc dh ax be bb 1 aaDl Algl n db pc pb ax dc db e s trc
Trb r riiDl axD2 n
REC: ax GLsc kb axDl uumD2 dc db sh s w axDl uumD2 tc tb tc
dhR ax 1 e f tc tb ax n ax tc tb i m kc kb tc tb uum ax v ooDl
Olgl D3 dc db ax be be bb 1 aaDl Algl n db pc pb ax dc db eHDl s tc
Trb r rii ax n
sc085.auto: 61.36(50.00) [H=27, D=l, S=16, 1=5, N=44]
Aligned transcription: sc085.hand vs sc085.auto
LAB: aa f utc Tb ax dh ax r axDl uumD2 dc db v iiDl irD2 z tc tb ax
dh ax s aDl axD2 th y dl s ii ir jhc jhb uh ng kc kb
sh ax n ax h e dc db
REC: uh f dc db ax dh ax r axDl uumD2 dc dc db dh i s tc tb ax
dh ax s aDl axD2 tb ir w ax s y ii eHDl jhc jhb axDl axrD2 n GLsc db
sh ax n uh h eHDl dc db ax
sc086.auto: 74.47(63.83) [H=35, D=l, S=ll, 1=5, N=47]
Aligned transcription: sc086.hand vs sc086.auto
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LAB: h ax r rii v n i ng gc gb aDl axD2 n w ax z ax trc trb r aaDl
Algl f dl tc tb uuf gc gb eHDl axD2 r ir sh f ax dh ii ir
kc kb eDl Elgl D3 zh ax n
REC: ax r rii f n ii n be z aDl axrD2 n 1 ax z ax trc trb r aaDl
Algl D3 f oo tc tc tb uuf be gc gb eHDl axD2 r ir GLchb f ax dh ii i
kc kb eDl Elgl D3 zh ax v utc tb
sc087.auto: 70.45(56.82) [H=31, D=3, S=10, 1=6, N=44]
Aligned transcription: sc087.hand vs sc087.auto
LAB: h ii gc gb 1 i m pc pb s tc dh ax trc trb r a f i kc kb w
oo dc nsyl aDl axD2 tc tb ax v dh ax kc kb oo n ax v
ir z aaDl Algl D3
REC: hi gc dc db 1 i m kc s tc dhR ax trc trb r a f ir kc kb w
ooDl Olgl v nsyl dh aDl axD2 tb ax dnc ax kc kc kb oo n lax bnc
ir z aaDl Algl D3 h ii
sc088.auto: 60.98(47.56) [H=50, D=5, S=27, 1=11, N=82]
Aligned transcription: sc088.hand vs sc088.auto
LAB: sh ii h ax dc s ukc Kb eHDl axD2 s lo ii dc db aaDl Algl D3 v
uh dl z dh ax s ukc Kb a n db dl be bb ax f oo ir
GLw w ax z s pc plb 1 a tb ax dc db axDl uumD2 v ax dh ax f r uh n
GLsc pb Elgl D3 jhb ir z ax v dh ax tc tb a be bb
1 ooDl Olgl D3 dc z
REC: chb ii ir GLs ukc Kb eHDl axD2 s Tb ii dc db aaDl Algl D3 v
db o z dh ax s dc db aDl axrD2 n db o dc be bb ax f oo w axDl axrD2
GLw ax s tc tlb 1 a tb ax dc db lax w ax z db ax f r ax n tc
be bb ir tb Elgl D3 gjhc jhb ir z ax v ir dc tc tb aDl axD2 be be bb
1 oo h ir GLsc s
sc089.auto: 62.50(53.12) [H=20, D=4, S=8, 1=3, N=32]
Aligned transcription: sc089.hand vs sc089.auto
LAB: dh ax kc kb w oe sh chb ax n eHDl axD2 w ax zh sh oo tb
ax n tc tb ax dh ax pc pb ooDl Olgl D3 NO tb
REC: ax kc kb w ax GLchb ax n ii eHDl axD2 w ir sh oo GLsc tb
ax n db ax dh ax pc pc pb oo n e tc tb
sc090.auto: 64.44(48.89) [H=29, D=2, S=14, 1=7, N=45]
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Aligned transcription: sc090.hand vs sc090.auto
LAB: w uuf ax pc plb uh n zh db ir n tb ax dc db aa kc kb
n ax s ax z dh ax kc klb 1 aDl axrD2 dc z ir n gc gb uh dl f tc
dh ax m uum n
REC: w ii w ax be pc plb 1 uh n z dnc ir n db ax dc db uh gc gb s
n e s ax dh ax kc klb 1 aDl axD2 z ir ng gc gb ax dl f TDHS
dhR ax m ax n db gc s
sc093.auto: 73.47(63.27) [H=36, D=2, S=ll, 1=5, N=49]
Aligned transcription: sc093.hand vs sc093.auto
LAB: sh ii r i tc tb lax n f ax m h o dl ax dc db Elgl D3
be bb r o n z dc db be bb aaDl Algl D3 dh ax m e dnc i trc trb r
Elgl n iiDl axD2 n s uh n
REC: sh uuf GLr ax tc tb ax n tc f ax n h oo dl ir dc db Elgl D3 dc
be bb r o n z dc db be bb aaDl Algl dh ax m e dnc ir tb s trb ax r
eDl Elgl ng i n s uh n
sc094.auto: 61.70(48.94) [H=29, D=l, S=17, 1=6, N=47]
Aligned transcription: sc094.hand vs sc094.auto
LAB: dh Elgl D3 s ir jhc jhb e s utc Tb ir dh ax GLsc dh ii aaDl Algl
D3 s w ax dc th oo ax z s uuf n ax z s pc pb r i
ng ax r aaDl Algl D3 v dc db
REC: dh i s ir z db i s dc db ir dnc ir dc db ii aaDl Algl
D3 s w ax GLsc pb f utc Tb oo GLw ax z s uuf uum n ax z s pc pc prb r i
ng ax r aaDl Algl h ir tc tb
sc095.auto: 73.33(53.33) [H=33, D=3, S=9, 1=9, N=45]
Aligned transcription: sc095.hand vs sc095.auto
LAB: gb oo dc nsyl z w lax dc z w ax 1 o s
utc Tb ax m i dnc s tc dh ax h uh be bb uh bnc ax v dh ax kc krb
aDl axD2 dnc ir dc db h oo dl
REC: pc pb kc kb oo tc n ax n z w axDl axrD2 lax z w ax 1 o tb s
utc Tb ax m i s utc Tb lax h uh be bb uh v ax v dh ax kc krb r
aDl axD2 tflap ir z h oo dl
sc096.auto: 70.45(63.64) [H=31, D=0, S=13, 1=3, N=44]
Aligned transcription: sc096.hand vs sc096.auto
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LAB: mi s utc Tb ax f oo s aaDl Algl D3 th h ax dchc chb iiDl
axD2 dc dh ax tc tb ii m o n aDl axD2 f ax f aaDl Algl D3 v h
axrD2 dl y iiDl axD2 z
REC: m ir s utc Tb ax f oo s aaDl Algl D3 tc tb h ir dchc chb y
i dc db ir s tc tb ii n m o n aDl axD2 f ax f aaDl Algl e v h
00 dl dnc ii i s
sc097.auto: 68.42(50.00) [H=26, D=2, S=10, 1=7, N=38]
Aligned transcription: sc097.hand vs sc097.auto
LAB: i GLsc s ii m z ir f s uuf z ax n db uh z oo
dl dh ax chc chb oo z f ax dh ir s h aDl axD2 s h ax dl dc db
REC: i GLsc s ii n ir z ir f s lo uuf ax z ax n db lax dl ax z db oo
dl v ax chc chb oo z f ax dh i z h a z db dl GLsc pb chc
sc099.auto: 70.59(45.10) [H=36, D=2 , S=13, 1=13, N=5l]
Aligned transcription: sc099.hand vs sc099.auto
LAB: be bb e th chc chb eHDl axD2 dc dh ax f lax s m ii
tc tb i ng ir n oo dnc ax tc tb uum axDl axrD2 be bb 1 aaDl Algl D3 jhc
jhb h lax GL axDl uumD2 v ax w lax GLsc bb o s
REC: m ax be bb e h ax th chc chb eHDl axD2 dc dc db ax f lax z s m ii
tc tb ii n ax w ax tc tb uum ax be be bb 1 aaDl Algl D3 jhc
jhb db be bb ax GLsc f axDl uumD2 u v ax w ax gc be bb aa h ax GLs
sclOO.auto: 66.67(48.15) [H=18, D=l, S=8, 1=5, N=27]
Aligned transcription: sclOO.hand vs sclOO.auto
LAB: aaDl Algl v jhc jhb ax s ii n chb aa dl z tb e r i ng o f
1 n ax h uh r rii
REC: aaDl Algl djhc jhb ax s ii n GLchb lax dl GLs tb e r i n db o f
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TR Class Left-hand Phone Right-hand Phone








or burst, or h




or burst, or tflap, dnc,
bnc or gnc
TR4 vowel, dl, r, w, y or
diphthongal glide
nasal
TR5 vowel, dl, r, w, y or
diphthongal glide
1 or cl




TR8 nasal vowel, y or diphthongal
glide
TRIO nasal r, w, dl, 1 or nasal
TR11 nasal -fVOICE fricative or
affricate-release
TR12 nasal -VOICE fricative or
affricate-release, or h
TR13 nasal GL, GLxc, GLxyc,
GSvowel
TR14 nasal +VOICE stop-closure
TR15 nasal -VOICE stop-closure
TR16 SIL, GL, GSvowel,
GLxc, GLxyc, NP




or burst, or h, lo, or dlo




or burst, or tflap, dnc,
bnc or gnc
vowel, dl, 1, cl, y or
diphthongal glide
TR19 1, cl or GL1 vowel, y or diphthongal
glide
TR20a z, zh, jhb, s, sh or chb tc, utc, dc, chc, jhc, t*c,
d*c
TR20b z, zh, jhb, s, sh or chb pc, upc, be, p*c, b*c
TR20c z, zh, jhb, s, sh or chb kc, ukc, gc, k*c, g*c
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TR Class Left-hand Phone Right-hand Phone
TR20dl f, th, PVdh, v stop-closure, dhS, thS,
GSvowel
TR20d2 z, zh, jhb, s, sh or chb dhS, thS, GSvowel
TR20e z, zh, jhb, s, sh or chb trc, drc




or burst, or tflap, dnc,
bnc or gnc
TR22 fricative, affricate-




or h, trb or Trb





or dnc, bnc or gnc
r or w
TR25 trb, Trb, drb, prb, Prb,
brb, krb, Krb, or grb
r or vowel or diphthon¬
gal glide
TR26 VOICE burst r or w







or burst, or dnc, bnc or
gnc
nasal
TR30a SIL, NP, -VOICE stop
closure or complex clo¬
sure with -VOICE final
element
nasal, be, dc, gc or jhc
TR30b nasal, vowel, diphthon¬
gal glide, dl, be, dc, gc
or complex closure with
+VOICE final element
nasal, GLnasal, or GL-
VOICEconsonant
TR31 tc, SIL, dhS, thS, nasal,
no
tb, Tb, tlb, dhR, thR
TR32 dc, SIL, nasal db, dlb
TR33 be, SIL, nasal bb, bib
TR34 pc, upc, SIL, nasal, mo pb, Pb, plb
TR35 gc, SIL, nasal, ngo gb, gib
TR36 kc, ukc, SIL, nasal, ngo kb, Kb, klb
APPENDIX C. TR CLASSES
TR Class Left-hand Phone Right-hand Phone
TR37 chc, SIL, GL*chc chb
TR38 jhc, SIL jhb
TR39 tc, dc, SIL, nasal, trc,
drc
trb, Trb, drb
TR40 pc, be, SIL, nasal prb, Prb, brb
TR41 kc, gc, SIL, nasal krb, Krb, grb
TR42 stop-closure, GL*xc ex¬ fricative or affricate-
cept GLchc and GLjhc, release or h
SIL, no, mo or ngo
TR43 burst stop-closure
TR44 -VOICE fricative or +VOICE fricative or
affricate-release affricate-release
TR45 diphthongal glide vowel, dl, y, r, w, GLr,
GLw




TR51 utc Tb or tb




TR60 monophthongal vowel monophthongal vowel
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